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Abstract

From 1911 to 195i Tibet was to all intents and purposes an independent

country. From 1951 to 1959 Tibet, while formally acknowledging some role for

China, continued to maintain its own currency, govemment, armed forces and way of

life. During this period Tibet conducted its own diplomacy with a wide range of

countries with very little involvement by the Chinese. Yet during this period not one

foreign country formally recognised the independence of Tibet. When the Chinese

Communist Party came to power in 1949 it was able to t'eassert Chìnese control with

very Iittle interference, or even condemnation, from the outside world.

This thesis not only examines the changes in the diplomacy oChina, the West,

Tibet and India during this period, but also the cultural shifts in the political, social and

militaly spheres in those countries. It assumes that the general trend in political life all

over the wolld has been towards increasingly intolelant and extreme politics. This has

had an effect on the way that diplomacy is conducted and has increased the costs of

both politìcal and military disputes. If Tibet remains part of China today, with little

chance of resuming an independent existence, it is because the Chinese government

and people were quickel to adopt radical Westem philosophies than the Tibetans were.



This thesis contains no material which has been accepted for the award of any

other degree or diploma in any university and that, to the best of my knowledge and

beliel the thesis contains no material previously published or written by another

person, except where due reference is made in the text of the thesis.

I consent to this thesis being made available for photocopying and loan if
accepted for the award of the degree.
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It is the policy of the University of Adelaide to treat all indigenous cultures

with respect and to follow culturally sensitive naming practices. At the start of my

thesis I asked the University administration if this applied to Chinese names. At the

time of writing the University is still considering the matter and no policy guideline has

been laid down. There is a risk of causing offence by either treating Chinese culture as

an indigenous culture that requires sensitive treatment, or by ignoring traditional

practices in this mattel. This thesis will follow genetal Western norms and not use

traditional Chinese naming practices for the deceased. Thus Dr. Sun Yatsen will be

refen'ed to as Sun Yatsen and not Sun Zhongshan. Dr. Sun Yatsen will also be the

only Chinese person named according to the English version of his dialect name and

not as Sun Yixian. This is to acknowledge his Cantonese origins and Anglo-American

upbringing rather than suggest he was from the north as the use of pin yin might.

Chiang Kaishek will be referred to as Jiang Jieshi, and not as Jiang Zhongzheng.

Wherever possible Chinese place names are reproduced in pfu yirr as ìong as they are

within China proper. Urumqi is called Urumqi and not Dihua, even though it is in

China. There are several ways of representing Tibetan names in English. This thesìs

generally follows the usual Westem practice and does not reproduce letters in Tibetan

words that are not pronounced. It does not represent Tibetan according to the modem

pitt yirt used in the People's Republic of China. In this thesis the Panchen Lamas lived

in Shigatse and not in Xigazi.
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War is less costly than servitude....the choice is always between Verdun and Dachau

The Tnxis of tlrc Manrc, Jean Dutord
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Chapter One: Inttoduction

Chapter One: Introduction

This thesis discusses the role of Tibetan independence in the diplomacy

between Britain, the United States India and China between 1911 and 1959. The

thesis is not meant to be just a discussion of the reasons behind the failure of the

Tibetans to win intemational recognition of theil independence in this period, but also

of the intellectual and ideological background which frames the diplomatic issues. It

will examine the cultulal background of issues such as self determination. One of the

most impoftant issues in the diplomacy deaìing with Tibet is the issue of autonomy

rather than independence as such. The l9l3-14 Simla Conference was to have

provided Tibet with autonomy under the formal suzerainty of China.' The 1951

Seventeen Point Agleement between the Chinese central government and the Dalai

Lama's administlation promised the Tibetans "the light of exercising national regional

autonomy undel the unified leadership of the Central Peopte's Govemment".r The tìr'st

public statement by the Dalai Lama after he fled to India in 1959 denoLrnced the f¿rilure

of the Chinese govenìment to respect Tibet's autonomy.3 In 1965 the Chinese

government formally announced the formation of the Tibetan Autonomous Region.l

Ever since tlie Dalai Lama amived in India, proposals by the Tibetan Govetnment in

exile for settlement of the Tibetan problem have involved recognition of Chinese

suzerainty in exchange for autonomy. The most recent of these was the 1988

Strasbour'-q Proposal which was in tum based on an earlier proposal put to the US

Congressional Human Rights CaucLrs.'' Given the long histoly and use of the concept

of autonomy it is worth exploring exactÌy what is meant by the term "autonomy" and

how it came to dominate discussions of Tibet's statLls.

Like many other terms used in modern diplomacy dealing with Tibet, aLltonomy

is a Greek term widely used in the Classical and Hellenistic periods. Oligìnally to be

autonomoLts was to be able to pass and enf'orce laws without reference to any other

power. In sholt, to be autonomous was to be independent. By Hellenistic times the

Greek-speaking world was dominated by a fer.v big kin-edoms each of which contained

a numbel of city-states which r,vere folmally autonomous. As the histor-ies of the

period make perfectly clear, in practice alrtonomy was a highly flexible concept u'hich

rSeeTextof the SimlaAgleementin Sen 1960.54-58 orMehra i979-80, 1:111-116.
r Sen 1960,J9-81. Lin-s 1968, 19-23.
3 Sen i960, 145-148.
* Shakya 1999,302-303.
'For the text of the Proposal see Donnet 1990. 22'7-?29. For discussions see Norbu
1998, 325, 336.
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Chapter One: Introduction

meant very little. Usually cities which were autonomous had to pay taxes and obey

loyal decrees, which meant that in practice their autonomy was largely symbolic.6 The

main successor to the Hellenistic world was the Roman Empire i.vhich also inherited

the Greek legal and philosophical tradition. However autonomy as a practical concept

meant little in the Roman world, Autonomous city-states gradually declined, becoming

just local governments. It has become a cliché to describe the eatly Roman Empile as

a large coìlection of small local city-based governments. Yet the concept of

autonomous city life survived the Roman Empire and its fall in the cities and

communes of the Middle Ages. All through Eulope feudal rulers saw the sense of

allowing cities to run their own affairs, if only because direct rule was too difficult and

expensive for anyone else to manage. The defìning feature of pre-modern European

administration was the weakness of central authority and the high degree of autonomy,

if not independence, in the regions. In extreme cases such as the Holy Roman Empire,

there was very little distinction between outrìght independence and Iocal autonomy.

This extreme localism is perhaps typical of all pre-modern govelnments.

Where the technology and administlative structure fbr close centlalised control did not

exist, all pre-modem governments wele essentially local governments, and local

administrations had to be autonomous to some degree. The lalgel national level

politics had only, at best, a minor impact on the lives of the majority ol the wot'ld's

populations. This is as true of the early Btitìsh colonies in America, which lvere given

elected assemblies to help with the otherwise impossible task of administration, as it

w¿rs for the Qing Empile where a local magistrate needed the sr"rpport of the local

gentl'y if he was to govem.T In the Qing Empire it is harcl to see how things could be

different given that, according to ofhcial figures, the average magistrate administered

100,000 people in l'749, which rose to 250,000 by 1819 and was around one million

by 1911.8 The weakness of the central Qing authorities is demonstrated by the small

size of Be¡ing. The capital cities of polvelful, centralised govemments are almost

always large. If the central government controls the economíc and social life of a

coLlntry then evel'yone affected by that government's decisions, needs to keep

u G.een 1993,196-200.
t As is made clear in Chinese classics lik{:he Drecnn of Recl Cltcunbers, the lor,ver

magistrate rvas unable to challen-te porveful local figures. See Cao 1979, 109-14.

Wright (1991, 125-47) has a good discussion of the problems of traditional Chinese

govemment. For the American example see Finer 1991, 1398-1405.
8 Hsiao 1967,5. Similar figures are found in Zinkin (1994,295) for British India.

Zin\<sn points out (295-6) that fol this reason the British administlation could not

change India the way Japan chan,eed itself.
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Chapter One: Introduction

representatives at the capital if only to lobby for them.e Despite claims by the Qing

govemment of a very high level of control, it was just not possible to rule without the

consent of the local elites. S. E. Finel has described the situation ìn the Qing Empire

as "De Ju'e Cen1raltzalion, De Facto Decentralization".r0 This probably explains the

orìgin of the concept of autonomy in modern diplomacy and constitutional theory. As

the modern technology that enables highly centralised control developed and spread, it

has become more and more feasible to run local communities from distant capitaldJ

Although the concept of autonomy existed from the rise of the Gleek city-state

onwards, the right of an ethnic minority to autonomy within a larger country simply did

not exist until the present century. The introduction of ethnic self determination had to

wait until the end of the First World War to gain wide acceptance. The 1904 invasion

of Tibet by the British did not ploduce any British commitment to Tibetan autonomy

or even any discussion of the idea.rr Rather British administrators in India such as

Lord Culzon algued that the ability of the Tibetan administration to ignore the express

instructions of the Qing govelnment amounted to proof of Tibet's de facto
independence and hence the need to conduct relations directly with the Dalai Lama.

Therefore at the stalt of this century, independence for Tibet was defined in a highly

legalistic traditional manner. Tibet was independent because it matched the fblmal

behaviour of other independent countries regardless of the insistence of the Tibetan

administration that they were in fact part of the Qing Enrpire. Yet this belief in Tibetan

independence was never shaled by the British government in London and was

implicitly repudiated by them in their 1906 agreement with China.rr This treaty

recognised China's rule ovel'Tibet and in a subsequent treaty with Russia in 1907, the

British formally recognised China's suzerainty ovel Tibet without any guarantee tbr

Tibetan autonomy.r*

n Thus Tokyo is now the main commercial city in Japan replacing Osaka and Sakai

which were Japan's largest cities until the Tokugawa. Washington and Canbera at'e

both fairly small capitals of Federations. Berlin, Paris and London are not.

'o Finer 1997, 1147.
rr Indeed Tibet was run dìrectly from Beijing for a number of years in the late eighties

supposedly because Hu Jintao, the Party Secretary, did not like living in Tibet. See

Shakya 1999,432.

't There are at least four collections of British documents dealing r.vith Tibet similar to

PRT (1904). The phrase does not appear.

'' Mehra I9l9,l:I-3.
't Mehra I979,I:4-6.
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Chapter One: Introductìon

'What exactly the British meant by the term suzerainty is a difficult question as

it has no real meaning in international law.r5 It is likely that the British made the same

sort of distinction between "sovereignty" and "suzerainty" as they did between "reign"

and "rule". In British constitutional theory the Crown reigns but does not rule.r6 Thus

what the British govemment probably meant by "suzerainty" was that the Chinese

government would preside over the Tibetan government in theory but would not

goveln in fact. In that case suzerainty implies a high degree of autonomy which not

only verges on independence, but is rather hard to distinguish from the real thing. That

the British held this position is supported by the terms of the 1914 Simla agreement

and the l9l2 Foreign Ofhce memorandum which preceded it. In the 1912 memo the

British claimed that, "His Majesty's Govemment, while they have formally recognized

the 'suzerain rights'of China in Thibet, have never recognísed, and are not prepared to

recognize, the right of China to intervene actively in the internal administration of

Thibet, which should remain, as contemplated by the treaties, in the hands of the

Thibetan ar-rthorities."tT In the 1914 Agreement, while the British andTibetans agreed

to recognise that Tibet was part of China and that Tibet was "under the suzet'ainty of

China", the Chinese also had to agree that Tibet was to be autonomous and that they

would not interfere in the administration of Tibet, or convefi Tibet into a province, or

send soldiets there, or import civilian settlers.ls In this agreement the concept of

autonomy for Tibet appeârs in a formal legal document for the first time, albeit one

that China refused to sign. The other important feature of this agreement is that

autonomy was linked to the concept of suzerainty and the level of autonomy that was

implied was clearly very high.

Although the use of the term autonomy in diplomacy with China first âppears at

the Simla Conference, the concept of aurtonomy built on a basis of previous practice.

The best examples of this come from the break up of the Ottoman Empile.'n The use

of autonomy in these cases was used typically as a fig-leaf to Turkish and perhaps

Muslim opinion. Rather than suppolting outright annexations or independence the

Westem powers supported a status that was something like a half-way house. Instead

of direct foreign rule or independence for a former subject population, the Tulkish

government would be slightly less emban'assed by autonomy. This does not mean that

any legion was any less independent under some sort of formal Turkish suzerainty.

rs Richardson 1945. 91-102.

'u See the discussion of the role of the Crorvn in Bagehot i896, l1-2, 33-88.

" Si, Jolrn Jordan's Mennrctndrnn to the Wai-clúao-prr, Peking 17 August 1912

Mehla 1979, I:66-68; Woodman 1969, 382.

't Mehra 1979, l:1 1 1-i16.
tn This r,vill be discussed further in Chapter Three.
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Chaptel One: Introduction

The status was in a sense fraudulent. Thele is no reason to think that the British

intended anything else in Tibet.

If the Ottoman Empire was an example of autonomy being used as a form of

annexation and imperial expansion by stealth, Ireland provides a counter-example.

Since the incorporation of Ireland in the United Kingdom in 1800 the Irish question

had been a perennial problem for Brjtish politicians. After Catholic emancipation the

Catholic Irish consistently voted for anti-British quasi-Nationalist platforms.ro This

proved so emban'assing that the British autholities tried to appease Irish opinion by

ploposing various forms of Home Rule; in effect, if not in name, giving a high degree

of local autonomy for Ireland. Right up to the outbreak of World War I these Bills had

aìl been defeated in Parliament. Despite the lack of formal autonomy during Wolld

War I L'ish opposition to conscription meant that Ireland had to be treated as a special

case.t' The problems the Blitish had were underlined by the 1916 Easter Uprising

during which the British, fighting f'or the independence of little Belgium against

Gelman aggression, had to r-rse altillery in Dublin itself to slrppress a campaign for Irish

independence. The result of the Uptising and the IRA campaign after the war was

Home Rule in both the north and the south. Yet this did not mean approval of

independence. The main condition laid down for Home Rule was a continuing link

with the Biltish Crown.22 In theory the Irish had to remain attached to the United

Kingdom, as Nolthem Ireland has remained to this day. The fate of Home Rule in

Ireland is typical of the problems of ar,rtonomy. In the Free State De Valera was

gradually able to turn Irish autonomy into outright independence by a ser'ìes of small

steps.t' In the North oppression of the Catholic minority led to the sr.rppression of

Northern Irelancl's assembly and the imposition of direct rule from London,2a

Whatever guarantees were written into law, the parties involved in Home Rule were

unable to freeze the stcttus quo and so prevent changes in public opinion undermining

the whole process. As a permanent solution to the problem of troublesome minorities

autonomy in the United Kingdom has comprehensively failed.

These cases point to a basic problem with autonomy. Although it is useful as a

legal fiction, a way of imposing colonial rule or independence without formally doing

so, it is not a stable state of affails. Autonomy all too easily moves gradually into full

independence or outright foreign rule. When the British flrst sug-sested that the

=o Foster 1988, 288-317
t' Fosret' i988. 489-90.
tt Fosrel 1988. 504-7.
tt Fosrer 1988, 5-50-4.
:+ Foster 1988, 588-91.
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Chapter One: Introduction

Tibetans be given autonomy, there can be little doubt that they intended Tibet to be

both independent from Chinese rule in all but name, and yet at the same time highly

dependent on the Bdtish. This can be seen in their refusal to recogníse Tibetan

independence.tt As long as the Chinese government claimed Tibet, the Tibetans had a

serious security problem. If Tibet was an independent nation, it does not follow that

the Lhasan authoritìes would not need the British to protect them from the Chinese.

Tibetan security needs could be met in other ways such as an agreement with Russia or

even with China. Although by the mid-thirties the British had unilaterally decided that

the Simìa Convention had determined Tibet's status, the Chinese continued to deny that

they had given up any of their rights ovel Tibet]6

Traditionally diplomatic history has concentrated on the actual discussions

between diplomats as well as the biographies and personalities of those diplomats, Fol

most Eulopean diplomacy befole the nineteenth century this is a perfectly reasonable

apploach. The majority of ELrropean diplomacy was can'ied or-rt by well-educated,

well-born gentlemen of similar class and cultural backgrounds. The main language of

diplomacy was French and all the major European powers more or less shared a

common world view. In fact many Russian diplomats, for example, plobably had more

in common with their Flench and British counterparts than with their own peasants.

The major exceptions to this rule were the non-European countties which, to a large

extent, were excluded from the "comity of civilized nations".lT In the rare cases that

their opinions were of any relevance to European diplomacy the way in which they

were treated largely depended on the balance of power in theil' region. The Ottoman

Turks, for instance, were actively courted by the French when they could still pose a

signifrcant threat to France's enemy, the Austro-Hr"rngarian Empire. However through

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the Eulopean states were growing in militaty

power in comparison with all other countries on the planet. This meant that they

could, and did, increasingly disregard the ìnterests of any other powers except each

other'. Those non-European nations that wished to conduct diplomatic relations with

Eulopean powers had to adopt Eulopean folms of behaviour. Even those that did not

wish to do so, such as Qing-dynasty China, were forced to do so. This traditional

system of \il'estern diplomatic relations is usually presented as a non-ideological

rational system which reflects universal values and assumptions. In leality there is no

particular reason to deny that this system of relations between nations is âs

" The idea that the British wele trying to make Tibet dependent on Britain and so keep

any independent Asian nation r,vell arva¡'from India rvas noticed by Orven Lattimore
(1951, 236-7) in the Tr,venties.
tu On the bordel issue see Mehla 1979,7I-14,78-79,91-95.
tt 

See BPPC (39:494) for the viervs of three Crown Lar.vyers to this effect.
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Chapter One: Introduction

ideologically-based as any other system.

In the modern world the survival of traditional administrative structures, and

even entile cultures, often requires formal acknowledgment by some form of legal

instrument such as atreaty orconstitution. Unlike empires of the past, it is possible in

the modern period for small numbers of people to completely dominate a subject

population without the need to conciliate any signihcant segment of that population. It

is even possible to replace an entire culture with one ìmposed from above. This was

first exemplified by the French revolution which not only introduced the idea that the

nation state containing a single dominant ethnic group was the only basis for political

power, but it also introduced the political stluctures requiled to enforce that dominant

culture on all the people within the state.rs One of the striking features of France

during the Revolution is that the majority of the French population did not speak

French.re Yet the unintended consequence of the Revolution was that the French State

had both the motivation and the ability to impose a uniform nation¿rl culture on its

citizens. After two hundled years of compulsory education, the majority of ethnic

minorities within France are mostly immigrants. The impact of the West in Asia has

meant adoption of 'Western administrative as well as diplomatic norms. This means

that states which once imposed minor imposts on most rural communities, now

actively interfere in the daily lives of most people even in the most distant villages.

This is, perhaps, best demonstrated by the disappearance of banditry. Bandits had been

an important pafi of rural life for as long as there have been written records.'O Yet

bandits have been on the decline everywhere the modern state extends.3r To vat'ying

extents virtually all the nations of the globe are trying to impose a national culture on

all the inhabitants of their state.tt If any minority cuìtures are to survive this process,

they need a formal, legally binding (and of course respected) agreement to plotect their'

?8 In the history of the West the Romans made very limited efforts to impose Latin
culture on the whole empire. Latin failed to displace Greek from the Eastem

Mediterranean and it is notable that in West Asia traditional Semitic place names

returned once the Roman (by then Byzantine) empire was replaced by Arab rule.
to weber 1916,6l-94.
to In a tiny country like Biblical Islael a powerful king like Saul was not able to catch

David when he fled to the hills.
t' S"e Braudel 1995,2:745-9. Banditry shows both the benefits and costs of
modemisation. On the one hand the State (more or less) re-eulates everythin-e it can.

on the other it does (more or less) abolish obvious problems like banditry.
tt This is most obvious in the case of lan-euage. The "national languages" of most

states dedves from that of the re-eion around the capital where, until recently, most

people dìd not live and hence the "national" language was not widely spoken. In
Britain the standard "received pronunciation" is not the native accent of any region but

a creation of the education system.
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Chapter One: Introduction

uniqueness. Given the nearly self-evident value of preserving local customs and

societies it is not hard to see why the concepr of autonomy is so popular among

thinkers and politicians. Indeed it is hard to imagine any reason why anyone would be

opposed to the idea or why the concept should be a contentious issue at alÌ.

The essential social factor underlying this thesis is the inclease in technological

and political sophistication in the West since the French Revolution. The basic

assumption is that the increase in technology has led to the gradual extension of the

powers of the state into every aspect of life including those regions which had

prevìously been isolated by geogr-aphical factors. At the same time as this growth in

technology, there has been a growth of the power of the state and the ability of the

modern state to harness popular emotions in national causes. In the West over the last

five hundred or so years European states have gradually been expanding the power of

the centre at the expense of formally aulonomous institutions and even govelrments.

Maltin Van Creveld can even describe the "Rise of the State" as a struggle against the

Church, the Empire, the nobles, and the towns resLrlting in the triumph of the

monarchs,33 In each of these struggles the centlal gover-rìment eventually won. It is

hard to imagine, given the extteme weakness of the modern Western Churches, that

the Papacy was once strong enough to humiliate Roman Emperols. At one time a

mere bishop like Saint Ambrose could force the Roman Emperor Theodosius I to

paldon a group of monks who had illegally attacked some Jews and destroyed their

synagogues.to Pop. Gregory VII (1073-85) could force the Emperol Henry IV to go

down on his knees and repent his "sins".rs By the eighteenth century the Papacy had

not only failed to prevent the spread of, first, Protestantism and then Revolution, it was

not even able to protect its property ftom Catholic rulers. In the same way in the

fourteenth century many European states had local Parliaments within their boundaries

which could defy the central authorities.'u By the fall of Napoleon virtually all of these

local authorities had been swept away in the majolity of European nations. Thus the

genelal trend in Westem history has been towards strengthening the power of the

central, national authodty at the expense of the rest of society.

It will be assumed that the growth in Western technical and administtative

sophistication has also had an impact on the way that wars are fought. It is a key

assumption in this thesis that the militaly requirements of any modetn state demand

t' S.e Chapter Three of Van Cleveld 1999,59-125
t* Ramsey 1991.34-5. See also Mclynn 1994,315-23
it Van Creveld 1999, 61.

'u Graue 2001, I-4,14-25.
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that the population be mobilised in support of national goals. Essentially this comes

down to a process where the state introduces a palticular world-view into the homes

and hearts of the majolity of the civilian population. William Duiker has claimed that

nationalism "is not a phenomena that appears suddenly. It is the result of a process by

which a people become conscious of themselves as a separate national entity in the

modern world, a process by which they become willing to transfer their primary loyalty

from the village, or the region, or the monarch, to the nation-state".37 fn the West this

state of affairs has been easiest to recognise during periods of majol warfare such as

the two World Wars. During these periods in most of Europe, normal civilian life

more or less ceased to exist. Not only did the various states absorb the vast majority

of the productive capacity of the economy, but popular opinion was aroused and

directed towards winning the war. This degree of popular mobilisation is a legacy of

the French Revolution which in theory demanded the total mobilisation of the entire

French population.

The most famous Western interpreter of Napoleonic warfate is the German

mìlitaly theorist Carl von Clausewitz. While this thesis has nothing to say of any

impofiance about the practice or theory of war, it will discr-rss the growth in the power

of the state as leflected in social and political theory in the period between l9lL and

1959. Even though Clausewitz is hardly a well known or respected political thinker',

there is no dor-rbt about the influence of his thought. Not only was he important to the

militaries of Europe between 1870 and 1914, but he also influenced the development

of Communism through both Lenin and Mao Zedong. Indeed Clausewitz is one of the

few non-Communist Western writers Mao ever quoted (although, perhaps not

sLrrprisìngly Mao chose to assign authorship to Lenin).38 Clausewitz contrasted

eighteenth century lvarfare and Napoleon's campaigns after the impact of the French

RevolLrtion.'n H" drew a contrast between "real war" (i.e. war as it is actually fought

with all the restrictions that law, religion and social custom place on behaviour) with

"absolute war" (that is war in the abstract, without any humane limits, and taken to its

extreme, logical and violent end). Clausewitz claimed that the closer an arrny came to

absolute war the more likely it was to win. "If one side uses force without

tt Duiker 1976, L5. The only questionable issue in this statement is the implication that

people spontaneously identify tvith sources of por,ver far away from their homes rather

than have nationalist opinions forced on them through schools and the media.
tt For instance in his essay "On ProtLacted War". See Mao 1972,266. Thele may

even be a more direct connection betrveen Clausewitz's viels on -euenilla r¡,atfare (in

Book 6, Chapter 26, "The People in Ams", L989,179-83) and those of Mao.

'n For the nature and scale of ei,shteenth century war see Duffy (1998) and Wei-eley

(1977,18-20). Clauservitz also describes the old fashioned-style well.
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compunction, undeterred by the bloodshed it involves, while the other side refrains, the
f,irst will gain the upper hand. That side will force the other to follow suit; each will
drive its opponent towards extremes, and the only limiting factors are the
counterpoises inherent in war'.'r0

Yet absolute war required the involvement of the entire population rather than
merely leaving war to the monarch and a few nobles. The aims of absolute war,
therefore, could not be the exchange of a minor province or two (as in eighteenth

century warfare), but a fundamental change in the social order. "The more power-ful

and inspiring the motives for war, the more they affect the belligerent nations and the

fiercer the tensions that precede the outbreak, the closer will war approach its abstract

concept, the more important will be the destruction of the enemy, the more closely will
the militaly aims and the political objects of war coincide, and the more military and

less political will war appear to be.'4r

This assumes the existence of what might be called "absolute politics" similar.ly

unrestrained by law, religion and socialcustoms.al Up to the twentieth centur.y the link
between "modern" politics and "modern" war is clear. As John Ftederick Charles

Fuller put it, "the musket made the infantryman, and the infantlyman made the

democrat: power to kill and, thelefore, to enforce equality at the bayonet point was the

essence of the qLrestion. Hence, one man one musket became one man one vote. until
votes and muskets were to be reckoned in millions."43 In the same way the r.ise of the

totalitarian govemments of the twentieth centllry is closely associated with mechanìsed

warfare. The German commander Elich Ludendorff wrote TIrc Nc¿tion At Wcu. to
explain why Germany lost World War I and what needed to be done to prepare for the

next war. Arguing that modern war demanded greater national mobilisation and

ruthlessness than even Clausewitz claimed, Ludendorff wanted mobilisation to start in
peacetime and in effect become a pelmanent feature of German life. This meant

supplession of dissent, governmêit domination of public opinion, rule by a single

military commander, and putting the whole economy on a permanent wartime
ll

IOOtlng.

*o 
Clause'uv itz, Lg8g, 7 5-6.

'' Clausewitz lgï9, 87-8.{ Ludendorff (n.d. 23) lvrote "Like totalitadan rvar, politics, too. must assume a
totalitari an character".
tt Fullet' 1962,33. Much the same point is often made about Greek democracy and the
demands of hoplite r.varfare. Por.ver went to those states that gave political rights to
the peasant farmers n ho could afford the armour and n,eapons needed to fi_ght.*'See Ludendodf n.d., 23, 34,48-52.55-85, 169-89.
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In the case of Germany, the close link between the views of Ludendorff and the

army and those of the Nazis is clear. Hitler's entry into politics was as a "propaganda

commando" on behalf of the German army to counter Communist levolution.a5 If
Communism did not arise out of the demands of modern war, it soon proved highly

adapted to it.16 For China the obvious lesson was that as lon-e as it faced a serious

security problem it would have to adopt more and more militant ideologies and

become less and less "liberal" in the normal sense of the word. This is not pafi of some

atavistic Chinese desire to be ruled with a firm hand, but rather the clear-sighted

adoption of the leading schools of Westem thou_eht in the face of very real security

problems. Thus the trend of modem Western history has been away from "civil

society" in which society as a whole is stronger than the government towards more and

mote powerful central authority, It is a common assumption in Westem literature that

"modelTr" or "western" imply "bettel'" or "good". Thete is no obviolls feason to

confuse the two. Indeed central to this thesis ìs the idea that being "modern" is a

decidedly mixed blessinglT

*t 
See the introduction to Hitler 1980, xxvii-xxviii.

'6 Lenin not only studied the German war-time economy, but he also frequently
plaised.
+7 Consider the difference between living next to a piece of early modern technology
such as a steam engine. canal or wind mill and livin-e next to a nuclear reactor.
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Chapter Two: Background to the Tibetan Issue

2.1 Introduction

While modern politics is dominated by discussions of nationalism, there ìs little

evidence that such a concept played any significant role in any pre-modem society

anpvhere in the world. The origins of Tibetan, Chinese and even British society lie

elsewhere in traditional forms of political behaviour, These forms of behavior"rr might

be cherished by their own societies but they are ralely "privileged" by intemational law,

intellectual discourse or modern diplomacy. The assumption that the Yellow Hat

hieralchy is ancient and that 'Westem diplomatic contact with Tibet is modem, is

widespread. Some degree of 'Western contact with Tibet is, by Westem standards, a

fairly long-established phenomenon.r Yet the social systems in both Qing China and

Central Tibet ale, by Asian standards, modern, In othel words Westetn contact with

Tibet occurs shortly after the establishment of the Qing dynasty and the Yellow Hat

hieralchy in China and Tibet respectively. Western diplomacy with Tibet was failly

slow to emerge as a significant factor'. Althourgh there had been isolated British

missions to Tibet, there was no degree of ìnterest from either the British Home '

government or the Blitish Indian administration until the late nineteenth century.

Diplomatic documentation is, therefore, rare before 1880 and becomes more and more

common as conf'licts grew between the Blitish Indian administration (butt not

necessalily the British Home govemment) and the Tibetans and Chinese. By that time

there were very few independent Asian states left and so it courld be assumed that the

growth in British interest in Tibet was not due to any feature of Tibetan society, but

simply because there were few remaining Asian states.

2.2 The Diplomatic Origins of Tibetan Theocracy

The origins of the theocratic Tibetan state do not lie in Tibet proper but in the

steppe politics of the regions to the north. In 1227 the Mongols attacked the Tangut

state of Xixia after the Tan-euts refused to provide enough soldiers when the Mongol

authorities demanded them. During this campaign Chinggis Khan (Gen-shis Khan) died

and as a result the Tangut were all but destroyed by the Mongols in reven-ee. The

Mongols follorved this up by staging raids into Tibet. In 1244 the locai Mon-eol ruler,

' Marco Polo may have passed through Tibet. Cerlainly there were Catholic
missionaries in Tibet from the seventeenth century onlvards, Many such missionary

accounts are collected in Petech (1952-56).
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Godan Khan, summoned the Sakya Pandita, a prominent Tibetan religious authority, to

his camp. In 1247 the Sakya Pandita formally submitted to the Mongols and was, in

retura, ,eiven all of Tibet to rule on behalf of the Mongoi rulers.r There is no evidence

that the Mongols at this time controlled much, if any, of Tibet proper. The Sakya

Lama died in 1251, and the Mongols invaded Tibet again in 1252. By this time

virtually all the major frgures in the Mongol luling family had relationships with one or

other Tibetan monk. The most important of these was between Khubilai Khan and the

Phagspa lama with Khubilai starting lessons with and being,initiated by the Phagspa

Iama in 1254 and 1258 respectively.3 Khubilai had become ruler of much of northern

China, and the steppe regions to the nolth and west, under the new dynastic name of

the Yuan. In 1260 he granted the Phagspa lama control over central and westeûr

Tibet. Khubilai also granted the Phagspa lama Chinese titles. According to the

Tibetan historian and long-time Lhasan official W. D. Shakabpa the Mongols confemed '

on the Phagspa Lama supreme authority over Tibet,o The Mongols exerted a degree

of administlative conttol over Tibet which no plevious ethnically Chinese dynasty had

ever managed to do. The Mongols olganised taxation, forced labour', censLls

collections under the subordinate authority of religious hgures from within Tibet.

There is little evidence that the Mongols wanted, or even could have managed if they

had wanted, to administer Tibet themselves. Rathel they followed their usual practìce

of frnding local sedentaly collaborators who would administer their domains for them.

At the same time they also continued theil practice of supporting the local religìous

authorities on a heleditary basis.

This arrangement between a powerfirl nomadic ruler and a Tibetan religious

organisation formed the basis for subsequent Tibetan history. Formally known as Cho-

Yon (ot Pliest-Patron), aftel the Mongols these sorts of an'angements would be the

normal form of political relations within Tibet and between Tibet and its neighbours. '

While the Ming dynasty wâs not particularly interested in playing this role, the Ming

coult did grant vadous Tibetan religious frgures titles and plovided gifts in exchange

for nominal protestations of allegiance to the Ming emperor. An important relationship

for the Tìbetan religious institutions did not develop until the mid-Ming when the

Yellow Hat sect found a patron in the Mongol Tümed ruler Altan Khan. In i570 Aìtan

Khan had been forced to make peace with the Ming rvhen his favourite grandson

defected to the Chinese. From the mid-1560s Altan Khan's relatives had been regularly

r Petech 1990, 8-9. Shakabpa 1967, 61-3. Goldstein I997, 3.
3 Petech 1990, 14-5. Shakabpa 1967.64-5.
* As had been confered on Sakya Lama before him. See Shakabpa 196'7,63-9
Goldstein 1997,4-5. See also Petech 1990, 16-7.
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invading the Kokonor region and on into Tibet proper, In 1578 Altan Khan and a '

prominent leader of the Yellow Hat sect, Sonam Gyatso, met and mutually recognised

each other as the reincarnations of Khubilai Khan and the Phagsp a Lama lespectively.'

At this meeting Altan Khan co-nferred the title of "Dalai Lama" on Sonam Gyatso and,

retrospectively, on two dead but very influential teachers.6 Needless to say these

affangements took place without the support of the Chinese Ming coult who were

unlikely to approve of the Tümed Mongols claiming to be ruled by a reincamation of a

Mongol lulel of China. Altan Khan, like his predecessor Dayan Khan, ah'eady claimed

to be the luler of China.T The reason for the Yellow Hat sects' move into Mongolia I

has been explained as a result of their loss in sectadan struggles in Tibet proper.s The 
'

people most immediately affected by this relationship were the Tibetans themselves.

First undel Altan Khan and then under his grandson (who was identified as the Fourth

Dalai Lama after Sonam Gyatso died in 1588) the Mongols intelvened decisively in

Tibetan affairs. With the slrpport of the Otiats, the Yellow Hat sect destroyed the ,

powel of the more traditional Red and Black Hat sects within Tibet proper. Since the ]

late Ming the Yellow Hat sect has controlled most of Tibet pl'oper with the other sects

mostly survivìng in the marginal regions of Greater Tibet. Thus the Dalai Lamas came ,

to power within Tibet not as a result of their petsuasive teachings but on the bacl<s of .

foreign invasion.

2.3 Nationalism in the Tibetan Tradition.

The problems of writing history are above all intellectual and revolve around I

representation. What is actually done is rarely as important as the justification put

forward for doing it. It is a weìl known and extremely common flaw to reinterpret the

actions and behaviours of the past in terms of modern politics. As modern Westem '

history is dominated by nationalism there is a constant temptation to claim past actions

were part of a nationalist myth. For example, in 1996 Warren Smith claimed that

"[t]he end of the Ch'ing dynasty was contemporaneoLrs with the end of the feudal age

and the beginnin-e of modem nationalism in China, Inner Asia and Tibe[. Nationalism

'Even Altan Khan's name is a challenge to the Ming dynasty as Altan meant "Golden"

and traditionally was applied to the rulers of China. The claim to be the incarnation of
Khubilai Khan, a ruler of all China, was likelvise a direct threat to the Ming emperors.

The Qing Kangxí emperor also compared himself and his relation to Tibet with
Khubilai Khan and the Phagspa Lama. See Mote 1999,8'77 .

6 Ahmad 1970,88-90. Goldstein 1997.7-8. Smith 1996, 106.
t Dayan Khan derives his name fi'om the mixed Chinese-Mongol title, Da Yuan Khan.

i.e. the Emperor of the Yuan dynasty. This is a claim to be the rightful ruler of China.
I Kam 2000, 165.
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as a political ideology led to attempts by both China cutcl Tibet to alter the nature of

their relationship....Tibet, aware of the threat that the suzerain authority of the Ching

over Tibet might be transformed into Chinese sovereignty, attempted to achieve

independence."e The idea that the Lhasan reügious authorities understood and

supported the modern Westem ideology of nationalism is extremely doubtful. Other

historical acts in Tibetan history are open to varying interpretations. For example, in

1642, the Mongol ruler Gushri Khan is supposed to have confened on the Fifth Dalai

Lama temporal authodty over Tibet. This conferral of authority could be represented

in a variety of ways. The way it has not been written up until modern times is as a

secular nationalist myth. Traditional Tibetan history is written by monks and as such I

has a strong leligious flavour reflecting a particular ideological framework. The I

dangers of such religious histories are many and well-known. Religious writers tend to

bring a quasi-historical religìous point of view to theil histories.r0 In the West this is

apparent in the treatment of Biblical figules such as Solomon who was, by any

objective measure, includìng that of the Old Testament itself, a bad ruler." He dicl.

however, build a very big temple in Jerusalem which gratified the priests who

contlolled the historical records. As a genelal rule the Mongols did not write their

own histories and so theìr point of view is virtually impossible to resumect.rs It is not

sr,rrplising that traditional Tibetan religious histories represent the invasion of Tibet by

a foteign nomadic group and the imposition of a particular leligious school as a

positive step. These historical lepresentations are not historically neutral but carry

serious political implications for later Tibetan history. In particr-rlar they provide a

basis for understanding future Tibetan diplomatic relations. Just as the Tibetan Yellow

Hat hieralchy came to power by seeking agreement with a foreign "patrorì" against,

essentially, fellow Tibetans, so would future Yellow Hat leaders seek other patrons to

intervene in their internal disputes. It is impossible to reconcile these acts as palt of a

long establi shed indi genoLrs proto-nation ali st traditi on.

2.4 Nationalism in the Chinese Tradition

Just as there is a- trend to rewrite Tibetan histcry in a nationalist manner, there

has been just as strong a trend to reinterpret China's history in nationalist terms. There

is just as much doubt that this is justihed by the historical evidence in China as there is

in Tibet. The rvay the Chinese have tladitionally vierved their foreign dynasties is an

n Smith 1996, 15i. Italics added. There are too many assumptions in this passage toi
examine them all. That feudalism only ended in 191I in China is questionable.

'o For a brief descrìption of the pr-oblems of Tibetan history see Petech 1973.2.

" See Miller and Hayes (1986, 189-218) for a discussion of Solomon's flar.vs.

't There ale Mongol histor-ies from the Qing perìod such as the Altan Tobci.
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example of this. In a formal sense the Ming dynasty ended in 1644 when the Manchus

captured the then Ming capital, Beijing. The dating alone reveals a common Chinese

histoliographical attitude towards the new Qing dynasty and the Ming it replaced. The

traditional dating for the end of a Chinese dynasty is fairly flexible. The Mongol Yuan

dynasty (1279-1368) for instance has the shortest possible dates. The beginning of the

dynasty is not dated by the fall of the Jin capital in 1234, nor by the fall of the Southem

Song capital. It is dated by the death of the last credible Song pretender to the throne

somewhere off the coast of Guangdong. The end of the Yuan is dated by the capture

of the Mongol capital in 1368, not by the death of the last heir to the throne, The Qing

on the othet hand continued to fìght Ming pretenders for over a quarter of a century

after the capture of Beijing, and yet the tladitional histories use the earlier date. The

obvious interpretation of this is that the majority of literate ethnic Han Chinese did not

object to rule by the non-Han Manchus. This ought to be seen as a reflection of the

degree to which the Chinese gentry, the traditional compilers of Chinese histories,

supported the Manchr-l Qing, but not Mongol Yuan, dynasty. This support for an alien

dynasty by Chinese educated elite is not uncommon in Chinese history and, given the

close ethnìc links between the Mongols and the Manchus, has nothing to do with race

or nationalism as such. Neither the suppoft for the Manchus nor the opposition to the

Mongols should be interpreted as a reflection of a quasi-nationaìist point of view '

within Chìna. Rathel the Manchu Qing rulers tbrmed, within a Chinese fi'ame of
reference, a good dynasty for most of their period in power.r3 The Mongol Yuan

rulers did not. There is no reason to think either race or ethnicity played any role in

this judgement.

In a sense the Chinese gently and the Tibetan religious aLrthorìties shared a

common view of the role of the emperors. They were thele to act as patrons to the

Chinese educated classes and the Tibetan religious authorities respectively. As long as

they performed these roles, the Chinese gentry and the Tibetan religious authorities

were content enough. In China the Manchus clearly ruled, and ruled fairly well within

the guidelines of tladitional Chinese culture, until 1800 or so. They acted as patrons of '

the arts, they held power against all challengers, they supported traditional Chinese

culture and above all else they allowed educated ethnically Chinese scholars to take

part in the governing of China.rr Whether the Vlanchus luled in Tibet or not is a more

complex issue. The Manchus certainly claimed to do so, but in recent times Tibetan

'3 Virtually every work on the Qing discusses their role as patrons of Chinese culture
For example see Fairbank L994,154-61.
la Fairbank 1994,154-61. Hsü 1995, 26,30-2,39-4I, L23.
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and pro-Tibetan historians have come to dispute this.r5 Tibetan Buddhism was the

reügion of the ruling Manchu Aisin Gioro family which had members who were

converts since at least 1630.16 The Qing court granted favours, titles and gifts to

important religious figures. All this is within the traditional function of patron to the

Tibetan religious establishment. In the 1720s the Qing govelrìment sent armies into

Tibet propel at the request of figures within the Lhasan administration.rT The Qing

authorities then garrisoned Tibet and on occasion executed Tibetan figures for crimes

committed by Tibetans in Tibet.rs Indeed the Tibetan "constitution" such as it was,

was largely the creation of the Qing Emperors. There is, therefore, a strong case that

the Qing government did not merely act as a patron but genuinely ruled and exercised

soverei gnty over Tibet.

2.5 Sovereignty in Western Diplomacy

Soveleignty is usually defined as the right of a government to exercise a

monopoly of power over its own people and ten-itory. In Europe this definition, and

especially the stress on the monopoly of legitimate authority, dates back to the

Reformation. Plior to this period European nations were held to common ìnternational

standard of behaviour that included orthodox religious belief. The penalties for

violating or even not enforcing that standard could be serious. The Papacy actively

encouraged the invasion of Ireland by the Normans, not to enforce Christian beliet-, but

rather proper orthodox Catholicism. Recognition as a legitimate state ultimately

depended on the recognition of the major European powers. For example the Russians

Tsar Ivan the Terible claimed (at least) equality with other emperors in Europe, but as

the Papacy did not recognise his claim, no other European power did either. In this

case the basis of the Russian claim, the conquest of the Khan of Kazan and hence

succession to his title, was held to be invalid because it was not a European title. Thus

early European diplomacy had a strong Eurocentdc bias; extra-European titles were

simply not held to be the, equivalent of European ones. Nor did non-Christians have

anything like the same legal rights that Westem Europeans did.'n In 1488 a mission to

Russia from the Emperor Frederick III even offered Tsar Ivan III help in obtaining a

't Shakabpa 1969,71,324. Smith 1996,133-7. MLMP 54,214-5.

'u Kam 2000, 167.

't Wu 1996, 122-3. Needless to say the request was by one Tibetan faction in order to

punish the other. Even secular Tibetan politics relied heavily on foreign patrons.
I8 Richards on 1962, 56-60.
tn For the Tsar's claims see Pipes (1974,75-6) and Vernadsky (1953. 387). For the

traditional Roman, and subsequent Christian, vier.v on foreigners and the lali, see

Mattingly 1965, 269-81.
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royal title in exchange for going to wff with the Turks.3o This was not only a function

of religious intolerance, although in a sense the Catholic Church rejected the validity of

all non-Catholic governments, it was also an expression of European superiority. With

the break-up of a religiously united Europe, each state was freer to follow whatever

policies they felt appropriate. With the French Revolution the modern standard legal

definition of sovereignty became the nom.

2.6 China in Western Diplomacy IJp To 1911

Even though there was no common religious organisation that could define

what was or was not orthodox after the Reformation, the validation of countries and

rulers still depended on recognition by the major European powers. Recognition of a

state's rights was like being in a club. If a state was a member of the club they tended

to get the same sort of treatment the other members did. In China's case the mainì

problem was getting accepted as a membel of what was a tather exclusive, over-

whelmingly European, cìnb. From the earliest days of Blitish trade with China, the

British denied that the Qing Empire was part of the "comity of civilized nations" and

hence did not deserve to be treated in the same way as normal European states.2l The

best example of the European rejection of any inherent Chinese lights included the

rejection of China's right to apply its own laws to foreign residents in China. This

refusal to accept what was normal behaviour and part of the international legal system

in Europe was not openly defended by the Europeans. It was a common practice by

the British, but initially they did not argue it was part of international law. Rather than

claim a prior legal right to be exempt from Chinese sovereignty, the British merely

behaved as if they held this right and tried to get the Qing authorities to accept it.

They were surprisingly successful and after the First Opium War this state of affairs

became acknowledged by the Treaty of Nanjing. Although the British argument was

challenged within the foreign community, what it ultimately meant was that China had

no rights that the Bdtish had to respect. This was made clear by British lawyers such as

George Keeton who argued, retrospectively, from "the period of early Westem

intercourse, and indeed until the close of the nineteenth centuly, China was not a

member of that family of natìons which is subject to the rules of international law,

which apply only when both parties are subject to it. The same plinciples, therefore,

which applied between one Westeln state and another had no place when a Western

state was dealing with China....In conclusion, it must be observed that this

circumstance of Chinat exclusion from the family of nations subject to international

to Pipes I974,74.
t' 

See BPPC 39:494.
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law at this peliod operates both ways. If she had no capacity of sustain rights, she had

equally no capacity to sustain obligations."r: In the case of the Arrow War it was

argued that because a Chinese-owned and crewed ship, in a Chinese port, had held

British papers in the past, and might, perhaps, take them out again in the future, the

Qing authorities had no right to search the vessel and arrest several suspected pirates

on board.r3 When this failed the Brjtish goverxment argued that the Qing authorities

had insulted the British flag.

In this the British government was undoubtedly legally wrong, Whether or not

the Arrow was a British-registered ship, in international law pirates are enemies of

humanity and cannot claim the protection of any flag. In the traditional view a pirate

was /¿oslrs hwnani generis. In 1769 Blackstone wrote "As therefore he [the pirate]

has renounced all the benefits of society and government, and has reduced himself

afresh to the savage state of nature, by declaring wal' against all mankind, r¿l/ mankind

must declare war against him: so thal- every community hath a right, by the rule of self-

defence, to inflict that punishment upon him, which every individual wourld in a state of

nature have been otherwise entitled to do, for any invasion of his person or personal

property."2o In a Report dated 15 February 1854, a British legal authority wrote,

"With reference to piratical Vessels under British or other Flags, I am of the opinion,

1st, that all pelsons (whatsoever theil odgin, or under whatsoever Flag or Papers they

may Sail, or to whomsoever theil ship may legally belong) will be pirates by the Law of

Nations who ale guilty of forcible robberies, 01' captures of Ships ol Goods upon the

High Seas without any lawful Commission or ar"rthority. They and their Vessels and

Cargoes may be captured by the Officers and Men in the public service of mty Natìon,

and may be tried in the Court of any Nations. For the purpose of Jurisdiction in

capturing, or trying them it is of no consequence where, or upon whom, they have

committed theil Crimes, for piracy under the Law of Nations is an offense against c//

Nations, and is punishable by atl nations."rs The fact that the British government was

willìng to ignore well established legal prìnciples demonstrates the basic problem for

China. The problem was not just fitting into a system of international law, but gettin-s

the Western powers to accept that China had any right to be part of that international

legal system on the same footing as any other state.

tt Keeton 1928, l:12-3. Italics added.
t3 Hst¡ 1995, 205-6.
rr Blackstone 19J9, 4:71. Italics added.
15 Reproduced in McNair 1956,27 L ltalics added.
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2.7 'Western Recognition of Chinese Rule Over Tibet Before 1911

From the earliest period of Brjtish contact with Tibet, it was well known that

Tibet was in some sense part of China. There was little doubt that the Tibetans

thought and said so. The initial British policy towards Tibet was to accept this state of

affails. This was clear to the early Blitish travellers to the regioh-and indeed'Wanen

Hastings sent George Bogle to Tashilhunpo specifically to try to open up tlade with

China viaTtbet.26 Although the Tibetans in this period concluded treaties with foreign

powers independently of China (notably the 1856 treaty with the Gurkhas), they did

not do so with the British. The British only signed treaties dealing with Tibet with the

Chinese such as the 1890 Convention Relating to Sikkim and Tibet. This convention

was intended to "clearly define and permanently settle certain matteß connected with

the boundary between Sikkim and Tibet".27 Under Article I the British and Chinese

agreed to the border between Sikkìm and Tibet. Under Article III both the Brjtish and

Chinese govenìments agreed to respect the bordel defined in Article I and "to prevent

acts of aggression from their respective sides of the fi'ontier.":8 These articles

implicitly and explicitly lecognise that the Qing Empire was the legitimate govemment

of Tibet. This was followed up by the 1893 Regulations on Trade, Communication

and Pasturage which again implicitly gave China tightful control of Tibet.re Yet Blitish

piactìce explicitly acknowledged de jure Chinese rule over Tibet at a time whe-n tle

facto Chinese control was slipping away. The trade regulations were not enforced by

the Chinese over objections from the Tibetan authotities.

When vague reports of Rurssian agents arrived in India around 1900, the British

Indian administration decided to ignole whatever lights China still held over Tibet.

This meant a forward policy which would, in effect, add Tibet to British India as a

Protected Native State. Befole deciding in favour of force, the British attempted to

negotiate with the Tibetan authodties. Ignoring China's rights now that they were

inconvenient, the British Viceroy, Lord Curzon, sent lettels to the Dalai Lama in Lhasa

which were not only ignoled, but retumed unopened. It was this snub that seems to

have pushed Curzon into supporting a military expedition. The 1904 Younghusband

Expedition fought its way to Lhasa ovel fairly ttivial opposition and obtained a treaty

'with the Tibetans which simply ignored the Chinese.to If this treaty had been allowed

to stand it r,vould have put paid to any claim the Chinese had to sovereignty over Tibet.

tu 
See Markham (1876) for a description of this visit.

ri Reproduced in PRT 1904, I:6-7.
r8 Reproduced in PRT 1904, 1:6.
re Reproduced in PRT 1904, L:22-3.
30 Reproduced in PRT 1904, l:271-3. Snell,srove and Richardson 1995, 233
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The Bdtish and Tibetans had signed a valjd legal document without any involvement

by the Chinese goverrment and came close to having it widely recognised. The

problem was that the British govefirment in London rejected the treaty, most likely

because of the possibility of demands by the Russians for compensation in Persia or

Afghanistan.3r The issue of sovereignty was important in both the decision of the

Tibetans not to negotiate with the British and in the British decision to go to war. The

Tibetans returned Curzon's letters unopened, claiming to be loyal subjects of the Qing

Emperor and so all foleign affairs had to be conducted with Beijing.32 This would

appear to have been a fairly specious excuse to avoid any soft of dealings with the

British. In Western law it is also important in that it was a cìear recognition of Chinese

rule over Tibet by the Tibetan authorities. The Tibetan authorities might not have

meant it, but they certainly intended the British to respect the theoretical claim to be

part of China. At the same time Lord Curzon argued that because Chinese rule over

Tibet was no longer effective, it no longer existed. It was precisely because the Qing

authoritìes could not effectively controlTibet that they should not be recognised as the

rightful govenìment of Tibet even though the administration that did effectiveìy control

Tibet claimed to be part of the Qing Empire.

The rejection of the 1904 settlement was followed up with a series of treaties

that explicitly recognised Chinese control over Tibet. This included the 1906 Treaty in

which the Qing government paid the indemnity levied on the Tibetans, the 1907

Convention between Russia and Great Britain and the 1908 Tlade Agreement signed

between the British and the Qing government. Therefore the period before l9ll is a

mixed bag. Put simply the Blitish generally recogniseci Chinese sovereignty over

Tibet, except when this conflicted with theil interests. On the other hand the Tibetans

were happy to claim to be part of China when it suited their interests. The only

government with a consistent policy was the Qing regime. Despite the huge changes in

the level of Qing control over Tibet and expenses incumed retaining Tibet, the Qing

government stuck to its claim that Tibet was palt of China. Although the international

political scene was strongly biased against them, the Western legal process of

recognition wolked to a certain extent in their favour. In practice there lvas no

automatic rejection of Chinese rìghts in the modern Westem legal system as there

might have been in, say, a system of international law based on Islamic law or perhaps

even traditional Confucian ethics. The fact that most Asian governments were not

accorded equal legal treatment was a feature of the way international law was applied.

not inherent in the system itself. The international system of law as applied by the

" Addy 1994, 18. ...,,

" For example see PRT 1904.1:125.
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Western powers was ìntolerant of non-Western cultures. Relationships like the Priest- :

Patron ties that were supposed to exist between the Dalai Lamas and the Manchu i

emperors had no place within Western law. Tibet was either subject to China or it was

not. This could wolk either way for the Chinese; on the one hand it could be used to

argue that all degrees of authority over territory that did not approach the monopoly of

control the modern Westem system demanded were invalid, (as Curzon did in fact

argue), on the other hand it could be used to claim that all degrees of authority were

equivalent to total control. The present borders of Algeria and Morocco are where

they are because the Westem system of international law decided that the payment of

small amounts of tribute by completely autonomous communities amounted to the

equivalent of tax collection by the central state13

2.8 Sources of Conflict over Tibet before 1911

Following the 1890 Convention between Great Blitain and China relating to

Sikkim and Tibet, the Brítish policy was mostly concemed with the twin issues of

securing a border and expanding British trade with Tibet. On the issue of cross-border

raiding by the Tibetans the Brjtish had few problems as the region between British

India and Tibet was largely desolate. However the 1890 Convention specified the

Tibetan-Sikkim bordel as running along the watershed between the Tessla and Mochu

rivers.sa This meant that part of the territory around the legion of Giaogong, which

was used by Tibetan nomads in the summer months and which the Tibetans had a

strong attachment to, was given to Siì<kim. Initially the British were agreeable to

compromise on this issue. The Convention had laid out the basis for the demalcation

of the Sikkim-Tibetan border on the ground. When the British started to do this the

Tibetans simply refused to send a delegation. While the British offrcials in Sikkim were

determined to continue with the demarcation anyway, the Indian administration at

Simla was not willing to impose a border and ordered that the process be stopped.3s

The result of not marking out the border on the glound was that there was no

agreement with the Tibetans about where it should go. The Tibetans constructed some

" Fo. instance see Gellner 1983a, 236n61
t* 

See Article One of the Convention Between Great Brjtain and China Relating to
Sìkkim andTibet (1890). PRT 1904, 1:6

" From the Foreign Secretat'\,, Sintla, to tlrc Cltief Secretary, Bengal Got,entment,

Darjeeling, dated tlrc 30th May I895 . PRT 1904, I:39. Letter front tlrc Vicero ,-- attcl

Goventor-General of India, to His Excellency Ktvei Htvan, Chinese httperial
Conunissioner for tlrc Settlentent of tlrc Frotúier Questiotts between India cmd Tíbet,

Chinese Resident in Tibet, and Mcutclnt Brigade-General, dated Sintla, tlrc I3tlt Jtme

1895. PRT 1904, l:41.
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small scale fortifications in the Giaogong region and flatly refused to accept that the

Chinese authorities had any right to sign away Tibetan territory without f,rst asking

them. The British recognised the justice in the Tibetan claim'to the territory, but

naturally refused to accept that the Chinese needed the agreement of the Tibetans to

make valid tleaty arrangements with the British. They were willing, however, to

sumender their claims to the disputed region if the Tibetans were willing to continue

with the demarcation.36 Indeed the British Secletary to the Governor-General of India

was later to admit that it would be inequitable to ignore the Tibetan tenjtorial claimslT

As fal as trade went the British oliginally attempted to set up a trade market at

the Tibetan town of Phari, some distance up the Chumbi valley. The Tibetans and

Chinese both opposed this and instead argued for.a market at Yadong (Yatung), a

smaller town on the Sikkim border. This new site was ultimately acceptable to the

Blitish and it was agreed to open a market there in February of 1891.38 Included in

this deal was the light of the Bdtìsh to appoint an Agent, and fol the Chinese to send a

Commissioner of Customs, to Yadong. As was ìnevitable given the condition of the

Qing Customs Service at this time, the Commissioner they appointed was English.3e

This was not the first time that an English Customs Commissioner had been appointed

in Tibet. As early as 1889 James Hart had been sent to Rinchingong to help negotiate

the 1890 Convention.ao The British presence on the Tibetan side of the border may

well explain why the British Indian officials found it so easy to deal with the Chinese

administration on the outstanding issues. Indeed the Political Officet to Sikkim (and in

effect in chalge of relations at Yadong), J, C. White, wrote "the Chinese officials have

throughout treated me with the utmost colrftesy and consideration, and have done all

in their power to help".ar This consideration was, no doubt, very important in settling

36 Frotn tlrc Vicerolt to tlrc Secretary of State for Inclia, l5th February, 1896. Front
the Secretúry of State for Inclia to tlrc Viceroy, 2ncl March, 1896 . PRT 1904, I:52-53.
17 Letter frotn W. J. Ctuutirtgltcun, Esp., C.SJ., Secretary to the Govenunettt of Indict,

to the Chief Secretary of Bengal,4tltMarch, 1896. PRT 1904, l:60.
38 Letter from the Govenunetú of Indict, fu tlrc Foreign Departnterú, 1o the Right

Hottourable tlrc Ec¿rl of KintberleT,, K.G., Her Mcjesty's Secretary of State for Indict,

4th Jttlt,, 1893. PRT 1904, 1:9-13. It is important to note that the British considered

nothin-e short of free trade and free ttavel throughout the whole of Tibet as satisfactory

in the long run.
tn Initiaily the Commissionel, Mr. Taylor, had to live in the housing provided for the

British Agent at Yadon-e because there was no acceptable houses in the region. Letter

from J. C. White, Political Officer, Sikkint,9tlt Jwrc, 1894 . PRT 1904, 1:28.

'0 Letter fi'ont A. W. Paul, British Conznússioner, on Special Duty, Dafieeling, to ilrc
Secretary, to tl'te Got,enunett of India, Foreigtt Departnent, dated Dafieeling, the 9tlt

Decentber, 1893. PRT 1904, l:21.

't Lerrer¡ront J. C. Wltite, Political Officer. Sikkùn, 9th Jrute, 1894. PRT 1904, 1:29.
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the remaining points of dispute. In particular the Tibetan monks at Phari were levying

a tax of 10 percent on ali goods going down to Yadong. Although the British

objected, the Convention only insìsted on the passage of goods over the border

without duty. It was decided, as the duty was both equally applied to all and long-

standing, not to pursue the issue.f The duty levied by the Tibetans was in fact lather

like the likin Taxes levied in China proper on the movement of goods between different

regions of China. In China proper likin taxes were a matter of much greater

importance to the British and the source of a great deal of conflict when applied to

goods such as opium. Opium at this time does not appear to have been impoltant in

the Tibetan economy and it was permissible under the 1890 Convention for either side

to ban its importation as a narcotic drug.a3 The equivalent of opium in the Chinese

Unequal Treaties was Indian tea which the British and Chinese agreed would be legal

to impolt into Tibet at a duty not greater than that faced by Chinese tea entering

Blitain. The British calculated that this would leave a heaìthy profit for British

expoÍterc anci create a new market.la

The main reason for the peacelul nature of Btitish lelations with the Tibetans in ¡

this period was the pelsonality of the Viceroy and Governor-General of India, Lord ,

Elgin. Although Lotd Elgin is perhaps better known for his hard line on the Chinese in

earliel days, he was far more conciliatory in India. In the majority of potential sources

of conflict with Tibet, the Blitish Indian administration decided not to seek

confrontation. The result was that there were no major conflicts over the Tibetan

border during his administration. It was also, and perhaps not coincidentally, a period

of massìve expansion in trade between British India and Tibet. Although starting flom

a low base trade expanded by about five hundred percent. This was despite the fact

that the British were soon disillusioned about the export of Indian tea to Tibet which

they soon found could not compete with Chinese tea. The only major Tibetan export

seems to have been wool while imports from Britain seem to have been made up

mostly of woollen manufactured articles such as blankets. The level of trade remained

pitifully small; in a good yeal total cross-border trade rarely rose above one and a half

a2 Letter from J. C. Wtite, Potiticctt Officer, Sikkint, gtlt Jtme, 1894. PRT 1904, 1:29.
a3 Letter fi'ont the Govenunett of Indiu, in îhe Foreign DepcuTntent, to tlrc Riglt
Honourable tlrc EarI of Kintberley, K.G., Her Majesty's Secretary of State for India,
4th July, 1893. PRT I904, l:9. However the ban on importation only applied to

goods canied across the Sìkkim border. There is no suggestion the British intended to

ban the importation from China proper.
aa Letter front the Govenunettt of Inclia, in the Foreign DepcuTntent, to tlrc Rigltt
Honourable the Eail of Kitnberle\,, K.G., Her Majest,t's Secretary of State for India,
4th July, 1893. PRT 1904, 1:13,
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million rupees and never reached two million." It cannot be the case that this level of

trade was a major force in British foreign policy. There appears to be no basis for a

Marxist interpretation of the Younghusband expedition as serving British commercial

interests. If anything it is more plausible that the long period of peaceful relations with

the British was due, in part, to the total irrelevance of Tibet in the world economy.

Given the poverty of the Tibetan economy, the policy of conciliation with the Tibetans

seems to have served the British well. Rather than economics driving British relations

with Tibet, it is more likely that personality was the mainspring of British Indian policy.

This became particularly apparent after Lord Elgin was replaced as Viceroy and

Govemor-General of India by George Nathaniel Curzon, first Marquess ofKedleston.

Despite the fact that the level of trade between India and Tibet had hardly

changed except for the better, as soon as Curzon became Viceroy of India there was a

far more aggressive approach to relations with Tibet, It was, claimed Curzon,

unacceptable that the Dalai Lama's regime lefused to enter into negotiations with the

Indian administl'ation and instead simply refen'ed them to the Chinese Ambans. Given

that the Ambans openly admitted to having no real influence over the Tibetans thele

was perhaps some reason for Curzon to be annoyed and yet the outstanding border

issues were trìvial. Trade had, the British claimed, been strangled at Yadong despite

their own figures showing a massive increase in cross-border trade.ao There hacl been

no demarcation of the Sikkim-Tibetan border - yet there were no complaints about

border violations. There had been no agreement with the Tibetans over the region

around Giaogong - although it was useless for any othel purpose but sLlmmel'pasture.

A possible reason for Curzon's attitude was his dislike and distrust of the :

Russians which had developed as he grew older.aT Even though the Russian border

was still about a thousand miles fi'om the bordel of Tibet, the fact that the Dalai Lama

had, through the mediation of a Buliat monk, long lesident in Lhasa but technically a

Russian subject, sent a letter to the Russian Tsar while r-efusing to accept any of

Curzon's own letters, was seen as a threat to the security of British India.as All along

the Indian border Curzon had argued for a much stronger anti-Russian policy in Persia,

u't On" and a half million rupees was the equivalent of one hundred thousand pounds

sterlin_e.
t6LetterfrontW.J.CtnutirtglrcunEscl.,C.S.L, Secretan'totheGot,entntetttoflndia.
to the Chief Secreta^, to the Goventntent of Bengol, dated Fon Williant, the 4tlt

Mcu'ch, 1896. PRT 1904, 1:58.
*t And, perhaps, as he became involved in British India. He had, in 1889, been in
favour of Russian expansion in Asia.
** Addy rgg4, r7-27. woodman 1969,103-4.
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Afghanistan and finally Tibet. The problem was that the British government declined

to back him up on any of these issues, especially when it came to the use of force. Any

dispute with Tibet, then, would hrst have to find a plausible pretext that the British

govenìment in London would accept. In Culzon's defence, it could be argued that

British policy at the time could not accept a recalcitrant government sharing a border

with its Indian possessions, but it would be hard to argue this given that it had been

British policy to preserve small and weak Asian states along its Indian borders.+e In

the west British policy was aimed at keeping the Russians out of Persia anci

Afghanistan, in the east the British and French agreed to the neutralisation of what is

now Thailand to ensure Britain and France did not share a signifrcant border.'5O The

fact that Qing authority in Tibet was now on the whole nominal only made the

situation all the mol'e satisfactory for the British. The British government would, after

all, tly to keep an effective Chinese administration out of Tibet for the next fifty years.

It is far more plausible that British policy towards Tibet was driven by the

personality of Lold Curzon himself in the ideological framework of his time. If it
seems odd that the most powerfuì figute in India should have spent so much of his time

arguing over the summer grazing of a handful of Tibetan nomads, this should be seen

in the context of the dominant British ideology which was to sLrpport a non-

interventionist free market at home. British administrations had little caLrse to pursue

active domestic economic policies as these solts of schemes would only distort the

proper workings of the free market. The Btitish did build irrigation systems, schools

and railways in Indìa, but largely kept away fi'om more interventionist policies. Any

active encouragement of manufacturing could not be justified in the eyes of the men

who dominated British economics at the time. For a young Governor-General with no

plevious record of particularly distínguished public service, glory could only be

attained in foleign policy. If Curzon wanted to make a name for himself, this would

mean an active foreign policy in India. As there were few countries near India that

were not already under the contlol of the Blitish, this in turn suggested intervention in

Tibet. Elgin, with his distinguished and wellrewarded service in China, could afford to

stìck to a peaceful policy with lespect to Tibet.

The new administration under Lord Curzon could not simply intervene in Tibet

without at least some cause. The case for an acceptable pretext began 
"vith 

a flat

refusal to accept that the Chinese govemment had any authodty over Tibet

rvhatsoever. The fact that Qing authority in Tibet had been in steep decline was not

re Such as Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan. See Maxrvell 19'72.22-4
50 Tarling 1999.40.
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something that the Brjtish bordel officials had missed. Indeed J. C. White, the Political

Officer to Sikkim in 1898, had concluded that,

Chinese authority has of late years much declined at Lhasa, and that now they

have practically no authority over the Tibetans, and that the Tibetans are now

asserting themselves and wish to throw off the Chinese yoke. The Chinese

acknowledge they have no authority, and the Tibetans say the Chinese have no

right to treat for them. The Chinese still have a certain amount of deference

shown them in matters of etiquette, but in matters of importance they appear to

be of no account.'s1

After coming into office Lord Curzon used similar arguments to claim that

Tibet was now free of Chinese control and hence the refusal of the Dalai Lama to

negotiate directly with the Bdtish was an affront to the accepted conventions of

diplomacy. This hald line was not totally accepted by the British government in

London, which continued to argue that Tibet was part of China.sr After this rebuff

from Lorrdon the Blitish administration in India started a policy which can only be.'

described as creating trouble for the Tibetans. Initially the British administration sent a

small group of officials to investigate the possibility of levying an official tax on those

Tibetans who grazed their animals in the disputed region around Giaogong,53 As the

ownership of the region was not clear and traditional arlangements had passecl

unremalked for over a decade, the timing of this move was certainly unusual.

However it was soon realised that just as Tibetans glazed their animals on land the

British claimed, the Sikkimese grazed their animals in undisputed Tibetan ten'itory.sa

Moreover the Tibetans already paid a small fee to the traditional owners while the

Sikkimese paid nothing for the use of Tibetan pastures. It was then proposed that the

British Political Officer to Sikkim, together with an army escort, should visit the

st Letterfrottt J. C. White, Esc1., Politícal Officer, Sikkint, to the Contnissioner of tlrc
Rajslwlù Division, datedYctttLrtg, tlrc 23rd Noventber, 1898. PRT t904, l:91.
52 Despctcltfrom tlrc Secretan, of State for Inclia to His Excellenct, tlrc Riglt
Honourable tlrc Goventor-General of India in Cowtcil, datecl 16th Augttst, 1901 .

PRT 1904, l:122.
53 Letterfront J. B. Wood, Esc1., (Jnder-Secretan ro the Got,enunettt of India, Foreign
Departnterú, to tlze Honourable Mr. J. A. Bourdillon, C.SJ., Clúef Secretarv to tlte

Govenunettt of Bengctl, dated Fort Williant, the 22nd March, 1902, PRT 1904,

l:134-5.
5' Letter fi'om the Hottourc¿ble Mr. J. A. Bow'dillon, C.SJ., CIùef Secretary to tlrc
Govenunetú of Bengal, to H. S. Bantes, Esq., C.S.L, Secrettry îo tlte Got'enunefi of
India. Foreigrt Deparfinerú, clated Dafieeling, tlrc 23rcl April, 1902. PRT 1904,

1: 135-6.
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disputed territory, examine the region of the watershed, and physically remove all

Tibetan posts and offrcials on the territory the British claimed.s5 As this would involve

the open violation of the border the Tibetans had claimed, and had been in continuous

occupation of, since a time well before the 1890 Convention, it was highly provocative

to say the least. That this was known to the British administration is suggested by the

fact that the escort was to consist of at least 150 Gurkhas. This actìon was so unusual

it even drew a protest from the Qing government which objected to the violation of the

border by British ofhcers and some troops.-t6 In retum for the Giaogong tract the Qing

authorities were wiìling to offer the British some new concessions in Tibet. These

included a new market even deepel inside Tibet either at Gyantse or Phari, free trade in

all goods, free movement for Sikkimese traders inside Tibet, and some sort of official

British representative in Lhasa.sT The inspection was ultimately futile as the Tibetans

peacefully withdrew beyond the bordet claimed by the British and the Britìsh

government did not respond to the Chinese concessions. It had, Curzon admitted.

done nothing to materially improve the British position on the border and he argued

that the whole border issue should be settled by a conference with the Chinese ancl

Tibetans. This was not to be held on the border as in the past but in Lhasa;

furthermore it would not just cover trade but a whole range of issues of importance

leading to the imposition of a British Resident in Lhasa.ss This in effect meant, either

openly or implicitly, a British Protectorate over Tibet. The reason was because in the

opinion of Lord Curzon British "interests [were] seriously ìmpedlled, as we hold ours

to be in Tibet, by the absolute breakdown of the Tleaty affangements hitherto made

through the medium of China, by the obstructive inertia of the Tibetans themselves,

and still more by alrangements freshly concluded with another Great Power to our

detriment"so This sentiment was not entirely shared by the Government in London

which replied to Curzon lejecting a Protectorate, the permanent occupation of any part

of Tibet or an âttack on the integrity of China which might endanger British relations

with other Europeans powers.uo Although the Russians might have loomed large in

tt Frot t the Foreigtt Secretary,, Sintla, b flrc Chief Secret(Lt? to the Goventntent of
Bengal, Darjeelirtg, clc¿tecl2lst Mcty, 1902. PRT 1904, I:136-1.
s6 Note front Prince Ch'fug to Sir E. Scttotv, clatecl AtLgttst 22, 1902. PRT 1904, I:142.
s' Letterfrotn J. C. White Esq., Politicctl Officerfor Sikkim, îo the Contnzissioner,
Rajshahi, dated Gcmgtok, tlrc 20tlt Augttst, 1902 . PRT 1904. l: i65.
58 Letter frotn tlrc Govenunetzt of hrclict, in the Foreign Departnterú, to the Riglt
Honottrc¿ble Lord George F. Hantilton, His Majest.v's Secretary of State for India,
clated Cantp Delhi, tlrc 9th Jatrua¡r, 1903. PRT 1904, 1:150
5e By "another Great Power" Curzon presumably means Russia although there rvas no
real evidence the Tibetans had done any such thin-e. Naturally the Russians strongly
denied it. See Kuleshov 1992,25-6.
60 Despatclt from the Rigttt Honotu'able Lord George Harnilton, His Majes'ry^'s
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Simla, they did not appear to worry the British in London unduly. Indeed the Russians

were still over a thousand miles from Lhasa at this time and the terrain of the region

was hardly conducive to long range military campaigns6.r

As unusual as it might seem, the failure of the fu'st inspection did not stop a

second group being sent out. This time the Political Officer White was not given total

control of the party, a military officer called Younghusband, then on "Special Duty",

was placed in charge. This time the military escort was to consist of two hundred

soldiers with a further three hundred being available in case of need. Unlike the

previous inspection when negotiations were to take place only in the event of the

Tibetans being willing to do so, Younghusband was given explicit instructions to meet

the Chinese and Tibetan delegation at Khamba Dzong. The demands the British

off,rcers were to make of the Tibetans were mole explicit too, These came down to the

end of all duties and fees, a new market at Gyantse with a Political Agent resident

there and recognition of the watershed as the border between Tibet and Sikkim.62 This

show of force did not intimidate the Tibetans who simply refused to negotiate with the

British while such a large and uninvited folce was in their territory. Curzon then

claimed new outrages had been committed by the Tibetans. In particular he claimed in

a letter to the Secretary of State for India that the Tibetans had amested two British

subjects at Shigatse and that the Tibetans had decided on war and were amassing

troops from all over Tibet. Younghusband, claimed Curzon, had launched reprisals

against the herds of the local Tibetans and foresaw a need to advance deeper into

Tibet.63 By November Curzon was claiming the two men were dead although

Younghusband only reported that they had been beaten.

In isolation this particular unhappy incident would be of little interest, but it

shows the moral universe and ideological framework in which Lord Curzon and

Younghusband worked. It was not enough that the Tibetans refused to talk to the

Secretar¡t of State for Inclia, to His E.rcellerzcy the Rigltî Honourc¿ble the Goventor-
GenercLl of India itt Comtcil, dated Februar.y 27, 1903 . PRT 1904, l:183-5.
u' Even Dorjiev usually travelled between Tibet and Russia,l¿ India rather than the

traditional route over land. The British were unlikely to let any Russian invasion force
pass through India.
62 Letter from the Secretcu-t, of tlrc Govenunetú of lwlia, fu tlrc F'oreìgn Deparfinent to
Major F. E. Yotutglutsbcutd, C.I.E., ort Special Duty, dated Sintla, the 3rd Jmte, 1903 .

PRT 1904, l:198.
u' From the Viceroy to the Secretatt, of State for Inclia, dated 16th Septernber, 1903 .

PRT 1904, I:209. Unfortunately for the Tibetans White also started seizing Tibetan
animals grazing in Sikkim as a reprisal, Seeletter fi'ont Colonel Yowtglrusband l4tlt
Attgttst 1903. PRT I:254.
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British; for the British goverrrment at least, they also had to provide a morally

justifiable pretext for intervention. What might otherwise look like a squalid case of a

vastly superior power bullying a small and weak people had to be justified by the bad

faith and behaviour of the Tibetans. This particular claim must have been hard to

maintain given the Tibetans did not in fact behave "badly". For the first few months,

despite being uninvited and unwanted in Tibet, the Tibetans neither resisted nor made

any real fuss over the presence of Younghusband's soldiers. They simply refused to

negotiate with them although they did provide them with food.6a The two men who

had been arested rvere in a part of Tibet where they had no legal right to be, nor was

there ever any evidence that they had been murdered by the Tibetan authorjties. Yet

these two men plus the supposedly outrageous behaviour of the Lhasan authorities

were enough for Curzon to eventually order the Younghusband expedition to Lhasa.

Once there Younghusband was able to impose a punitive settlement on the Tibetans.

Every step of the way the British govemment objected to many of the actions

of Younghusband and Curzon. As late as November 6 the British government was

arguing that the advance should only be as far as Gyantse and no permanent

occupation ought to be consìdered.ó-t The issue of most relevance here is the way in

which the ideological representations of all the people involved was shaped. None of

them appear to have had any doubts about the rightness of the Blitish Empile, indeed

Curzon called it the greatest power for good in the history of the human race. Most

likely the dispute originated in Curzon's perception of the world and the threats he

perceived to the British Empire. It would be unfail to suggest that both Curzon and

Younghusband were solely motivated by self-aggrandisement and glory. Mole

probable is that they structured their ideological world, choosing from the range of

options available to them, in such a way that they and their Empire were presented in

the best light. To the British government in London the British were not the sort of

people that attacked its neighbours without good cause. No doubt the same could be

said of Curzon and Younghusband, but the perception of risk, as absurd as it appears

in retrospect, to the borders of India was even more powerful. Even before the First

Wolld War had over-tumed the paradigm, an act of naked aggression by the British

administration in India was not entirely acceptable to the British government although

there was never any specific repudiation of Curzon.

6' Lenerfront Colonel F. E. Yotntglutsband, C.LE., British Conunissioner, Tibet
Frontier Contntission, to the Secretan of the Goventntettt of India, in the Foreign
Departntent, dctted Kruntbct Jottg, tlte 24th August, 1903. PRT 1904, I:260-26I.
ut Fron, the Secretc¿r-v of State for Inc\ia to the Viceroy', dated the 6th Not,entber, 1903 .

PRT 1904, l:294.
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Chapter Three: The Simla Convention

3.I Introduction

The basic starting point fol a discussion of the diplomacy between China and all

the English-speaking nations over Tibet is the 1914 Simla Conference. At Simla the

British, Tibetans and Chinese negotiated the Simla Convention which the Chinese

initialled but eventually refused to ratify. This convention had two main points, on the

one hand the India border in the east was pushed forward to the McMahon lìne,

roughly speaking the watershed, on the other Chinese authority over Tibet, by then

entirely theoretical, was excluded from Tibet proper although the Tibetans agreed to

acknowledge China's "suzerainty". Following China's refusal to sign or ratify the

Convention, the British and Tibetan delegates signed a separate Angìo-Tibetan

Agreement agleeing to abide by the terms of the Simla Convention and debarring

China from enjoying any of the "benefits" of the Convention until China also signed.

This Confèrence, regaldless of the fact that it ended without the Chinese signing the

Convention, has provided the main source of ideas for thinking about Sino-Tibetan

relations ever since. That is to say, the Simla Convention established a framework of l

ìdeas which, perhaps through inertia, has remained in place ever since. As this

Conference was a major diplomatic event it has been strongly documented by the

British and Indian governments. Large collections of relevant documents have been

compiled by scholals and the precise interpretation of the events at the Conference

have been extensively discussed over the years.

3.2 Background to the Simla Convention

The collapse of the Qing dynasty in February I9l2 caused the longest period of

disunity and civil conflict in modem Chinese history. It was a period of considerable

weakness for the Chinese state when compaled to most foreign nations and yet it was

also a period in which China more or less successfully resisted the growing demands of

foreign powers. The Qing dynasty had si-sned several Unequal Tleaties giving Russia

large parts of northem Manchuria, smaller bits of Xinjiang, concessions at Port Arthur

and Dalian, giving Hong Kong to the Brjtish and leasing the New Tenjtories and

Weihair,vei, sunendering Tairvan and Korea to the Japanese and granting all foreign

powers major legal and economic concessions rvithin China itself. On the other hand,

even as the Republic broke up, the Chinese Republican government signed virlually

nothing away and even re-gained some of its or.vn teritory such as the foreign
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concessions in major cities like Hankou (1921) and impoltant naval porrs such as

Weihaiwei (i930). It is an unusual record of diplomatic success in the face of extreme

pressure and serious military weakness.

The two big tests for the Republican government of China wele Russian and

British demands that the Chinese make considerable concessions in Mongolia and Tibet
respectively. In 19i1 the Revolution in China enabled the religious authorities in both

Mongolia and Tibet to take ovel the administration of these tegions. In neither region

was the take-over peaceful; there was widespread fighting in Mongolia especially.

Even in Tibet there were soon stories of fighting in Lhasa. On April 5, L912, it was

reported by the New York Tinrcs that the Chinese in Lhasa (mostly soldiers) had

formed a Representative Council and proclaimed a republic. Fighting had broken out
in Shigatse with the Tibetans threatening to exterminate the Chinese. By late April, it
was alleged that the Chinese soldiers had mown down three thousand Tibetans,

"including women and children" with Maxim guns.' Barricaded in parts of Lhasa,

including a few monastic complexes, the Chinese soldiers held out until August when

they surrendered and were allowed to leave Tibet vict Blitish India.r In 1912 the

Russians signed an agreement with the Mongolian authorities which, in effect, made

Mongolia a Russian protectorate. This can be seen by the fact the Russians insisted

they would not tolerate "any vìolenr change in the status quo of Mongolia."3 Howev'er

the Russians also claimed that this treaty did not amount to recognition of Mongolian

independence. Indeed when the Mongolians attempted to open <iiplomatic relations

with other European powers the Russians prevented them from doing so.a

3.3 The Origins of the Simla Conference

There were two main interests in Tibet for the Blitish Indian administration in

1912. The first was to prevent the Russians from gaining influence in Tibet whicli

could potentially bring the Russians up to the Indian border. The other interest was to

have a proper border between British India and Tibet. The British General Staff, in

particulal, wet'e adamant on the need for a defensible border in the Assam region of
British India. In these heavily forested and mountainous regions there were still tribal

groups who had no contact with the British administration, retained some cultural

practices the British found objectionable such as slavery and human sacrifice. and r,vho

' NYT, April21, 1912,3:l:7. NYT, Aprìl 5, L9l2,I:6.
t NYT, August 2?, 1912,4:3.
3 

Quoted in Klein 197Ib, 139.
* NYT, February 9.1913,4:6:2.
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occasionally raided British subjects, particularly workers on tea plantations in Assam.

This problem was entirely new and was probably the result of the expansion of British

control, and tea plantations, in Assam. Previous dìsputes with the Tibetan and Qing

authorities had been over barren grazing land in Sikkim. The British military clearly

recognised that the circumstances of the Chinese government after 1911 presented

both a problem and an opportunity. In 1912 the Chief of the British General Staff

wl'ote a memorandum saying,

Itlhroughout this note the assumption is made that the pertinacity of the

Chinese will not long permit their acquiescence in the present state of affairs in

Tibet. Although their activity on our frontier may have received a temporary

check on account of the Revolution, histoly pl'oves that succeeding a

Revolution, as a rule, a period of national vigour and expansion

follows....There is therefore no time to be lost in declaring to the Chinese in

unmistakable terms the line the flontier is to follow, in making our occupation

of that line effective insofar as placing ourselves in positions whence we can

watch developments and prevent further encroachments is concenÌed, and in

improving communications on our sidef

The two main interests of the British government came down to mole or less

the same policy of getting the Chinese out of Tibet. The British Almy's solution to any

future military problems was, therefore, simply to present the Chinese with a fait
ttccotnpli and defy any new Chinese government to challenge it. Even more ambitious

aims were clearly spelled out by the Foreign Office which, in August 1912, decided

that,

[w]hat appears to be so essential is that Tibet, while nominally retaining her

position as an autonomous State undel the suzerainty of China, should in

reality be placed in a position of absolute dependence on the Indian

Government, and that thele should be set up an effective machinery for keeping

out the Chinese on the one hand and the Russians on the other....What is

essential at present is that we should obtain a completely free hand both by an

agreement with Russia and by an agrcement with China9

This vierv was conveyed to the Chinese by Sir John Jordan in no uncertain

terms. The memorandum sent to the Chinese agreed that the Chinese should have an

' Quoted in Woodman 1969, i47-8
6 

Quoted in Woodm an 1969, 149.
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agent in Lhasa with a small guard of soldiers who could advise the Tibetans on foreign

policy issues. However the British objected to any expedition to Tibet by the Chinese

Republic or the maintenance of any large body of soldiers in the region. The British
govemment demanded that the Chinese agree to a new Anglo-Chinese agreement on

Tibet or there would be no recognition for the new Republic.T It was at this time that

the Bdtish first made it clear that the British governmelìt was prepared to recognise

China's suzerainty but not its sovereignty. The solution could only be a "British-

Russian-Chinese agreement for the preservation of the autonomy and neutrality of
Tibet."8

The need for an agreement with Russia was all the more important because of
allegations that the Russians were also negotiating with the Tibetan authorities. The

negotiator these talks was the Russian Buriat monk, Agvan Dorjiev (1854-1937).

Dorjiev had travelled from Russia to Lhasa and then enrolled to study in Drepung

monastety in 1880. He had dsen from a lowly position in the court of the Thirteenth

Dalai Lama to become a close adviser. In this capacity he had told the Dalai Lama to

seek help from Russia to counter-balance recent Britìsh advances in Sikkim. Dorjiev

claimed that the Dalai Lama had sent him to Saint Petelsbr.rrg in 1898, travelling on a
Chinese passport via British India. Dorjiev retlnïed the next year with gifts from the

Tsar, although there is no evidence of any agreement between the Russians and Lhasa

at this time. Accordìng to Dorjiev, in Tibet public opinion, such as it was, was divided

three ways,

[i]n those times, the influential people of Tibet had these things to say about

politics. Some thought, "since the kindness of the Manchu Emperor has been

so great, he will not forget about us even now. Therefore, we should not

divorce ourselves from China." othels said, "The Chinese government will
collapse before long. Therefore so long as we have no agreements with the

enemies nearby [the British], we will certainly be conqueled. So it would be

good if we had close relations with them." Still others said, "The Russians,

being very rich and powerful, we would not fall into enemy hands. Also, since

they are far alvay, they could not devour us. But for jurst that same reason, it is
difficult to work r.vith them.e

t NYT, August 30, 1912,4:5.
t NYT, August 30,1912,4:5.
e 

Quoted in Meyer and Blysac 1999,276. It is striking that the entire sum of political
thought in Tibet involved r.vhich nation rvas best suited to being a patron.
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While there is no firm evidence of any agreement with the Russians before

1912, the fact that the Tibetan authorities were appffently talking to the Russians

while refusing to ne$otiate with the British was one of the main factors leading to the

1904 Younghusband expedition. Indeed the purpose of the invasion was to drive out

Russian influences which, at best, consisted of Dorjiev and a small number of other

Mongolian monks from Russia.'o In 1912 this small pro-Russian party, if indeed that is

what it was, continued to influence the policy of both the British Home government

and especially the British Indian administration. In that year Dorjiev went to Mongolia

and signed an agreement with the Mongolian authorjties in the name of the Dalai

Lama. It is not clear whether Dorjiev had the authority to sign this agreement or not.

At times the Thirteenth Dalai Lama has claimed he did not, and at times the Fourteenth

Dalai Lama has claimed that he did.rr Regardless of the legal basis of his actions, in

early l913 Dorjiev announced to the Russian press that an agreement had been signed.

Dorjiev certainly claimed to have the authority to negotiate a treaty. He also claimed

that the pulpose of the tleaty was to ensure that Tibet would be protected by both

Russia and Blitain in exchange for "the rights of trade duty fi'ee, of exploitation of the

country's natu'al riches, and of her construction of lailways and telegraphs, &c.l¿

The difference between the last attempt to expand British influence in Tibet

during the 1904 Younghusband expedìtion and the 1913 Simla Convention was that

the original policy behind the Simla Convention was not that of the Indian

Government, but of the British Home Govemment.t3 It was not a policy based on the '

rights of the Tibetans or the slightest desire to make Tibet an independent nation, but a

demand for a cle facto protectorate. In this sense the modern Chinese claim that the

"Simla Conference was designed by the British in collusion with Tibetan pro-Blitish

elements" and that "[b]oth sought to separate Tibet from Chinese territory" is not

strictly true.ta The origìnal impetus came from London and the British aim was not

independence from China, but dependence on Britain.

A similar situation existed with "autonomous" parts of the Ottoman Empire.

For instance, even though Egypt was to all intents and purposes independent from the

'o And should be compared rvith the Chinese Communist Party's insistence on driving
out foreign influences in 1951 - which consisted of as many as six foreigners.

" The Thirteenth Dalai Lama rejected any official role for Dorjiev in discussions with
the British in 1914.

't See NYT, February 9, 1913,4:6:2 for a discussion of reports in Novoe Vretnta'

't Whereas the Younghusband Expedition was pushed by Curzon as Viceroy over the

doubts and objections of the British Home government.

'*'Wang and Suo 1984, 151.
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mid-nineteenth century on, the European powers continued to treat it as if it were part

of the Turkish Empire. There were several important advantages to this, one of which

was that the Turkish equivalent of China's Unequal Treaties continued to apply there.

These restricted Egypt's tariff autonomy and allowed Europeans to be tried in their

own courls under their own laws.ls 'When Turkish rights over Egypt became a

problem the foreign powers could defend Egypt's autonomy. When Egypt became too

independent, the foreign powers could suppol't Turkey's theoretical autholity. This

state of affairs remained until Egypt was forced to declare independence in World'War

I and so became a British colony in all but name.'u At the other end of the Ottoman

Empire, Serbian autonomy was granted in 1817, the 1829 Treaty of Adrianople gave

"autonomy" to the Romanian states of Moldavia and Wallachia and the 1878 Tleaty of

Betlin granted "autonomy" to three Bosnian regions and Bulgaria. The lack of any real

power in the hands of the "suzerain" Turkish state can be seen by the fact that two

"autonomous" states, Serbia and Bulgaria, went to war in 1885, and that in 1908 the

Austro-Hungarian Empire (as the protecting power) annexed Bosnia-Hezegovina

while giving Novipazar back to the TurkslT

Rather than supporting outright annexations or independence the Westem

powers sr,rpported a status that was more of a half-way house. Instead of direct

foreign rule or independence for a fotmer subject population, the theory seems to have

been that the Turkish government would be slightly less embarrassed by autonomy. If
there was an ideological basis to these claims it would appear to be an "Orientalist"

al'gLlment that the Turks would not be concemed with the leality of power as long as

they could make a theoretical claim. The real benefits would belong to the practical

lealistic Europeans who, supposedly, operated in the real world rather than in the

realm of Oriental fantasy. In the Tibetan case, the Qing Empire had been the "Sick

Man of Asia" just as the Ottoman Empire was. The British would play a role in Tibet

similar to that which the Austro-Hungarians had played in Bosnia - an outside power

would help administer the region on behalf of_!¡e suzerain state, but in fact would

become the colonial lulers.

The British policy, however, did include the demand fol a border which rvould

eventually conform to the basic principles behind the McMahon line. Essentially this

meant pushin-e the control of the Indian administration up to the watershed of the

t-t Cleveland 1994. 99-105. Hourani 1992,282-284.
16 Hourani 1992,3 17-3 18.
r7 Clevelan d, 1994,129. Forbe s et aI. 1915, 53-64, 125-6, 142-4
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mountain chains that divide India and Tibet.rs The problem would be getting the

Chinese to agree to such terms. Even getting the Chinese to agree to talk to the

British about Tibet was a problem. In September l9I2 the Chinese government flatly

refused to talk to the British about the status and future of Tibet.te In the end the

British Home Government simply threatened to deal unilaterally with the Tibetans. In

the face of this tht'eat, which would be a de fcLuo recognition of Tibetan independence,

the Chinese reluctantly sent a negotiator to Simla in India to discuss Tibet's future.

The fact that the British government was attempting to replace the theoretical

rights the Chinese stiìl retained in Tibet with a very real British influence caused the

British government some minor embarrassment in the British press. Fol instance

Lucian Wolf, in Tlte Graplic, wl'ote a long article conttasting Edward Grey's attitude

to Panama (where he was insisting that existing treaties gave Britain the right to a say

in the Panama canal and equality with the Americans) with Grey's views on Tibet.r0

According to Wolf,

[t]he integrity and independence of China are surely no less wananted by treaty

than uniform shipping tolls in the interoceanic canal.

Over the treaty aspects of the Tibetan question, however, I do not propose to

linger. If civilized nations cannot observe their solemn engagements among

themselves they will certainly not do so to theil hurt when the other parties to

them happen to be yellow infidels equally Lrnblessed by Christianity and

Dreadnoughts....If after the Younghusband campaign we had done what he

now has in view, I courld have understood it. Moreover, it would have had a

cefiain moral sanction. Instead of that we made fresh terms with the Dalai[sic],

and got them confirmed and guaranteed in Peking. In other words, we ìnsisted

on China's ultimate responsibility....

Now suddenly and peremptorily, we have called Lrpon China to restore home

rule to the Tibetans. Why? No one seems to know....The question of right is,

as I have already said, negligible. Nevertheless, it may be useful to point out

that China's right to do as she pleases with Tibet is incontestable, and that by

two treaties - the Anglo-Chinese convention of 1906 and the Anglo-Russian

l8 At least in the nofih-east part of the border. However there had been no real

surveys done at this time and so McMahon relied on guess\vork in places. These did
not always correspond to the watershed and that fact rvas to be very important in the

1962Indo-Chinese War.

'n NYT, September 2,1912,4:J.
to Sir Edward Grey was Foreign Secretary 1905-16. He was made a Viscount in 1916

and served as Chancellor of Oxford University, 1928-33. See Taylor 1967 ,3n7. 
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convention of 1907 - we have pledged ourselves not to interfere in the internal

affairs of Tibet.r'

Well before the Simla Conference stafied both the Liberal London Cltronicle

and the Londott N¿ws condemned the British government's policy of Tibet.r2 This

policy was, according to these two papers, at its simplest, to insist that China was the

suzerain in Tibet and not the sovereign power.

3.4 China and Tibetan Independence

On 13 Octobel 1913, representatives of Great Britain, Tibet and China began

talks to place relations between the three on a more formal and permanent basis.

These talks began with an exchange of credentials and opening statements from the

Tibetans and Chinese conceming their claims to Tibet. In these claims the three parties

put forward differing versions of history and Tibet's relationship with China that would

define the dispute, The Chinese insisted that Tibet was part of China and that all talk

of independence was being fosteled by aggressive foreign powers. The Tibetans

cìaimed that theil relationship was not with China but with the Manchu emperors

personally and so Til¡et was not part of China. The British case is more complex

because in fact there were two main British views. The British Indian administlation

took a much harder line than the Blitish Home govemment. Officially the British

claimed to hold no views on this matter but in private acknowledged Tibet had been

part of China, but now should be removed from Chinese contlol.

In a sense the struggle for Tibetan independence has been a stluggle to get the

rest of the world to accept a nall'ative constructed by the Lhasan authorities in the face

of Chinese and even British narratives. This is especially impoltant in Tibet because

the traditional Tibetan state did not require (nor is there any reason to think they

wanted) a politically aware population. To all intents and purposes what narrative the

Tibetan people accept is and always has been inelevant to the Tibetan authorities, all

Chinese governments and also to the British. Therefore, perhaps the most important

feature of the Simla Conference was who was not invited - the ordinary people of

Tibet. If there was to be any basis for coÍrmon agreement between the Dalai Lama's

regime and the Chinese -qovernment they had to hnd an objective means to settle their

dispute. In the modern world the most common is simply to ask people to vote. There

are no guarantees that the Chinese -qovernment rvould have abided (or would today

rr Reproduced in the NYT, September 22, lgl2,4:3:3.
tt Se" the editorial in the NYT, September 3 l9l2,l0:2
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abide) by such a vote, but it is the most widely respected way of measuring which

particular nationalist myth most people accept, The Tibetans did not do this in 1911

nor in 19i4 nor at any date since. Nor has the Chinese Communist party chosen to do

so since 1959. In 1913 the British would attempt to force a settlement of the Tibetan

issue based on highly complex arguments derived entirely from the Western legal

tradition.

The Conference began with an open claim by the Tibetan representative. the

Lonchen Shatrar3, for complete Tìbetan independence from China. They did so in

terms that were taken from a modern Western political discourse, but which were also

highly coloured by Tibetan religious tradition. The letter of credentials the Dalai Lama

gave Shatra claimed that the Dalai Lama was "the owner of both the religious and

secular powers of Tibet".ro The opening statement of Tibetan claims began with,

"[flirstly, it is decided that Tibet is an independent state and that the Precious

Protector', the Dalai Lama, is the ruler of Tibet, in all temporal as well as in spilitual

affairs."l5 The Tibetans also clearly stated theil opinion that the relations between the

Tibetans and Qing dynasty were those between a teacher and a disciple but they had

been desh'oyed by the 1911 Revolution.?6

Since 1959 there have been attempts by all parties to push various velsions of

the events during the Simla Conference. The dispute, in part, has arisen from different

claims about the legal nature of these events. The Chinese govemment, whether

Nationalist ot Communist, has always taken a strictly legalistic view of the events,

descrìbing the Simla Convention as "illegal", "null and void" and "an ignominious deed

by British imperialism".rT It also has been claimed, notably by Michael van Walt van

Praag, the Dalai Lama's legal adviser, that the acceptance of the Tibetan negotiator's

credentials by the British and Chinese amounted to implied recognition of Tibet's

independence.2s The legal basis of this is the DerLtsche Cotttinental Gas Gesellschuft

v. Polcutcl case in which it was heÌd that Germany had implicitly recognised the new

state of Poland when on 15 Janr-rary 1919, Poland was admitted to the Paris Peace

t3 Pa¡or Dorje Shatra was a leading Tibetan noble who had been sent to Darjeeling to
study the British in the 1890s. In 1904 he was disgraced for allegedly accepting bribes
from the British. In 1907 the Dalai Lama. in exile on Mongolia, appointed him
Lonchen (Prime Minister). He died in 1923. Shakabpa 1967,203,208,22I,262.
'* Mehra 1979-80, 68.
tt Mehra 1979-80,l:7I.
tu smith r996, r90-1.
tt'Wang and Suo 1984, 153. Although this is a Communist vierv the Nationalists have

not differed -sreatly in their position.
r8 Van Walt van Praag 1987 , I37 . Also see Shakabpa L967 ,25I.
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Conference and "the full powers of [Poland's] delegation were, witlnut resentcttiort,

recognized, admitted and accepted as being in order and valid by the delegation which

negotiated in the name of Germany and represented that State."re This legally based ,

argument has, of course, no basis in Chinese or Tibetan culture nor in their shared

history. The Tibetan narrative on sovereignty and independence derives from a

religious argument based on Tibet's history of Mongol and Manchu rule. The Chinese

Communist govenìment has adopted an anti-imperialist argument taken from a

particular school of Westem thought although Chinese tradition and culture must

inform much of theil policies. It is a sign of the political and cultural dominance of the

West, even as the West's actual physical domination of the world was coming to an

end, that the discussion of Tibetan independence should take place in telms that are

almost entirely derived from \Western political history. It is also an indicator of the

intolerance of Western legalcultule that two Asian cultural traditions have been forced

to adopt a Westem cultural frame of reference. Actions which took place in an Inner

Asian cultulal setting and were perfolmed by Manchu and Tibetans are judged by the ,

standards of Poland and Germany.

In any event there is no obvious way of telling what a real coult of law might

have decided in the case of Tibet, But in 1919 the legal judgement against Germany

revolved around the fact that the powers of Poland's delegation were accepted without

resetvation by the Germans. This was certainly not the case for China at the Simla

Conference. From the start China objected to Tibet's equal status and openly preferred

to negotiate with the British alone.3O In China's opening statement Chen Yifan (Ivan

Chen3r) went out of hís way explicitly and clearly to reject the idea that Tibet was

independent in the opinion of the Chinese govemment. Moreover Chen clearly stated

that the new Republican Government had no intention of letting any part of China

secede by stating the Republic "has no right to alienate any part of the territory which

she has inherited from the Manchu dynasty, and she must maintain the extent of her

ten'itory the same as befor€."31

It is impossible to describe this as eithel a traditional Chinese algument or a

re 
Quoted in Van Walt van Praag 1987, 137. Italics added.

30 As Hugh Richardson (1945, l5) makes cleal in hisTíbetan Precis. claiming the

Chinese "continued to harp on about the status of their delegates long after the other'

parties lvere r€ady".
t' Chen Yifan served in the Chinese Legation in London 1903-1I. In 1912 he was

appointed to a civil post on the Burmese border. From 1913 to 1914 he served as the

Commissioner for Trade and Foreign Affairs at Shanghai.

" Mehra, 1979-80. 1:75
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modern Western one which the Republic had adopted. In fact it could easily be both.

If there is any recurring feature of Chinese history it is that a larger China is usually a

China in which the ethnically Chinese Han do not dominate. This is especially true of

Mongolia which has been ruled from China intermittently. Yet, invariably, that

Chinese state was formed by non-Han people from the north. The Qing, as one of the

few non-Han states to rule all China, also happened to rule Tibet. In most cases any

ethnically Han successor state tried, and failed, to rule the peripheral parts of the

former Empire as well. The Ming dynasty, for instance, initially tried to rule all

Mongolia capturing the old Yuan capital of Karakorum.t' Just as typically the Ming

failed and eventually retreated to build the Great Wall. Yet if this was a Chinese

historical tradition that Chen drew on, it did not openly appear in his counter-proposal

to Tibet's claim presented on October 30, 1913. Using entirely Western language

Chen stated,

fflrom what has been related it is evident that the claìms presented in the

Tibetan statement ate inadmissible, and in answer to them the following

demands are made as the only basis fol negotiations of the Tibetan question:

i) It is hereby agreed by the undersigned that Tibet forms an integral part of the

territory of the Republic of China, that no attempts shall be made by Tibet or

by Great Britain to inten'upt the continuity of this ten'itorial integrity, and that

China's rights of every description which have existed in consequence of this

territorial integtity shall be respected by Tibet and recognized by Great

Britain.r4

From this opening statement it is clear that any claim that the Chinese delegates

recognised the independence of Tibet without any reservations is not supported by the

evidence. Chen, on behalf of the Chinese Republican government, made sttenuous

objections to the idea of Tibetan independence and rejected them even as a topic of

díscussion at Sirnla. The Tibetans may have believed they were formally independent

in 1913, but it is also possible that such claims were merely ambit claims which the

Tibetans did not expect anyone to take particularly seriously. In the Tibetans'opening

statement of claims, the Lonchen Shatra also claimed that the border between Tibet

and China should include Xikang, and that the revenue from this province should be

returned to Tibet, that "the People of Mongolia and China send monks to the different

tt For details of the early Ming attempts to conquer Mongolia see Barfield (1989,

119), Chan (1988, 227-9), and Dreyer (1988. i02-3).

't Mehra 1979-80. I:72-3.
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monasteries in Tibet and also pay vast tributes to the monasteries. The Buddhist

monasteries and other religious institutíons in Mongolia and China recognize the Dalai

Lama as their religious head. All these facts will continue to be recognized as at

present", and that "the Chinese Government will compensate the Tibet Govemment

soon in money for all the forcible exactions of money and other property taken from

the Tibetan government, for the revenue of Nyarong and other districts which they

kept in their possession by force, for destroying houses and property of monasteries, '

officials and subjects of Tibet, and for the damage done to the persons or property of

Nepalese or Ladakis".3s It would be, of course, very hard to reconcile the

independence of Tibet with the Dalai Lama being the head of all Buddhìst and other

leligious institutions in China.36 The Tibetan authorities could not expect the British

and Chinese delegates to take these claims seriously, as they did not, and so perhaps

did not expect them to take their claims of independence seriously either. However if
these were not ambit claims then they suggest the Tibetan authorities were dangerousìy

out of touch with leality given the inability of the Tibetans to force the Chinese to

agree to them.

3.5 Britain and Tibetan Independence

Although it has been claimed that the Tibetan demands came as a surprise to

the British, the Tibetans had in fact made their views known to Sir Charles Bell, then

the Political Officer in Sikkim and hence in effect to Tibet.37 The British were not

prepared to recognise what amounted to Tibetan independence, and the Government

of India decided not to oppose either China's claims or Tibet's, so it could appeal to be

an impartial mediator'. However the text of the Simla Convention itself, although it

exists in several different forms, explicitly states that Sir Arthur Henry McMahon38,

Chen Yifan and Lonchen Shatra had concluded the Simla Convention after "having

communicated to each other their lespective full powers and finding them to be in

good and due form".3n This seems to imply agreement by the Chinese that the Tibetan

t-t Mehra, 1979-80, I:7I-2.
36 In fact this looks rather like an admission Tibet was still, somehow, paft of China.
t7 For the surprise claim see Smith Lgg6,19l. Compare with Enclosure tolnclia îo
Cre+ve, June 27, 1913.
38 Sir Arthur Henry McMahon (b. 1862) held a variety of posts on India's North West
Frontier and Afghanistan from I 891 to 191 1. These included serving as political
officer to the Durand mission to Afghanistan 1894-6, working on demarcating the

boundary between Baluchistan and Afghanistan, 1899-1901 and various political
offices in Dir, Swat, Chitral, Seistan, and Baluchistan He was subsequently appointed
High Commissioner to Egypt in 1919.

'o See the powers in Mehra 1979-80, 1:68-9.
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delegation's claims to independence were valid. However as the Simla Convention was

never actually signed by the Chinese, it is hard to argue that this fact alone, over the

objections of the Chinese delegate, amounts to a proper legal acknowledgment of

Tibetan independence.

Explicit objections to the status of Tibet were made by Ivan Chen in talks with

Archibald Rose on April 15, Igl4.40 According to Rose, "Mr Chen objected strongly

to the status of equality given to Tibet vis-à-vis China and Great Britain. I referred Mr

Chen to the despatch from His Majesty's Chalge d'Affaires at Peking to the Wai Chiao

Pu, dated 25th August 1913, and told him that the question of status could not be re-

opened." Chen objected to the British claims and said that the recognition of equality

between China and Tibet was out of the question. To this Rose replied that "until the

seal of the Tibetan plenipotentiary had actually been affixed to an agreement such as

was now under consideration, the status of Tibet was that of an independent nation

recognising no allegiance to China."al Chen also asked for an explicit teference to

Tibet being part of China within the main part of the Simla Convention. Rose found

this acceptable and such a declaration was made Note I attached to the Convention

itself. Chen wanted the political limits of suzelainty clearly spelled out in a separate

agreement. Rose rejected this pointing out that the telm was vague, that no authority

on intemational law had been able to dehne it properly and that the British

Government would not consider the idea. The advantage of it to the British is

obvious, given that a specific description of China's rights meant a specific limitation of

the interfetence Britain could exercise in Tibet if the British authorities wished to do

so.t' As an indication of what the Chinese also wanted, Chen requested that the article

forbidding Tibetans to sit in China's Parliament be dropped. Thìs was refused.

When Rose claimed that "until the seal of the Tibetan plenipotentialy had

actually been affrxed to an agreement such as was now under consideration, the status

of Tibet was that of an independent nation recognising no allegiance to China" ìt

certainly appears that the British recognised Tibet as an independent country.a3

r0 Archibald Rose (b. 1879) served in the British le-eation at Beijing durìng the Boxer
Rebellion, Subsequently rvas appointed consul at Chongqing, Ningbo and Han-szhou.

He rcpresented the British Foreign Office at Simla before being appointed commercial

attache at Shanghai and then Beijing, He retiled in 1921.
*' Mehra 1979-80, 1:95.
ar In Egypt the British would soon stretch "autonomy" to mean the British could fight
in E_eypt, without Egyptian permission, against Turkey, Egypt's suzerain porver, and

Turkey's allies.
ot Mehra 1979-80, 1:95.
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However there are some doubts about whether this statement reflected the opinion of
the British government, or just Rose himself, or was ìn fact a statement which Rose

knew not to be true but which he was using to put pressure on the Chinese delegation.

It is possible that Rose was stating a position the British Indian administration would

like to have been true.aa It is hard to argue that the statement alone bound the Brjtish

Government to recognise Tibet's independence. This is especially true given that the

Brjtish Home govefftment did not intend to make Tibet independent. The objections

Chen made to the draft Simla Convention make it clear that China still considered that

Tibet was part of China, in particular the insistence that Tibet be represented in the

Chinese Parliament. The British refused to consider this as an option, presr-rmably

because such representation would imply that Tibet was an integral part of China. On

the 20 April the Chinese Foreign Ministty explicitly told Chen that the Chinese

Govetnment would never agree that Tibet could not be represented in the Chinese

Parliament and they also objected to the border between Inner Tibet and Outer Tibet,

When asked to sign the Convention as it then was, Chen had told the British

that he did not have the power to sign without his govemment's approval, He was

however prepared to initial it which he did on the 27thof April. The response by the

British negotiator was to inform the Chinese that the Tibetans and British had initialled

the agleement and if the Chinese did not sign then Articles Two and Foul of the draft

would be cancelled. The main points in these two articles were the lecognition of
Chinese suzerainty and the right of the Chinese govemment to send an Amban wtth an

escort to Lhasa. On the 28th April, 1914, the Chinese Govemment formally

disavowed the Simla Convention which Chen had initialled the previous day. On

informing Sir Henry McMahon of this, together with assurances that China was

prepared to continue negotiations, Chen was told that the Conference was oveL, there

was no time for further discussions and Articles Two and Four were hereby cancelled.

The British would sign the Agreement with the Tibetans alone as if they were an

independent country.as Again there is no particular l'eason to view either of these

claims as binding or other than tactical claims to pLtt pressLn'e on the Chinese.

By the end of June the talks had broken down inevocably. On July l, Crewe,

the British Secretary of State, told the Viceroy that McMahon ou_qht to end the

conference on 3 July, and, if the Chinese refused to sign the Convention, McMahon

ought to stop negotiations, As far as the Tibetans were concerned, McMahon rvas told

{ Although Rose r,vas a representative of the Foleign Office (i.e. the Br'ìtish Home
government) unlike McMahon rvho r.vas a representative of the Indìan administlation.
*t Mehra 1979-80, l:107.
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to express "great regret at failule to amive at a settlement and should also assure

Lonchen Shatra that Tibet may depend on diplomatic support of His Majesty's

Government and on any assistance in the way of munitions of war which we can give

them, if aggression on the part of china continues."a6 The next day, July 2, crewe
took an even stronger line about what McMahon was to do. McMahon was told to
tell the Tibetans that the British Government considered the status and boundaries of
Tibet were as the initialled Convention showed. That is to say, the British were willing
to go ahead as if the Convention was properly signed. Presumably this meant that the

British Government did not accept that Articles Two and Four had been cancelled.

The next day, July 3, Crewe formally told McMahon that "separate signature with
Tibet cannot be authorizedby His Majesty's Government" and that McMahon ought to

do what he had been told to on the two plevious days.aT on the sarne day, July 3,

McMahon signed a separate agreement with the Tibetans anyway. This separate

agreement between McMahon and Shatra acknowledged the Simla Convention as

binding on Tibet and Britain. Furthermore the two governments agreed that "as long

as the Govetnment of China withholds signatule to the aforesaid Convention, she will
be debaned from the enjoyment of all privileges accruing therefrom.s

3.6 The Validity of the Simla Convention

It is not only possible, but, given the evidence, reasonably certain that

McMahon signed the agreement in full knowledge that he had been told not to do so

by the British Govetnment. This raises the obvioLrs question of whether the separate

agrcement was a legally valid document. If McMahon had been given full powers by

the Bfitish government to negotiate with the Chinese and the Tibetans, then, arguably,

that included the power to sign a separate agleement with the Tibetans independently,

even though the British Government had told him not to. However the real issue is

what the status of Tibet was prior to the Conference. There are two ways of :

interpleting the Simla Convention, ít was either an agreement designed to push the

Chinese govelrment out of Tibet and provide a buffer zone for British India, or it was

an attempt to push Tibet back into China and prevent an independent Tibetan

government being folmed on the botder with British India. Common sense seems to

dictate that the British thought of it as the former, as the British made clear in their

own internal documents.re In fact all three parlies seem to be in agreement that the

uu Mehra Lglg-ï}, 1: 110.
*t Mehra Lgl.g-ï}, 1: I11.

" Mehra 1979-80, i:116.
*n For instance see Woodman 1969,149.
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Conference was designed to push China out of Tibet.so The claim by Rose that Tibet
was already independent can hardly be regarded as a statement of the position of the
British goverrlment but rather a method of bullying the Chinese into agreeing to sign

the Simla Convention. At best it represents the view of the British Indian
administration, but cannot be considered as binding on anyone because of that fact.
Similarly the cancellation of Articles Two and Four seems to have no validity and

simply served as another threat. Celtainly on August 17, LgI2, Sir John Jordan, the
British Ambassador to China, wrote to the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs saying,

His Majesty's Government, while they have formally recognized the "suzerain

rights" of china in Tibet, have never recognized, and are not prepared to
recognize, the right of China to intervene actively in the internal adminìstration

of Tibet which should remain, as contemplated by the Treaties, in the hands of
the Tibetan Authorities, subject to the right of Great Br.itain and China, under
Article I of the convention of April 27, 1906, to take such steps as may be

necessary to secure the due fulfilment of rreaty stipulationsl'

Thus in l9l2 the British Home Govemment did not recognise Tibetan
ìndependence and did recognise the suzerainty of China over Tibet. What the British
govemment meant by "suzerainty" was that the Chinese government woulcl preside

over the Tibetan govefilment in theory but would not actually govem. In that case

suzerainty implies a high degree of autonomy which not only verges on independence,

it is rather hard to distinguish fi.om the rral thing.

In the 1914 Agreement, while the British andTibetans agreed to recognise that
Tibet was part of China and that Tibet was "under the suzerainty of China", the

Chinese also had to agree that Tibet was to be autonomous and that they would not
interfere in the administlation of Tibet, or convert Tibet into a province, or send

soldiers there, or import civilian settlers.5r In this agreement the concept of autonomy
for Tibet appears in a formal legal document for the first time, albeit one that China
refused to sign. In the absence of any explicit decision or behaviour by the British
Government to the contrary, it is hard to argue that the British position changed during
the Simla Conference. In legal telms Sir John Jordan's Au_tlrst L7, 1gI2 memorandum

alone seems to be enough to create a legally binding recognition of China's rights in

50 Which raises the question of why the Tibetans turned up at all if they were already
independent.t' sir.Iolt, Jordcut's Mennt'attchun to the wai-clticto-pu, pekiitg I7 August I9t2
Mehra 1919, 1:66-68. Woodman 1969, 382.

" Mehra Ig7g, l:1 11-116.
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Tibet before 1913.s3 whether or not McMahon's actions, in defiance of his

Govemment, were legally binding, they do seem to represent a personal view which

McMahon held and not one which reflected the views of his Government. The

agreement between the British and Tibetans was certainly contrary to the 1907 Anglo-

Russian Convention which the British Home govemment seems to have considered still

valid.sa Indeed the British negotiators went into the Simla talks in the belief that

Tibetans claims to independence were "of course not to be suppofted."'''

The 1914 Anglo-Tibetan agreement also stated that China would be "debaned

from the enjoyment of all privileges accruing" fi'om the Simla Convention until such

time as China signed it. This is also an interesting statement, but it is hatd to see how

it could reflect the legal reality or the opinion of the British Government. China's legal

position in Tibet did not depend on the opinions of Sir Henry McMahon and the

Lonchen Shatra. Nor did China's rights derive from the views of the British and

Tibetan Govetnments.s6 Rathet China's rights arose from the objective facts of the

situation as well as past and present recognition of those rights by China, Tibet and all

the other foreign powers. In international law a treaty between two palties cannot

impose an obligation on a third party. Any such treaty "which pLrrported to impose an

obligation upon a thild party would to that extent be null and void; fbr the genelal

principle prevails Íhat pactct tertiis nec nocetlt ñec prosLult.[....] According to the

principle pacta tertiis nec nocent nec prosuttt, a tïeaty concerns the contracting States

only; neither rights nor duties, as a rule, arise under a treaty for third States which are

not parties to the treaty."-57 Thus after the Simla Convention the British and Tibetan

Govemments could not rely on a treaty which the Chinese did not sign to impose any

obligation or duty on China or to take away any of China's rightsls

The exception to the rule that the British alone could not unilaterally change

China's rights in Tìbet was British acknowledgment of Tibet's full independence. It is

the view of some modem scholars, for instance Michael C. van Walt van Praag, that

the British recognised Tibet's independence aftel the breakdown of the Simla

tt i.e. by estoppel, the legal obligation of nations to adhere to positions they claimed to
hold in the past.
tt Se. Ahmad 1960, 20.

" Richardson L945,l'7.
tu 

See Rubin 1968, 125.
s? Oppenheim 1928, I:773,735.

" Sinha (1971 ,36-7) passes over the signing away of China's rights by Tibet and

Britain. Tibet might have been able to sign arvay its or,vn rights, but not those of China
if it was still part of China.
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Conference.se The main British officials in the Indian administration who dealt with

Tibetan issues did not behave as if Tibet was independent. What Basil Gould and

Hugh Richardson did argue was that until China signed the Convention, China would

in fact gain none of the advantages the Convention granted. For instance Richardson

has argued that the Chinese could not claim any of the benefits of,

The operation in her favour of the 1890, 1904 and 1906 Treaties

Recognition of suzerainty.

The right to appoint an Amban at Lhasa.

Admission that China is not a foreign power.

Any recognition of the conceptions of Outer and Inner Tibet.

Admission that Tibet forms part of Chinese territory.

Any concern in the appointment of a Dalai Lama.

Any limitation of the strength of British escorts in Tibet90

Few of these are real benefits unless it assurmed that after l9l4 Tibet became

independent, This is turn depends on the validity of the Simla Convention and the

subsequent Anglo-Tibetan agreement. Howevet there is no sign that the British

Government treated them as valid legal documents. For instance, the Simla

Convention was not published in Aitchson's collection of treaties until the mid-thirties.

If they had been legally binding in 1914, the British Government's subsequent refusal to

recognise them probably was enough to allow the Chinese to claim the British had

relinquished any rights under the Treaties.

In July 1914, while speaking on the House of Common on appropriations for

the Foleign Office, SirEdward Grey, then the British Foreign Secretary, said,

[i]f China does not sign fthe Simla Convention], but resofts to an aggl'essive

policy the consequences must be disastlous fbr China. There certainly will be

grave trouble on the Indian frontier which will require Great Britain to take up

the matter serìously with the Government of China9t

There is no implication in this statement that, if the Chinese resorted to torce in

Tibet, they wor-rld be violating Tibet's independence. In 1918 the Western press

reported, from China, that the Tibetans were in revolt from China and that the Chinese

5e Van Walt van Praag 1987, 138.
uo Richardson 1945. 20.
6t 

Quoted in the NYT, July I 7, 1914,3:L
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government had ordered troops into the region to suppress the rebellion.6? The

problem, even at this stage, was that the soldiers ordered to intervene (from Gansu and

Sichuan) were to all intents and purposes beyond the control of the Chinese

Government. Indeed the Chinese authorities had much greater problems. At the same

time as they were giving these orders, the Japanese had forced them to declare Kalgan,

Guihua, Taonan, Hulutao, Tolun, and Chi-fu-no, all deep within China's northern

inland tenitory, as commercial ports on the Treaty port model. They had also signed

an agreement with the Japanese govelnment for the construction of a railway fi'om

Shandong to Zhih and a massive loan from the Bank of Chosen.63 There were also

reports that the Tibetans were getting unoffrcial help from the British administration.

The Chinese were not slow to appreciate the need to manipulate Western opinion, The

New York Tintes reported from Beijing that the Tibetan revolt was paft of a German

conspiracy based on information received from the Chinese Government. There is of

course no reason whatsoever to believe this, but it shows a degree of sophistication in

China, and war hysteria in America, that such a report woLrld ever be published.

Certainly the Blitish Government did not behave as if the Convention was a

legalìy binding document. In l9l9 the Blitish again tried to pressure the Chinese into

signing an agreement on the Simla model. The Chinese Government, again, tried to

put the best possible spin on this. In August the New York Tintes, reporting

discussions with the Chinese Foteign Ministry, claimed the British and Chinese had

agreed on a formula for Tibetan autonomy.6a Significantly this agreement was

reported to include agreement on Chinese sovereignN over Tibet. Yet a month later

the N¿w York Tintes reported that negotiations were still on-going and that claims that

the Br-itish were pressuring the Chinese had been "authofitatively denied".65 These

talks opened up another area of disagreement with yet another Power. Until 1918 the

British had disputed control of Tibet with the Russians and the Chinese. In 1919 the

Japanese began to become interested in the region. In September l9l9 the Japanese

stepped forward in the somewhat unlikely guise of the defender of China's rights in

Tibet. The Japanese press began to accuse the British of folcing the Chinese to give

up Tibet.66

In 1921, when Lord Curzon had letumed to Britain and had become the

Foreign Secretary, he attempted to get the Chinese to le-open talks on Tibet's status.

ut For instance NYT July 16, 1918, 5:6. NYT July 18, 1918, 6:5.
ut NYT, July 16, 1918, 5:6.
ot NYT August 19, 1979,6:2.
ot NYT September 12 1919,8:2.
uu 

See reports of the Japanese press claims in the NYT September 16, I9I9,5:4
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This effort failed and in response Curzon informed the Chinese Government that "His

Majesty's Government t....1 do not feel justihed in withholding any longer their

recognìtion of the status of Tibet as an autonomous state under the suzerainty of China

and intend dealing with Tibet in future on this basis."67 If the Biitish only

acknowledged Tibet's autonomy in I92L, then the obvious question was what was

Tibet's status in 1920. As the recognition hele is a punishment for China's refusal to

reopen talks on Tibet or sign the Simla convention, it is clear that Curzon saw this as

pushing China out of Tibet. Therefore, according to the British, the legal status of

Tibet before this must have been as part of China. Thus any rights China had in Tibet

still exisred regardless of what the British and even Tibetan governments might have

thought. The rights that China refused to sign away must include all the benefits

confered under the 1890, 1904 and 1906 Treaties unless the British had already

repudiated them, the existence of Chinese suzerainty if not sovereignty, the non-

existence of any Chinese recognition of Tibetan autonomy, the light to interfere in the

administration of Tibet, the right to convert Tibet into a province, no l'ecognition of

any British rights in Tibet, the right to send as many soldiers as China liked into Tibet,

the right to negotiate directly with the Tibetans, recognition that China was not a

foreign power in Tibet and the non-recognition of the border between Inner and Outer

Tibet, or even the existence of these two concepts. These must be regarded as rights

that China had prior to the 1914 Conference and which, given China did not sign them

away, China still held afterwalds. The views of Sir Basil Gould, Hugh Richardson and

van 'Walt van Praag simply represent their personal views which were, admìttedly,

shared by a large number of British offrcials in the Indian administration. In particLrlar

the claim by van Walt van Praag that Britain recognised Tibet's independence after the

failure of the Simla Conference has no basìs in the historical record.

The issue of the McMahon line is far more complex. The bordel with India

was to be a source of friction between the newiy independent Indian government and

the People's Republic of China. Both countries would promote versions of the events

during the Simla Conference as the objective truth. The truth of these conflicting

nan'atives is difficult to establish. There can be little doubt that the exchange of notes

between Sir Henry McMahon and the Lonchen Shatra took place in March 1914

without the knowledge of the Chinese delegate, nor were the Chinese subsequently

informed of these discussions. Or, at least, if the Chinese were informed no

acknolvledgment appears in the Confelence documents.

u' F l9\2l59/10. The Marcptess Crtrzon of Kedleston to Sir B. Alston (Pekíng), Jul,,-

9, 1921,7 PM. DBFP 1966,14:338-9. Richardson 1945.28.
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It has been claimed that one of the purposes of the Sirnla convention was to fix
the border between British India and Tibet.68 Yet the Chinese were never informed of
the new border, nor was it a subject of discussion at the Conference. However Sir

Henry McMahon did present a map showing the border between Inner and Outer Tibet

to Chen Yifan who initialled it. It has been a long standing Indian claim, picked up

from the British Indian administration, that by initialling the map during the

Conference, Chen committed the Chinese Government to accepting the McMahon line.

This has always been challenged by all Chinese govemments ever since. In

international law any treaty may be invalid if it is obtained by fraud, By not telling

Chen that he was signing a map that included the results of private discussions on

Tibet's southem border it is hard to make a moral case that the Chinese Government

was bound by the decision. Certainly for an empire which, as Curzon often claimed,

never behaved in an underhanded manner, getting a Chinese signature in this way was

a particularly shameful trick. However if Tibet had some degree of "international

personality" that allowed Tibet alone to make bindìng foreign treaties then it might be

argued that the McMahon line is a valid border. The Tibetans certainly signed a

variety of treaties with a range of othel countries, including the British and Nepalese.

Some of these the Chinese explicitly recognised such as the 1904 Anglo-Tibetan

Agreement. If the Tibetans had the light to conduct their own foleign policy then the

McMahon line would be legal. It is the strong irnplication of deceit in the manner in

which the British obtained Chinese agreement that makes it questionable. Few

countries could really want to claim openly that such a method is consistent with their

national dignity. More importantly it is unlikely that the British public would have

been happy about the manner in which China's "agreement" was obtained much less the

Minister who had to stand up in Parliament and defend it. In fact, as it tumed out,

even the Indians have been less than happy to claim the Simla Conference made the

McMahon line their legal border. It was always Nehru's line that the Sino-Indian

border was defined by custom and usage rather than by treaty.

Since the Dalai Lama fled Lhasa in 1959 it has been claimed by members of his

immediate staff that China no longer has any legal claim to Tibet. These claims have

most frequently come from his former Minister W. D, Shakabpa and his legal adviser,

Michael van 'Walt van Praag. One of these claims is that the Chinese implicitly

lecognised that the Tibetans were now independent by insisting that the Tibetans

"rejoin" the Republic. Evidence that the Chinese accepted any.thing other than a

temporary separation from China is hard to come by. Sholtly after the failule of the

Simla Conference, the Tibetans and Chinese began frghting after what appeal's to have

ut For instance Alexandrowicz 1953,498
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been an attempt by the Chinese Government to impose their view of the proper

relations on Tibet by force. That is to say, what was left of the Chinese Army in

Xikang crossed into Tibet proper and began to march on Lhasa. Backed by fairly small

amounts of British weapomy, the Tibetans were, as it turned out, more than capable of

looking after themselves.6e The Chinese General Peng Risheng wrote to the Tibetans

saying,

[y]ou must be aware that Tibet, which was formerly subject to the Empelor of

China, is now subject to the President of the Chinese Republic. You Tibetans

have rebelled, as servants levolting against their masters. Evil thoughts have

entered your hearts and your lips have uttered falsehoods. The Chinese

Emperor[sic] can protect his own dominions and has no need of British

mediation, The Chinese soldiers who have advanced from Riwoche are

travelling in their own country and can go where they pleasel0

No more explicit refusal of the Chinese Government to accept the

independence of the Tibetans could be imagined.

3.7 Results of the Simla Convention

The Simla Convention is not impoltant because of what it achieved. Indeed it

could be argued that it achieved nothing positive for any of the parties concemed. For

the Tibetans it merely increased Chinese paranoia about British impelialism and

guaranteed that all Chinese governments would claim that Tibetan independence did

not reflect the wishes of the Tibetan people but of a con upt and treasonable upper

class. For the Chinese the Simla Conference increased their insecurity by providìng an

opportunity for the Tibetans to behave as if they were independent on the world stage.

For the British it plovided a soffy tale of clever British diplomacy wìth shabby tricks

which was ultimately unsuccessful.

If the Simla Conference managed to achieve anything it was the creation of the

framework for all future discussions of the Tibetan issue. From l9l4 on the issues

would not be open Tibetan independence, but autonomy within China. While the

failure of the Conference might have justified a simple recognition of the independence

of Tibet, the British did not choose this option. Rather they tried to -set Chinese and

Tibetan reco_enition of a half-way house - Chinese suzerainty over an autonomous

6n Lamb Ig8g,56-1.
70 
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Tibet. The main problem with this is the impossibility of any sort of real definition of

suzerainty. In his Tibetan Precis written in 1944-5 for the Blitish Indian

administration, Hugh Richardson provided a definition of suzerainty from Fowler as

"[n]ominal sovereignty over a semi-ìndependent or internally autonomous state." He

went on to admit that the term itself had "never been defined and, indeed, appears to

be incapable of absolute definition and to take its colour from the particulal

circumstances of each case".7r Although the Chinese govefirment did not ratify the

Simla Convention, and for the time being the matter was dropped, the Sirnla meeting

itself introduced some new concepts into British diplomacy over Tibet which weLe to

shape the rest of "autonomous" Tibet's history. These concepts can be summed up in

Richardson's own words as "Chinese suzerainty with Tibetan autonomy" with Tibet

being represented by the Dalai Lama's administration. There would be no doubt in

anyone's mind that the Dalai Lama represented in some way the central authority

within Tibet at the expense of the Panchen Lama and the other local lulers. There

were few people after Simla who would deny that the Tibetans had some sort of

relationship with the Chinese govemment. The most contentious issues would be

defining these terms and getting all parties to accept them, In particular the issue of

autonomy has yet to be settled to the satisfaction of any of the palties concerned. The

Dalai Lama's government may well have prefened independence, but in practice has

accepted "autonomy" in 1951 and right up to the 1988 Strasbourg declaration. The

majority of Chinese goverrments would probably have preferred to run Tibet as

another province within China. Yet first the Nationalists and then the Communists

have accepted "autonomy" ."

The problem has always been the interpretation both the central and Lhasan

authorities place on autonomy. In the modern People's Republic of China it is fair to

say autonomy essentially has no meaning whatsoever. But no matter which

government places which interpretation on the word, the issue is increasingly irrelevant

as long as Tibet remains within China. If thete is an undeniable trend in the modern

wor'Id it is for central govefirments to intervene more and more closely in previously

autonomous areas of local govemrment and private life. In large part this is because

they can. Railways, telephones, government schools, and electronic media all mean

that bureaucracies far away can decide more and more of what people can and cannot

do in their lives. No mattel what constitutional safeguards are put in place, central

7r Richardson 1945, 16,9'7-I02.
tt Of course the Dalai Lama's 1988 definition of autonomy was very different to the

one he accepted in 1950 and díffelent again to the Communists and Nationalist views.
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authorities can easily f,rnd excuses to intervene if they want to.73 For the Tibetans the

legal possibilities of the Simla Convention really miss the point. Whether there are any

formal guarantees of Tibetan independence in the Chinese constitution or in treaties

signed with major foreign Powers becomes irrelevant in the face of roads from China,

airlines, state-run education and the modern world generally. Not even independence r

would have protected Tibet's culture and way of life from globalisation. Thus the i

modern history of Tibet (and for that matter China) is really a long political struggle

against the modem world and its intrusions while the underlying structures of Tibetan

society and the economy are being changed beyond recognition. 
.

tt The best examples are usually found in rvar time. But there are the examples of
segre-eation in the United States or the oppression of Catholics in Northerrr Ireland pre-
1969. In both cases the excuse of discrimination was so severe that the central
govemment had to limit local autonomy. As South Afiica has shown some fotms of
racial discrimination are so offensive to "world opinion" that national sovereignty is
limited too.
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Chapter Four: Diplomacy and the First V/orld War

4.I Introduction

One of the unintended consequences of the First World 'War was a massive

change in Western public opinion towards the legitimate use of state power. In general

terms before World 'War I imperialism was widely seen in the West as a positive

influence on the world, but by 1950 it had become a war crime which was in theory

punishable by death. The underlying cause of these cultural changes rest with the

human and material costs of World War I. Britain entered the war ostensibly to

support the independence of "little Belgium".l In fact there are many reasons to be

fairly cynical of British intentions which in retrospect look more and more like a desire

to maintain a traditional balance of power in mainland Europe. The British public,

however, were hardly likely to support a long and bloody war for such a trivial
purpose. It is not surprising that the Filst World War saw a rnassive display of
government suppofied propaganda designed to stir war'-hysteria and hatred of the

Germans. From the ealliest days of alleged German ah'ocities in Belgium to quasì-

racial arguments in favour of German infetiority the British government tried to
persuade the Westem public that the war was in fact a moral crusade.l Or to put it
more cynically, as Nietzsche once said, enough bloodshed makes any cause sacred.

This massive inflation of public rhetoric soon became part of international diplomacy

via fhe Treaty of Versailles, intenrational law and the League of Nations. The main

result of these events was to over-turn the basis of international diplomacy since the

Conference of Vienna and to bring forward principles of ethnic nationalìsm and self-

determination that had been honoured only on rare occasions since the Flench

Revolution, such as the Greek War of Independence and Italian Unification.

Virtually any interpretation of these changes and the reasons behind them is
bound to be extremely controvelsial and beyond the scope of this thesis. In line with
the basìc assumptions of this thesis, it will simply be assumed that the reason for such

changes is the demands of modern warfare, in particular the need for mo¡e modem

"total" politics durìng times of war. Naturally the documentation that underlies such

an interpretation is open to a wide variety of interpretations. However there is

certainly a great deal of evidence from the Versailles Conference, from the

Disarmament Conferences of the twenties and from the politicians of the time.

Taylor 1967,50-1.
Taylor 1967, 18-9.

I

1
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4.2 The Moral Revolution in Western Diplomacy

One of the basic criticisms of the old world order which supposedly caused

World'War I was of secret diplomacy. President Wilson called for future diplomacy to

be conducted in public, based on the simple proposition that the public would not

suppoft the backroom deals that saw the Great Powers fight each other. If diplomats

had to rely on "open covenants, openly arrived at", in theory they would have to

conduct a foreign policy in line with public expectations. his view was clearly part of

the same American populist view that saw the First World War as a massive trick

perpetrated on an unsuspecting public by upper class cliques who "really" ran the

government and the world. This same line of thought, of which there was considerable

evidence in America prior to Wilson going to war, produced the isolationism of the

Thirties and eventually the Nye Committee. This Senate Committee, under Gerald

Nye (North Dakota) and Arthur Vandenberg (Michigan) "proved" that secret deals

between the Wilson administration, the arms industry and the big banks pushed

Amelica into World War I. The result was the "cash and carry" rules that applied to

Britain before Pearl Harbour.3

Superficially these theories seem to derive from a Marxist world view. In tact

there is little evidence that this approach is Marxist (even though the two Senators

were from the mid-north-west which has a much stronger Socialist influence than the

rest of America) but rather is one of the 19th century Liberal ideas that coloured the

rest of American diplomacy. This liberal view undermined a fundamental part of pre-

war diplomacy. Until 1919 diplomacy in the U.S. and Europe was in both theory and

practice an elite profession caried out by members of the upper class or reasonable

approximations thereof. The earlier American view that "politics stops at the water's

edge" in effect reserved diplomacy for the membels of the State Department rather

than the general public.a After 1919 foreign affairs were in theory subject to far more

3 These laws specifically targeted the banks by preventing them from lending money to
belligelent powel's. The main result of the Nye Committee, the Neutrality Acts, were
passed in August 1935, February 1936, July 1936, January 1937 (these last tr,vo

applied to Spain alone), };[ay 1937 and November 1939. For a discussion of Nye's
efforts see Hull 1948,216-7, 380, 298-405,410,464,510-1, 516,649. For the logic
behind them see Williams 1936,25-33. One of the effects of such laws was that
Amerjcan planes could not be florvn directly to Britain. There is a picture of one bein-e

towed to Canada by horses ìn the Nevv York Tintes, February 9, 1940.
* As can be seen by Coldell Hull's later efforts to get the American govemment to

approve the United Nations. This rvas to be a "bipartisan" policy (i.e. one lvith no real
public debate in Congress) and he worked hard to make sure the media did not cdticise
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public scrutiny. After all the publìc was drawn into World War I in a way it had not

been in any other war since the wars of religion. If the public was to pay such a heavy

price for diplomatic blunders, such as the start of the war, then it was reasonable to

assume the public would want some increased degree of accountability. In theory this

ought to have worked to the benefit of peace and the Western publics.

In fact what the Wilson administration understood but did not do anything to

prevent was that during the war there was a massive manipulation of public opinion in

the Allied nations. Even in America Wilson himself felt the need for laws designed to

suppress Socialist opposition to the war and even to amest people for criticising the

Red Cross. The degree to which war hystelia took over the Western publics was

extreme. The Blitish Royal family had to change their surnames and expel their

German relatives from institutions such as the Order of the Garter because of public

intolerance. The novelist Graham Greene claimed to have seen a crowd stone a

dachshund to death in the High Stleet of Birkhamsted.s Once public opinion became

important, the political establishments sought to manage it rather than follow it when

important issues were deemed to be at stake, ln part Westem politicians were being

driven by the Russian Revolution in 1917. The Soviets had captured the Imperial

Russian archives and were publishing the agreements struck between the Allies and

various other Powers during the war.6 In the face of Soviet attacks on "un-

democratic" diplomacy Wilson adopted a more comprehensive critique of old-style

diplomacy.

4.3 Imperialism as a War Crime

Implicit in the new forms of post-war thought is the idea that traditional, if
predatory, relations between states were now unacceptable. This introduced the

concept of imperialism as a specially awful crime into Western politics. Until l914 it

was not common for people to condemn their own expansion as molally wrong.t

While the Western powers did not immediately apply these new ideological principles

to what is now the Third World, there was a gradual expansion of their application to

most parts of the globe dulin-e the period from 1914 to 1959. There was also a much

the idea and that it was not included in the 1944 Presidential campaign. See Hull 1948,

1259, t659, L656-70.

' Fussell 1971, 176.
6 Taylor 1967,50.
7 The typical example is those scholars who condemn China's control over Tibet. It is
often the case that the condemnation of China is rarely applied to Tan-l-era Tibetan
attacks on China. See, for example, Smith 1996,59-75.
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more rapid application of these principles to the so-called non-st(tttts clLto powers such

as ltaly, Japan and Germany. That is to say, after 1919 the principles of self-

determination were gradually extended to the older colonial possessions of the "have"

powers, but they were immediately applied to the desires of the "have not" powers.

This rapid and dramatic shift in Western foreign policy meant that non-western

countdes faced a double challenge; not only to adapt to Westem, and supposedly

universal, ideological standards in terms of domestic and foreign policy, but to keep up

with them as they changed due, in the main, to events that took place elsewhere and

were beyond the control of most non-western peoples.s In other words the Chinese

would find that after the Vy'estem powers had decided in the nineteenth century, on

their own and without consulting any Asian people, that China had to be forced into

the ideological diplomatic framework the Westeür powers had constructed, the

Western nations would then decide in the twentieth century, on their own and wìthout

consulting any significant number of Asians, that the whole structure had to be tom

down and rebuilt.

The standard example of a nation that failed to adapt to this change was Japan

which soon found that actions the West found acceptable, or even praiseworthy, in

1895 and 1904 were totally unacceptable in 1937 and 1941.e While it is tempting to

see this in a V/higgish light as the inevitable result of a process of history, that is far too

simplistic. Rather these standards evolved over time as the result of a series of sholt-

term and even cynical measures on the part of the Western powers. The challenge for

China, in its relationship with Tibet, was to find an ideological case for Chinese control

that both the West and (increasingly as time went on) the Chinese public would accept

as an acceptable policy, At the same time the problem for the Tibetan administlation

would be to find a claim for Tibetan independence that the British and Americans

would find compelling enough to recognise over the objections of the Chinese. In the

end the Tibetan administration did not find one suffrciently persuasive so that any

Westem power recognised their de facto independence, and as a result Tibet remains

part of China to this day.

8 The obvious example is the fact the Western powers forced China to agree to things
like diplomatic representation in Beijing. See Hsü 1995,302-6.
e lndeed the 1902 Anglo-Japanese Alliance followed the 1894-5 Sino-Japanese War in
which Japan seized Taiwan. It was unaffected by the 1904 Russo-Japanese War in
which the Japanese expanded into Manchuria. Nor did the Trventy One Demands or
the demand fol Germany's settlements in China bother the British. The Alliance only
came to an end in I92l when the Americans insisted.
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4.4 Traditional Diplomacy in the lr{ew Era

The dilemma the Western powers found themselves in after 1919, put simply,

was that once they condemned German aggression and secret diplomacy in Europe,

they lacked a firm ideological case to suppoil their own aggressive foreign policies

elsewhere. If the British went to war to defend the right of small European nations to

be free from foreign aggression, they would look foolish crushing small non-European

nations. Thus foreign policy became more and more a dispute between whether the

appropriate basis for discussion was the new foreign policy framework of human rights

and self determination or the much older post-Napoleonic system of internationally

recognised borders and legitimate states. In the post-1919 settlement the Allies, under

American pressure, formally chose to discuss the peace settlernent in terms of the new

policies.r0 In actual practice they continued to use the oldel style balance of power and

Realpolitik forms. This can be seen in the Commentary attached to Wilson's Fourteen

Points and to the policies pursued by the Allied and Associated Powers even before the

Germans had accepted Wilson's terms. The more extreme Allied demands called for'

the dismemberment of the Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman Empires and the

punishment of Gelmany. Even the Americans were not above a little traditional

diplomacy. In June l9l8 the Americans had agreed that "all branches of the Slav lace

should be completely freed from Gelman and Austlian rule."" Yet they did not

include this in Wilson's Points (Aticle l0 of which merely promised the peoples of

Austria-Hungal y autonomy) and they also failed to mention it to the Germans or the

Austrians. The lack of any consistency is even more clear in the application of these

principles to East Asia. Over Chinese objections the Japanese were given German

possessions in Shandong.lr Over Japanese objections the Americans and Australians

refused to allow a condemnation of racial disclimination be written into anything

connected with the Versailles Treaty or the League of Nations.rs The implication of

the Versailles settlement is that the public needs to believe that the govemment is

doing the right thing. It is not necessary that the govenìment actually do the right

thing, although too great a distinction between what the govemment says it is doing

and what it actually does will alienate at least parl of public opinion.

ro Temperle y 1920, l:132-3.
r1 

Quoted in Temperley I92O,I:134.

't spence 1990, 293-4.

't Cury 1968, 253-5. In 1915 Wilson had opposed America's entry into the war on

the grounds that it was necessary to "keep the r.vhite race or part of it strong to meet

the yellow race". Curry 1968, 158.
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4.5 Self Determination

The term self determination in its modem sense, applying collectively to ethnic

groups, did not enter common Western diplomatic usage until the First World War.

There was no discussion of the rights to self determination in, for instance, either the

Boer War or the 1904 Younghusband Expedition to Tibet. Indeed the Younghusband

Expedition relied heavily on the tradition of recognised borders; the intellectual issues

involved were whether Tibet was independent or pafi of China, and the preferences of

the Tibetans thernselves remained irrelevant. In 1904 the only major political groups

that supported the concept were the Communists and other assolted extreme leftists.

Ironically, although the concept is most often associated with American President

Woodrow Wilson, it was the French and British governments who first put forward the

idea as a war aim. Indeed the American President rejected supporting self

determination as a war aim as late as Igl'l.t4 The reason for this was most likely

linked to 'Wilson's publicly proclaimed desire for a negotiated settlement to the war.

Self determination was plomised to a l'ange of groups, but the main ethnic groups

targeted by the Allies were in the Austro-Hungarian empire. As the Austro-Hungarian

empire lacked a single dominant ethnic majolity, the right of self-determination inrplied

its bleak up. Yet even Wilson's Fourteen Points did not explicitly demand that the

principle be applied to the Central Powers' minorities. The only relevant points were:

9. A readjustment of the fi'ontiers of Italy should be effected along clearly

lecognizable lines of nationality.

10. The peoples of Austria-Hungary...should be accorded the fi'eest

opportunity of autonomous development,

12. The Turkish portions of the present Ottoman Empire should be assured a

secure sovereignty, but the other nationalities which are now under Turkish

rule should be assured an undoubted secudty of life and an absolutely

unmolested opportunity of autonomous development

13. An independent Polish state should be erected which should include the

ten'itories inhabited by indisputably Polish populations, which shourld be

assured a free and secure access to the sea."15

It would be unusual for the Central Powers (that ìs. Germany and the Austro-

Hungarian Empire) to accept a compromise peace that involved the end of the Austro-

Hungarian Empire. The irony in the situation is that both the British and French had

tuKennan 1984,66-7, Temperley 1920, 1:179-88. NYTFebruary 12,1918, l:5
't Hoover 1958, 20-2. Taylor 1967, II9.
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minority problems in their own homelands, let alone within their empires. At the same

time their main enemy, the Germans, had one of the most ethnically homogenous

populations in Europe. The Brjtish were forced to divert soldiers to Ireland to

suppress the 1916 Easter Uprising in favour of Irish self-determination, and a

delegation of Bretons later attended the Versailles Congress to demand the right of

self-determination for Bdttany.16 On the other hand after World War I the Germans

only lost two provinces to Poland (Posen and West Prussia) and two to France

(Alsace-Lorraine). They were also forced to hold plebiscites in four other disputed

regions but Allenstein-Marienwerder, the Saarland, all but the extr-eme tip of Upper

Silesia, and part of northern Schleswig voted to stay with Germany. The Germans

might also have retained at least part of Alsace-Lonaine if the issue had ever been put

to a vote.lT

If the principle of seìf-determination had been applied fairly and evenly across

the board, the Versailles settlement may have resulted in a massive shift in foreign

policy and a new paradigm in international relations. However it was the refusal of the

Allies to use the principle in any legion where it did not suit them that caused much of

the resentment against the Versailles tleaties. In Europe the Allies decided to ignore

Wilson's original ploposal and use the watershed principle in deciding Italy's border

with Austria and Czechoslovakia's bordel'with Germany.rs This left large numbers of

German speakels along, but on the wrong side of, the borders of Austria and Germany.

In l92l Czechoslovakia had 3,123,448 Germans to just 8,760,000 Czechs and

Slovaks.te Nor did the Allies allow the Austrians to merge with Getmany as the

plinciple seems to allow. The League of Nations put a French High Commissioner in

charge of the undisputedly German city of Memel and then did nothing when the

Lithuanians seized it.20 Outside Europe the situation was, if anything, even worse.

The Allies only paid lip service to the principle in the Middle East, taking over the

most developed and useful parts by means of "Mandates" from the League of Nations,

in effect Protectorates. Only the Turks and the Saudi Arabians emerged as genuinely

independent nations, while the Kurds and Armenians were promised much, but given

nothing at all.:r The plinciple was totally rejected in China with Japan getting

Germany's former possessions in Shandong despite the fact that the Chinese fought on

16 Jackson 1999, 201-7 . Foster 1988, 477 -87 .

't Carr 1992,259-26?. Temperley 1920,2:175,176-183,L97-215. Mayer'1968, 759

" Even Wilson approved of the Austro-Italian border. Taylor 1967, 162.

'n Mellor 1975,73.
to Can 1992,262.
rl Clevelan d. Igg4, 154-5.
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the Allied side in World War I.22 There is no evidence that Tibet was discussed at all.

The wider use of self determination, even in a cynical manner to leward friends and

punish former enemies, was never meant to apply to the colonies of Britain, France or

the United States. Yet merely by applying it in Europe meant that other people had

strong grounds to argue for a wider extension of the principle. The main 'Western

powers had, in a sense, let the genie out of the bottle and there was no way to get it

back. Not the least of those arguing for wider self determination were those Eulopean

states that had either not had a large overseas empile or had been forced to give one

up.

Despite claims that the Allies intended the principle of self determination to

apply to individuals (i.e. all people, as individuals, had a right to have a say in their

government), there is strong evidence that the princìple was intended to apply to

"peoples", that is, entile ethnic groups based on a common culture, from the start. As

'Woodrow Wilson himself said in early 1918 Lrsing the collective noun "peoples",

[n]ational aspirations must be respected; peoples may now be dominated and

governed only by their own consent. Self-determination'is not a mere phrase.

It is an impelative principle of action, which statesmen will henceforth ignore at

their peril.r3

This collective usage was implicit from the start in the doctrines of the French

revolution. When the French introduced nationalism to European political discourse

they ftlndamentally changed the basis of state legitimacy. The new doctrine eventually

supplanted the ideological basis for the old religion-based monarchies. Any European

govemment had to make at least a show of representing the majority nation on which

the state was based. This made any govemment which did not respect the "national

will" somehow illegitimate.ra One unintended consequence was that all European

governments had to adopt policies aimed at the assimilation or repression of whatever

national minorities existed within their borders. If "snap-shot" self-determination (i.e.

the opinion of a bare majority of people of a particular ethnic group at one specifìc

moment in time is taken as decisive) was adopted as the basis for state legitimacy, the

state would inevitably act to protect its interests and borders. The logical consequence

of nationalism is either the redefinition of borders in an attempt to reduce minorities to

negligible proportions or the elimination of all minorities within the existing borders.

rr Fairbank 1994,267. Hsü 1995,502-5. Spence 1990,293

" NYT, 12 February, 1918, 1:5.
t' Van Creveld 1999, 193-204.
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4.6 The Origins of Totalitarian Poiitics

The problem for the Western powers was that as the war had become more and

more "total", the aims of the Allies became grander and grander. The French

Revolution had led directly to the concept of "total war" in which the entire resources

of the state were thrown into battle.rs In reality the French were never able to bring

more than a fraction of their national resources to bear, but their armies were

significantly bigger than anything seen in Europe since the Romans. The eighteenth-

century style of limited war with modest war aims and small professional armies had

been revived in Europe after the Congress of Vienna in 1813. Without highly

ideologically motivated governments in Eulope there was no point in fighting to death

over limited war aims. The exception was when the European nations fought in the

Third World. In the Americas, Asia and Africa the European Powers had, essentially,

unlimited aims. Often the aim of the Western govemment was not jLrst to talce a piece

of land, but to exterminate entire peoples.26 The racial divide in the way Europeans

fought can be seen by comparing even the most bitter wars between Eutopeans with

those fought elsewhere. While the repeated defeats of France during the

Revolutionary peliod only led to the restoration of the monarchy, the defeat of the

Aztecs, the Sikhs, the Zulus, and virtually every other Third Wolld power led to

annexation and extinction of at least the state, if not the people. This extreme

distinction between moderation with fellow Europeans and aggression against

everyone else was expressed clearly in popular writings at the time. In 1885 the

Reverend Josiah Strong wrote a best-seller claiming that "[t]he time is coming when

the pressure of population will be felt [in America] as it is now felt in Europe and Asia.

Then will the world enter upon a new stage of its history - the final contpetition of

reces, for which tlrc Anglo-Saxon itt being fcltoolecl." Accolding to Strong,

Americans were "a race of unequaled energy, with all the majesty of numbers and the

might of wealth behind it - the representative, let us hope, of the largest liberty, the

purest Christianity, the highest civilization - having developed peculiarly aggressive

traits calculated to impress its institutions on mankind, lvill spread across the

earth...And can any one doubt that this race, unless devitalized by alcohol and tobacco,

is destined to dispossess many weaker races, assimilate others, and mold the

remainder, until, in a very true and imporlant sense, it has Anglo-Saxonìzed

mankind?...Whether the extinction of intèrior races before the advancing Anglo-Saxon

:5 Forrest 1997 , 48-55. Townsen d 1991 , 5-7 .

'u Weigley (1973,153-63) has a chapter on America's Indian Wars called simply
"Annihilation of a People".
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seems to the reader sad or otherwise, it is certainly appears probable."2t The difference

between British behaviour in the American War of the Revolution and the Indian

Mutiny shows the degree of violence the British were willing to use against non-

Europeans, but not against English-speaking Americansls

During the later part of the nineteenth century the main continental European

powers began to return to the mass mobilisation of the Revolutionary period.

Ironically it was not the "leftist" Republican French that led the way, but the

reactionary Prussians. Since well before Frederick the Great the Prussians had a larger'

army than its population would suggest it could support because of the ruthless

administrative effrciency of the state. The Wars of German Reunihcation were so

successful for the Prussians because of the efficiency with which they used their small

resources. By 1870 when the Germans defeated the French, every other European

state followed the German example ìn supporting as large an aflny as possible through

mass conscription.2e The inevitable result was that the First World War was fought as

if it was a total "Revolutionary" war by all the European Powers including Blitain.

The general aim to end all wars implied a wholesale change in international politics and

soon came to be the ideologicalequivalent of French nationalism during the 1789-1815

period. The need for a total war effort implied the mobilisation of as much support as

possible, regardless of pre-war prejudices and interests.30 The British and Flench

promised independence to a whole range of minorities located within the bolders of

Austro-Hungary and Tulkey if they would support the Allied war effcrt. The most

famous of these were the Arabs who fought a low-key guerrilla war against the Turks

with T. E. Lawrence.3r In general this was mostly a waste of time as the majority of

minorities remained loyal to their states until the very end of the war. The most

effective promise was for Czechoslovakian independence. The success of this promise

can be seen in works such as Tlrc Good Solclier Svejk, written by Jaroslav Hasek,

where Czech soldiers were characterised by a willingness to sumender to the

Russians.32 Yet it is probable that the Allied Powers adopted the proposal for self-

determination precisely because they intended to destroy the ability of their enemies to

=t Strong 1963,2L3-5. Italics in the original.

" The exception is the h'ish. The 1789 Rebellion was put down every bit as brutally as

the India Mutiny. See Foster (1988, 275-82) and Jackson (1999, 14-22). For a

description of British behaviour in India see Hibbert (1978, 130-2, 204-6,210-5, 3ll-
3,317-22,331) and James (7997,250-3). There was nothing in America like it.
tn 

See French IggT , 66-13. Van Creveld 1999,25?-3.
to For the impact of mobilisation on Britain see Taylor 196l, L-2.
tt For the start of British support for the Arabs see Lalvren ce 1964, 56-63. See also

Schulz 1972,43-5.
3: Hasek 1914,232.
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ever threaten war again.33

4.7 The League of Nations

After World War I open aggrandisement by any nation was, in theory, no

longer publicly acceptable. The Western govelrments had adopted a variety of moral

causes which, in the post-war world, they had to reconcile with their traditional forms

of diplomacy. At the Versailles Conference (1919) the Western powers had to hide

their ambitions under what A. J. P. Taylor called ever more elaborate fig leaves. The

invention of the League of Nations mandate is one such example of this process.

Under the system put forward at the Versailles conference, those parts of the Ottoman

Empire and the German colonies in the Third World would be administered by one or

other of the victorious powers, in theory in the best interests of the local inhabitants.

In effect these were simply colonies by any other name.3a Ilonically World War I itself

had begun with a dispr.rte over a similar territory. Bosnia had been ruled by the Austro-

Hungarian Empire "on behalf' of the locals while the Ottomans had retained formal

"suzerainty". When in 1908 the Austro-Hungarian govemment unilaterally annexed

Bosnia and created another imperÌal province, they offended Serbian nationalists who

viewed palts of Bosnia as being rightfully Serbian.3s The logical development of the

Mandate is shown by the Soviet Union's policy in the other majority-lamaist state,

Mongolia. Although Mongolia was to all intents and purposes paft of the USSR, (the

Soviet Union only annexed Tannu Tuva in the north-west) the Soviet govemment was

able to claim that what they wele doing was something else far more benign.3o Even

the "Fascist" powers felt the need to pletend that what they were doing was something

far more acceptable. In 1932 the Japanese created the "state" of Manchukuo to

disguise what was, in effect, an annexation by Japan.37 League of Nations mandates

were in effect no mote than colonies, but the theoretical and intellectual basis of

control had changed. Eventually it would be the theory that prevailed over the reality.

33 At least the British did not intend to apply such doctlines to their own empire.
Harold Nicolson, at the Versailles Conference, suggested giving self determination to
Cyprus. Sir Eyre Crowe told him if he intended to apply it to the British empire he had
better go home at once. See Nicolson 1945,200-1.
3o Taylor 1967, 133.
35 Forbes, et aL 1915, 143-5. The result was that a Bosnian Serb ultra-nationalist r,vith

links to the Serbian secret police shot dead the Austro-Hungarian heir in Sarajevo.
36 Similarly the Soviet Union supported the East Turkestan Republic in Xinjiang.
There is some dispute over how independent this group was. See Benson (1990).

'7 Hsü 1995,55I-2. Similarly the Americans promised "independence" to the
Philippines but have retained a high level of control.
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The solution proposed by the British and French to German revanchism was a

more settled permanent security arrangement. The Bntish and French governments

would jointly prevent the Germans from ever again posing a threat to their positions in

Europe. Although this is often represented as maintaining the Balance of Power, it

was an attempt to prevent the Germans from winning a place in the world

corrrmensurate with their size and industrial power." The American President
'Woodrow Wilson proposed extending these arrangement to include all the world's

nations in a much greater scheme to prevent any war anywhere. In this proposal the

Americans had simply taken up a long standing tradition in the West. Theoretical

proposals for some solt of joint security had existed for over two hundred years. In

1693 William Penn had proposed a Palliament for all of Eulope which would preserve

the peace. In 1629 Cardinal Richelieu had proposed a system of collective security for

Europe which influenced the final settlement of the Thirty Years War. Similar

proposals were resuffected at the end of the Napoleonìc War in 1815, mostly under

Russian influence. However these proposals had all been reserved for European

powers and did not include the Third World to any significant degree except as

possessions of the Eulopeans.3e

Such utopian schemes were usually, as can be seen by the proponents. the

domain of the intellectual and the academic lawyer. As practical propositions thev left

a lot to be desired and there is no real evidence that anyone took them seriously. From

a practical stand-point thele was always a contladiction in the Versailles Peace

settlement between the practical realities of l<eeping the peace and the desire for a

more perfect world. The Germans were not included in the peace negotiations as

equals, but were lectured, bullied and presented with afait ctccontpli which they would

inevitably reject. On the other hand Germany, and indeed every other power, was

(eventually) included in the machinery for maintaining the peace. Even at the time,

despite years of war propaganda, there were people in the West who thought that the

settlement was too severe.uo At the Conference of Vienna at the end of the Napoleonic

Wars the French had negotiated as an equal and as a result the peace was not

particularly vindictive. After World War II, NATO was restricted to those nations

with a strong and direct interest in keeping the Russians out of Western Europe and so

it remains a working institution. V/ith the League of Nations the problem would be

how far would members be interested in conflicts far away from home. Clearly

38 Taylor 1967, 133-4.

'n Roberts 1991 ,283-4. Similar schemes were proposed by John Stuart Mill,
Rousseau, Kant and Johann Bluntschli. See van Creveld 1999. 350.
to John Maynard Keynes, who advised the British delegation at the Versailles
Conferonce. wrote Tlte Econontic Cortsecluerrces of tlrc Peace in 1919.
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Shandong was more important to China than it was to Britain. Tibet would always be

of interest to China and India while the Belgians could hardly be expected to bear

much of a burden one way or the other. This is not only a problem from the point of

view of realistic hard-nosed diplomacy, but because of the inherently utopian nature of

the League of Nations. The propaganda of the First World War had created unreal

expectations in the minds of the British and American publics. It was not, perhaps,

inevitable that they would be disappointed, but at some point the League of Natìons

needed to be backed up by folce. If the League of Nations only served to allow the

powerful nations to suggest someone else maintain the peace, then it would have a

detrimental effect on the wolld. At the simplest level the League represents a half-way

house on the road to modern total politics. Other forms of Utopian politics oflered

both a large carrot and a large stick. That is, the Communists and Fascists (for

example) promised a better world and threatened violence against anyone who stood in

theil way. The League merely offered a better world.

4.8 The Triumph of Utopian Politics

The importance of the concept of self-determination and the rise of bodies like

the League of Nations, dedicated to abolishing war, should be seen as an attempt to

realise the promises that emerged from World War I. During the First World War the

British gover:nment had promised to make the world a very different place, as the

phrase went a "land fit fbr heroes". This should, perhaps, be seen as part of the

ideological inflation that attempted to justify the cost of the war in terms of utopian

aims. The British govemment came to claim that the war was being fought to "end all

wars" and to establish a just international order. To justify the cost of the war to their

own populations the Allied govenìments had claimed that they were hghting a different

sort of war against a different sort of enemy. World War I was, in theory, a war of

civilised people against a barbaric enemy. The British government had a long tradition

of trying to justify wars to its own population, The British political tradition is

decidedly "civil" with the aims of military glory and conquest being thoroughly alien to

the British public.ar It is not surprising then that, as ideologies go, British classical

liberalism was decidedly "civìì" in nature.al While Btitain was still not properly

democratic in 1914 it did have a long history of wide public involvement in politics as

rr So much so that in the Victorian period British shops and pubs were knolvn to
refuse to serve soldiers. In 1911 the American government even passed laws imposing
fines on any shop that displayed such a sign. Van Creveld 1983, 20.
*t Even though that liberal attitude was complemented by a very agglessive posture

towards non-Europeans. Compare with the Reverend Strong's comments above.
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the right to vote spread to more and more people.o3 Therefore if the British

govemment wished to go to war it had to justify its actions. Many British wars begin

with an outrage committed by a potential enemy which the British government uses to

justify going to war.+a In World War I the British supposedly went to war because of

the fate of Belgium and the atrocities that were said to have been committed there.

Like the British, although perhaps more extreme, traditionalìy both the Tibetans

(at least after the sixteenth century) and the Chinese had dominant ideologies that were

"civil" and genelally speaking decidedly non-bellicose. Both Confucianism and the

Tibetan interpretation of Buddhism rejected the idea that violence could be a positive

good in itself.as Confucian officials were expqcted to "pacify" the people they ruled

and were punished if the population was agitated. One of the well known sayings

about Confucius is that he upheld the idea of the Golden Mean and opposed taking

anything to extremes. Buddhism teaches angry thoughts can only lead to unhappiness

and bad lesults in future lives. Ordinary Chinese people had even more extleme views

about soldiers being made of "bad iron". That is precisely why these ideologies are not

well suited to modern politics. It is cleal that this traditional attitude was not

particularly helpful for China in the post-1911 era. China's main problem flom 1839

onwards was its relative weakness compared to the West. To be "modern" meant, first

and foremost, being a lot stronger in a military sense. To modernise China was.

therefore, at least in palt, to change the attitude of Chinese people towards soldiers

and the military. As Lan Tianwei put it in 1903,

[c]ountries that are militant are sure to enjoy the fortune of war. Countries that

fear war will inevitably fall victims to it. Those who delight in killing glorify

their countries. Those who abstain from killing will hnd their countries

plundered. The object of a militant citizenry is to forge a national character

bent on killing, fol the sake of defending the country and thereby to maintain

peace. Countries that despise the soldier but exalt letters cannot inspire awe

and respect. Nor can they be trusted with the duty of protecting the people.r6

+3 Depending on how strict a definition of democracy is applied, Britain became fully
democratic in 1918 or 1.929 or 1944. See Taylor 1961,93-4,115-6, 568-9.
** As can be seen in the War of Jenkin's Ear (1739) and both the Opium Vy'ars r,vith

China (1839-42,1858-60). In 1738 Jenkin strode around the House of Commons

holding up his ear (in a jar') which he said the Spanish Coast Guald had cut off.
t'For the traditional Chinese view see Fung 1980, 89-99. By way of contrast it is very

difficult to find any criticism of extremism in Judaeo-Christian-Islamic thought. Being

"zealous" in obeying the Lord is always praiseworthy.
+6 

Quoted in Fun-e 1980, 93.
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It is extremely unlikely that these views were traditional ones. It is far more

Iikely that they were a direct result of 'Western intervention in China. Just as Sun

Yatsen was concerned about the future extinction of the Chinese people, Lan clearly

put China into the category of those who were being plundered. Similar views can be

found in other pafts of the Third World that were moclernising and Westernising in the

face of Western pressure. In the 1930s the Iraqi Dilector-General of Education, Dr .

Sami Shawkat, said to a group of high school boys,

[t]he nation that does not excel in the Manufacture of Death with iron and fire

will be forced to die under the hoofs of the horses and under the boots of a

foreign soldiely. If to live is just, then killing in self-defence is also just.[...]

The spirit of Harun al-Rashid and the spirit of al-Mamun [both rulers of the

Abbasid empire which, pelhaps signifìcantly, had its capital in Baghdadl want

Iraq to have in a short while half a million soldiers and hundreds of airplanes.

Is thele in Iraq a coward who will not answer the call?...If we do not want

death under the hoofs and the boots of the foreign armies, it is or,rr sacred duty

to perfect the Manufacture of Death, the profession of the army, the sacred

plofession.aT

There may be a common cultural link between this Chinese intellectual and this

Iraqi official, although at fir'st sight Islam and Confucianism have little in common. It

is more likely that the similar views they espouse arise from a similar Westent

influence. Just as the conservative European monarchies had learnt the need for total

war from the French, so too the surviving independent Third World countries were

learning the same need from the Westem colonial powers. Any Chinese or Iraqi l

intellectual could see what the West had done and was doing in Asia and Africa. It is

common in'Western literature to assume that the majolity of good things come fi'om
'Westem culture and hence to argue that whatever any given writer approves of is

Westem. The insistence on the Otlrcnt¿ss of unpalatable ideas is hardly new. In

modem history this distinction is very apparent in the study of Communism. For a

traditional Russian nationalist like Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Communism is a disease

Lenin smuggled into Russia from Westem Europe. For a whole range of 'Western

Europeans from the Fascist right to the soft-Ìeft, Communism is often represented as

the threat of the Russian Bear sweeping into Europe from the East.u8

'7 quoted in Kedouri e 1992,282
rs Rupnik 1988, 21-3.
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While there can be no clear-cut rule about why some nations and people

adopted Communism and others did not thele are some obvious linkages. In Asia âS â ,

whole Communism is, if anything, strongly associated with Western education and the

presence of Western administrations. Mao Zedong is unusual among senior

Communists in that he could not afford to go to France for his education, unlike Deng

Xiaoping and Zhou Enlai. Although there are some Western scholars who insist on

reading Mao's ideology as a "northern" product from the hinterland of Yan'an, it is not

clear that Maoism can be fairly categotised in this way. A leading proponent of such

arguments, Edward Friedman, writes that "fflolmer guerrilla soldier-s sent down from

the conquering Nolth after the establishment of Mao's People's Republic had been

ruling the South in state-imposed collectives of virtual serf (or slave) labor since

1949."4e While there is nothing wrong with this as such, it remains true that neither

Mao nor any of the top non-military Chinese Communist Party leadership were or are

from the north of China. The vast majority are from the coastal south that Friedman

claims is "ptogressive" modefn and, of course, Western-oriented.s0 They are also often

from tleaty ports and Hakka are disproportionately represented among the leadership.

There can be little doubt that the dse of the Communist Palty in China ìs not an ,

indigenous pl'ocess, but palt of the Western impact on China. The rise of the Chinese

Communist Party is a direct result of the most Westernised sections of China',s

population adopting a Westem totalitarian ideology that was vel'y popular among

Westem intellectuals. Therefore it is perhaps better to say nothing "went wrong" with

the Chinese Revolution. Chinese intellectuals were told to leam fi'om the West and

they did just that.

In a sense these policies can be seen as the continuation of a sedes of

developments since the French Revolution. In palticular the adoption of two "civil

*n F'iedman 1994,10. This view extends across the political spectrum from the post-

1978 hald left to the traditional right. See also Pye (1996) and Murphey (1970).

'o That is, Mao and Hu Yaobang are from Hunan, Deng Xiaoping from Sichuan, Chen

Yun fi'om Shanghai, Zhang Guotao was from Jiangxi. Hu, Deng, Zhang,ZhtDe,
Chen Yi, Guo Moruo and Ye Jianyang are all Hakka See Erbaugh 1992,931-42. The

Chinese Communist Party was founded by two people who were almost from the

north, Li Dazhao fiom Hubei and Chen Duxiu fi'om Anhui and its first Conference was

held in the Treaty Port of Shanghai. Other groups formed in Beijing, Wuhan,

Changsha, Jinan and Guangzhou. Hu (1994,25-6). Beijing is unusual in that it has a

lot of tlansients from the south. Jinan (Shangdong) is really the only northem city.

Friedman cites the ancient southern state of Chu as an "Other" (i.e better, more liberal

and plogressive) China. What are Mao, Deng Xiaopinger ¿/. but products of this

region?
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religions" in the West - nationalism and socialism.t' These Western ideologies occupy

a unique place in modern political thought because they are, above all else, hi-ehly

successful. Before the French Revolution nationalist and socialist politics wele

unknown over the vast majority of Europe much less the rest of the world. Even

though the British won the Napoleonic Wars and the French monarchy was restored,

these views splead over virtually the whole world. There may be many reasons for

their success, but they are, as Elie Kedourje described them, millennial.-5] In their

extreme forms both claim that some extremely violent and undesirable political event is

about to occur unless step are taken to prevent it. Essentially this form of moral panic

forms the basis of political action. An apocalyptic future would result in either national

extinction or a bloody revolution or some combination of both. Socialism was not,

strictly speaking, a doctrine associated with the French Revolutìon. Yet it is also true

that during the Revolution the French state had made large amounts of land available

to French peasants. The price of this was that the new French government also

conscripted millions of Frenchmen to fìght in fal off lands. Although evasion and draft

resistance were common the Ftench Revolutionary armies were much largel than those

of the traditional European monarchies.t3 Yet by the end of the Napoleonic perìod the

conservative monarchies had learnt to imitate the French mobilisation. At the battle of

Leipzig the French were decisively outnumbered by German and Russian soldiers

nearly two to one.tu If there was â lesson in France's defeat it was that, if challenged,

the conservative side of European politics could imitate the methods of the Revolution.

There was no reason why the non-European nations, o[ at least the most Westemised

sections of their intelligentsia, could not also leam flom the French Revolution.

4.9 Britain Retreats From lJtopia

With the final defeat of Napoleon Europe as a whole returned to the eighteenth

century military model. Post-Napoleonic armies were again small, professional and

rarely used. Conscrìption was either abolished or restricted.ss For whatever reason

such restraint did not last within Europe. By the 1870s the Germans had introduced a

mole thorough welfare state and a far mole thorough system of conscription. There

was nothing particularly new about conscription as such. Chinese goverrments had

t' The literature on Nationalism is enorrnous. See Gellner (1983b). Van Creveld
1999,259-60. For the comparison betr,veen German and Brjtish social reforms see

Hennock (1987) and Ritter (1986).
5: Kedourie lgg2, 268-70.

" Keegan 1993,233-4. Van Creveld 1999, 245-8,
5r Fomest 1991.61-2. Van Creveld 1999,248.
'-' Van Creveld 1999, 248-9.
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been using it since before the Qin and Han dynasties. The Romans had something like

a system of conscription to meet national emergencies in the event of a lack of

volunteers.56 But there is no evidence that either the Chinese or the Roman peoples

liked it and as time went on many people clearly evaded both systems. The triumph of

the late nineteenth-century European welfare states was to create a system of

conscription that not only included virtually every able-bodied man, but was also very

popular.5T A large part of the reason for this was probably the state provision of

welfare services, the centralised control of compulsory education, the far more

pervasive control of the state over daiÌy life and an increase in the fear that the weaker

nations of Europe would disappear'. This last cause, based on the prevailing notions of

Social Darwinism, was just as apparent in China. In effect it was the fear that the more

powelful nations of Europe would treat the weak as they had treated their own

minorities and the peoples of their Empires. Thele is no evidence of anything that

folced the Europeans to behave in this way. The two previous ideological wars in

Europe, the Thirty Years War and the Napoleonic Wars, had ended with a tacit

agreement to avoid such extremes. In the case of the Thirty Years War, since 1648

religion has never played such a prominent role in European warfare. The appeal of

nationalism continued to grow in Europe despite the defeat of the French. There was

nothing in the economic systems, for example, of nineteenth century Europe that

demanded the adoption of nationalism. It may be that some countries did because their

neighbours did hlst. Ultimately the growing scale of war in Europe was the result,

above all, of a choice made by Europeans to pursue unlimited ends by violent meâns.

The inevitable tesult of the German victories during the Wars of German

Unification was the total mobilisation of all the major European powers during World

War I. During that war the British showed that they wele just as capable of fighting a

total war as anyone else. It is striking that the maìn development of modem warfare

and the v/eapons it required stalted in Britain with thinkers such as John F. C. Fuller

and Basil H. Liddell Hart.-58 Yet the changes needed were only taken seliously in

totalitarian counties, most successfully in Germany and the Soviet Union. Indeed it is

notable that in virtually eveïy country the main authorjties on various forms of modern

warfare were either Fascists (such as Fuller and the Italian Guiüo Douhet) or

Communists.se Support for the British ail industry was by and large the plovince of

56In the Roman Republic military service was widely seen as honourable and there is

not a great deal of evidence that it r,vas evaded at first. That came with the Empire and

the end of participatory politics. Keegan 1993.261-9. Van Creveld L999,30-1.
-tt See McNeill L983,254.
58 Gat 1998, 30-3. Van Creveld 1999,254.
se So striking is the link between Fuller's military ideas and his political vier,vs that. the
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the radical and extreme right.óo In Britain the main exception was Basil Liddell Hart

who claimed to be a liberal to the end of his days but who had in fact come out of the

army after World War I with decidedly less liberal vìews. On 28 November 1914

Liddell Hafi wrote that,

[b]efore the war I, Basil Hart, was a Socialist, a Pacifist, an anti-conscriptionist

and an anti-disciplinist, disapproving of all state checks on the liberty of the

individual and one who hoped for intemationalization. I held thinkers in

greater admiration than warriors.

Now having studied the pdnciples of warfare and undergone military training

and seen the effects of it on my companions the following are my opinions:

L I believ¿ (i) in the supremacy of the aristocracy of race (and birth) (ii) in the

supremacy of the individual.

2. In compulsory military service because it is the only possible life for a ntcut

and brings out all the finest qualities of manhood.

3. I have acquired rather a contempt for mere thinkers and men of books who

have not come to full realisation of what true manhood means. Military

service, if intelligently conducted develops and requires the finest mental, moral

and physical qualities.

4. I exalt the great general into the highest position in the roll of great men and

consìder it requires higher mental qualities than any other line of life.

5, I consider the Slavs, by which I mean greater Russia, will rule both Europe

and Asia and will have world domination, being the finest and the most virile

civilisation and having the hnest qualities of all races, and that the day of

conquest and expansion is not yet over.

6. Socialism and its forms are an impossibility unless human nature ladically

alters.

7. There should be compulsory military service in order that all men may have

the chance, which otherwise they would probably avoid, of developing true

Russian military thinker Tukhachevsky could describe him as a Fascist "in l93l thlee
years before Fuller joined the lBritish Union of Fascists] when it was founded in 1934,

from a book published eight years before that". Gat 1998, 119. Admittedly Soviet
writers called a lot of people Fascists. For the link between "modem" forms of
political thought and warfare see Gat (1998).
uo Edgerton 1991, 46-9. Gat 1998,76-1. The pro-Fascist Lady Houston put up one

hundred thousand pounds for the British entry in the 1931 Schneider Trophy Race

after the Labour government refused to do so. The winner, the Supermarine 5.68,
went on to become the Spitfire, and its engine. the Merlin, was used in the Spitfire, the

Hurricane, the Mosquito, the Lancaster and the American P-51 Mustang. See

Deighton 1977,87, 101.
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manhood.

8. Many of the German militarist ideas are very sound, but I oppose the

Germans because I do not consider that the German type of mind is one to

carry out their ideas.

I prefer brilliance to mechanical and methodical mediocrity....I certainly

believe that absolute peace is detrimental to true manhood, but 20th Century

war is too frightful. If you could have war without its explosiv¿ honors it

would be a good thing....My belief in the necessary inferiority of women is

morc profound than euer'.u'

Even assuming a degree of exaggeration, these were certainly unusual views

for a British pre-1914 liberal to hold. There can be little doubt that Liddell Hart picked

up such ideas in the British Army as indeed he said. Indeed the First World War could

be seen as a way of infecting a huge number of young men, through universal military

service, with radical and violent ideas which had been held by only a few intellectuals

before 1914. The impact on the post-war world can be seen in the spread of political

extremism. Not only were former soldiers important in the rise of Fascism in Eulope,

but they also played an unfortunate role in the Soviet Union, in Turkey, in the British

Black and Tans in lreland, and even in the post-war tise of the Ku Kh-rx Klan in the

United States. All over the world one of the main impacts of the First World War was

the adoption of intolelant and aggressive ideologies by the young.

One of the few exceptions is Tibet, which was nearly completely isolated from

Westem political thought. The Thirteenth Dalai Lama was bom in 1876 and so was

more or less the same age as Lenin (b. 1870), Stalin (b. 1879), Tl'otsky (b. 1879),

Hitler (b. 1889) and even Mao (b. 1893). Yet he did not adopt either a Westem

totalitarian ideology or even moved Tibetan Buddhism in that direction. There is no

evidence that the majority of Tibetans were ever politically active. However the only

important political party in Tibet, the Tibetan Improvement Party, was influenced by

the Guomindang and even Communism. Of the four main members, Pandatsang

Rapga was born around 1900 and the monk Gendün Chömpel was born in 1905.6r

There was no Tibetan party with an explicit commitment to liberal democracy.

In China itself Sun Yatsen (b. 1866) founded a party u,ith a commitment to

6r Bond |gl7, 15-6. Gat 1998, 139-40.
ot The othel two supposed members lvere Canglocen Kung and Kumbela. Both rvere

important figures in Lhasa rvho failed in their bids for power. See Goldstein 1989b,

449-63.
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'Westem überal democracy, but even Sun saw the advantages of a more totalitarian,

more "modem", political party. In I92I he held talks with the Communists and in

1923 the Comintern sent experts to reorganise the Guomindang. Sun's problem was

above all a lack of discipline within the Guomindang.63 For the early Chinese

revolutionaries excessive autonomy was a serious problem. Speaking of the post-

Napoleon future Clausewitz could not say whether wars would go on being fought

with the same intensity. What he did say was "once barriers - which in a sense consist

only in man's ignorance of what is possìble - are torn down, they are not so easy to set

up again."6* The First World War had taught many people, not only in Western

countdes, not only what was possible, but what in the dght cilcumstances was actually

plaiseworthy.

Although in the important area of military doctrine the British had been world

leaders in the eally 1920s, the British public as a whole did not adopt after the war the

sort of "total" politics modem war demands. In writers like General J. F. C. Furller and

Basil Liddell Hart the British had some of the first theorists of modern mechanised

warfare, Fuller himself came up with "Plan 1919" which described the use of mass

tank formations and after the war conducted some of the first practical demonstrations

of tanks. Despite such a promising lead, in 1928 the Blitish govemment decided that it

did not need such weapons and disbanded the expedmental mechanised gloups.us

Moreover when tanks were being tested during manoeuvres in 1934 the army umpires

made a series of highly unusual decisions.66 British military policy was hampered by

two main factors. The first was that the main purpose for the British militaly was, in

the eyes of the London goverrment, colonial control. British weapons were usually

designed to be used in the Thild World. The Bdtish army favoured armoured cars

rather than tanks for instance because heavy tanks were not needed to control crowds

of protesters. The British Air Force was designed for strategic bombing, but only of

rebellious colonial subjects, and certainly not supporting the army.67 Iraqi and Afghan

ut HsÍ.i 1995, 5 L8-23.
uu clausew itz 1989, 593.
65 Bond Igl'7,27-8. Liddell Hart 1950,66-7. McNeill 1983,334. As an indication of
how visionary Fuller's "Plan 1919" (named after the year) was, it called for 5,000
tanks. The Germans invaded the USSR in 1941 with about 3,500 tanks. Nor were the

British technically backward. In 1918 the British planned for tanks of about twenty
tons armed with a six pound (i.e. 57 mm) gun. Bond 1980, 128, The Germans did not
produce an equivalent tank, the Panzer IV, until 1939. The British did not actually
build one until 1942.
66 Bond 1980, 163-71. There is little doubt that the army hierarchy rvas trying to make

sure the mechanised force failed.
ut 

See Liddell Hart (1932, 139-61) and Omissi (1990) for a discussion of British
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villages did not have anti-aircraft guns, were reasonably close to British air bases and

were small targets any\,vay. British bombers were, therefore, Iight, unarmoured and

with small bomb loads.68 
'What 

made them suitable for controlling the empire made

them inadequate for dealing with Germany. The other factor can be described as an

intellectual one. The British goverrrment did not intend to acquire any territory in
Germany. They did not intend to rule any part of Europe as a colony, There has never

even been a suggestion that any BrÌtish government had intended to displace the locals

and settle any part of Europe with Br-itish colonialists. Above all it did not intend to

promote aggressively a particularly British world view in the rest of Europe. British

liberals did not demand that everyone else in Europe share their views.6e Even if the

British army had the appropriate weapons in 1939 it is unlikely that the British

govemment would have agreed to their aggresslve use.

Given the failule to prepare intellectually for war in Europe it is no surprise that

in 1939-40 the British and French were content to sit the Germans out. This was not

an aberration in British political thought nor was it obviously military unsound at the

time. In the years before the Second Wolld War Basil Liddell Hart had been a

prominent adviser to the British government. Liddell Hart had passed thlough what

can only be called his Fascist phase and was again a committed liberal. He opposed

total war, conscription, what he saw as the total war doctrine of Clausewitz and

Napoleon (the Corsican Vampire as Liddell Hart described him) and the slow

movement towards totalitarian politics Liddell Hart saw in Bdtain.To The rise of
totalitarian politics was not an idle threat either'. On 18 May 1940, Chambellain

claimed it was imperative for Britaìn to adopt a form of government "which would

approach the totalitarian".Tr It is hard to know whether Liddell Hart's politics drove

his military theories or vice versa, but clearly the two went together in his writings. He

doch'ine and practice.
u* The Blitish began with war with the Armstrong Whitworth Whitley V (2 engines, 5
.303 guns, capable of 230 mph at 16,400 feet canying 7,000 lbs of bombs), the Bristol
Blenheim IV (2 engines, 2 or 4 .303 guns, 260 mph at 12,000 feet, carying 1,000 lbs),
the Fairey Battle III (2 engines, 2 .303 guns, 260 mph at 15,000 feet, canying 1,000
lbs), the Handley Page Hampden I (2 engines, 6 .303 guns, 230 mph at 16,500 feet,
carrying 4,000 lbs) and the Vickers Wellington IC (2 engines, 6 .303 guns, 230 mph at

15,500 feet, carying 4,500 lbs). By way of contrast the American Flying Fortress B-
17F had four engines, 12 0.5 inch and I 0.3 inch machine-guns, flew af 325 mph at

25.000 feet and carried 17,600 pounds of bombs. See Ellis 1995,291.
ueAlthough, of course, there is a long history of British liberals forcing the Chinese and
other Third World peoples to adopt Western norms, It is not normal behaviour for the
British in Europe proper.
70Bond 1977,88-165. Gat 1998, 146-288.
TrPonting 1990, 150.
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argued for what is called "limited liability", that is, the belief that all Britain needed to

do was provide a small, but professional, army contingent in Europe itself. Liddell

Hart had come to believe that technology made the defence stronger and so any

invasion of Flance could be countered quickly and easily. The only sensible policy for

Britain and France was to plovide a better alternative way of lìfe to the German public

and wait for the Germans to collapse or grow tired of the war.7l Thus the defeat of

Brjtain and France in 1940 was not as a result of a shortage of men or the technology,

as their tanks were just as good as the Germans and they had more of them.73 It was

above all an intellectual defeat. In a rather unfair descliption American WW2 veteran

Paul Fussell wrote,

fflrom an offrcial photograph taken on a balustrated patio in Vincennes in

October, 1939, you could almost predict that the British ale going to be thrown

out of France and the French totally defeated. Every one of the six high

officers depicted there is wearing a spiffy uniform with libbons. Four are

wearing Sam Browne belts, three, light-cololed cavalry breeches with boots,

No one has a weapon. The Duke of Windsor is there, together with such losers

as General Howard-Vyse and General Gamelin. All look entilely inadequate to

the cynicism, effrciency, brutality, and bloody-mindedness that will be required

to win the war.7a

Although none of these men might have been mentally plepared for total war,

neither were they likely to be mentally prepated for the "total" politics that such

warfare would demand. In the vast majority of circumstances that would have been

entirely a good thing. Liddell Hart was probably corect in seeing that total war,

conscription, strategic bombing of German civilians, and the demand for unconditional

sunender all implied an end to the sort of liberal Britain that existed in the nineteenth

century,T't The problem was that in 1940 the consequences of a British defeat would

have been far worse than Liddell Hart could have imagined.

The consequences of defending Britain's traditional society were plain in World

War II and yet before the war the British govemment was not prepared to make the

7r No shoft summary can really do justice to Liddell Hart's views. See Bond (1977)
and Gat (1998).
t' 

See Ellis 1990a, 4-5.
7a Fussell 1989, 7. Fussell also reproduces (10-11) two photos that indicate the nature

of modern war; one of a ple-r,r,ar British tank, the othel of a German King Tigel.
t' Of coulse many "traditional" goverrrments have no respect for liberal values. The
pre-war British government is merely one of a group of non-totalitarian societies.
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obvious reforms. If the British government had seriously tried to attract the support of

its colonial subjects it could have fielded a much greater army in both World Wars. To

take just one example in August I94I the British government started planning for "stay

behind parties" in Malaya in case of a Japanese attack. According to F. Spencer

Chapman "[o]bjection fby the Malayan administration] was taken to the employment of

Asiatics on the grounds that a scheme which admitted the possibility of enemy

penetration would have a disastrous psychological effect on the Oriental mind. Nor

might any Chinese be armed, since many of them belonged to an illegal organization,

the Malayan Communist Party".7u Even after 
.World 

War II broke out the British

avoided recruiting literate (and hence perhaps politically aware) Indians if possible.TT

To draw another parallel with the French Revolution, in 1789 over nìnety percent of

the officers in the old French army were noblemen. The Revolution allowed a much

greater degree of participation by ordinary Frenchmen. As John Keegan has pointed

out "of Napoleon's twenty-six marshals, Augeleau, Lefebvre, Ney and Soult had been

sergeants before 1789. More remarkably, Victor had been a bandsman, and three

others had been private soldiers, Jourdan, Oudiot and Bernadotte".Ts Given the social

mobility the Revolution allowed, it is not sulprising that ordinary French citizens

responded to the Revolutionary regime to a much greater degree than they did to the

Royalists. To the end of its days the British Empire remained in the same mould as the

ancien régime, except that race as well as class were the great dividers.Te As late as

1940 three boys, placed fifth, eighth and seventeenth ont of 400 candidates in an exam

for officer selection, were rejected as "unfit for naval service" by the Royal Navy

because of their low social origins.sO Winston Chutchill's wife Clementine would not

tu Chapman 1952,25-6. Chapman was a noted Arctic explorer and skier. So sending

him to Australia and then Malaya in 1940-I was pelhaps a little unusual. Admittedly
he had some experience in Asia durìng his stint in Lhasa with the Brjtish mission.
77 Edward Behr joined the Royal Garhwal Rifles in World War II. He (1985, 23)

claimed that "the recruiting officers distrusted the 'plains' Garhwalis, who could lead
and write and were familiar with the big cities, rejecting them when possible on often
flimsy health grounds."
tt Keegan 1993,350. Napoleon's generals often had lower class fathers as well.
Augereau's was a domestic servant, Lefebvre's an NCO, Ney's a barrel-maker and

Murat's an innkeeper. See Fomest 1997,55
tn It is probably possible to measure how "modem" Britain was by the social origins of
army officers. There has undoubtedly been a dse in middle class officers and a decline
in the number of aristocratic genelals. In 1830 in the Home Army 107o of generals
(57Vo of major-generals or above) were aristocrats compared to jusl22Vo (117o) from
the middle classes. By 1952227o of generals (3Vo of major-generals or better) were
from aristocracy, but 617o (and a massive 957o) werc middle class. See Razzell
(1963). Compare with the German figures in van Creveld 1983,2I-3.
to The filst spoke with a slight Cockney accent. The fathers of the other two ,were,

respectively, a Chief Petty Office and an engineer in the Merchant Marine. Pontin,e
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invite officers from the Oxford and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry to Chequers, but

would invite officers from the more socially acceptable Coldstream Guards.sr British

colonial subjects could not rise to command, they could not administer their own

people much less Bdtish people and the British government did little to improve their

economic lot.8r

The lesult for the British govemment was that in Wolld War II over three and

a half million Indians volunteered fol military service and the Indian Army had taken in

2.5 million men by 1945. British writers and historians are usually very proud of these

figures. The more old-fashioned British writers usually claim that the Indian Army was

"the biggest volunteer army the world has ever known; not one of them was a

consclipted man."83 Whìle 2.5 million is a sizeable number it in no way reflects the sort

of contribution that India could have made. Just over one percent of India's population

actually served in World War II and only a tenth of them saw service overseas.tu By

way of contrast the USSR conscdpted about 25 million men from a population

somewhere between 150 and 200 million strong, a quarter to a third the size of India's

popuìation.8s Both the Soviet Union and the Japanese conscripted their colonial

subjects without any serious trouble.su Had the Blitish been willing to share the

Empile with theil colonial subjects, had the British tried halder to bring economic

development to their Empire, the British should have been able to defeat the Germans

all by themselves.

The lesson for the Chinese, the Tibetans and indeed most other developing

1990, t43.
8r Ponting Igg0,I44.
tt The one reform the Brjtish did carry out was to give democlacy to their "'White
Dominions" and introduce limited representation for some of the others. However this
is balanced by the fact that some British possessions regressed. Due to the large
number of free blacks who were meeting the minimum propefty requirement to vote,
the British government abolished elected assemblies in places like Jamaica.
83 Moorhouse 1983, 243. The Chinese People's Liberation Army has never had to
conscript, but until the 1980s had mole than 2.5 million soldiers. In 1950 it may have

even had 5 million soldiers. Elleman 2000,265.
tu Ellis 1990b, 396-7 . Those that did serye overseas did die at a much gïeater rate than

British or American soldiers though.
tt Due to the Communist purges and the Civil War there is no way to estimate
accurately the size of the USSR's population in 1941. See a brief discussion of the

problem in Conquest 1969,533-5. For a detailed break-down of the Soviet population
see Simon I99I,372-5.
8u This is in contrast with the Tsarjst government r,vhich tried to conscript Kazakhs in
World War One leading to a massive revolt and the deaths of perhaps a quafier of the

Kazakh population.
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countries is that Britain and America, while very wealthy and rich in human rights, are

poor political models. China's immediate problem in the post-1839 period was one of
military weakness. If Britain, with its enorrnous potential power and wealth, failed to
mobilise those resources properly then the British model was not the right one for any
country struggling with modernisatìon. It could be argued that'Western politics had
become generational. Those'Western or Asian people who were young and politically
active in i914 tended to join the newer more extlemist païties. Those ethnic groups
that lacked a nationalist movement in 1914 developed totalitarian, usually Communist,
nationalist movements in the post-1919 period.S7 Modernisation should nor be seen as

a monopoly of the West. Nor does it follow that everything the 'West (or Britain, or
America) does is inevitably better suited to the demands of the modern world than the
alternatives. If there is any palallel it is with the decline of the Classical Greek world.
Even though the Greek city-state was, and still is, a model for political thìnkers, the

size of the atmies the city-states could field was dwarfed by the armies of the

Macedonian kings, the Successor states and then Rome. After Alexander the Great the

city-state became more and more a relic of the past.

tt To some extent this can be seen by comparìng the Indian Congless Party with
virtually every other Third World nationalist party. Congress is an old parry which
held its first meeting in 1885. The younger,generation of Indian politician, such as
Chandra Subhas Bose or Jyoti Basu (both British-educated Bengalis), were often
Fascists or Communists. The Afijcan National Congress, founded later but on the
model of the Indian Congress, was stron,gly Marxist. Other Third World nationalists,
like Gamal Nasser and Anwar Sadat, became Islamic fundamentalists. then Fascists
before ending up vaguely Marxist. Sadat even went to prison for spying for Germanv.
Fascism is often represented as a generational issue, for instance in Sternhell L976,
356-64. Most European Fascists, like many European Communist lead.ers. were born
in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. If Algeria or Vìetnam had developed a
nationalist movement a generation earlier they too might be liberal democracies.
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Chapter Five: Britain and Tibet in the Twenties

5.1 Introduction

During the Twenties the Tibetans made an effort to modernise their state under
the tutelage of the British Indian administration. There is no exact basic defrnition of a
modem state, but it is often assumed that a modem state holds a monopoly on certain
key social functions. One of these is a monopoly on violence. Another more j

important feature might be described as the monopoly on legitimacy, In a sense the

modern state is a more legitimate feature of the political landscape in a way that other
administrative units are not. If any given modern state comes into conflict with a lower
administrative unit it is generally the case that the central state authority will win such a

dispute. This is not only usually the situation in the West, it is also widely accepted as

being a just solution. Under British guidance, and with the support of Britìsh scholars

in the post-Liberation period, the Lhasan authorities attempted to build a moclern state

based on the special, and supelior, legitimacy of the Dalai Lama. Recognising the

logic of the modern wotld, the Thirteenth Dalai Lamâ, his entourage and his British
supporters attempted to build a modern state on the basis that the Dalai Lama was the

only rightftll ruler of all of Tibet. These sort of views were rarely of any interest to the

Brjtish Home govemment ot' even the tsritish Indian administration. They were of a

great deal of importance to the Britìsh Tibet cadte.r The source material for this

period is usually in the form of moderï, and often political, interpretations of historioal
events by Western, Tibetan or Chinese scholars.

The importance of such ideological disputes can be seen in the interpletatìon
placed on the Dalai Lama's lole in traditional Tibet. There had been Tibetans who held
cleafly diffeling views on this matter before the 1911 Revolution. One such person

was the Panchen Lama. Until the Twenties the dispute between the Dalai and Panchen

Lamas was a traditional one canjed out in the traditional manner. Traditionally the

Panchen Lama claimed to be the reincarnation of a more important religious figure
than the Dalai Lama. Amitabha was supposedly the supedor of Avalokiteshvara.r In
tum, as Hugh Richardson put it "it is arguable that the Panchen Lama is 'more spilitual'
than the Dalai Lama; but he can only be true to his nature if he remains in spititual

t The term "Tibet cadre" refers to those British officials in India who mostly dealt with
Tibet such as Charles Bell, Basil Gould and Hugh Richardson
I Avalokiteshvara supposedly took his monastic vows under the supervision of
Amitabha. In Tibetan Buddhism is this an importanr relarionship. Steìn 1972.84.
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contemplation and abstains from all contact with the temporal world. The Dalai Lama,

on the other hand, is true to his nature when he influences the practical world. The

argument of the spiritual superiority of the Panchen Lama, therefore, logically debars

him fi'om having any temporal power or political interests."3 It is not hard to imagine

that these sort of arguments were welcomed in Lhasa by the Dalai Lama, but perhaps

were not so widely accepted in Shigatse by the Panchen Lamas. As an indication of
the limits of the Dalai Lama's powers, there is also a dispute between these two leading

Lamas over which is the more ancient lineage, The Fifth Dalai Lama f,rst granted the

title of Panchen Lama. Yet just as the Third Dalai Lama made his line oldel by

retrospectively recognising two previous Lamas as the First and Second Dalai Lamas,

so too has the Panchen Lama lecognised prior incarnations. This means that the Tenth

Panchen Lama was refered to as the Tenth by his own entourage but as the Seventh

by the Lhasan administration.a If the Dalai Lamas held unquestioned power within

Tibet it is unlikely that they would have tolerated this undermining of their prestige.

5,2 Autonomy in Traditional Tibet

While it is possible that the Fifth Dalai Lama ruled all of Tibet, his power was

both contested and constrained by the Mongol tribes he had called in to place him in

authority. In 1638 the Qoshot Mongol Khan Gushri exchanged titles with the Dalai

Lama after the latter had sought out Mongol support in his fight with the Tiberan

rulers of Tsang.s As a resuìt the Mongol ruler led his army into Kham to overthrow

the pro-Bon ruler of Beri and also ìnto Tsang. The theotetical justitìcation was that

these non-Gelugpa rulers were plotting together to destroy the Yellow Hat sect in

Tibet.6 Whìle this may have been true it may also be the case that this is a post fcrctlutx

ratìonalisation by the monks who, as the only large gloup of literate people in Tibet,

controlled the writing of Tibetan histoly. The Mongol Khan Gushri certainly took the

title "King of Tibet" and with that came claims to exercise power in Tibet. Zahiruddin

Ahmad claimed that Gushri Khan "then assumed, ancl subsecluerltly transferred to the

Dalai Lcuna, the temporal rule of Tibet".7 Whether he actually did so or Tibetan monk

historians just claim he did is another question.8 In 1642 Gushri clearly showed his

'Richardson 1962, 55.
+ 

See Richardson 1962,55.
' Shakabpa 1967, 102-105. Ahmad 1960, 2.
6 It is of course possible that this was genuine, but the Yellolv Hat authodties found
letters disclosing similar plots so often at convenient times that it raises questions about
their authenticity.
7 Ahmad 1960, 3. Italics added.
I Similarly in Europe monks forged the Donation of Constantine and used it to justify
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own opinion of the degree of power he exercised in Tibet. In this year, according to

the Tibetan historians, Gushri declared "he conferred on the Dalai Lama supreme

authority over all Tibet from Tachienlu in the east up to the Ladakh border in the

west."e This, according to Shakabpa, was the f,rrst time the Dalai Lama was the

temporal and spiritual leader of Tibet, even though the actual exercise of power was

left in the hands of Gushri's choice Sonam Chospel.to However there are other

accounts that claim Gushrj Khan took control of all Tibet and then personally gave

control of it to Sonam Chospel without any mention of the Fifth Dalai Lama at all.rr In

any event for the Mongols to confer such power is, of course, only possible if they

possess it in the first place. It is possìble that the Mongols did not see themselves as

transfening power to the Dalai Lama so much as allowing him the right to administer

Tibet in their name. This would have a precedent in the Mongol Yuan dynasty which

allowed a series of Tibetan monks to administer Tibet in their name'.t

The degree to which the Mongols did exercise power is not an easy question to I

resolve given that Tibetan historical lecords have tladitionally been written by monks

and not by Mongols. Given nomadic behaviour generally, it is likely that as long as the

Mongols wele left to graze their animals wherever they wanted in peace and were

given large amounts of money, they left the Tibetans alone. However no pre-modem

govemment could possibly afford to accept the presence of nomadic tribes within its

own tenitory if it could prevent it. If the Tibetan Government had been able to drive

the Mongols out, it undoubtedly would have done so. Indeed the Tibetan authorities

made numerous attempts to get the Mongols to leave Tibet and to go back to Qinghai.

In 1639 the Dalai Lama had objected to the Mongol campaign against Tsang to no

avail, although this might have just been a way of avoiding attlibuting bloodshed to the

Dalai Lama. The Dalai Lama did ask Gushri to return to Mongolia after destroying the

ruler of Beri, but he was ignored by the Mongols. According to the Tibetans, the Dalai

Lama tried to prevent the Mongols from invading Tsang and to go to Kokonor instead.

The Mongols completely ignored this request. This constraint on theil power suggests

that the Fifth Dalai Lama was not in total control of Tibet and that the historical

Papal claims to temporal rule in Westem Europe for nearly a thousand years. See van

Creveld 1999,65.
nshakabpa 1967,111. Noticethechoiceof bordersfor"Tibet". Thisissuewastobe
very important after the Chinese re-established control over Tibet and so it is likely that

Shakabpa was influenced by those later events in his description of the border.

'o Shakabpa 1961,Ifi.
t' 

See Yamaguchi (1995) for a detailed description of these events.

': Although there is no common agreement on the de-eree to which the Mongol Yuan

dynasty ruled Tibet or whether these monks had any influence in Tibet.
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records, which suggest he was, have been written for religious and political reasons.

According to the most generous definition possible, the Fifth Daiai Lama only held

power in Tìbet from 1660 until his death in 1682. Long before Communist

"Liberation" made the issue so politically charged, Sir Charles Bell claimed that only

two Dalai Lamas had actually exercised temporal power; the Fifth for a mere three

years and the Thirteenth for the last forty years of his lifel3

Similar ploblems with the Mongols were just as common for his successors. In

ll05 a dispute between Gushri's grandson, Lhazang Khan, and the ex-Regent Sangye

Gyatso, ended with the majol religious leaders of Tibet asking the Mongols to leave

Tibet proper for Kokonor. The Mongol response was to march on Lhasa which led to

mediation after which Sangye was exiled and the Mongols were asked to leave Tibet.

Instead of leaving, Lhazang captured the ex-Regent, executed him, took Lhasa and

assumed full political power. This behaviour is not leadily explicable if the Dalai Lama

had complete and unquestioned power over Tibet. It is more typical of a Mongol ruler

who thought that he held full power but had temporarily delegated it to the religious

establishment to rule in his name and with his interests in mind. Therefore it ìs likely

that the Dalai Lama's claim to supreme temporal authority had no particular basis in

past precedent or the historical record, but only, if at all, in Tibetan theology.

5.3 British Advice and l.{ation-Building

One of the main impacts of Westeln imperialism was the insistence of the

Westem powers on the modernisation of Asian societies. Countries that did not follow

Japan's example and modemise themselves were forced to do so by Vy'estern

aggression.'u Fo. the Tibetans in the post-1911 period there was little doubt about the

Westeln model they would chose. The British were both geographically close and had ,

a strategic intelest in keeping the Chinese out of Tibet. After the expulsion of the

Chinese from Tibet in l9ll, the Blitish Indian administration stepped in to provide

military support and political advice. Formally neither was on a palticularly grand

scale. The military suppolt was limited to a handful of guns, some dfles and the

tlaining of a small cadre of Tibetan soldiers. The political advice could only be

intermittent given that the British had not yet permanently stationed a Political Ofhcer

at Lhasa. The most important suppofi has been by British members of the Tibet cadre i 
I

13 Sir Charles Bell, "Pious Tibet Searches for a Little Child" in NYT, }'/.ay 23 1937,

8:12,13,28. Presumably the "forty years" run from 1895 when the Dalai Lama forced

his Regent to resign and assumed power to his death in 1933. See Rap,eay 1977 ,2I-2
't The obvious example being China and to a lesser extent Thailand. The rest usually

became colonies and so had no choice ìn the matter.
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in retirement and after the Chinese "Liberation". Just as Hugh Richardson interpreted

the Sirnla Convention in a way that did not exactly reflect the intentions or views of the

British government at the time, so he would continue to support the Tibetan case long

after he returned to Britain. The views of the British Tibetan officials have come to I

dominate the literatule on Tibet and generally can be relied on to put the best possible

interpretation on the actions and habits of the Lhasan administration. A typical

example in the literature is Tibett "National Assembly". In Lhasa a group of high

officials, nobles and representatives of the leading monasteries, would meet when

summoned. Their opinion would be given to the Dalai Lama and his administration but

there does not seem to be any evidence that it was binding. In times of crisis an even

wider body of opinion would be canvassed by summoning in addition representatives

of professions. There is a reasonably good parallel in the Estates of pre-Revolutionary

France. The French King also inegularly summoned the representatives of the First

and Second Estates (i.e. the nobility and the Church) and every now and then included

representatives of the Third Estate (usually the guilds) in an Estates General. Such

bodies belonged to the old Europe. A National Assembly belongs to the modern

world. There is little doubt about which telm the Tibetan cadre has preferred to

describe the Tibetan institution.rs The relationship between the Tibetan administration

in Lhasa and Blitish officials in Tibet became important because these offrcials

lepresented Tibetan society in a manner that would appeal to the Westetn public,

What little advice the Blitish Indian administration gave pliol to 1950 was, in

so far as it can be determined, mostly concerned with what is now called "nation-

building". The Dalai Lama's administration was encouraged to build up a stronger

administration and army. This can be seen qs helping Tibet make the transition tiom a .

"pre-modern" state to a "modern" one. A "modem" state has a monopoly on the ;

legitimate use of force and on the administration of the state. Only the state may

legitimately call out soldiers, raise taxes and conduct foreign policy. In traditional

Tibet the central Tibetan state was very weak. There is even some doubt that the

Lhasan administration can be dehned as the central state. It did very little in the way of

governing the country such as providing a centralised administration, collecting taxes

or enforcing justice. What little it did was often challenged by other powerful forces in

society, notably the Tibetan monasteries. Above all else the change to a modern state

system is an intellectual change. For the Chinese the step was not so great as China

had been unified for a large part of its history. The traditional Chinese state had alr'vays

claimed to hold a monopoly on arrned force and this was usually unchallenged by

't See Richardson 1962,24-5
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Chinese intellectuals.tu Tibet was a very different sort of state in that the main military

power was usually held by non-Tibetan "patrons" of the religious establishment. Thus,

even though neither traditional China or Tibet could be properly called a modern state,

the Chinese were much closer to what might be considered modern than the Tibetans.

The main practical problem for the Lhasan administration was that the

modernisation program the British set in motion would cost a considerable amount of

money which the traditional Tibetan political system could not raise. Taxes in

traditional Tibet had been largely confined to the provision of labour in the form of

corveés or children for the military, monasteries or the Dalai Lama's Lhasan

administlation.'7 The most obvious source of revenue was Tibet's foreign trade.

Indirect taxes were widely used in Europe during the nineteenth century and are

generally well suited to developing economies in that they tend to fall on consumption

and not investment, ale relatively easy to coìlect and, compared to income taxes, al'e

hard to evade. Such taxes, usually in the form of customs on imports or excise on

some domestic products, had been the biggest single soLlrce of revenue fol the British

Government for most of the nineteenth centuly.rs However the British Government

obtained the right to export goods to Tibet with low or non-existent tariffs under the

Unequal Treaties which precluded the laising of revenue flom Britìsh trade. Undel the

Simla Convention the Indian administration argued that the Tibetans had no rights to

impose any sort of tax of goods entering Tibet flom India. The amount of trade

between Tibet and British India was fairly small anyway. According to American

consular figures in 1912-13 the Tibetans took exports worth $423,000 from India

while sending $813,000 worth of imports into India. By contlast the exports of one

Burmese tribal group, the Karenni, to India was worth $842,000 in 19L2-I3.re Trade

wìth Tibet for the Blitish was clearly an inelevance. The main British altemative to

customs and excise, an income tax, was clearly not an option for the Dalai Lama's

administration as there were simply no significant numbers of literate Tibetans working

in the wage economy.

'u The main exception is the non-Chinese minor'ities who were ruled by their own
leaders. There are veïy few examples where any Imperial Chinese state allowed ethnic

Chinese to raise soldiers. The Ming dynasty did give Yunnan to a feudal ruler.

't There is a compalative wealth of information on Tibet's traditional economy. For a
quick introduction see Cassinelli and Ekvall (1969,232-288), Goldstein (1989b, 3-8),

Richardson (1962,7-II), Shakabpa (1967,3-12) and Stein (1972,92-138). For an

auto-biography of a child taken as a tax obligation see Tsering (L997).
tt Th" best discussion of the role of such taxation in Britain is Brewer (1989).

'n Baker et al. 1915,572. The level of trade rvas increasing. In L9l3-I4 the Tibetans

took $647,000 worth of exports and sent $1,071,000 worth to India.
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If the Lhasa administration wanted to pay for its army and administrators, some

form of direct taxation would have to be levied on Tibetan landowners. Land tax was

a problem for all modernising govemments in the nineteenth century and for all

colonial powers which had the problem of how to fit traditional ownership into a more

modern Western system. It is essentially a problem of how to represent varying types

of land-ownership within a greater ideological context. For instance, in the eighteenth

century the British goveffrment had a situation in which the majority of land in parts of

Scotland was collectively held by clans. The Bfitish solution was to declare clan heads

the equivalent of English feudal lords and so to invest all land titles in the head of one

patrilineal family, The result was the Clearances, once the former clan heads

discovered they could prof,rt by replacing their followers with sheep.rO After the Meiji

Restoration in Japan the process had been relatively simple. The new govelïment

simply declared that feudal property rights were not really pdvate property rights, but

rather the delegated right to raise land tax.rr The National Government was not

seizing the property of Japanese citizens but reclaiming the light to collect taxes

itself.rr In China the process was more difficult in that China did not have a genuinely

feudal l'ural sector. By the Qing dynasty Chinese tenant farmers usually paid lent to

private landowners. They did not pay dues to local feudal barons on ths Japanese and

European model. It would have been hatd to begin a capitalist transfolmatìon with the

wholesale dispossession of Chinese landowners. In China this plocess would have to

wait until the Chinese Communist Party came to power tn 1949. The British in India

had followed a policy with respect to Indian tax gatherers that was similar to the one

they had applied in Scotland. The British Indian administration had declaled that those

people who had the right to farm land taxes were actually land ownets. The intent was

to create a strong land-owning pro-British gentry class, but in effect it turned a ìarge

number of land-owning peasants into tenants of absentee landlords.23 The enolmous

impact that recognition of land title can have on the development of a country can be

seen in the case of the American railways. Abtaham Lincoln had given the first trans-

to 
See Prebble (1963) for an account of this plocess.

t' Japan has a long history of land moving between goverïment and private ownership.

The initial Chinese-style reforms in Japan saw all land taken from clans and vested in

the State. These lands gradually moved into the possession of power{ul figures at

Court and then into the hands of the local administrators.
rr Pre-modern property rights covered a much wider range of "possessions" than

modern states usually accept. The pre-Revolutionary French government sold official
posts which could be resold and inherited. British Army commissions were bought and

sold until 1871. Even positions in the Anglican Church were gifts in the hands of rich

landorvners and othels. At one time many British subjects olvned slaves. In most of
these cases the "owners" demanded and got compensation.
tt James 1997, 189-92. Moorhouse 1983,69-17.
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continental railways $65 million in direct grants and more than 100 million acres of

land. Similar land grants followed most major railway developments. Overall the

Northern Pacific railway received 44 million acres, the Southern Pacific 24 million, the

Union Pacific 20 million and the Santa Fe 17 million from the Federal government. In

addition the states granted 55 million acles. Railways were given roughly a quarter of

Minnesota and Washington, a fifth of Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas, North Dakota and

Montana, a seventh of Nebraska, an eighth of California and a ninth of Louisiana.ra

This means that, for instance, Burlington Northern, which grew out of Northern

Pacific, still owns 1.5 million acres of forest land, the oil and gas rÌghts to'7.5 million

acres, proven coal reserves of 14.7 bilìion tons and leases over'1.2 million acres of

grazing land.rs The bottom line was that because the Federal govemment did not

recognise the rights of the origìnal owners in any way, they did not have to pay a great

deal for a comprehensive railway system, The majority of the price was paid by the

orìginal Native American owneLs of these lands who were displaced to make way for

White settlement. Similarly in Japan the backward nature of land ownership made the

simple dispossession of the feudal class possible. In China the comparatively "modern"

system of private land ownership paradoxically made modernising harder. The Lhasan

administration could have treated all the competing sources of power with the same

disregard that the Americans and Japanese governments did. That is, in theory the

Dalai Lama's government could have freed all the Tibetan serfs and taken over their

"feudal" payments to buíld a modern state structure with far fewer problems than faced

the Chinese revolutionaries.

5.4 The Lirnits of Reform in Tibet

In practice the Lhasan administration was mol'e constrained than most

modernising administrations. In particular it was limited in its freedom of movement

by the two powerful groups of aristocrats and monasteries. Any form of direct tax

would have to be levied against these two gl'oups or it would have to reduce their

income from their own peasants. The vast majority of Tibetan peasants could not

afford a tax increase themselves as they were crushed by debt already. In the past the

nobility and the monasteries had agreed to pay emergency levies during national

emergencies, but there had been virtually no regular monetary taxation in Tibet before

1912.16 There was also the obvious problem of lvhether or not to view Tibetan estate

tt 
See Bonbright (1920) fol a discussion of the processes involved.

rs As Burlington Northern's President put it, today "[y]ou couldn't put such an array of
assets together at any price." Quoted in Wood and Johnson 1983, 177-8.
tu Goldstein 1989b, 3-6, llo-2.
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owners as feudal fref holders (who presumably could be displaced without any

ploblems by denying that their property rights were really propefty rights), or merely

tax farmers who collected revenue for Lhasa (which meant the Tibetan administration

could terminate their "contracts" by administrative fku) or private land owners who, if
the Tibetan Government wanted a productive private sector, should have rights to

enjoy their own property in peace. There is no reason to think that traditional Tibetan

land ownership fell exactly or neatly into any one of these categories, but in the process

of modernising the Lhasan administration would have to decide which was more

appropriate to the Tibetan situation. There would be no reason why, in the process of

modernisation, the Lhasan administration would not choose whichever option

strengthened theil power at the expense of any other groups in Tibetan society. That

is, the Lhasan government would inevitably opt for a solution which denied the

autonomy of all other regions and bodies in Tibet,

The issue of land ownership has also been a problem for Western historians and

other foreign supporters of the Tibetan government. To claim that the Lhasan

administration was powerless to prevent abuses by estate holders excuses the injLrstices

of the old system. Unfoltunately it also weakens the Lhasan administration's claim co

be the rightful central government of all Tibet. Aftel all if Lhasa could not control the

estate holders then perhaps it did not rule Tibet. There is no doubt on which side the

majority of pro-Tibetan Western historians have come down on. The standard claim is

that the Tibetan administlation in Lhasa merely delegated the right to raise taxes to

individuals or institutions, but that the land all belonged to the state. The attitude any

given observer takes towards traditional Tibetan society is a good indicator of how

they wìll decide into which Westem category Tibetan land ownership fell. For instance

the leading Brjtish member of the Tibet cadle Hugh Richatdson claimed,

[i]n theory all land in Tibet belonged to the state from which the noble

landowners and great monasteries held large estates. In return the nobles paid

revenues to the state, largely in produce of vadous kinds and also by service - it

being their duty to act as offrcials of the govemment. Estates could be, and not

infrequently were, resumed; but, generally, once a great family was established

in cettain properties it acquired a hereditary right to them.rT

The Dalai Lama takes a slightly different line on land ownership in traditional

Tibet. He claims that "[t]he r,vhole land of Tibet was the property of the State, and

most peasant farmels held theil land under a kind of leasehold directly from the State.

r7 Richards on 1962, 14-16.
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Some of them paid their rent in kind, with a proportion of their produce, and this was

the main source of the government's stocks which were distributed to the monasteries,

the army, and officials."l8 This account of the traditional land system neatly avoids any

mention of the nobility. Indeed it gives a false impression that the central government

collected taxes and then handed them out to monasteries and offìcials. Rather the

estate holding nobility and monasteries collected rents, some of which they passed on

to Lhasa. The account is not melely inaccurate, it seeks to represent a fundamentally I

flawed version of the Tibetan social system for, presumably, political purposes. The,'
purpose can only be to strengthen the appearance of the Lhasan administration as the

rightful, indeed only, government of all of Tibet. The Dalai Lama also fudges the issue

of what is Tibet, since such claims would not be true of Kham or Amdo. However the

Dalai Lama also disputes the claim that the Tibetan peasants were tenants (indeed this

is a false argument anyway, as the leal issue is whether or not the Tibetan peasants

were serfs). He claims,

[i]t may be misleading to say that these peasants were tenants. It was a mere

concept that the land belonged to the State. A peasant's land was heritable, and

he coLrld lease it to others, mortgage it, or even sell his light to it - though the

right to land was rarely sold because a peasant's first cluty was always to hand

on the land intact to the next generation. He could only be dispossessed if he

faìled to pay his dues of produce or labor, which were not excessive. So in
practice he had all the rights of a fi'eeholder, and his dues to the State were

really a land tax paid in kind, rather than a rent]e

The best that could be said about this account is that it is highly ideologically

coloured. The Dalai Lama fails to discuss the key issue of who owed what to whom.

In palticular, while it might be tlue that a peasant could sell his land, the real issue is

whether by doing so the peasant escaped all obligations to the local landowner, that is

was the peasant still a serf The evidence suggests that the peasant was still unfree.

Melvyn Goldstein discusses the Mi-bo, literally a "human lease", system where a'
peasant paid his lord for the right to live and work off the estate. The unfree status of
sLrch people was still inherited by any chìldren^30 The problem is that Tibetan history is
part of a wider debate betr,veen Communist China and the Tibetans with 'Westem,

scholars ranged somer,vhere in between. Some authors, generally of a leftist poiitical

vier,vpoint, such as Tom Grunfeld, clearly adopt a Marxist view of traditional Tibetan

tt \,[-Næ lgg:-,44.

30 Goldstein 1971c, 5. There are parallels rvith slaves in America andRussian serfs.
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society, classing it as feudal and describing Tibetans peasants as serfs.3l Melvyn
Goldstein argues that Tibetan peasants were indeed "hereditatily bound to manorial
estates and under the juridicaVadministlative authorjty of the lord of such estates".

Furthermore while Goldstein admits there are differences between Tibetan nti ser and.

European serfs he does argue that the similarities are such that describing the nti. ser as

serfs is reasonable.3r This view has been disputed by Beatrice D. Miller and Franz

Michael.33 There are even more extreme claims that regardless of the nature of
Tibetan "serfdom" the Tibetans were content, supported by their deep religious faith

and a conviction that their lot in this life was determined by theil actions in past lives.3a

The actual manifestation of Tibetan legal practices and social organisation is not, or at

least rarely, in dispute. The ideological nature of this dispute is in the representation

and the consequences that implicitly follow. To claim the Tibetan peasants were serfs,

is to agree with at least part of the Chinese Communist criticisms of pre-1959 Tibetan

society.3-5 To claim they wete free rent-payers who suffered isolated abuses is to
suppoft the Dalai Lama's view of Tibetan society as basically benign. The whole "serf '

issue remains one in which the facts are less important than the political interpretation

that is placed on them. It is a sure indication of Tibet's modernisation that the

interpretation of a social phenomenon al'e so politically important.

In practice the attitude of the Lhasan administration prior to 1959 seems to

have been that the large estates were plivately owned property whether held by monks

or officials.36 There is little doubt that the reason behind this was the power of the

aristocracy and monasteries. Even if the Dalai Lama was theoretically the absolute

luler of Tibet, in practice the recognition of his authoritydepended on himonly r,rsing it
in ways with which the First and Second Estates of Tibet agreed. The Thirteenth Dalai

3r Grunfeld 1987, 1l-16.
tt Goldstein 1988, 61. For a thorough examination of Tibetan serfdom see Goldstein
197 Lb, l97 Ic, 1986, 1989a.

" Miller lgSl 65-7. Miller 1988, 64-6. Michael 1986,13. Michael |gg7,lg.
-t* Patt lgg2, 2I-1 , It is interesting that the same does not apply to post-195I Tibet. If
the religious authorjties did somehow manage to convince most Tibetans to be happy
with a state of setfdom, that is a comprehensive ìndictment of ple-1950 Tibet.
tt The irony bein-e that the Communist govemment eventually imposed collective
farming on all of China. The vast majority of pre-1949 Chinese farmers were free and
had, at worst, rented land. After collectivisation they were tied to their farms by law
and obli-eed to sell to the government. In effect they r,vere state-owned serfs.
tu That the Tibetan State could seize estates as punishment for criminal acts does not
prove that the State owned such land. The British government seized all property of
all convicted felons until 1870 and in modern times many modern Western states seize
the property of those convicted of drug offences. That does not mean that the
government owns all the property in these countries.
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Lama could certainly destroy indiviclt¿al nobles and even monasteries. For example in

1910 a number of Tibetan officials and some monasteries had sided with the Chinese

against the Dalai Lama. After the Dalai Lama's return to Lhasa, Tengyeling monastery

was destroyed and its monks dispersed for their pro-Chinese behaviour. The original

head of the Tsarong family and his heir were killed by some soldiers under the

command of the Dalai Lama's favourite, Dasang Damdul, on the Dalai Lama's return to

Lhasa in 1910. This may not have been on the orders of the Dalai Lama, but Tsarong

had negotiated agreements with the British without consulting the Dalai Lama. The

estates, and the Tsalong daughters, were given to Dasang Damdul.37 But his powers

over the nobility and the monasteries as groups were limited. Most notably the

rejection of a modem army in 1924-5 is usually ascribed to the power of the

conservative monks and nobles who forced the Thirteenth Dalai Lama to abandon the

experiment.38

Since 1959 the Dalai Lama and many writeLs, who might be faitly categorised

as his supporters, have tended to view the large estates as gifts of one sort or the other

from the Lhasan administration which really belonged to the Dalai Lama.tn The Dalai

Lama himself has claimed that "the most urgent single reform which oul social system

needed was in the large private estates. These estates had been granted long ago to

aristocratic families. They were hereditary, and in return for the grant each family had

to provide one male heir in each generation to be trained and to work as a govenìment

off,rcial."aO The Dalai Lama's proposed constitution for the day when Tibet is

independent simply nationalises all land in Tibet.ar 'Whether or not the Dalai Lama,

when or if he returns to Lhasa to rule an independent Tibet, would be powerful enough

to do so is questionable. When in 1965 Melvyn Goldstein wanted to look at a "pass"

(a document giving a Tibetan ttú ser permission to live off his estate) the owner was

" Shakabpa claimed that Tsarong and his son were shot for "having close relations
with the Chinese". See Shakabpa L967,241,249,258. Oddly enough one of
Tsarong's daughters, married off to the man who may or may not have had hel father

killed, thanked the Thirleenth Dalai Lama for his suppofi. See Taring (1986). Dasang

Damdul Tsarong's name is wlitten a varìety of ways. Dasang is a military lank. His
son has wdtten a biography. See Tsarong (2000).
tt For example, Shakabpa 1967,264.

'n smith 1996,2L5n2ll.
*o NrLNß, L99i,45.
t' Article 25 (1) states "[a]ll land shall belong to the State and shall be made available

on payment of annual rent as may be fixed from time to time for building, agricultural
and other pulposes according to need." It would be hard to reconcile this with Article
19 which says "[n]o person shall be deprived of his property save by authodty of law
and for public pulposes on payment of just compensation." Ling 1968, 530-54. 
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reluctant to give it up, fearing he would be forced to become a serf again when the

Dalai Lama returned to rule Tibet. Some Tibetans clearly doubt the Dalai Lama's

ability to reform the system.a2 The Dalai Lama claims that he attempted to pass land

reform measures while he still held power in Tibet. The aim was to resume control of

the larger estates with compensation being paid to the noble families. This alone

makes it clear that these estates were to all intents and purposes privately-held land.

After all if these lands really belonged to the Tibetan state they could be seized without

any compensation whatsoever.

The main problem with these claims was that by the time the Lhasan

administration had finished discussing the issue, the Chinese Communists were in

charge and "they had come with theil own Communist ideas of land refotm, which the

Tibetan peasants disliked very much, and if our government had put through this

popular reform, the Chinese reforms would have been even more unpopular than they

were. So, however hard we pressed [the Chinese Communists], they would never

eìther say yes or no to this proposal."a3 Although His Holiness does not spell out

exactly what policies were pursued and at what time, there are glounds for disputing a

great many of his claims. First of all it is not clear where the money was going to

come from to pay the nobility and the monasteries for their land. Presumably the Dalai

Lama felt that the Chinese Central govemment ought to pay.aa It is unlikely that any

Chinese government, much less a Communist one, would seliously entertain the idea

that poor Chinese peasants should pay compensation to tich Tibetan nobles for their'

estates. Given the debt and tax burdens of most Tibetan peasants, the local Tibetan

taxpayers could not pay much fol the land.a-t

The Dalai Lama also seems to be blunìng the line between two stages of

Chinese land reform. "Democratic" land reform was similar to what the Dalai Lama

ploposed; that is land was taken from the land owners and given to the peasants who

farmed it. However the Chinese government did not pay any compensation to the

plevious owners. In the later "Socialist" land reform, these small plots were combined

into co-operatives and then communes. The f,u'st stage was always popular in the rest

of China and probably would have been in Tibet too. The second stage was often

bitterly resisted in every Communist country. What might have been done ìn Tibet if

*' Goldstein 1989a 59.
u' Nfl-I\P, L997,46.
+1 At least that is the implication of, for instance, the Dalai Lama's comments at a press

conference held at Mussoorie, June 20, 1959. See Sharma and Sharma 1996, 5:98.
*t Unless they paid in the same way Native Americans did for the railways by being

displaced. There has never been a sug-qestion that the Chinese contemplated this.
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the Tibetan aristocracy had been prepared to give up its lands unilaterally is shown by

the Dalai Lama's brother Gyalo Thondup. When Thondup decided to flee Tibet, he,

with the full knowledge of the Chinese, fnst went to his estates and divided up the land

among the workers and burnt the records of their debts.46

5.5 Defending Autonomy Within Tibet

There were several powerful autonomous regions within Tibet which would be

hit by any attempt to impose direct taxes or to redefine ownership of the land. The

most important of these was the Panchen Lama's administration in Tashilhunpo

monastery at Shigatse. Before l9l2 the Panchen Lama had not paid taxes to the

Lhasan Government. Indeed Sir Charles Bell said "Ta-shi Lühn-po has long desired to

be almost, if not entirely, independent of Lhasa, and many of its people look to

Nankìng to help in these designs."ut In the late eighteenth century the Qing

Government had enfeoffed the Panchen Lama in the Tsang region of Western Tibet

thereby formally exch.rding Tashilhunpo from the contlol of the Dalai Lama's Lhasan

administration.os In t79l the Panchen Lama and Tashilhunpo monastery had paid a

quarter of the costs of expelling the Nepalese.ae In the early 1920s the Dalai Lama's

administration in Lhasa used this as a precedent in requiling Tashilhunpo to pay a

quarter of the revenue needed for the new Lhasa-based military and administl'ation.

The Ninth Panchen Lama and his administration showed no particular sign of wanting

to pay to increase the status and strength of the Dalai Lama and they simply refused to

do so.sO This led to serious tensions between the two great monastic seats of power.

Hugh Richardson was later to describe this conflict as being between "the

detel'mination of Lhasa to reduce Tashilhunpo to the status - on which there was fäir

t'eason to insist - of an honoured vassal, and the reluctance of Tashilhunpo to give up

any of the privileges which it had acquired in the past century ol' more. "-tt There is no

doubt that this largely reflects a point of view which the British Indian Govemment and

Hugh Richardson, for political or personal reasons, wished to pLlt folward, but it is not

necessalily the only possible interpretation of these events. There is no special reason

to think that there was any good reason to insist that the Panchen Lama and his

entourage should accept the status of honoured vassals. This is a value judgement

t6 Craig 1998, 174-5.
tt Beil r931, 14l.
t8 Petech 1912,154. Richardson 1962,53. Snell-grove and Richardson 1995, 219-20

Wang and Suo 1984,97-8.
tn Goldstein r989b, 1lo.
to 

See F. M. Bailey's leport on his 1924 mission to Lhasa in Mehla 1979-80, l:34-5.
5r Richards on 1962, 126
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which reflects the political view, cornmon to the British Tibetan cadre and the Dalai'

Lama's administration, that only the Dalai Lama and the administration in Lhasa had ,

any right to rule any part of Tibet. The Panchen Lama and his entourage might well

have an entirely different, but still equally historically valid, point of view.

That the Lhasan regime was the rightful government of Tibet became a firmly

held belief of the Brìtish Indian govemment, but, at vadous times, it had been prepared

to consider other options. The hrst British contacts with any Tibetan administration

was with the Panchen Lama and Tashilhunpo who, in effect, conducted their own

foreign policy with the British.s2 In 1904, when the Dalai Lama fled Tibet from the

British invasion, the British were perfectly prepared to flirt with the idea of supporting

the Panchen Lama as ruler of Tibet. This was also their response when the Dalai Lama

again fled in 1909, this time from the Chinese.53 During the 1904 occupation of Tibet

by the British Army, the Panchen Lama made his opinion on his status very clear. The

initial advance by the British Expedition had been into territoly which the Panchen

Lama claimed as his own, not Lhasa's. His response was to send a delegate to ask

Younghusband to leave, in retum for which he, the Panchen Lama, would use his

influence at Lhasa to pelsuade the Dalai Lama's administration to negotiate with the

British. Unfortunately for the Panchen Lama by this time the British wete firmly of the

opinion that they wanted to deal only with one central authority and that it should be in

Lhasa. In August 1904, following the alleged seizure of two British Indian subjects by

the Lhasan authorities, the Yor.rnghusband expedition began to seize Tibetan livestock

in retaliation. The Panchen Lama's delegate claimed that these animals belonged to the

Panchen Lama and not to the Dalai Lama and asked for their release. Younghusband

claimed "this was, then, one more instance of the trouble the Lhasa authorities were

bringing the Shigatse people into by their unfriendly attitude towards the Commission.

I could not, of course, recognise any difference between Shìgatse and Lhasa, and had

to look to the Tibetan Govemment as a whole; but I would advise him to induce the

Lhasa officials to pay without delay the sum of Rs. 2,000 which Mr. White had

demanded from them as indemnity for the ill-usage to the two Lachung men, and to

deliver them up as soon as possible. When that was done, the animals seized would be

tt 
See Markham (1876) and Tumer (1806) for a account of the British missions.

Although Hugh Richardson (1978, 24-5) does not discuss the implications of the affair,

he does mention that in 1903-4 the then Panchen Lama's father was involved in a

supposed poisoning scandal and was clubbed to death. Several prominent Shigatse

figures were fined and disgraced. As these wele the same people rvho negotiated rvith

the British it is likely that they r,vere punished for that, r'ather than for any poisoning.
53 Lamb 1966,1:16-31.
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at once released. "sa If there is a pattern here it is that when Chinese authority in Tibet

declined, the British authorities, presumably, felt they could strike a better deal with

Lhasa than with Tashilhunpo. When the Dalai Lama was strong and favouled the

Chinese, the British dealt with the "lesser" Incarnation.

There is no obvious reason why the Panchen Lama was not entitled to his ì

traditional autonomy with respect to Lhasa just as the Dalai Lama was, according to 
I

Richardson, with respect to Beijing. The fact that the Dalai Lama's authority is \

specially privileged is a result of the ideological transformation of his offrce into the

highest political authority in Tibet. Even Richardson accepted that, in some cases, the

Dalai Lama's authority was putely nominal. These cases, perhaps not surprisingly

considering Hugh Richardson's nationality and plofession, always work in favour of

the British Government. Richardson claimed that the "Government of the Dalai Lama

djd not exercise direct autholity in Ladakh, Sikkim, Bhutan, or any area south of the

Himalaya except for the Chumbi valley, nor was it represented in those countries by

permanent envoys; but the ties of leligious homage, trade, racial affinity, and a degree

of common interest had given Lhasa a special position and influence."'t't fn fact there is

no question that the Lhasan authorities used to collect taxes (or "monastic

contributions which it was not easy to distinguish from regular taxes") in many of these

legions and especially in the Tawang region, as even Richardson implicitly

acknowledged.tu Certainly the British goverrrmentln l9l2 beìieved the then existing

border ran "south of Tawang, running westwards along the foothills fi'om near

Odalguri to the southern Bhutan border".sT As late as 1937 Basil Gould, the British

Political Off,rcer to Silckim, could write "The¡e is no doubt that plior to 1914 the

Tawang area was Tibetan".s8 There is evidence that even as late as 1942 the British

5a Letter front Colonel F. E. Yotmglutsbcutcl, C.I.E., British Conunissioner, Tibet
Frontier Conmùssiott, to tlrc Secretary to the Govenmtettt of Indicut, in tlrc Foreign
Departnteítt, clatecl Khcunl:a Jong, lhe 27th AugtLst, 1903. PRT 1904, 262. PIT 1999,

106.
5s Richards on 1962,73-4. Other wliters have no dor-rbt that Lhasa used to include
some of these areas. See Alexandrowicz 1953, 498. Interestingly enough when the

Dalai Lama fled Tibet in 1959 he issued a press statement at Tezpur which, twice,
clearly and specifically named the place where the Dalai Lama crossed the border. It
more ol'less lìes on the McMahon line. See the text of the press statement in Sharma

and Sharma 1996, 5 :95-6.
56 Richards on, 1962.149-50.
s7 Confidential Note by Clüef of General Staff, I Jtnte, 1912. IOR, Political and

Secret Files, 1910/1918, Part2. Reproduced in Mehra 1979-80, l:46. See aiso Mehla
i979-80, 1:34-5,41.
tt Lhasa Mission, 1936-7: excerpts from repofi. Enclosed in Gould to India. 30 April,
1937, in IOR, L/P&Sl12136127. Reploduced in Mehra 1979-80, l:78.
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government was well aware that the Lhasan administration refused to accept the ì

McMahon line in Tawang.se Thus the relationship between Tibet and the British Tibet

cadre was an unusual one in that the British Unequal Treaties prevented Lhasa from

raising adequate tax revenue to defend itself, the British Home government did not

support Tibetan claims for independence (even Richardson wrote, perhaps expressing

the view of the Indian administration rathel than himself, these were "of course not to

be supported" although they were useful for bargaining purposesuo¡ and the British

Indian administration seized what were traditionally Tibetan lands.

Thele were other semi-autonomous regions within Tibet where the Dalai Lama

held only a theoretical authority if any at all. Within "GLeater Tibet" (i.e. what is now

the Tibetan Autonomous Region, together with the province of Qinghai and parts of

Sichuan, Yunnan and Gansu) the Dalai Lama had no authority outside Tibet ptoper. In

1938 the Amet'ican Robert Ekvall wrote "A11of Northeast Tibet is broken up into areas

under independent tribal authority; robbely is an accepted diversion in no way affecting

one's social status, and there is no general law of the land opelative".6r The other

major religious site within Tibet proper was the Sakya estate in Tsang.6r This region

was ruled by the remnants of the Sakya sect which had once held theoretical powel all

over Tibet under the patlonage of the Mongol Yuan dynasty. They had suffered

severely from the Fifth Dalai Lama's Mongol allies and were now reduced to a small

and remote region where they paid a token amount in tax to Lhasa every year, Outside

Tibet proper there wele other regions which actively resisted Lhasa's control between

l9l I and 1950. Few of these put up much of a struggle against the Dalai Lama's army

with its modern British weapons. One region that tried was Poyul in the far south-east

of Tibet near the border with Assam. In 1910 the ruler of the region, Pomo Kanam

Gyalpo, had successfully resisted the Qing Army. He then refused to allow Lhasan

administrators into his kingdom or to pay the customary token tribute to Lhasa. In

1920 the Lhasan Government tried to resolve the problem without force by offering

Gyalpo an advantageous mamiage within the Lhasan aristocracy. When this failed to

work the Tibetan administration was forced to send ìn the Blitish-trained army in 1926.

The first attempt failed when the Lhasan force was defeated and theil commander

kìlled. Another military expedition eventually succeed in forcing the King of Poyul to

flee to Assam. Not until 1931 was a Tibetan administration set up in Poyul93

tn Goldstein 1989b, 405-6.
60 Richardson 1945, 16.
utNYT, october 16, 1938, l0:8:4.
ut 

See Cassinelli and Ekvall (1969) for a discussion of this adminìstlation,
63 Taring 1986, 66, 98. Shakapba 1961,266.
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Other parts of Greater Tibet experjenced even less control from Lhasa. The ,

older Tibetan sects had survived in the remoter regions of Greater Tibet precisely

because the Fifth Dalai Lama and his Mongol allies never had any control over these

regions and they escaped the persecutions of Centlal Tibet. This was especially true of

.,.Amdo, Sikkim, Bhutan, Ladakh, and Kham. In these regions the usual forms of

Tibetan Buddhism are not the reformed Yellow Hat sect. The Tibetan administration

in Lhasa has not had any particular degree of control in Amdo (or, roughly, what the

Mongols refer to as Kokonor and the Chinese call Qinghai) since, at least, the Qing

Govemment organised an administration over the region in 1724. Religious divisions

are also important in Kham where there are significant cultural diffelences as well. j ,,, :' '.'

Both the Amdowas and Khambas are culturally distinct from Central Tibetans, i .' 
.

although they ale still Tibetans by any meaningful definition, and many of them are

nomads rather than settled peasants. In Amdo many "Tibetans" are either highly

Tibetanised Mongoìs or slightly Mongolised Tibetans. In both Amdo and Kham sub-

ethnic tensions were important enough to disrupt Lhasan efforts to resist Chinese

control.6a The Khambas were never particularly resigned to any degree of sedentary

control and there is no compelling evidence that the government in Lhasa ever exerted

any degtee of control in the legion befole l9ll. Rather political power was left in the

hands of the local kings and nomad chiefs who paid, at best, nominal tribute to Lhasa.6s

The tenuous degree of contlol exercised over this area was illustrated in the 1860s

when the ruler of Nyarong, Gonpo Nyarong, rose and took control of all of Nyarong

and several of the surrounding states. The Governor of Sichuan was unable to respond

to this and had to approve an expedition from Lhasa which took control of the region

in 1863.66 The Lhasan Army supposedly offered to leave if the Qing Government paid

the costs of the expedition. The Manchus refused and allowed Lhasa to organise an

administration.6T In 1890s Nyarong again lose only to be suppressed by the

government of Sichuan which continued to allow the region to fall under the

jurisdiction of Lhasa.68 In 1950, in theory, power was exercised by the heads of the 
t

two main monasteries in the region, the Phagpa Gelek Namgyal and the Dagyab I

Rimpoche Loden Sherap, both of whom served on the Chamdo Liberation

Committee.6e

6a In particular allegations that a Central Tibetan soldier raped a Khamba woman led to

fighting just before the People's Liberation Army crossed into Kham. Many Khams
worked with the PLA largely due to their dislike of the Lhasan âuthorities.
6s Rockhill 1 89 l, 6I, 72-4, I 1 8-20, 127, 188-9, 216, 218-22, 242-3, 289-93.
uu 

Shakabp a 1967 , I87 .

ut smith 1996,1.4r.
uu Shakabpa 1967,224. See also Adshead 1984, 57-8.
un When these two incamations joined the Chamdo Liberation Cornmittee they rvere
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Given the high degree of autonomy that was traditionally practised in Shigatse

it is not surprising that in 1923 the Ninth Panchen Lama chose to flee Tibet under

pressure from Lhasa. This pressure began in 1922 with the arrest and gaoling of

Tashilhunpo's representatives in Lhasa. The Lhasa government held that the monastery

had to pay whatever Lhasa had assessed was Tashilhunpok fair share. The Panchen

Lama's administration appealed to the British to mediate in the dispute but the British

refused on the grounds that this would have "constituted interference in Tibetan

internal affairs."7O There is probably no reason to take this excuse seriously and it is
more likely that the British approved of the Dalai Lama's efforts even if they had not

been inspiled by the Blitish directly. In December 1923 the Panchen Lama and most

of his entourage fled Tibet for Mongolia and then Beìjing.7r In doing so the Panchen

Lama placed himself in a long Tibetan tradition of seeking a foreign patron to take his

side in what was, to all intents and purposes, an internal dispute. In the same way the

Sakya Pandita had sought the patronage of the Yuan Emperors, the Third Dalai Lama

that of Altan Khan, the Fifth Dalai Lama Gushli Khan, and later Dalai Lamas with the

Manchu Emperors. His flight also raises questions about the Dalai Lama's

"constìtutional" powels at the time. The British government in India and the Tibetan

administration in Lhasa had a clear interest in arguing that the Dalai Lama was the

unquestioned head of the Tibetan state. This is especially true given the British

position in Tibet lested on their patronage of the Dalai Lama. In fact authors closely

associated with the British government, most notably Hugh Richardson, have

frequently claimed that the Dalai Lama was the unquestioned ruler of all Tibet, which

in turn was defined in such a way as to include regions claimed by China but not those

claimed by Britain. The Panchen Lama clearly had a different opinion about the Dalai

Lama's rìghts. The Dalai Lama's response was to send the military after the Panchen

Lama so as to prevent him reaching "foreign" soìI. When this failed the Dalai Lama

placed an administrator dilectly over Tashilhunpo monastery to run the region on

behaìf of the Lhasan Govemment,

5.6 The British Failure in Tibet

AII in all the efforts of the British Indian administration to modernise the

Tibetan state failed. In particular the reforms to the Tibetan armed forces were

ten and foufieen years old respectively. This does not mean that their entourages did
not agree to such an anangement. See Shakya 1999,I28.
70 Richards on L962, I2l .

t' That Shakabpa (1967,263) blames the Panchen Lama's advisers for this decision is

due to a long Tibetan tradition of avoiding placing blame on Incarnations .
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reversed in 1924 and 1925. There is no clear reason why the Lhasan administration

should have turned against this experiment in modern administration although it has

been suggested that the Tibetan army attempted a military coup in the early twenties.

There is some circumstantial evidence that the British Political Offrcer Frederick

Marshman Bailey and the Tibetan army chief Tsarong conspiled to bring about the

death of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and the intloduction of British soldiers to Lhasa.Tr

In one sense this represented the last good chance fol Tibet to construct a modem

state system under the guidance, presumably, of a'Western-influenced military figure.

At best this might have represented an attempt to remodel Tibet in roughly the same

way that Kemal Attaturk did in Turkey. On the other hand if the British Indian

administlation had attempted to overthrow and perhaps kìll the Thirteenth Dalai Lama

they r,vould have serious betrayed their friends and allies in Lhasa. It is not surprising,

therefore, that by and large British writers ever since have denied that any such attempt

took place. The former British official Hugh Richardson has strongly denounced the

suggestion that the British govemment would have helped any such group.t' As Alex

McKay pr,rts it "British fand perhaps even Tibetan] interests today are best served by

maintaining that the British officials who dealt with Tibet worked in conjunction with

the Dalai Lama's Government, with the result that the 13th Dalai Lama has been seen

as a slrpporter of the British."Ta

5.7 The British Failure at Home

However if the Tibetans are to be condemned for their "reactionary" policies

and rejection of the modern world, the British were hardly in a position to lecture

others. During the same period the Blitish Home govemment also lejected a series of

"modem" refolms and sought to retunl to the certainties of the nineteenth century.

Roughly in the period 1922-1925 the British government undid many of the reforms

forced upon it by World War I. Even before the war Britain had moved in the

direction France and Germany had pioneered with the introduction of old-age pensions

and the beginnings of the welfare state. In 1922 financial pressure on the British

government forced it to make severe cuts to a whole range of social welfale proglams

rather than raise extra taxation revenue. The Geddes economy committee, under Sìr

Eric Campbell Geddes recommended cuts to spendìng on education, health and on the

tt Th" only serious'Western attempt to discuss this is McKay (1991). Melvyn
Goldstein (1989b, 722-31) produces some very interesting circumstantial evidence

although Goldstein does not infer that a coup rvas attempted.
73 Richardson 1962, 137. The possibility that Bailey acted alone is not discussed by

Richardson.
t* McKay 1997,424.
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armed services. In 1925 the British government attempted to restore the Gold

Standard at the pre-war rate when compared to the American dollar.75

Along with these economic policies the British government attempted to retum

to the foreign policies of the nineteenth century. British politicians and writers claimed

World War I was an abenation in Britainb tradition policy towards Europe. In the

past the British had avoided a "Continental commitment" (i.e. sending large numbers of

soldiers to fight in Europe) being content with colonial expansion and subsidising allies

in Eutope. Whether these "reactionary" policies were a well thought-out program for

Britain or not, they were in fact an aberration in modern British politics. It took

another World War befole the British joined the rest of Europe in following a

"modern" social policy. The introduction of the welfare state after the post-World-

War-II Labour Party victory meant that to a large extent Britain rejected its classical

liberal past. The Blitish government nationalised the major industrìes such as steel and

coal, introduced the National Health Service and made education far more widely

available. The British government also retained National Service. It is certainly not

the case that the plight of the poor was worse after' 1945 than it was between the wars,

much less duling the Victorian peliod when classical libelal politics domìnated British

politics. There is no reason to think that British voters had suddenly developed more

acute social consciences. It is more likely that the welfare state was seen as the price

Brjtain had to pay for a large conscdption-based army in the post-1945 yeals.

All this suggests that the Bdtish were not the best role model for the Tibetans

to imitate by the 1920s. Indeed it is qr"restionable whether the ruling British political

classes had any real concept of what they were doing or where they wele going. A

measure of their competence in modemisation can be seen in their empire. Outside

Britain proper the British government could follow any policy they liked to further the

welfare of their empire, unconstrained by electoral politics. The results were not

particularly impressive. 'When the British arrived in India, India was one of the most

economically advanced countries in the world, Indian textiles, for instance, were so

much better than what could be produced in Britain that in 1700 the Brjtish

govemment had to impose protective tariffs.76 In 1.941 the British left India as one of

the poorest countries in the world. Right up to the end of the British empire the

t5 Strictly speaking Britain did not return to the pre-war Gold Standard as consumers

were not allowed to exchange currency for gold. It was a gold-exchange standard

which fixed the exchan-ee rate to gold. See Taylor 1967, 183-5,223-4.
76 Chaudhuri 1965, 111-39. Chaudhuri 1978, 1 l-2,204-5,231-40. Indeed English
has a wealth of words for textile ploducts derived from Asian place names, such as

calico, damask and nankeen.
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British followed an old fashioned policy of exploitation which did little for Britain and i

even less for the locals. The comparison that could be made is with Japan and the

Soviet Union where industrial development was strongly supported by the relevant

governments. To take just one measure of economic development, in 1910, the year

before the fall of the Manchu dynasty, British steel production was 6.5 million tons,

Russian 3.5 million and Japan a mere 160,000 tons. By 1938 British production was

up to 10.5 million tons, but the Soviet Union was producing 18 million tons and the

Japanese 7 million tons.77 Even if Britain's home economy was "mature", the

economies of Britain's imperial possessions were not. Although the British

govemment plovided some protectionist bartiers in its Empire, for the Indian steel

industry for instance, the British government was content to leave development to the

market. Had the British government had the will or the desire it could have pushed for

much greater economic development in its empire. By contrast even though Japanese

rule over Korea was far more brutal than British rule ovel India was (at least by 1900),

and in fact the Japanese aimed at assimilating the Koreans totally, the Kotean economy

grew enormously under the Japanese. In 1925 manufacturing represenTed l'7.7Vo of

Korea's gloss commodity product, in 193122.'77o, in 1936 3I.3Vo and in 1939 it was

39Vo. Over the same period the contlibution of agrìcultule declined from72.77o in

1925 to 427o in 1939. Thus in i939 manufacturing (397o) and mining (67o) together

outstripped agriculture (427o) in the Korean economy.tt The Koreans may or may not

have been able to do this for themselves had they been given a chance, but in the event

it was done under Japanese rule. Despite theit desire to exploit (and of course success

in exploiting) the Koreans, the Japanese left solid achievements in Kolea.

There is no reason to think that this sort of economic development was unique

to the Japanese or impossible for the British to imitate. After all the Brjtish Empire

was a vast collection of resource-rich temitories and included a quarter of the

population of the globe. Yet the British ruling elites, jr"rst like the Tibetan leadership '

and for that matter the majority of Qing officials, eithel could not see the need for, or

would not make, the necessaly changes. Ultimately, the British chose to become a

second-rate European power rather than share the Empire with any number of non-

Europeans. In a way this means they had a great deal in common with the Lhasan ì

administration and the Qing government. All three ruling groups chose to preserve

their way of life based on what had been successful in the past rather than completely

change their societies in the name of modernìsation. Fortunately for the British they

had the English Channel betrveen them and their more ag-eressive neighbours.

77 Kennedy 1987,200.
t* Lee 1984.351.
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Unfortunately for the Tibetan Lhasa administration they were not so geographically

isolated and did not hnd a patron as generous as the Americans were to the United

Kingdom.
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Chapter Six: China and Tibet in the Thirties

6.1 Introduction

For most of the Thirties, just like the Twenties, Tibet was of very little interest

to the Westem powers. It did not, therefore, figure prominently in their diplomacy and

diplomatic papers with China. For the Chinese, on the other hand, the main relevant

issues wele intellectual ones, as the Chinese attempted to reconstruct their nation on a

new, modern and'Western pattem. However in many ways the Thirties was a golden

period for Western newspapers. The bitter politics of the Cold War had not yet

rendered half the world inaccessible, Western colonial administrations protected

Western comespondents wherever they went, and the 'Westem publics clearly wanted

to read about the rest of the world. Thele is a compalatively large amount of material

on Tibet in Western newspapers during this petiod and as such they form the majority

of the primary matetial for this period. Of course there is a serious problem of the

inaccuracy and bias in all newspapers at the best of times. This is made worse by the

fact that many "reportel's" were actually involved in the events in question. Hugh

Richaldson, for example, combined being the London Tintes reporter in Tibet with

being a Political Officer to Sikkim. On the assumption that the American newspapets

had no specific agenda in Tibet duling this period, as well as for a variety of plactical

reasons such as availability, the New York Tintes is the main newspaper source of

information on what was happening in Tibet during this period.

6.2 China's Minorities and the Chinese Revolution

The Qing period was one in which the dominant ethnic gloup in China was not

Han but Manchu. All through the Qing period this meant that there were (at least) two 
,

narratives dealing with ethnicity and power in China. In the dominant state-supported

version, the Manchus were filmly in the Confucian tradition of virtuous rulers who

were in power because they embodied suppolt for a moral order. The other tradition

was decidedly more Han-centric, even chauvinist. In this tradition the Manchus were

represented as foreign usurpers who had overthrown the rightful Ming lulers of China

and who needed to be thrown out of China. In various forms this other tradition

remained important among Han people throu-ehout the Qing dynasty. It lvas found in

the anti-Manchu propaganda of Lu Liuliang and Zen-q Jin,e during Yongzhen-e's reign

(L723-1135), it reappeared in the Taiping's denunciation of the Manchus (as a people)
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as Satanic, and it played a significant role in the lead-up to the 1911 Revolution.r Of

the eally revolutionaries perhaps the most famous anti-Manchu writer was Zhang

Binglin, but even Sun Yatsen wrote frankly racist diatribes against Manchus. During

the Revolution itself, the Manchu communities in places such as Xihn and Wuhan were

massacred en tnasse.= Even in Tibet, the work of Zhao Erfang was more or less totally

undone as ethnically Han soldiers murdeled their (usually) Manchu commanders. Yet

from the 191l Revolution on, Chinese nationalists started to claim that Tibetans were

part of the same race as Han Chinese, and even that Tibetan was merely a dialect of

Chinese. The reasons for this are not hard to see. If the Chinese adopted the Western

post-Napoleonic model of a state dominated by a single ethnic group, then logically

and by extension the minorities of China would also demand separate states in the

regions where they dominated. Given that, as a rough generalisation, the minority

peoples of China occupied over half the area of the Qing Empire, this had obvious

drawbacks.

During the interwar years the growth of Chinese nationalism meant a change in l

the way that the Chinese had seen Tibet. If, urnder Western pressure, the Chinese had

to change their traditional views on China and its place in the world, then Chinese

intellectuals would have to undergo an intellectual modemisation as well. There was a

wealth of ideological options to choose from, but all of them would involve grafting a

Westem philosophy onto Chinese culture. Just as the French Revolution had meant

that all French citizens had to become properly French, thele was a strong element of

ethnically Chinese chauvinism in Chinese nationalism from the start of this centr.rry.

One example of this line of thought was replesented by Zhang Binglin who published

violently anti-Manchu tracts fol years before the 19ll Revolutìon.3 Another short-

lived Chinese writer was the Sichuanese Zou Rong (1885-1905) who only produced

one major workTlrc Revolutionary Anny. Zou begins his pamphlet with the claim that

the Chinese should "[s]weep away millennia of despotism in all its fotms, throw off

millennia of slavishness. annihilate the five million and more of the furry and homed

Manchu race, cleanse ourselves of 260 years of harsh and r-rnremitting pain, so that the

soil of the Chinese subcontinent is made immaculate, and the descendants of the

Yellow Emperor will all become Washingtons."a This intelesting mix of Chinese and

Westem themes demonstrates the uneven and unpredictable impact of Western thought

on China.

I Crossley 1990, 125-7 ,178-86. Spence 1990, 173-,4,236-1 . For a discussion of rvhat

happened to Lu's family see Waley-Cohen I99I,223-5.
r Crossley 1990, 197. Spence 1990,265.
3 

See Laitinen (1990) and Shimada (1990) for a discussion of Zhang's vier,vs.
* Tsou 1968, 58.
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The term used by this group of revolutionaries for the new China was

Zhonglnm, meaning, explicitly, a China for the Han. The alternative was a China in

which the abstract state was all important regardless of the ethnic make-up of its
citizens. The term chosen to describe such a China is Zlnnggtto, an ethnically neutral

term. The fnst expression could easily appeal to many overseas Chinese people in the

diaspora as the state is merely the expression of an ethnic group. Ethnically Chinese

resident in, and sometimes citizens of, other countries could look to a concept such as

Zrcnglum and feel explicitly included. They could also look to a new powerful China

in the Zlrcngguo sense and feel proud, but in many ways it would exclude them. In

theory ethnic Manchus, Mongols Uighur and perhaps Tibetans could feel palt of a non-

ethnically-specif,rc stale (Zlnrtgglto) in a way they could not towards a Han-based

nation (Zlnnghm).s The definition of any group is really about who is included and

who is excluded and why. The price of including the non-Han peoples was a rejection

of the ethnìcally Han overseas Chinese communities. Chinese as a language has the

basis for consideling the nation as representing an ethnic group and for the state being

made up of its citizens. In Chinese patriotism, aiguo, is to love the state, but the usual

term for a traitor, lrufiart, is someone who has betrayed the Han people. Of course

the modern usage of lmrjicut has been given a distinct ethnic, even racial, flavour the

original term probably did not have. The Manchu Qing dynasty could use the term for

those Chinese who bought and sold opium for instance or even those Chinese who

collaborated with the Mongol Yuan dynasty, without the slightest sign of a

contradiction.

Just why the early revolutionaries decided to adopt an ethnically neutral term

for China is hard to see. A number of them were from the Chinese overseas diaspora.

Sun Yatsen himself was educated in Hong Kong and raised in Hawaii. Dr Sun's future

father-in-law, Song Yueru (Charlie Soong), was bom on Hainan but ran away to

America as a young boy. Sun Yatsen's Foreign Minister duling the Guangzhou

government, Eugene Chen, was born in Trinidad to a Chinese immigrant father and an

Afro-Caribbean mother. Dr Sun's close fi'iend, Liao Zhongkai, assassinated in 1925,

was born in San Francisco. Anothel early associate, Xie Zuantai (Tse Tsan-tai), was

an Australian-born Cantonese.u All these people clearly had close ties to the Chinese

people but not necessarily to all the territories which formed the Qing state. Yet the

t And indeed in modem Xinjiang when offered a choice between five different terms to

describe themselves, Uighur intellectuals chose Turk most often, peasants preferred

Muslims, but Uighur merchants opted forJtutggolucl,lhe Ui-ehur for Zltottggltorell
without any obvious sign of contradiction. See Rudelson 1997 , 118-20.
u schiffi-in r968,4i. 
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majority of the teritory which made up Qing China was firrnly under ethnically

Chinese control in 1911 and for a long time after. The main losses were Taiwan, Outer

Mongolia and Tibet with Manchuria soon to follow. The early revolutionaries had, in

a sense, a choice between letting some tenitory go and accepting a more ethnically

homogeneous state or demanding the return of all the territory of the Qing Empire.

The more difficult option was demanding the return of lost territory. No appeal,

without the backing of military power, was likely to make Mongolia or Tibet return to

the fold, and the claim that the new China was for Zhongguo ren, ralher than Hua- or

Hanren,weakened China's claim to regions such as Taiwarf.

The main reason for the new China's indifference to ethnic ties is probably

because, despite the importance of Western-style nationalism as a concept in the l91l

Revolution, the new theories did not sink far into the common political culture of

China. For centuries the Ming and Qing dynasties had not cared over much for those

ethnic Chinese who went ovel'seas. They had always defended, with varying degt'ees

of success, the state of China. When people went beyond the botders, they took

themselves beyond the protection of the Chinese state. The Spanish, for example,

could repeatedly massacre ethnic Chinese in the Philippines (in 1603, 1639, 1661, and

1686) and the Dutch likewise in Java (1740) without any particular impact on Ming or

Qing relations with either European country.8 The idea that common ethnicity defined

the nation was not as important as the idea that common citizenship defining the state.

Thus the discr-rssions of nationalism and the need to mobilise the Chinese people

primarily involved the defence of the Chinese state, not the Han nation.

Throughout history states have failed to defend their territories at vanous

times. To an ethnic gl'oup this may not matter, as the continued existence of a culture

and a people does not automatically depend on the existence of a proper state. Those

states which define their cìtizens in non-ethnic terms fail in a vitally important mânner

when they fail to defend their own tenitory. Citizenship depends entilely on the

continued existence of the state. In modern times there has been a strong tradition of

criticising the Chinese and especially the Manchu government for not creating a

stlonger emotional link between the Chinese people and state. As far as Sun Yatsen

t This did not of course stop the Nationalists and the Communists tryíng. Jiang and the

Nationalist govefiìment spent a great deal of money in 1939 "discovering" and

reburying the remains of Chinggis Khan (Genghis Khan) rvith full honours. See NYT

June 19 1939,I:6. In the Fifties Mao also held ceremonies honouring the remains. All
this r.vas for a man who may have killed as many as 60 million ethnic Chinese civilians.

Nor did any of it seem to appeal much to the Outer Mongolians.
8 

See Andaya 1999,5. Reid 1999, L52.
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was concerned the Manchu govefirment could never reform because it was determined

to preserve the special place of the Manchus in China. Inevitably this would mean

China would remain military weak. It is cleal that the place of the Manchus was

threatened by even a simple problem like appointing the most talented off,rcials and

soldiers to responsible positions.o As Sun wrote in 1904,

It is absolutely impossible for the Manchus to reform the country because

reformation means detriment to them. By reformation they would be absorbed

by the Chinese people and would lose the special rights and privileges which

they are now enjoying.ro

The main problem for the Chinese revolutionaries was not the Manchus as

such, but what many saw as the impending extinction of the Chinese as a race at the

hands of the West. This is what gave the attacks on the Manchus a special edge. It is,

in fact, an example of the spread of political extremism flom the West to China. As a

response to 'Western threats to render the Chinese extinct, the Chinese adopted a form

of Westem militant chauvinism.rr Thus the earliest political documents fi'om Sun's

political party, the Tongnteng lui, denounced the Manchus ìn explicitly Han-chauvinist

quasi-racist terms. The 1904 Manifesto for the Tongtneng lui began by claiming it

aimed to,

cleanse away two hundled and sixty years of barbarours fìlth, restole our four-

thousand-year-old fatherland, and plan fot the welfare of the four hundred

million people....The Manchus of today were originally the easterÍì barbarians

beyond the Great Wall. They frequently caused border troubles during the

Ming dynasty; then when China was in a disturbed state they came inside

Shanhaiguan, conquered China, and enslaved our Chinese people. Those who

opposed them were killed by the hundreds of thousands, and our Chinese have

been a people without a nation for two hundred and sixty years. The extreme

cruelties and tyrannies of the Manchu government have now reached their limit.

With the righteous army poised against them, we will overthrow that

govemment, and restore our sovereign rights. Those Manchu and Chinese

military men who have a change of heart and come over to us will be granted

e Assuming that talent is evenly distributed across populations, in a China where 94la
of the people are Han clearly about 94To of the jobs should go to ethnic Han.

'o Sun 1945, 18.

" The threat of the future extinction of the Chinese can be seen through out Sun Yat-
sen's works, for example Sun 1942,16-21. As late as 1896 Lord Curzon could
seriously discuss whether or not the Chinese rvould become extinct.
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amnesty, while those who dare to resist will be slaughtered without mercy.

Chinese who act as Chinese traitors in the cause of the Manchus will be tleated

in the same way.t'

There are indications that the new political doctrine of Western nationalism was

not widely splead in the Chinese population. The fact that so much of Sun's document

is devoted to threats and insults towards those ethnic Chinese who remained loyal to

the Manchus suggests that there were a signihcant number of Chinese who did not

spontaneously lally to the "right" patriotic side. Yet the anti-Manchu feeling had very

long-established roots in political thought among ethnic Chinese.r3 Opposition to

"Manchu weakness" continued to be an important part of Chinese political life. It
eventually worked its way into the Manifesto of the Nationalist Party in 1924. In this

Manifesto, the Nationalists condemned the Manchus by saying,

Since the occupation of China by the Manchus there reigned in the heart of the

Chinese race a feeling of resentment for a long time. After the countly had

been thlown open to intemational commerce, foreign imperialism burst upon

China like an angly tide. Armed plundering and economic pressure reduced the

country to a semi-colonial status, and caused China to lose her independence.

The Manchu government was not only unable to repulse foreign invasion, but

also pelsisted in an incleasing degree in the policy of subjugating the "slaves" at

home, thereby cunying favoul with the foreign Powersla

One of the main problems for the Chinese radicals was opposition to what they

saw as Western imperialism. The Qing dynasty failed mainly because it failed to

protect China against the West. The Manchus had been able to gain acceptance as

rulers of China through the manipulation of traditional cultural roles, but that

acceptance was conditional of how well the Manchus could fulhl their duties. These

duties are almost always discussed in cultural terms. The Qing Emperors were

certainly meant to act as cultural patrons and upholders of Confucian teachings. At the

same time they were supposed to maintain order within China. This is implicit in the

concept of a Mandate from Heaven. By 1911 the Manchus were failing to uphold this

end of the "bargain" with the Chinese. Durìng the Taiping rebellion they had been

forced to rely on ethnically Chinese generals commanding ethnically Chinese soldiers

tt Teng and Fairbank 1982, 221-8. Notice that Sun does not claim that the Manchus,
being from Manchuria, came fromwithin traditional China.

't For insrance, see Fincher (1972), Spence (2001), Dikötter (L992,25-30), and Zhang
(1984, 33-48)..
tu Sun 1945,19-20.
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to defeat ethnically Chinese rebels. The Manchus played no special role in this conflict

except as beneficiaries of the victories of ethnically Chinese commanders such as Zeng

Guofan. It must have appeared obvious to many ethnic Han people that the Manchus

no longer played any useful role in Chinese life. This in turn would influence the views

of Chinese revolutionaries towards the conflict. The Taiping Rebellion demanded a

choice between supporting those who defended China's culture or those who wanted a

new Westem-influenced ethnically-Chinese state. Jiang Jieshi and the Nationalists I

eventually chose to support Zeng and his defence of traditional Confucian civilisation.

Mao Zedong and the Communists chose the Taiping rebels]s

Given that the problem for Chinese nationalists was foreign aggression, to the

extent that Sun Yatsen claimed that the extermìnation of the Chinese as a people was

ìmminent, there were few Chinese nationalists who seriously considered giving up

further chunks of Chinese territory just because these regions were inhabited by non-

Han peoples. The Chinese RepLrblic was, from the stalt, committed to a new China

with the same borders as the old China. The repeated inability of the ManchLts to fight

effectively against the Western powers, or even Japan, meant that the new Republic

defined itself mainly in terms of militaly effectiveness, Thus, for the new Chinese

government, self determination did not mean more sunender of tenitory to the

Japanese puppet Manchukuo, the Russian puppet state of Mongolia or the Bdtish-

backed Tibetan theocratic state. Fatally for any sort of peaceful negotiated settlement

with the Tibetans, the Chinese revolutionaries saw, with good reason, the Tibetan

problem in the same light as the Manchukuo and Mongolian issues, that is as well-

disguised foreign aggression.'u This of course meant that respecting Tibetan "self

determination" was not analogous to lespecting China's rights, but rather to imposing a

similar injustice to the injustices inflicted on China in the recent past.

Just as the new Chinese Republic was defined by the perceived failings of the

old regime, so it insisted on seeing the issue of racial discrimination through the prism

of the Chinese experience under the Manchus. What the Chinese Republic was willing

to promise the Tibetans amounted to an end to the sort of ethnic discrimination

imposed on the Chinese by the Qing dynasty. These appeared in the two treaties the

last Qíng emperor negotiated with the new Republicans (or more accurately, rvith

Yuan Shikai) before abdicating. The first of these 'uvas the so-called Manchu-Mon-eo1-

Muslim-Tibetan Articles for Favourable Treatment (ntcm-ntengJnd-zang youdai dail'1¿

tt wright 1991, 3oo-8.

'u As is usually the case with modem Chinese publications. See TMTM 2001, 35. It is
also common in larger works such as Wang and Suo (1984). 
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tiaojian) which tried to protect the political and civil rights of these four groups of

minority peoples. In theory this agreement guaranteed equality between the ethnically

Chinese Han and these four named groups. It also promised to continue paying

stipends to those who still received them, recognised the titles of those who still held

them, lifted residential restrictions on those minorities still part of the Qing garrison

system, allowed members of these minorities to be listed in civilian registers and

promised freedom of religion.rT In other words the treaty tried to protect the rights of

the minorities who had formally been part of the ruling class by treating them more or

less the same as the Han majority.

The Republicans seem to have thought that if they lifted the old restrictions

which were resented to varying degrees by many Han, they would win approval from

the minorities as well. This seems to have been the logic behind the Manifesto of the

First Guomindang National Convention in 1924. In this document Sun Yatsen

declared,

[t]he second aspect of the Doctrine of Nationalism is racial equality.

Unfortunately, the present government of China is controlled by the surviving

elements of old officialdom who know nothing of racial equality and freedom;

and consequently the other races in China are discontented with the present

state of affairs....We have over and over insisted r.rpon the common interest of

all peoples within China and the necessity of their consolidation in the people's

revolution and in solving all intenacial problems. We hereby repeat solemnly

that we recognise the right of self-determination for all peoples in China, and

that a free united Republic of China based upon the principle of free alliance of

the different peoples will be established after the downfäll of imperialism and

militarismls

The manìfesto lays the blame for problems between China's ethnic gl'oups on

the lack of understanding of racial equality. This is, to put it mildly, rather simplistic.

The problem for many minorities was not that the crumbling Republic discriminated

against them. Rather it was the fact that under the old Qing system Chìna's "national

minorities" were anything but discriminated against. Initially the Qing government was

a coalition of steppe peoples who formed a ruling class over the Han majority. In this

administration the Manchu rulin-l house held the top position, but beneath them came

Manchu, Mongol and Uighur nobles, Manchu, Mongol and Chinese bannermen, and

r7 Crossley 1990, 198.

'8 Sun L945,19-20.
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frnally ordinary Chinese people. Somewhere in this hierarchy, much higher up than

most ethnically Chinese people, but lower than the Manchus, came the Tibetan

government. The main figures in the Tibetan regime, and to a lesser extent all

Tibetans, were not fellow suffers of racial discrimination, but the beneficiaries of an

alien conquest regime. Thus appeals by the Chinese based on the idea of racial equality

implied a lower status for many of China's minorities in the new state.

While the Manchu-Mongol-Muslim-Tibetan treaty might have, in theory,

prevented discrimination by the new Republican goveffrment and hence a forcible

redistribution of the wealth that various minorities had acquired under the old system,

it was not as favourable to them as past treatment had been. Under the Qing the

peoples who lived in regions that came under the Lifan Yuan were generally exempted

from paying taxes to the centtal government. The minol exception is Mongolia and

yet, even there, the majority of revenue was raised by taxing ethnically Han merchants

visiting Mongolia rather than Mongols. Their administlations were usually subsidised

from the centre (i.e. by Chinese tax payels) with gifts commonly given to leading

minority figures including the Dalai Lamad.e

6.3 Autonomy and the Chinese Revolution

During roughly the same period the British government were also facing

problems from their subjects. The Blitish govemment thought that their discontented

subjects, notably the Irish and Indians, could be appeased by more control over their

own internal affairs and took steps in that direction. The early Chinese nationalists saw

the problem very differently. They tended to argue that the problem with China was

excessive autonomy in Chinese life. Even though many Westem critics of the Qing

empire claimed China's problem were caused by despotism at the centre of Chinese life,

Sun Yatsen famously compared the Chinese to loose sand on a sheet of paper.ro This

was a view widely shared across the political spectrum with, for instance, Lu Xun's

disgust at the passivity of the Chinese spectators at the execution of a Chinese man by

the Japanese.lt Ma Yinqu, a non-Communist who remained in China after 1948 and

had once been sl.rnpathetic to Fascism, wrote in 1935, "To sum up, in view of the

position of China today, there is no rvay of survival, no hope, and nothing to be done

besides fadopting] collectivism. On the contrary, the extremity of individualism would

'e Fletcher 1978a, 49-50.
r0 Or at least he was said to have done so, although an exact reference is elusive. He

did say that foreign cornrnentators said that China lvas like a sheet of loose sand. See

Sun 1942, 2.
ttSpence 1994,240.
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only lead to anarchism. China's weakness is derived from the laxity oi and lack of

control over, her citizens."rl The majority of Chinese writers seem to have shared the

view that the China was weak because the Chinese state was weak and in a sense

Chinese life too autonomous. The construction of a new, modern, strong China wouldl.

require greater identification between Chinese citizens and the Chinese state. i

As far as Tibet was conceffred, the development of Chinese nationalism under

the influence of the West meant a denial of the independent existence of a Tibetan

people or nation. From the 1911 Revolution on, Chinese nationalists started to claim

that Tibetans were part of the same race as Han Chinese, and even that Tibetan was

merely a dialect of Chinese. This view was perhaps best put by Jiang Jieshi who wrote

that the Yellow Emperor was "the forefather of both the Manchus and the Tibetans"

and claimed that, "there are five peoples designated ìn China is not due to difference in

race or blood, but to religion and geoglaphic environment."23 Naturally this point of

view allowed for no deglee of autonomy in Tibet, just as similar arguments in France

had not allowed any autonomy for Brittany, Alsace or Corsica.

There is no particular evidence that this was a traditional Chinese policy.

Rather this sort of political argument was inttoduced from the West. It was in fact

part of the modemising and Westemising process in China. If Confucianism was not

acceptable as a basis fol diplomacy with the West or even political life in China, a new

intellectr-ral framework to justify the Chinese state had to be created. There were only

really two possible choices fol Chinese intellectuals in the early Republican period;

they could either argue for the validity of the traditional holders of authority, that is the

ruling Aisin Gioro family, or they could adopt a belief in the nation-state. Although

there was certainly an important group of ethnic Chinese who algued in favour of

retaining the Manchu Emperors, there can be no doubt that the nation-state model.

dominated public opinion, especially Westemised public opinion. The new China was

to be a state created by and for Chinese.

6.4 Border Disputes

Even as the Chinese Nationalists argued over who was "really" Chinese,

virtually everyone agreed the borders of this nerv China were to be the same as the old

China. Even thou_eh the nature of the Chinese state was very different, in China proper

there was no real attempt to reconsidered rvhere those borders ought to be. As 'uvith

tt Sun L977,63.
t' Chiang 1947,39-40
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most political changes in the rest of the world, the change in the meaning of pre-

existing borders did not mean a change in their location. This was unhkely to appeal to

many minorities including the Tibetans. While the Tibetan monastic establishment,

accepted a state in which they held a special place as the leaders of the faith shared by ,

ruling family, they were unlikely to tolerate a state in which they were simply marginall

religious figures representing a small group of minority believers. After 1911 the

Lhasan authorities clearly saw the likely outcome of any changes to the status of the

Manchu family and broke with China.t' Once the lulers of China had ceased to act as '

proper patrons the Tibetan hierarchy would have to find new suppoûers. Until 1950

no promise or action by the Nationalists or any warlord forced them to accept any

degree of genuine Chinese control. Although in theory they would have accepted a

form of autonomy just short of independence, this would, presumably, have involved

China playing the role of patron in a traditional manner." The basis of any diplomacy

overTibet in the Thilties would have to rest on negotiations and persuasion.

In the Thirties the main diplomatic issues between the Chinese central

govemment and the Tibetans concerned fighting between the Tibetans and the

warlords of Sichuan and Qinghai. In 1930 the Chinese goveÍìment formally decided to

create the new province of Xikang out of parts of western Sichuan and eastern Tibet.

This was a reform that had been pushed by Zhao Erfang as long ago as 1910, but

nothing hadcome of it in the years of disruption in the Chinese government.26 In lg32

a dispute over where the border between China proper and Tibet was, led to fighting

along the line of control between territoly controlled by Sichuan and Tibet. Again,

while the Chinese central govel'nment could do little to even influence the fighting, it

could use the Westem media to push its particular version of events. This did not have

a great deal of success in 1932, probably because the Chinese were not yet seen as

American allies against the Japanese. There were more promising signs for the

Chinese Nationalist govefirment in negotiations with the Tibetans during the last years

of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama. One of the more surprising indications of the Tibetan

willingness to compromise was a criticism by the Tibetans of the choice of

representatives on the Mongolian-Tibetan Committee. In October 1932 the Dalai

Lama asked the Bdtish Indian administration to intervene with the Chinese government

over this issue. The British claimed that accolding to the Dalai Lama "Tibetan

representatives had been selected by the Chinese Goverrment, but they did not really

'* Shakabpa 1984,246. Smith 1996, 182.
ts For instance see the details of negotiations betri'een the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and

the Chinese government in Li 1956, 149-53.
tu Shakabpa1967,226.
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represent the Tibetan Goventment. It would certainly facilitate a settlement of the

Chinese-Tibetan difficulties if the Dalai Lama's own representatives were

recognised."lT It is likely that representatives of the Panchen Lama's court served on

the Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs Committee in 1932 and the Dalai Lama's objections

were to Chinese support for an implicit claim against the Dalai Lama's administration.

Above all else this complaint shows that the Dalai Lama was prepared to take part in

the Nationalist Government in China provided his administration was recognised as the

rightful authority in Tibet. The fact that the presence of the Panchen Lama in China

weakened the Lhasan administration was lecognised by the British govemment which

continued to try to persuade the Panchen Lama to return to Tibet. Into the Thirties the

British officials in China attempted to convince the Panchen Lama that the

"Government of India were very anxious to bring about a reconciliation between Dalai

Lamafsic] and His Holiness, and [the Government of India claimed] that Dalai

Lama[sic] was also genuinely anxious to attain the same end.'?8

6.5 The Death of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama

On Sunday, December ll, 1933 the Thirteenth Dalai Lama, Ngawang Lobsang

Thubden Gyatso died in Lhasa. In keeping with what amounted to Tibetan tradition

his death was quickly reported to have been the result of poison.zn The first reports of

his death in the New York Titnes were datelined from Lhasa and London and so

indicated the lack of Chinese influence in Tibet. These newspaper stories also followed

the British line on the position of the Chinese in Tibet, Tibet was, according to the

New York Tinrcs' London conespondent "nominally part of China, but is under British

overlordship."3O This is a perfectly reasonable summation of the state of affairs in

Tibet during the life of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama, but of course neither the British, the

Tibetans nor the Chinese officially recognised this state of affairs. The death of the

Dalai Lama provided an opportunity for the Chinese to assert again their right to rule

Tibet.

The first group to exploit the new situation in Tibet was the Panchen Lama and

his entourage. Early in 1933 the Panchen Lama had left Nanjing to go f,rst to Beijing

and then to Mongolia.3' There could be any numbel of reasons for his journey but the

fact that stands out is that the Japanese had occupied Manchuria in 1932 and rvere

tt DBFP l97\,Second Series, ll:12.
tt DBFP 1970, Second Series, Il:47.
tn NYT, December 20, 1933,22:1.
to NYT, December 29,1933,2?:L

" DBFP, 1970, Second Series, 11:308
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openly trying to attract Mongols to their cause. On December 20, L933, the Panchen

Lama's representatives announced he would leave the monastery at Bailingmiao in

Inner Mongolia to tlavel to Nanjing to consult with the Nationalist govelnment about

his return to Tibet.3r It was widely reported that the return of the Panchen Lama

would lead to a decline in support for the British, as they had been especially

associated with the Dalai Lama personally, rather than with any powerful political

group in Tibet. The Panchen Lama certainly would play a part in the choice of the new

Dalai Lama and might even have been able to play a signihcant part in the regency.

Certainly the Western press was soon reporting that the Panchen Lama would choose

the new Dalai Lama." Thete does not appear to be any justif,rcation for this claim and

neither the Panchen Lama nor his retinue played any role in the selection of the

Fourteenth Dalai Lama. At best the Panchen Lama's entourage tried to put forward

candidates for the position, but none of them were accepted by the Dalai Lama's

entourage in Lhasa,3a

However some elements in Lhasa clearly wished to have the Panchen Lama

retum. On March 6 1934, the Calcutta Statesntan reported that the Lhasan authorities

asked the Panchen Lama to retum to Tibet vlr¿ Calcutta. The important feature about

this choice of route is that the Panchen Lama could hardly return to Tibet via Calcutra

with a retinue of Chinese soldiers and officials. No armed soldiers could enter Tibet

this way unless the British allowed them to pass through Blitish India which was, to

say the least, highly unlikely. In April 1934 a delegation of frfty Lhasan monks and

officials passed thlough Hong Kong on their way to Nanjing to try to persuade the

Panchen Lama to return to Tibet. It was led by a monk refemed to as Ahchien Lama

who said they,

shall pelsuade the Panchen Lama to return and become regent of Tibet until

the new Dalai Lama attains matudty, as only thus will peace be cefiain.

The return of the Panchen Lama would gleatly strengthen China's influence

both in Mongolia and Tibet. The Panchen Lama has asked Nanking for the

protection of 30,000 Chinese troops and a personal guard in the event of his

return, but we shall assure him it is not needed. The people of Tibet are eager

for his retum and believe it would create stability. Tibet is not threatened with

civil war.35

" NYT, December 22,1933, L3:3.
tt NYT, January 10, 1934, 10:2.

'* Fo. instance there was a repofi of a candidate put forward by the followers of the

late Panchen Lama in 1938 in NYT, January 24, 1938,25:5.
tt NYT, April 20, 1934,IO:4.
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On April 29, L934, at the National Buddhist Convention in Hangzhou, the

Panchen Lama announced that he intended to return to Tibet in order to succeed the

late Dalai Lama.36 His departure was not, howevet, immediate. On May 26 in

Shanghai, he again announced he intended to retuffi to Tibet to "assume control during

the early years of the Dalai Lama".37 Yet the Panchen Lama continued to put off his

return for some time. In early 1936 the Panchen Lama was still waiting, but by this

time he had hired an American and promoted him to what was described as "a Cabinet

post in the Tibetan Government."3s This American, G_ord9n B. Enders, gave an

interview to the New York Tintes r,vhich clearly indicated the Panchen Lama's pretence

to a much greater role in Tibetan politics than the Fourteenth Dalai Lama has ever

allowed him. Not only is the claim that Enders held a Cabinet post in the Tibetan

Govemment extraordinary, but Endels also claimed that the f,rlst thing the Panchen

Lama would do on returning to Tibet wouìd be to ordain the boy he had chosen as the

new Dalai Lama. In the past various Panchen Lamas may or may not have had a role

in confirming the new Dalai Lamas, but there is no reason to think it was ever their job

to choose them. Nor did the present Fourteenth Dalai Lama get confirmed by the

Panchen Lama until at least 1951. Conversely nor was the Panchen Lama confirmed

by the Dalai Lama until the Seventeen Point Agreement in 1951.3e These claims,

however unrealistic, indicate the role the Panchen Lama thought he could play in Tibet

in the absence of an adult Dalai Lama with Chinese support.

6.6 The Huang Mission

Given the fighting within China in 1934, the Nationalists were hardly in a

position to force the Tibetans to agree to incorporation in China as a tle facto province.

The main issue for the Chinese Government in 1934 was Treaty Revision with the

'Western Powers. Both the 1844 treaty and the 1903 commercial treaty with America

contained clauses stating they were automatically renewed every ten years unless either

party demanded revision prior to expily. ln 1934 the Nationalists indicated that they

intended to demand a revision including the right of extraten'itoriality. Under the 1903

treaty the Americans had pledged to abolish the privilege when the state of China's

system of law and order met American expectations,

'u NYT, April30, 1934, r:2.
3t NYT, li1:ay 27, 1934,29:6.
tt NYT, February 16,1936,2:10:1.
3e Another effect of the Seventeen Point Agreement was to get the Dalai Lama's

entourage to confirm the lineage of the Panchen Lama recognising him as the Tenth,

not Seventh, Panchen Lama.
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In the face of these sorts of problems the Nationalist central government

attempted yet again to persuade the Tibetans to concede peacefully. The Nationalists

had already rewalded the Panchen Lama and the leading Mongolian Incarnation, both

of whom were seen to be more favourable to China, with positions on China's State

Council.a0 In 1934 the Chinese Government sent General Huang Musong (Huang Mu-

sung) to offer condolences on the death of the Dalai Lama. This was in fact the main

purpose reported to the Western press by the Chinese government. At the same time

the Chinese government did not hesitate to put forward its view that Tibet had been

part of China since the Tang dynasty and was only separated from China in 1900

because of "the ruling Dalai Lama's intrigues with Russia".4l It is likely that the leal

purpose was so that the Chinese Government could negotiate dilectly with the

Tibetans without any British mediation and so could attempt to persuade the Tibetans

to recognise Chinese authority. The Chinese Government presented a formal proposal

to the Tibetan authorities which, summarised by Li Tieh-tseng, said,

A. Two fundamental points that Tibet is asked to observe (l) Tibet must be an

integral part of the tenitoly of China; (2) Tibet must obey the Chinese

Government.

B. Declarations in regatd to the political system in Tibet: (l) Buddhism shall

be respected by all and given protection and its propagation encouraged; (2) In

the pleservation of the traditional political system, Tibet shall be glanted

autonomy. Any administrative measure within the authority of the autonomy of

Tibet, the Central Government will not intedere with. On foreign affairs, thete

must be unitary action. All administrative matters which are nation-wide in

character shall be administered by the Central Government, such as: (a) Foreign

affairs shall be directed by the Central Government; (b) National Defence shall

be planned by the Central Govemment; (c) Communications shall be managed

by the Central Government; (d) The names of important offrcials of Tibet, after

they have been elected by the autonomous goveffiment of Tibet, shall be

submitted to the Central Govemment for their respective appointments.[....]

C. The Central Government shall glant Tibet autonomy, but for the purposes

of exercising full sovereignty in an integral part of its territory, the Central

Government shall appoint a high commissioner to be stationed in Tibet as the

to NYT, January 26,1934,I2:2.
*' 

See for instance, NYT, May 26, 1935, 4:5:6
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representative of the Central Government, on the one hand to cany out

national administrative measules, and on the other to guide the regional

autonomy.4?

It is not clear what the Huang mission was told by the Tibetans and what thefi'

proposals were. This is mainly caused by the fact that the Tibetan administration

agreed to conduct negotiations with the Chinese without the presence of any British

offrcials.a3 In itself this represented a minor defeat for British diplomacy and an

indication of a more plo-Chinese attitude in Lhasa. Excluding the British had long

been a Chinese demand and the Tibetans had long been opposed to dealing with the

Chinese aìone. The lack of Blitish witnesses means that the discussions could be

represented to the British by the Tibetans in ways that perhaps would not support

objective scrutiny. The Tibetan administration had, after all, survived so far by

securìng a patron to pl'otect them. This ìmplies the need for a great deal of flexibility

in dealing with powerful neighbours. Certainly the British sought to make sure the

situation never arose again by politely insisting on British representation in the futute.aa

NatLrrally Hugh Richardson strongly implies that Li Tieh-tseng, a member of the

Chinese mission, did not present a trustworthy account of the negotiations.a5 There is,

however, no way of knowing which of the two accounts are more truthful and there is

a strong suspicion that the Tibetans described to the British a slightly diffelent version

of events from what they said to the Chinese.

Before the Huang mission departed for Tibet, these proposals were first

discussed with various groups in Nanjing. Among these were a number of Tibetans, at

least one of whom, Khung Chin-tsun,aó has left an account of the mission. This

account, taken after the arrival of the Chinese People's Liberation fumy in Tibet in

1951, more or less agrees with Li's account. The possibility that the Chinese

Communist Party made this Tibetan write an account which agrees with a Nationalist

exile is not very likely. Indeed Khung's account suggests that the Nationalists were

more hard-line than Li claimed. The response of the Tibetans was even more

ut Li 1956,39.
*3 Although the mere presence of Brjtish officials would not guarantee an objective

account. The British were more interested in documentation than the Tibetans were.
t'F t03614110. Extracts fi'om tlrc Repoft of the Mission to Lhctssa in 1935. BDFA
Pa¡t2 Volume 44,69.
a5 Richards on 1962, l4?-3.
a6 Clearly this name represents an attempt by the Chinese to lvrite a Tibetan name in
Chinese. It is somervhat unusual because jt does not even use proper modempin-r'irz
No attempt has been made to reconstluct the original Tibetan.
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important. According to Li, the Tibetan Government accepted that "[i]n dealing with

external affairs, Tibet shall remain an integral part of the territory of China. But the

Chinese Government must promise that Tibet will not be reorganised into a province."

According to Khung the Tibetans did in fact agree to this poìnt. The Tibetans also

agreed to "listen to whatever China says with regard to such things as external or

internal authority, and laws, regulations, etc., provided they do not harrn the Tibetan

dual religious-secular govemment." As these were the only two proposals that actually

worked ìn favour of the Chinese there is no particular reason to doubt the honesty of

Khung's account. It is unlikely that the Chinese would have forced him to claim that

the Tibetans wanted a series of demands the Chinese Government would have objected

to. In particular these included a promise to refi'ain from interference with Tibetan

civil and military power, to allow the Tibetans to continue friendly relations with other'

countries, restrictions on the number of soldiels the sole Chinese representative in

Lhasa could have, exclusion of the Chinese fi'om the selection of the Dalai Larna or

higher offrciaìs in Tibet, a demand to hand ovel territory under the control of the

Chinese and above all a demand that the Chinese "should not give asyÌum to, or

acknowledge as representative, any Tibetan, ecclesiastical or secular, who has rebelled

against the Tibetan government and escaped to China".a7 Clearly this was a blunt

reference to the Panchen Lama who was still in China at the time. According to Li, the

Dalai Lama told the Chinese that "[i]f the Central Government of China would treat

the patronage relationship between China and Tibet with sincerity and good faith, as it

previously did, Tibet on its parts ... would, fiom now on, make an even greater effort

to give full support to the Central Govemment."48 This too is either a truthful account

or a very clever forgery given its use of terminology associated with the patron-priest

relationship which the Chinese denied existed between the Dalai Lama and the Qing

Emperor.

The issLre of reliability arises because the British representative in Lhasa, Rai

Bahadul Norbu Dhondup reported a slightly different version to the British Indian

administration. This report was based on what the Tibetans told Norbu they had said

to the Chinese. Norbu's report took the form of a series of proposals fi'om Huang and

responses from the Tibetan authorities. Number Three was "Tibet has religion, men

and, complete administrative arrangements. Therefore China should consider Tibet to

be independent (?autonomous) and should not intedere in its intemal administration."4e

The question mark against "independent" appears in the Tibetart Precis r.vritten by

*t Goldstein l9ï9b, 24r.
*8 Li 1956, 153.
re Richaldson 1945,51. Goldstein 1989b,236. Smith 1996,235
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Hugh Richardson In 1944 and perhaps could reflect the recognition of the problems of

translating these terms into Tibetan. It is extremely unlikely that the Chinese would

have agreed to such a proposal and it is far more likely that the Tibetans were asking

for autonomy within China. This is supported by the other conditions laid down by the

Chinese. Point Five was to allow five thousand Tibetans soldiers to be selected, paid,

equipped, armed and trained by the Chinese Central Government, posted to guard the

bordels and called Frontier Guards. This is not compatible with Tibetan independence.

However the British account of these talks formally and repeatedly stresses Tibetan

independence even in discussing terms which would give China a huge intluence within

Tibet.

There is no doubt about the reason for this accolding to Richardson who

strongly suggests that the Chinese lied about the Tibetan claims. The most important

issue for the British was that the Tibetans claimed that they had insisted on British

involvement in Tibetan affairs. Specifically the Tibetans claimed to have insisted on

the right to correspond with foreign countries, especially the British authorities. The

Tibetans, the British claimed, only agreed to recognise Chinese authotity to the extent

laid down by the Simla Convention and they argued that the British should be a party

to any agreement struck with the Chinese. On the whole it is only to be expected that

the Tibetans would have insisted that the British be a party to any agreement they

reached with the Chinese, although it is not certain that they would have mentioned the

fact in discussions with the Chinese authotities. It is by no means certain that they

would have insisted on the terms of the Simla Convention alone. It is entirely possible

that the Tibetans camied out discussions with the Chinese on terms more favourable to

the Chinese than they were wilìing to admit to the British. After all if the Chinese had

occupied Tibet in 1910, as the Tibetan authorities no doubt kept clearly in mind, the

British had invaded Tibet in 1904. Any sensible administration was perfectly capable

of telling the two great powers on Tibet's borders two different things. It is also, of

course, just as possible that the British representative (or indeed the Bdtish

administration in India) heard only what he wanted to hear, as it is that the Chinese

representative and Central Government did.

If there was any immediate result of the Huang mission it r.vas to get Tibetan

agreement to the establishment of a central -qovernment office in Lhasa. 'While some

authors play down this official establishment there is no doubt that it marks a

signif,rcant change in Tibetan attitudes. The Huang mission itself consisted of about

eighty people.5O After beginning with just two officials and a radio set. the Chinese

to Goldstein 1989b,228
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expanded it until it included a school, a hospital as well as the radio station. Indeed

when the Tibetans expelled the Nationalist Chinese in 1949 between 300 and 400,

mostly Chinese, people were expelled with the ofhcial mission.sr By way of contrast

the Gould Mission the British sent to counter-balance the Huang Mission left one

Political Officer, two clerks, a medical offìcer and a wireless operator.-tt Given that the

Tibetans were under no compulsìon to be generous to the Chinese, this "leaning to one

side" must reflect a slightly warmer attitude in Tibet to the Chinese following the death

of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama. On returning to China proper Huang made much

greater claims about the success of his mission. The Tibetans had, Huang said,

pledged their support for the Nationalist Government. According to statements made

to the press, the Tibetans had "promised to co-operate with the Chinese Government"

and "agreed to the retum of the Panchen Lama, considered here [i.e. Nanjing] as

strongly in favor of the Nanking Government, as ruler of the region."s3 If the Huang

Mission demonstrated anything it was that the Lhasan authorities did not regard the

state of affairs with respect to China as the result of a nationalisl quest for

independence. On the contrary, the Tibetans were happy to consider renewed links

with China on the condition that the Chinese did so within the traditional Tibetan

framework of a Priest-Patlon relationship. The key for the Tibetans was support from

the Chinese govelnment for the religious structures in Tibet.

6.1 The Nationalists and Autonomy

There could also easily have been confusion between what the Tibetans wele

telling the British they wanted and what the Tibetans were saying to the Chinese about

the level of autonomy promised by the Chinese government . The probìem of relations

between the central Government, the Han people and China's minorities had been a

problem from the birth of the Chinese Republic. Traditional China had a long history

of interaction with non-Han peoples. Part of this intelaction inevitably involved the

facts of assimilation and intermarriage which then had to be represented in some way

by Chinese historians. Assimilation was not a problem for traditional Chinese

historians as the usual manifestation of assimilation was a minority member who

moved into the Han community.s4 The movement of people from minorìty

t' Goldstein 1989b, 614.
5r Richards on 1962,148. The best account of life in Tibet is Williamson (1987). i

t' NYT, Februaly 10, 1935, 24:2.
t'This is not to say that assimilation from the Han population into a minority culture

never took place. It is just that within China the dominant form of assimilation was of
minorities adopting Han culture. The representation of this assimilation in Chinese

culture is from minority to Han and not the other way around. Gladney (1991, 315-
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communities into the Han populatìon was older than recorded history in China.

According to China's first great histodan, Sima Qian, the Lord of Shang said "[i]n the

beginning the people of ChIn [Qin] plactised the customs of the Jung [Rong] and Ti

tDil. There was no distinction between father and son; they shared the same room.

Now I have changed their customs and made distinctions between their men and

women".55 Indeed when the founder of the Ming dynasty wished to eliminate the

foreign communities that had become established in China during the Mongol Yuan

dynasty he supposedly passed laws requiring all "foreigners" to intermarry with the

Han community. Yet within Chinese culture the representation of intermarriage is a far

more complex issue, given the place in Chinese literature of the "royal bride". In
Chinese history in peliods when the dominant state within China was weak, the military

powerful "minority" peoples on the bordels often demanded women from the Imperial

family. This was invariably represented, and probably was intended to be, a

humiliation for China.su Thus Chinese culture has the basis for a variety of possible

views towards minority groups,

Due to the influence of the Japanese in Manchukuo, in 1934 the Nationalist

regime promised aLltonomy to Innet Mongolia. The regr-rlations that would govern

Inner Mongolia, issued in March 1934 by the Central Political Council, guaranteed that

Mongolian pasture land would not be alienated for agriculture or settled by ethnically

Chinese farmers, the traditional Qing banner system would remain ìn place and would

be exempt from control by the provincial authorities, the Mongolian authorities would

be allowed to collect their own taxes and would be exempt fi'om provincial taxation

2l) disputes the assimilationist assumption. Naquin and Rawski (1981,121-30) do

not. Ch'en (1966) gives an extended version of the traditional Chinese view. This is
also the way that assimilation appears in the historjcaÌ record of the period covered by
this thesis. There are a number of ethnic Chinese of mixed parentage or who were

raised in Tibet who became important in Tibet's history. For instance in 1930 the

Chinese government decided to send a semi-official mission to Lhasa led by Liu
Manqing. Liu was the daughter of a Chinese father and a Tibetan mother, bom in
Lhasa and mamied to a Tibetan employed by the Nanjing goverrment. Bell 193I,143.
Wu Minyuan, a translator for the Chinese mission in Lhasa, was botn in Lhasa. See

Richardson 1962,142.
-tt Sima Qian 1994, 93. This, at least, strongly implies assimilation in both directions.
-tu The steppe people who dealt with the Byzantine Empire also demanded imperial
women and it was also seen by the Byzantines as humiliating. The Qing emperors had

a long standing policy of marrying Mongols rather than ethnic Chinese. As the

Manchus became more and more "Sinicized", many Manchus became more and more

reluctant to mamy their daughters to Mongols. See Ja-echid (1986). Sechin Jagchìd is

himself a Mongol who worked for the Japanese puppet government in Inner Mongolia
before taking up an academic position in Tair.van.
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and the central government would provide a subsidy to the Mongolian local

authorities.5T As autonomous regimes go this is extreme autonomy. If it had been

implemented the Mongols would not only have gained virtually all the benefrts the

foreign communities had obtained under various "hard" interpretations of the Unequal

Treaties, but they would also have been paid for the privilege. It was extreme

autonomy for any modern country to be granting a traditionally violent, aggressive and

disloyal minority in a sensitive border region. The Mongolian reügious authorities

were more than happy with the affangement with the leading Mongolian Incamation in

Inner Mongolia claiming that the plan "effectually checked Japan's political plans" in

the region.-s8 Given the weakness of the Nationalists who by 1934 were unable to

prevent the establishment of the Japanese-controlled Manchukuo, the onllr policy they

could sensibly pursue as far as the more distant minorities were concemed was

appeasement and accommodation. The new policy on autonomy did not have much

success in Inner Mongolia and does not seem to have been applied to Xinjiang,

Qinghai or Tibet. The only policy the Nationalists followed with anything like success

was an attempt to create a grollp of Chinese-educated minority members. To this end

in 1935 the Nationalist government opened an institution for the training of students

from Mongolia and Xinjiangle

6.8 The Fall of Lungshar

Within Tibet itself the state of Lhasan politics could not remain deadlocked

indefinitely. Immediately after the death of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama there was an

outbreak of political in-f,rghting within the Lhasan administration for power during the

Fourteenth Dalai Lama's minority. This stlr.rggle eventually came down to a choice

between three of the Dalai Lama's favourites, Tsarong, Kumbela (Dechen Chödrön),

and Lungshar. Tsarong came from an impoverished peasant family and was taken up

by a monk offrcial who followed the Thirteenth Dalai Lama into exile in Mongolia in

1904.60 He attracted lhe attention of the Dalai Lama and became one of his favourites

before lising to command Tibet's new modern army. Kumbela was an only child who

v/as sent to Lhasa as his family's tax obligation. Originally trained as a scribe, he too

attracted the attention of the Dalai Lama and became a personal favourite. Lungshar

on the other hand came from an established Tibetan family and had tlavelled in Europe.

On April 24, l9l3 Lungshar and nine other Tibetans, includin-e his rvife, arrived in

tt NYT, Ap|J22, 1934,8:3.
tt NYT, April 30 19341:2
'tn NYT, April 14, 1935 4:12:3. Plesumably one of the students of this institute was

the Dalai Lama's oldest brother Gyalo Thondup.
uo Goldstein 1989b,66. Spence 1991, 34-57.
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Plymouth and stayed near Aldershot.6r Two of the three, Tsarong and Kumbela, had a

peasant background and both had been associated with the military, Tsarong fell from

favour, but not from all his official positions, in L925 after, it has been alleged,

attempting a pro-British coup d'etat against the Dalai Lama. This event marked the

start of the slow decline of the British-trained military in Tibet.

By 1934 the dispute was largely confined to that between Kumbela and

Lungshar, in which Kumbela had the support of what was left of the Tibetan army.

Lungshar on the other hand came from a more respectable family and was able to

manoeuvre Kumbela out of power and into disgrace. Part of this involved laising

questions about the unexpected death of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama with the

implication that Kumbela had poisoned him. In Tibetan history accusations of

poisonings are extremely common and perhaps some of them were true. It is often

claimed that the majority of Dalai Lamas between the Fifth and the Thirteenth had been

poisoned, most likely by the Qing Ambans.ut It is true that most of them tended to die

unexpectedly just before assuming full power on adulthood. The Sixth Dalai Lama,

Tsangyang Gyatso (1683-1706), died at23, the Ninth, Luntok Gyatso (1806-1815), at

nine, the Tenth, Tshultrim Gyatso (1816-1837), at twenty-one, the Eleventh, Khedrrlp

Gyatso (1838-1856), at eighteen and the Twelfth, Trinle Gyatso (1856-1875), at

nineteen. The two main exceptions are the Seventh, Kesang Gyatso (1708-1151), and

the Eighth, Jampel Gyatso (1758-1804), Dalai Lamas.6't While these two lived fairly

long lives, they did not actually rule. Their reigns coincided with the pedod of greatest

Qing control over Tibet. The Seventh Dalaì Lama was even sent into exile by the Qing

Govenrment in 1728.64 The Thirteenth Dalai Lama had been born in 1876 and so was

in his late f,rfties when he died. This is perhaps a little eariy, but not unexpectedly so,

and the Thirteenth Dalai Lama lived about as long as the Seventh and Eighth Dalai

Lamas. It was reported in India that the Thirteenth Dalai Lama had been poisoned too

although no specific person was named.

Despite the fall of Kumbela, Lungshal did not survive in power for long. On

6' This might suggest the purpose of the trip was military help from Britain. Four of
the party were boys being sent to study at Rugby. See NYT May 11, 1913, 3:3:3.
ut Bell (1928, 124-5) discusses the alleged attempt to poison the Fifth Dalai Lama.
Richardson 1978, 24-5 discusses alleged poisonings in Shigatse.
ut For a list of Dalai Lamas and their dates see 

'Wang and Suo (1984, 182) or Sharma

and Sharma (1996, 5:26).
6a Petech 1950, 152. Thus the short-lived Dalai Lamas reigned durin,e the period the

Tibetans were gaining greater control over their own administration. If these men
were poisoned then it was probably done by the Tibetan regents rather than the Qing
Ambans.
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lr4ay 20 1934, Lungshar had his eyes put out and boiling oil poured into the sockets for

plotting against the Tibetan "Prime Minister" and "Cabinet".65 In the tradition of

Tibetan politics and the very personal nature of power in Lhasa, Lungshar''s son was,'

also blinded. Lungshar later died in prison with allegations, frequently reproduced in

the literature, that he was poisoned.66 These events demonstrate one of the main

features of traditional Tibetan politics. The disputes over power could have dire

consequences for those involved but there is little evidence of any particular ideological

influence in these struggles. The disputes were between the Dalai Lama's favourites ,

relying on traditional sources of suppolt such as the monasteries, the nobility and the

extended families of the participants. In this Tibetan politics does not differ in any

particular way from pre-modern politics in other countries including the West.67 It

does differ from modern politics in the vast majority of countries in which different

philosophical programs are put forward and supporled by a range of people drawn by

the appeal of the idea rather than merely personal links. Tibetan politics remained far

more limited (although of course the consequences could be very unfortunate for the

participants) than the "total" politics that have characterised the twentieth century.

Tibetan society simply lacked the intellectual basis for the solt of "total" politics

common in Europe since 1789.

6.9 The Death of the Panchen Lama

The Panchen Lama's detelmination to leturn to Tibet was reaffirmed in

February 1936 when half a million Mongolians, Tibetans and others gathered in the

Kumbum monastery in Qinghai. Yet again the Panchen Lama announced that he

intended to depart within a few weeks for Lhasa.6t On November 30, 1937 the

possibility of the Panchen Lama returning to power in Tibet vanished when the

Panchen Lama died while waìting for pelmission to enter Tibetan territory. He was 54

years old at the time. During his thirteen year stay in China he allegedly developed a

taste for a more 'Western style of life. The New York Tfines in its obituary (December

4, I93l) claimed that "[t]he Tashi Lama adopted Westem fashions in his exile, insisting

on shaking hands and riding about in expensive Amedcan-made autornobiles. He was

fond of American jazz music, motion pictures and the radio. He entet'tained in

Western style at the best hotels of China's international cities". It also claimed that the

ut Goldstein 1989b, 199-212. Richardson 1962,140-1. Shakabpa 1967,214-6.
uu NYT, May 3 r, 1934 9:2.
ut The one -qreat 

exception to the rule is provided by monotheism. Where politics
revolve around forms of Judaism, Christìanity or Islam, politics very quickly become

"modern", i.e. total, repressive and involving the entire population.
ut NYT, February 14, 1936, 10:5.
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Panchen Lama "had attempted to bring educational and administrative reforms" to

Tibet. This is somewhat unlikely but it does indicate that some people around the

Panchen Lama was well aware of the need to put forward a "plogressive" image. The

fact that what held up his return to Tibet was his insistence on an entourage of Chinese

offrcials and a Chinese escort was shown when the Tibetan administration in Lhasa

continued to refuse to let his followers take his corpse back to the Tashilhunpo

monasteïy for burial.6n This was despite a Chinese promise to the British that the

Chinese govetnment would "take the utmost care to see Panchen Lama's return to

Tibet gives rise to no international complications which might cause His Majesty's

Government or Govemment of India to suffer any disturbance of peace on account of

geographical propinquity."to For months the Panchen Lama's body was held up while

the Lhasan authorities would only offer to allow his body back if it was taken to l-hasa

without his retinue of followers, and soldierslt

The Tibetan tradition of bloody changes of power continured with the fall of the

Regent Reting in 1938.7r In the West this was presented as a conflict between "the

landed gently, the Young Tibet party, the heads of the three large monasteries neal'

Lhasa, the Tibetan capital, and the army."73 Whether the dispute was this complex or

just a struggle between personalities for private reasons is not as impoltant as the

representation of these events in the historical literature. Hugh Richardson, for

instance, has denied that there was anything like politics in Tibet and that ail Tibetans

were united in their respect for the Dalai Lama and the institutions that sumounded

him.7a There can be no question that the main benef,rciary of this view point is the

Dalai Lama himself and the Lhasan authorities. By denying that there was any political

disputes in Tibet the British Indian administration made it look as if their favoured

authority within Tibet was the undisputed government of all of Tibet. At the same

time the now traditional Chinese insistence that the Tibetans were faction-dven with a

large pro-China lobby in ttie Tibetan capital makes it looks as if their division of

Tibetan society into "plogressive/patriotic" and "reactionary" elements has a stronger

basis in Tibetan history than perhaps might be justified.

un NYT, August II, 1938,7:2.
to F 689/i 1/10. Sir H. Knatcltbull-Httgessen to Mr. Eden. Nanking, February 2,

1937. BDFA Part 2 Volume 44,342.
t' NYT, March 17 1938,9:5.
7? Reting monastery is about 100 kilometres north of Lhasa. The monastery was given

to the teacher of the 7th Dalai Lama and all subsequent reincarnations have been called

Reting Rimpoche. See Goldstein 1989b, 187n2.
t'NYT, August 29 1938,1:4.
7a Richards on 1962, 129.
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6.10 Finding liew Reincarnations

In the meantime the choice of the new Dalai Lama was a process that the

Chinese Government was determined to be involved in, or at least to be seen to be

involved in. It used the Westem media to report the Chinese side of the Tibetan story.

Early in 1939 Kong Xiangxie (H. H. Kung, who had married the eldest sister of Jiang's

wife), then President of the Executive Yuan of the Nanjing goveffrment, gave a lengthy

review of China's position to the People's Political Council. The text, which was given

to the foreign pless and reported in the New York Tintes, refened to Tibet and Xikang

as "great back territories'upon whose resources China could rely". Kong also stressed

the "necessity of leaving Tibet under the govemment of Tibetan political and religious

leaders".T-s There is no reason to think that the Chinese Govetnment could have

pursued any other course at this time given that their best means of influencing the

choice, the Panchen Lama, had died the previous year. Howevet the Panchen Lama's

letinue did put forward their own candidate for Dalai Lama, but there was apparently

no chance that the Lhasan authorities were going to accept their choice.76 Yet the

mere public declaration of the fact created an appeal'ance in the Western media that

China did have options in the matter.

It was extremely fortunate for the Chinese government that a delegation of

Tibetan monks saw a vision of the words "A Ka Ma" which strongly suggested that the

new Dalai Lama would be born outside Tibet proper ìn areas controlled by non-

Tibetans.TT Kong also tried to give the imptession that the Chinese Govemment was

involved in the choice of the new Dalai Lama. Thele were, according to Kong, three

candidates for Dalai Lama: two from "Tibet"fsic] and one from Qinghai. The New

York Tíntes reported Kong as claiming the Qinghai baby was "being escorted to Lhasa

by General Wu Chung-hsin, Chairman fof the] Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs

Commission, and Je-chen Hutuktu, Regent of Tibet, will supervise the drawing of

lots." This report is obviously derived from the Chinese Government with its claim

that the drawing of lots would take place at a time when the choice of the nerv Dalai

Lama had all but been made. Nol is there any good evidence that the Tibetans did

draw lots to choose among the candidates. When it was fkst reported, from Simla in

India, that the new Dalai Lama had been chosen, the report claimed that the child was

chosen by a "conclave or[sic] the leading Tibetan officials of Lhasa" i.vithout any

tt NYT, Febluary 24 1939,4:4.
tu NYT, June 4 1931,25:7.
tt Fot instance see NYT, May 28 i936, 10:6
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mention of the lottery.Ts Only later did the New York Tintes China correspondent

report the choice and claim "[b]y tradition the Dalai Lama's name is drawn from among

bamboo slips in a golden bowl" and that "fr]epresentatives of the Chinese Government

went to Lhasa from Chungking to witness the drawing."Te This is not quite the full

Chinese claim as it does not say the Chinese representatives supelvised the drawing,

just that they witnessed it. The use in this report of the Chinese form of the Tibetan

Regent Reting's name together with the Mongolian title Hutuktu is also a clear

ìndication of its origins. Nor was the Dalai Lama being escorted by any Nationalist

General; he was under the control of Ma Bufang, an independent warlord in Qinghai,

before being handed over to the Lhasan offìcials. Indeed the first Westerner to see the

new Dalai Lama, the American YMCA executive George Fitch, saw him half an hour

before he departed from Kumbum in Qinghai for Lhasa in September 1939.80

However the report did create an illusion of Chinese control over the process and so

backs up the central government's claims to control over Tibet.

The anival of the Dalai Lama in Lhasa in October 1939 was another grand

event which the Chinese contrived to have reported in a manner that best suited them.

In the New York Tintes the Dalai Lama was reported to have been born in a village in

China rather than in Tibet and so placed Qinghai within Chinese territory. However

the Chinese lepresentatives in Lhasa were down graded to be on a level, or worse,

with the British and Nepalese delegates. The paper's corespondent repofted that,

After visiting the Rigya monastery, the Dalai Lama was camied to a peacock

tent hung with brocade in the center of a large encampment, whete Blitish,

Nepalese and Chinese representatives paid him homage and, in the custom of

the Tibetans, presented scalves to him.8t

In this report the Chinese followed the British and Nepalese in precedence and,

worse from a Chinese perspective, were said to have paid homage to the Dalai Lama.

This report differed from the usual run of New York Tintes reports in that it did not in

any way even suggest that the Chinese ruled Tibet or that the Chinese were anything

other than another foreìgn power in the region. The main reason is probably that the

report came from a coffespondent in India lather than in China proper. In India even

American reporters were subject to much greater British influence.

tt NYT, September 15 1939,21:6
tn NYT, September 29 1939,12:6
to NYT, August I 1939,l'7:2.
tt NYT, Ocrober 9 1939,2L:7.
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The British were also struggling to get thek own versìon of the events out and

into the world's media. Hugh Richardson, then the British Representative in Lhasa,

wrote stories for the Tintes of London and the Associated Press of India about the

arrival of the new Dalai Lama ìn early October. Thele is no doubt that Richardson

reported the events faithfully, repeating some of the unusual details found in the

American repofts such as that the Dalai Lama was escorted by a group of Qinghai
Muslims on their way to Mecca. Richardson also said that the Dalai Lama was offered

scarves by the "British, Nepalese and Chinese representatives" but did not say that they

paid him homage. Originally Richardson did not even describe the Dalai Lama's

birthplace as being in China, but said it was in "ChTng-hai".8: His description of the

scene made the reliance of "official" Tibet on Chinese forms and material culture very

clear', although Richardson did not spell it out explicitly. The Dalai Lama was

"wearing a coat of yellow bt'ocade and a hat with a yellow conical crown." He was

catried in a "golden state palanquin" and "[a]t the door of a btight yellow enclosure he

was lifted out and led to a throne inside a gaily coloured reception tent, hung with

golden brocade."

This scene is probably best descr'ìbed as a Manchu-kitsch version of the

traditional Chinese treatment for an emperor. It is also a highly significant indicator of
the nature of Tibetan society. This wearing of old-fashioned and extremely expensive

clothing clearly divides the rulers from the ruled. It is, and is probably meant to be,

alienating to the mass of the population. The famous distinction between the soldiers

of the French Revolution and the old Monarchies is that the French soldier was

supposed to cany a Field Marshal's baton in his knapsack (i.e. that he might rise to the

highest positions in the Army). The average Tibetan could not hope to rise to wear

such brocade any more than the average Englishman could expect to ride in the

Queen's old-fashioned carriage.s3 This distinction is constantly made in the literature

when the Communists amive.sa Any Tibetan could reasonably hope to rise in the

Communist Party whose leadelship emphasised such hopes by wearirrg aggressively

plain clothing. As part of the modernising process of World War II not only would the

8r His report published in the Tintes on Novemb er 4 1939 did refer to the Dalai Larna
as being from "the distant Chinese province of Silling [Hsining]".
83 Except of course if they 'uvere chosen as childlen to be important Incarnations like
the Dalai Lama. Petech (1973,16) rvrites "The administlative machinery functioned as

a partnelship betlveen clelgy and nobility; no commoner was normally admitted to
middle or high office."
8r Especially in films on Tibet where the distinction between the pre-1950 clothes and
the post-1959 drabness is obvious.
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British Prime Minister not wear the Victorian frock coats conìmon until that time, but

he would wear his "romper suit" or a military uniform.ss British Army offrcers too

would give up their cavalry breeches, play down signs of rank and generally flatten out

the obvious signs of command.s6 Just as the wearing of cavalry breeches indicates an

unwillingness to deal with the brutality of the modern world (at least according to Paul

FussellsT) so does the wearing of brocade indicate, in the ctcumstances unfofiunate, an

attachment to the past.

In the meantime the Chinese goveffrment continued to ignore these accounts

and push its own version of events on the Westem pl'ess. On January 27, 1940, the

Nevv York Tintes reported that the Chinese govemment in Chongqing had received a

telegram fi'om Reting which "expressed [Reting's] grateful acceptance of his

Chungking[sic] appointment as special commissioner to supervise the installation of

the new Dalai Lama to rule over the theocratic Tibetan domain." The previous year

(October 14, 1939) the New York Tintes had reported that the Kashag had sent a

teleglam to the British Indian administration via the Political Officer in Sikkim

thanking "the British Government and the Viceroy and Govemment of India for their

messages wishing the new Dalai Lama long life and prosper-ity duling his reign."8t The

earlier report included a statement from the Kashag claiming that the Qinghai candidate

was defrnitely the right one, while the later report from Chìna claimed that the new

Dalai Lama had not even been chosen yet. Indeed the Chinese Executive Yuan only

"appoìnted" the Qinghai boy as Dalai Lama on Janr-rary 3I 1940 "in accordance with a

petition of the Mongolian Tibetan Affairs Commission".se The Chinese government

even took time out from the war with Japan to vote four hundred thousandyucut to the

Lhasan administration to pay for the enthronement of the fourteenth Dalai Lama.e0

Despìte the problems of building a new China, the Nationalist government had clearly

learnt that the only way to win support in Tibet's major institutions was to play the role

of Patron to the religious hierarchy.

85 As would both Hitler and Stalin.
86 Fussell 1989, 6-7. Ellis 1990b, 90.
87 Fussell 1989, 7. Quoted in Chapter Four.
88In theory the Kashag r.vas Tibet's highest administrative body under the Dalai Lama.

It usually consisted of four officials. See Goldstein 1989b, 13-6.
*n NYT, Janualy 31, 1940,8:3.
no NYT, February 6,1940,I4:2.
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Chapter Seven: Tibet During the Second World War

1.I Introduction

The period from 1937 to 1945 was, even for the Tibetans, dominated by the

Second World War. This is a period with a wealth of Western documentation dealing

with diplomacy over Tibet. While the fighting never reached Tibet as such, there are

celtainly materials that deal with the war and its impact on Tibet. Thele are even

larger groups of documents that deal with China, which emetged flom 'World War II

with a new and enhanced status. China entered the war too weak to prevent a minor

power like Japan taking large parts of the North East. China ended the war as one of

the five veto powers in the United Nations. There is still no convincing explanation for

why this occurred. However this thesis will not concentrate on those issues so much

as the general theme of the impact of modern politics, technology and communication

on Tibet and its neighbours. Most of the dealings of the Lhasan administration with

Britain and Ametica revolved around the construction of roads through Tibet to China.

There are a large number of British and Amelican documents dealing with these road

proposals. There are also personal recollections, often by China scholars of some note

and, of course, a wealth of documents on the war itself. In the end no such roads u,ere

constructed, nor was any sizeable amount of Western aid delivered to China through

Tibet. The general mobilisation for the war and the need to support the Nationalists

did, however, cause the British to rethink their lelations with Tibet.

7 .2 The New Geography of War

After the Marco Polo Bridge Incident on July J, I93J, the Japanese Imperial

Army had advanced down China's coastline and into China's interior, usually along

China's major rivels. By and large their advance was restdcted to areas with good

transportation, which also meant that the Japanese were in possession of most of

China's industrial base.t The Chinese Nationalist Government withdrew into Sichuan

in the south-west of China and set up its wafiime capital at Chongqing, taking

considerable amounts of industrial plant and material r.vith them. The critical issues for

the Nationalist -qovelïment lvere simple sulvival in the face of the greatly superior

Japanese military, and the control over the parts of China the Japanese had not yet

occupied. Most of these areas were of no parlicular economic importance, were very

isolated and lacked any form of modern transportation. Indeed the Japanese

' De Crespigny 1992, 147-9. See also Ellis 1999, 457-8
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occupation had been up the larger rivers and along China's new railway lines, stopping

only where modem transport was diffrcult. The Japanese did not control the ateas the

Nationalists did, precisely because these regions lacked proper transport and had no

economic importance. The other defining feature of those parts of China the Japanese

left alone was that they were usually inhabited by minorities.

In the first years of the war the Nationalist war effort received most of its
support from the Soviet Union and Germany. The United States only provided

significant amounts of aid from 1940 onwards.r The first order of business for the

Nationalists was to try to manage to survive on their own resources. In order to do so

the Chinese government began to think of exploiting more effectively the resources of

the regions where they still retained some degree of control. The purpose of this

would be to create a self-sufhcient Chinese regime in those parts of China not

controlled by the Japanese. One of these legions, where the Nationalists did not

actr.rally exercise any pal'ticular degree of authority, was Tibet. There were no specially

valuable economic resources produced in Tibet itself in 1937. Indeed one of the t-ew

occasions on which Tibetans contlibuted anything to the war effort was in 1938 when

a group of Tibetans presented the Nationalist government with 10,000 sheep skins said

to be worth 500,000 Nationalist dollars.3 It is not even clear whether they came from

Tibet proper or from Xikang or Qinghai. It was not a great contribution for a region

larger than all of westem Europe and a good indication of the undeveioped nature of

the Tibetan economy.

In late January 1940 Jiang Jieshi (Chiang Kai-shek), the leader of the

Nationalist Government, announced that the Chinese govemment would be hastening

measures to consolidate Chìnese control over Tibet in order to make "that formerly

semi-independent state" an integral part of Nationalist China. The ploblem with this

was that Jiang also insisted that China had to preserve good relations with Britain,

France and the Soviet Union. Any level of incleased Nationalìst control over Tibet,

Xinjiang or even Yunnan would annoy one or other of these governments. Jiang's

response was to reassure the British that the "intensìfication of Chinese penetration of

Tibet will not mean any discrimination against British interests in that region".r The

logical implication of this is that the traditional way of life in these regions would be

fundamentally altered. Just as oil development in Alaska brought thousands of

En_elish-speaking non-Native Americans to that state, development of the "base areas"

t Cohen 1961,559. Hsü 1995, 600
t NYT, November 28, 1938, 6:3.
* NYT, January 31, 1940, 8:3.
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of the Nationalist government would seriously affect their ethnic balance and political

systems. In a sense the Nationalist govemment was faced with a choice between the

lesser of two evils. Either the Nationalists could fail to mobilise their resources

properly, in which case they might lose the war, or they could exploit every region and

resource available to them, in which case they would destloy whatever remained of the

local autonomy of the remote regions they still held on to. This was never much of a

choice for the Nationalists simply because their commitment to autonomy for China's

minorities was at best paper-thin. But, even if there had been a much deeper belief in

the wisdom of leaving minority regions alone, no nation would have done so if it meant

detracting from its war effoú.

If Tibet had no significant natural rssources to contribute to the Chinese war

effort, it did occupy a place in the world of some strategic importance, standing

between British India and China proper. As such it had potential for the transport of

supplies from the West to the Nationalists. The few foreign supplies available had to

reach the interiot of China while avoiding the Japanese. This meant that there were

teally only three routes available to the Nationalists, The first was the French

Vietnam-to-Yunnan railroad which ran fi'om Haiphong to Hanoi, up the Red River

valley to Kunming. The second was the Burma road which was opened on December

2, lg38 and connected Kunming with Lashio and Mandalay.s The third was overlancl

fi'om the Soviet Union via Xinjiang. The Red River railway line was cut in 1940 when

the Japanese pressured the Vichy government into granting the Japanese military bases

in French Indochina. The Chinese had spent a great deal of effort to improve the road

to Burma. It ran over some of the worst terrain in China wìth the average height of the

Yunnan plateau being about two thousand metres. The British had repeatedly carried

out surveys of the legion in order to build a lailway from Burma to counter the French

Red River railway, but did not find a feasible route.6 In the early years of the Sino-

Japanese War the Nationalist goveüìment had built a road through Yunnan using the

labour of some 150,000 workers.T Trucks dìd lun over this route for a while but the

Japanese eventually pressuled the British into closing the Burma road.8 For a short

while this was successful and the Nationalists were virtually cut off from contact with

the West.

'Spence 1990,458.
u British proposals for a road to Yunnan from Burma go back at least to 1861. Lord
Curzon vetoed the extension of the railway from Lashio (in the northern Shan States)

to China in 1901. For details of the route and the construction see Leach 1940, 10-4.
7 

See Henry H. Douglas inTlrc Nev, YorkTintes, August 6, 1939,4:5:3.
t On" person who drove trucks over this l'oute was Rhoads Murphey. See lvlurphey
(1994). See DSB July 20 1940, 3:56:36 for the American response to the closure.
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China clearly needed to hnd alternative routes along which military supplies

could reach the Nationalist Army. The obvious choice was for a route via Xinjiang.

However in l94L the province was controlled by a pro-Soviet but ethnically Chinese

regime which was not keen to see the Nationalist government re-establish central

control over the region.e The next choice was for a road fulther to the west of Burma

running through Tibet. The level of road infrastructure in Tibet was negligible with

what little long distance movement of goods being done by animals including yaks and

sheep. This was clearly a problem for the Chinese who had been quick to adopt

railways for the conttol of their outlying regions. Even where the Qing government

had opposed railway construction until yielding to foreign demands, the constrLrction

of modern transport had decisively reversed the traditional weakness of the central

government in places such as Mongolia and Manchutia. Indeed Manchuria was

gradually swamped by ethnically Chinese settlers who expanded along ihe Russian-

built railway lines. Inner Mongolia was even more thotoughly changed with the

northwald expansion of Chinese farming estimated at ten miles a year.'o These

technological changes had been intloduced virtually at bayonet-point by for-eign

powers ovet the objections of the Han popLrlation and the ManchLr goveüìment. Yet

the ethnic Chinese who formed the central core of China's population were the greatest

beneficiaries of the changes at the expense of the minorities who occupied rhe

periphelies. Since the Han dynasty Mongolia had been more ot' less continually

occupied by hostile nomadic groups. Now lailways and trucks were to give an over-

whelming advantage to the government of richer agdcultural regions who could afford

and maintain sophisticated equipment.rr The local autonomy of all the peripheral

regions of the world was weakening in the face of railways and telegraph*.t' Since the

war closed off the more promising areas of development in China, it was obvious that ,

it was only a matter of time before the Chinese brought these changes to Tibet, ,

Proposals to build a railway to Tibet had been made at ìeast as far back as 1907 when

the Qing court had considered proposals to build such a railway, to convert Tibet into

a regulal province and to enrol Tibetans in the armyl3

n Wu 1940,232-7. Benson lgg},2l-9. Lattimole 1962,203-4.
ro Lattimole 196?,203.

" Even the cost of gunpowder gave an advantage to wealthier, and agricultural,
nations, as was noted by Adam Smith as long ago as 1779. See Smith 1909 470-1.

't One of the reasons Younghusband's 1904 Expedition did not go as planned rvas that
Younghusband had to dlag a tele-sraph line after him. London was constantly
demanding leports and issuing instructions. The days 'uvhen Nelson could ignore his
orders were long over. For the extension of the telegraph to Lhasa see King (1924).
tt NYT Feblualy 20, 1907,4:3. In the event the Chinese still have not built a railway
to Tibet.
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During 1941 the National govelrrment received a boost in support when

America abandoned its previous neutral policy in favour of "leaning to one side" and

opposing the Axis powers. President Roosevelt introduced the Lend-Lease Act into

Congress in January 1941. In that same month, before the Act was passed, Lauchlin

Currie was sent to China to assess what the Nationalists needed.ra Also in January, the

American government approved Colonel Claire Chennault's plan to obtain fighter

planes from America to fight in China.rs Indeed the American govemment was so

strongly in favour of this plan that they gave Chennault 100 P-40s which had been

intended for the British Royal Air Force. Chennault was allowed to recruit some 100

American pilots and 150 ground crew for the American Volunteer Group (a.k.a. the

"Flying Tigers"). On April 15 l94I Roosevelt authorised any reserve pelsonnel from

the Amerjcan armed services to join the AVG. On May 6 President Roosevelt

declared, in accordance with the Lend-Lease Act passed on Malch llth, that the

defence of China was vital to the defence of the United States. However this clearly

put more pressure on the Chinese logistics. Airplanes require large amounts of fuel

and many spare pafts to keep them flyìng. The initial American plan was to provide

technical support to the Chinese government in constrr"rcting and maintaining the

Burma road. In 1941 the American govelïment even set aside fifteen million dollals to

construct a railway from Burma to China burt the Japanese advanced too rapidly and

conquered Burma before any progress had been made]6

In early 1941 the British Ambassador to China was told that Jiang Jieshi had

given orders that a road be built flom Sichuan to Assam in British India vir¿ what the

Tibetans might call Tibetan tenitory. The initial Chinese suggestion, dated February

22, 194I, was for a highway from Xichang in Xikang to Sadiya in India vin Yungning

(or Yakala) and Teching (or Rima) in Yunnan and via Yenching (Yanjing) and ChayLr

in Xikang.rT The British Ambassador's recommendation was that the British "should

not allow outmoded political conceptions to stand in the way of progress". These

conceptions seem to have been a fear of Chinese invasion of, or interference ìn, Assam

'' SDB April t5, 1944 359.

't Chennault was the leader of the US Army Air Corp's acrobatic team when he rvas

offered a job with the Chinese Aidolce by the Chinese Nationalist government. On

April 30 L937 he took early retirement and left for China the next day. See Deighton
t994,515-9.
'u SDB April 15, 1944,360. The Japanese also had their communication problems

once they were established in Burma. This is r,vhat led to the construction of the now

infamous Thai -B urma Railway.
t' Mer,rorrtnclunt front the Ministtt, of Foreign Affairs, Febnntt 22, 1941. BDFA
Part 3 Volume 4, FCRFEA 16, 98.
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and British support for Tibetan autonomy within the framework of Chinese

suzerainty.'t As the plan was reported ìn the Westerr press, the Chinese would build a

road from Ningyuan (Xichang) across what the Chinese claimed was southern Xikang

into British Assam to meet the railway at Sadiya. The road would head more or less

directly westward from China and not pass through any part of what the Chinese

claimed was Tibet. The New York Tintes (Wednesday, March 19, l94L) claimed that

differences with the British over the boundaries between Xikang and Tibet "are

expected to be ironed out without difficulty."

To some extent the British were prepffed to support this scheme and to

pressure the Tibetans into agreeing to it. There is little doubt that by early 1941 the

Chinese were probably in need of new routes to the outside world. The Japanese,

while not yet at war with any European country, were certainly putting pressure on the

French to close the railroad from Vietnam to Yunnan and the British to close the

Burma road. The route thlough Xikang was just one of sevelal schemes including a

highway from India to southem Xinjiang viaLeh and Khotan or Gilgit and Hunza.re

However there is little doubt that the main driving force in China was an attempt to get

the British and Americans to agree to a rcassertion of Chinese rule in Tibet.

By 1942 the negotiations with the British were not going well. V/hìle the

administrations of China, Tibet and Britain were in basic agreement about the road,

thele was a great deal of dispute about the desire of the Chinese to survey the route on

the ground and to send workers into Tibet. At the same time the British were

concemed to get the Chinese to agree to striking a tripartite deal which would have

made it appear that Tibet was an independent govemment with the same status as

China. In discussions between Dr. Lone Liang and Sir Eric Teichman on September

15, 1942, the main issues were the problem of finance, which currency would be used

for repayments, the routes through Tibet, supervision of the route and the negotiation

of canier contracts with the Tibetans.r0 Each of these, except the first two, had

implications fol Tibetan independence. The British initially prefened a route that

't In 1943 the British Indian government decided to enforce their claims in Assam and

sent out J. P. Mills to determine just where the border that they claimed was. He was

also given orders to find a route for a "really good motor road right up to Tibet", See

Mills (1950) fol a discussion of the process, There had been a number of British
reports suppofiing a road or a railway thlough the NEFA region and into China since

1907 at least. See Choudhury 1977 , 182-3.

" F 8497178/10. BDFA Parr 3 Volume 6, FCRF.EA 20, 122-3.
=o F 7 16917 8l L0 . hte¡-view at Waiclúaopu befiveen Dr. Lone Licutg and Sir Eric
Teiclmtan. Septentber 15, 1942. BDFA Part 3 Volume 6. FCRFEA 20,127-2.
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avoided Tibetan territory altogether, going through Fort Herlz in Burma.r' The

Chinese government attempted to get Chinese officials placed along the route. A

precedent was probably the use of Russians (and then Japanese) along the South

Manchurian railway. This allowed a sizeable foreign military presence in Manchuria

without actually formally infringing Chinat sovereignty.r2 Naturally, given China's

claim to rule Tibet, the Chinese declined to negotiate contracts with the Tibetans

directly.

The main issue at stake was the support of the Tibetan government. The

British declined to become involved in the project if the Lhasan administration dìd not

support it. The route proposed by the Chinese skirted the very edge of Tibet and in

fact may not have crossed any territory controlled by the Tibetans at all. The route

suggested by the British certainly did not cross any part of Tibet. Given the heavy

reliance of the Tibetans on the British (and the only alternative being the Chinese) it is

unlikely they would have been able to persist in their objections in the face of British

pressure.t' Exactly how concerned the Britìsh were for the feelings of the Tibetans (or

perhaps how determined they were to avoid appearing to support China's claims in

Tibet) was shown by their objection to surveyors on the ground. The surveying for the

route should be done, according to the British, by air and the Chinese should not send

any offîcials to look for viable routes if the Tibetans were unwilling to have them. The

Blitish objected to the fact that the Chinese did initially send a party to survey the

route on foot.la These two parties, one surveying the northern route and entering

India vi¿ Chayu, the other surveying the southern route into Burma, were expected to

cross into British territory in late August Ig4I.2s At no time were the Tibetans able to

prevent, halt, anest, or impede these parties even though they had expressed strong

objections to their passage. It is therefore an open question as to how far the Tibetans

controlled the route. Like the Chinese, the Tibetans also had their claims about what

they thought they rightfully controlled, which did not necessarily reflect what they

actually did rule.

The othel transport option for the Chinese was an air route from Xikan-e to

rr Enclosule to F 11222/846110. BDFA Part 3 Volume 4, FCRFEA 16,99.

" Hsü 1995, 34'7-8. Spence 1990, 251.
13 Just as the Chinese wele forced to agree to the tems granted to the Soviet Union by

the Yalta Conference r,vithout the support of the Americans.

'* F 6966/8 46110. Mr. Eden to Sir A. Cla* Kerr. Foreign Office, JuIt¡ 30, 1941 .

BDFA Part 3 Volume 4, FCRFEA, Supplement to 16, 317.
t't F 7968/8 46/10. Sir A. Ctark Kerr to Mr. Eden. Chwtgkirtg, AugtLst 19, l94l .

BDFA Part 3 Volume 4, FCRFEA, Supplement to 16, 319.
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Brjtish Assam. The main supply route for most of the war was by air, "over the

Hump" (i.e. the Himalayas) from British India to China. Given the extreme heights,

this route clearly was not going to provide a huge amount of supplies. According to

the American State Department a C-87 transport plane could carry four tons of 100-

octane fuel into China, but needed three and a half tons to do so.t6 The British Indian

administration was willing to go alon-q with this plan to some extent. However the

route was roughly the same as that for the Xikang-India highway. The British were

willing to agree to a Calcutta Kunming route as long as reciprocal services were

granted to a British airline.rT This would appeff to have been the beginning of the

famous "Hump" supply route to China. The main alternative road route was the

southern route to Burma. On February 9, L942, the British embassy in China reported

that the Chinese had agreed to the southern route. The Chinese would build the

eastern section of the road from Xichang to Chongtian whìle the Blitish would build a

road between Ledo and Myitkyinavialangtao and Sr-rmprabum.28

Although the idea for a road through Tibet had not worked out, it was not

formally dropped until July lg42.2e However othel ideas for supplies to reach China

via Tibet continued to be discussed. The main alternative was for supplies to be sent

to China via pack-train (i.e. by mule) which would avoid the need to build a special

road. Before the war the state of communications between China proper and Tibet

was such that even mule trains had not provided transport in the region.3O Quite heavy

pressLlre was put on the Tibetan govefirment to agree to pack trains. In March 1942,

the British informed Lhasa that "Tibet could make a distinct contribution for freedom

and civilisation and conld best protect her own future interest by coming forward to

help His Majesty's Govemment and China."3l The Tibetans refused to co-operate on

the grounds that if they allowed war materials to pass through Tibet other countries

would attempt to follow suit. Presumably they were worried that the Chinese would

tuDSB, April 15 1944,362.
t' F 19681846/10. Sir A. Clark Kerr to Mr. Eclen. Cluuryking, Attgust 19, l94l .

BDFA Part 3 Volume 4, FCRFEA, Supplement to 16, 319.
ts F l45ol78/10. Mr. Allen to Mr. Eclen. Clu,mgking, Febnmr1,9, 1942. BDFA Part
3 Volume 5, FCRFEA,17,56.
='F 4958178110. Mr. Seyntour to Mr. Eclen. Clumgking, Jult 10, 1942. BDFA Part 3
Volume 5, FCRFEA, 19, 283.
to Robert Ekvall discusses the problem in NYT, October 16, 1938, 10:8:4. Pack

animals rvere impoftant in the trade r,vith India. The traditional route involved a large
number of animals. F. Spencer Chapman (1953 93-5) counted between 1200 and 1300

pack animals in one day.

" F 34701G. Mr Eden to Vìscotutt Halifax. Foreigtt Office, Mcnt 15, 1942 . BDFA
Part 3 Volume 5,63.
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send military goods the other way and perhaps leave some in Tibet. This was far more

important than it had been in 1941 because in April 1942 the British Army had

collapsed in Burma and the Burma road was closed.3r Wor-se still the vast majority of

supplies passing along the Burma road had been lost.

Whether the British administration in India lent quite as heavily on the Tibetans

as they claimed, the Tibetan administration was still not willing to allow war material

to pass through Tibet. What they would agree to was non-lethal goods such as

medical supplies, lubricating oils, and mail.33 As these are "dual-use" goods the

Tibetan objection to being involved in the war effort was not exactly total. The

Chinese government claimed that even if little material could be moved through Tibet it

would be a morale boost for the Chinese soldiers to see that something was getting

through.3a There are some reasons fol suspicion of the Chinese attitude at this time.

Right through 1942 the Chinese goveffrment continued to suggest that routes to the

west of their "line of control" should be used and to insist that Chinese Ministry of

Communication specialists supervise the route?s

7.3 Renewed British Pressure on China

There are just as many teasons to be suspicious of the motives of the British

government. In a telegraph from Anthony Eden to Sir H. Seymour on June 7, 1942,

the Brìtish Foreign Secretary claimed that the Tibetans had "every moral right to their

independence,...., and we are committed to support them in maintaining it".36 This

appears on first sight to indicate a major shift in Brjtish policy which had not been to

support Tibetan independence but Tibetan autonomy. In practise the distinction was a

tt spence 1990, 470-1.
33 Enclosure 3 to F 5220178110. Slr E. Teiclmtan to Dr. Liang. Cluutgking, Jrtly 2,

1942. BDFA Part 3 Volume 5, FCRFEA 19,281.

" F 38721I2891G. Telegramfront Sir H. Seynrcur to Mr. Eden, May 22, 1942.
BDFA Part 3 Volume 5, FCRFEA 18,Il2.
tt For instance see F 5897 l18ll0. Telegram front Sir H Seyntour to Mr. Eclen, August

19, 1942. BDFA Part 3 Volume 5, FCRFEA 19,291 F 6533178110. Slr H. Set'ntour
to Mr. Eden. Chwtgkfug, Augttst 19, 1942. BDFA Palt 3 Volume 5, FCRFEA, 19,

296-304. In the event there was at least one trip made from Tibet into China with a

pack train under the supervision of the United States Army. In June 1944 Lieutenant

Robert R. Forsyth and Sgt. James Taylor arrived in Kunming after a twenty one day

trek, covering 450 miles with fifty horses and fifty mules. There is no evidence that the

route played any significant role in World War IL Mules did play a role elservhere,

notably in ltaly, but not over such distances. See Ellis 1999,245-7.

'u F 4095178110. Tetegrantfront Mr. Eden to Sir H. Sqnnott, June 7, 1942. BDFA
Part 3 Volume 5, FCRFEA 18, 173.
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minor one given the degree of autonomy the British wanted for Tibet. However Eden

may well have been moving towards recognition of the Tibetan government; if so he

was probably alone in this. He went on to say that the British had "offered India

virtual independence, and it is for the Chinese to do as much for Tibet".3t The end of

British rule in India was not far off and in 1942 Churchill, under pressure from the

Americans, had declared that the Indians would get self-government after the war. In

a famous comment, on July 28 1942, King George VI, after a lunch with Churchill,

wrote in his diary, "[Churchill] amazed me by saying his colleagues & both, or all 3,

parties in Parlt. were quite plepared to give India to the Indians after the war."38 Eden,

as Chulchill's son-in-law, perhaps knew more about Bfitish Indian policy than most. It

follows that any long-term British interest in Tibet was declining along with the

prospects of continued British rule in India. What the British did expect from the

Chinese was "a more definite and public undertaking of their intention to respect

Tibetan autonomy and to refrain from interference with the internal administlation of

the country."re This was nothing more than a continuation of the traditional British

Indian polìcy of getting the Chinese to agree to Tibetan autonomy undet a formula that

closely resembled the Simla Convention. Natulally while the Chinese claimed they had

nothing against the proposal in theory, in practise they were not willing to make such a

declaration. The British Home govemment was only willing to push this issue so far.

Although there was no let up in their attitude towards Tibetan independence, they

continued to try to avoid controversial issues. The most obvious one was the question

of Tibetan independence. By September 5,1942 the British Ambassador to China was

recommending to the Home government not to push for a tripartite agreement

precisely because it would raise the controversial issue of Tibet's status.ao Presumably

the British did not think that raising the issue would be helpful as far as the war effort

was concerned, and perhaps did not think the Tibetans had a strong case. The need for

a tripartite agreement was more ìn line with the thinking of the British administlation in

India.

When the American Secretary of State tried to find out what was going on wìth

the Tibetan loute proposal, Roosevelt's personal representative in India repolted that

t' F 40951181I0. Telegrantfrortt Mr. Eden to Sir H. Seyntour, Jwrc 7, 1942. BDFA
Part 3 Volume 5, FCRFEA 18,174.
38 Wheeler-Bennett 1958, 703.
t'F 4095178/IO. Telegrantfrom Mr. Eclen to Sir H. Seyntottr, June 7, 1942. BDFA
Parl3 Volume 5, FCRFEA 18, 173.
*o 

See F 6302,78110. Slr H. Setntottr to Mr. Eden. Chwtgking, Septentber 5, 1942.

BDFA Part 3 Volume 5, FCRFEA 19,294. F 6301,/78110. Sir H. Seltntourto Mr.

Eclen. Chtmgkfug, Septentber 5, 1942. BDFA Palt 3 Volume 5, FCRFEA 19,294-5.
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the Chinese and Brjtish Indian administration were both blaming each other for Lhasa's

attitude. The key, as far as the Government of India was concerned, was the need to

obtain 'Joint arrangements with both Chinese and Tibetan Governments".4l Given the

British objections to the Chinese attitude and the problems with Tibetan obstruction

(which may or may not have been closely connected), the plan for a road was

ultimately dropped although discussions about the use of Tibetan routes continued for

some time. The next step for the Chinese government was to threaten the use of force

in Tiber. On 22 April 1943 British diplomats in Sichuan reported that Jiang Jieshi had

given orders to the govemor of Xikang, Liu Wenhui, to move soldiers up to the

Tibetan border. The British suspected that the Chinese were going to attempt to use

force to bling Tibet back under their control.a2 As Liu and his Twenty-Fourth Army

were more or less independent there was probably little chance of that.

At this time the Japanese Army was operating on a relatively small scale, but

virtually unhindered, acl'oss much of China proper. In April 1943 the Blitish Embassy

reported that the Japanese Army attempted to create a "scorched earth" belt along the

western bank of the Salween dver in Yunnan and the Japanese army had advanced

more of less unopposed north of the Yangzi river in an attempt to ptotect their lines of

communication to Yichang.a3 The Brìtish were therefore unimpt'essed with the use of

Chinese troops against the Tìbetans. On }r/;ay 7,1943, Sir Anthony Eden wrote to the

British ambassador to America and told him that British "obligations to Tibetan

Government requile that we give them diplomatic suppoft against any Chinese military

aggression".u4 Eden blamed the Chinese insistence on treating Tibet as a vassal State

as the caLrse for the problems with the supply route. He admitted that the Tibetans had

refused to allow supplies through unless they were guaranteed that no military supplies

would be sent, no Chinese supervisors would be allowed along the route, and that a

tripartite agreement should be signed between the Tibetans, the Chinese and the

Br-itish. But the British Ambassador was told to ask the Americans to support the

British in detening the Chinese govelrrment from any military action. In Eden'.s words

"since, in view of our commitments to the Tibetans, it would be intolerable for India to

t' 893.2411520. Ttrc Personctl Representcttive of Presiclent Roosevelt in Inditt
(Phillips) to the Secretart' of State, Febntaty 8, 1943. FRUS, 1943,621.

'= F 2I741254110 sir H. seyntotu'ro Mr. Eden. Clumgking, April 5, 1943. BDFA

Part 3 Volume 6, FCRFEA 22,283'
tt F 217412541),0. Sir H. Setntourto Mn Eclen. Chtntgking, April 5, 1943. BDFA

Part 3 Volume 6, FCRFEA 22,283.
rt F 22451401L0. Mr Eden to viscotutt Halifat Foreign office, 7th Ma\" 1943 .

BDFA Palt 3 Volume 6, FCRFEA,22.290-1.
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be used as a source or channel of war supplies to China for an attack on Tibet",as

When confronted by the British concerns about any military actions, the Chinese

Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs was repofted on May 8th as denying any

knowledge about troop movements but insisted that Tibet was pafi of China.aó On that

same day the British Ambassador consulted with Hugh Richardson who had talked to

the Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs Commission. Richardson reported that orders had

been given for troops to be sent to Tibet to "neutralise unsatisfactory elements".

However these orders had been given to the Governots of Yunnan, Xikang and

Qinghai, They had either refused to do so or had only moved a token force somewhat

closer to Tibet.aT

In later discussions between the Chinese and Btitish repolted to London on

May 11, the Chinese admitted that there were no military considet'ations to be taken

into account. The issue was purely one of prestige, as well as trying to bring Tibet

"into line with modern conditions and enabling them to make a greater contribution to

the war effort".as On the British side the main conceffr seems to have been that the

issue would "raise the political question of the statLrs of Tibet".ae There was absolutely

no desire by the British to do this or even any real desire to discuss the issue with the

Chinese. This suggests that the British were well awale that their view of Tibetan

autonomy was not widely shared, much less shared by the Chinese. There is certainly

nothing to suggest that the British considered Tibet an independent state at this time or

the issue simply would not have arisen, at least in the folm it did. Chinese threats to

Tibetan autonomy had to be dealt with by quiet diplomacy. Chinese threats to Tibetan

independence could be met by any number of device such as a mutual non-aggression

pact with the Tibetan government. The fact that the British did not even try to assert

that Tibetan independence was threatened, suggests they did not think it existed at this

time. The few talks that did take place between the British and the Chinese suggest

that the British were only interested in asserting Tibetan autonomy. On July 28, 1943,

the British Foreign Secletary Anthony Eden and the Chinese Minister of Foreign

Affairs Dr Song Ziwen (T. V. Soong), held talks in which the subject was raised. Eden

rt F 2245140/10. Mr Eden to viscount Halifat Foreigt office,7tlt Mav, 1943 .

BDFA Part 3 Volume 6, FCRFEA,22,290-I'
tu 

,S¡r H. Se.ttntottr to Mr. Eden. Chtmgking, Stlt Mcty, 1943 . BDFA Part 3 Volume 6,

FCRFEA 22,29T-2.
*t There may not have been any real basis to these British concerns. The poor state of

British information at this time cannot be underestimated. The British Ambassador, for

instance, referred to the rvarlord Ma Bufeng as General Mapu Oeng.
t' F 24L8140/10. Sir H. se¡unottr to Mr. Eden. clnmgking, I lth Ma1t, 1943. BDFA

Part 3 Volume 6, FCRFEA 22,364.
*n BDFA Part 3 Volume 6, FCRFEA 22,399.
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claimed that "Tibet must be recognized to have autonomy under Chinese suzerainty".s0

Presumably the verb "must" applied to the Chinese and not to the British. This

conversation was first reported to the Americans by the British, but the Chinese were

not slow to put their side of the story to the United States government. Song had

returned to China and held discussions with the American Ambassador by September

26.

The fact that the British had claimed in the strongest terms their interest in a

united and powerful China did have the desired effect on the Chinese. Song claimed

that Tibet was an integral part of China, that relations between the Tibetan authorities

and Chinese authorities were an internal matter and that the British government should

not raise the matter with the Chinese government. He went on to deny there were

large numbers of troops massing on the Tibetan border, or that there were any serious

tensions with the Lhasan administration, and claimed that if there were, the matter

would be dealt with as with any other palt of China.s' Gauss, the American

Ambassador asked about how many Chinese even knew Tibet existed. But for the

Americans, the Tibetan problem was clearly related to a raft of othel border issues.

Gauss also wanted to know if the Chinese legarded Mongolia in the same light and

what was the Chinese attitude to Korea and Indochina. The official response was that

Mongolia was much the same as Tibet and definitely part of China, but that Korea and

Indochina were not and after the war should be put undel some soft of international

trusteeship.s2

It is pelhaps a measure of the growing importance of the United States that not

only the British and Chinese Governments wanted to give their side of the story to the

Americans, but so did the British Indian administration. The Indian government sent

an Aide-Mémoire to the Department of State which reproduced a full account of the

British Indian position. It included the claim that the Tibetans had been under the

suzerainty of the Manchu Empire but that since the Chinese Republic had refused to

ratify the Simla Convention, the Tibetans considered themselves independent. The

Government of India position was that "Tibet is a separate country in full enjoyment of

local autonomy, entitled to exchange diplomatic representatives with other powers".s3

to Mentorandtun of Cotn,ersation, blt the Clúef of tlrc Ditision of Far Eastent Affairs
(Ballantine), Au-qust 5,1943. FRUS, 1943,84.
t' 740.0011 Pacific Warl346l. Tlrc Antbassador to Cltina (Gcntss) to î|rc Secretan, of
State, Sept.26, 1943. FRUS, 1943, 134.
5t 7 rL.931538.5. Mentorandtun of Conversation, 14' tlrc Adviser of Political Relatiotts

(Hontbeck). FRUS, 1943, 134-5.
tt 893.2411594. The Britislt Entbass.v Ío the Depcu'tnrcnt of State. Aide Méntoire.
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Furthermore the British administration in India claimed that the admission that Tibet

was under Chinese suzerainty would not be tantamount to an admission that Tibet was

a province of China. The British Indian Govemment also claimed that the status of

Tibet could not be unilaterally decided by the Chinese, but was a subject to ìre

negotiated with the Tibetans during which the Lhasan administration could count on

the support of the British. The only response the Indian administration received from

the Americans was an assurance that the Americans did not "believe that a useful

putpose would be served by opening at this time a detailed discussion of the status of

Tibet".5a

7.4 The Decline of American Supportfor China

All through Jiang Jieshi's period in office he had been dogged by persistent

criticisms of his style, personality and political beliefs. They tended to come from the

left of the political spectrum and as such have a fairly minor role in Amedcan

diplomatic papers. However by 1944 there were increasing criticisms of Jiang from

American diplomatic circles. To some extent this prompted a search for a "Thit'd

Force" in Chinese politics. For some Americans the Communìsts should play that lole,

and a large number of State Department offrcials and Army officers favoured much

closer relations with the Chinese Communist Party. It also prompted a re-think of

Amedcan attitudes towards some of the remaining warlords.-5-s By 1943 at the latest

one of the main American criticisms of Jiang was that he was not fighting the Japanese

adequately. 'What the Americans expected of the Nationalist government was grossly

disproportionate with what the Chinese were capable of delivering. The aim of at least

part of the American government was to transfer responsibility for fighting the Axis

powers onto other nations. As Admiral King put it at the 1943 Casablanca

Conference,

In the European theater Russia was most advantageously placed for dealing

with Germany in view of her geoglaphical position and manpower; in the

Pacihc, China bore a similar relation to the Japanese. It shouÌd be our basic

policy to provide the manpower resources of Russia and China with the

necessary equipment to enable them to fightÌ6

FRUS, 1943,626-8
tt 893.2411594. Tlrc Departtnertt of State îo the Britislt Entbc¿sst¡. Aide Méntoire.

FRUS, 1943,630.
" For instance the report on the Muslim warlord in Qinghai, Ma Bufang, in FRUS,

6:391.
tu Cline 1951, 334-5. Also quoted in Weigley 1977,282. King was a naval officer'.
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In effect this is an early statement of what became known as the Nixon

doctrine, namely that the main manpower burden of any conflict ought to be carried by

America's allies.s? This is very similar to Britain's traditional policy of avoiding any

large-scale dilect role in frghting on the mainland of Europe. The British have always

tried to find an ally to subsidise while confining their efforts to peripheral areas, The

American govemment's attitude was coloured by disappointment that the Chinese

govemment could not do more to fight the Japanese, in order that the Americans

would not have to instead. That is, the sholt-term need for an effective ally was more

important than the long-term consequences which would be mostly local anpvay.

Those Americans who supported closel ties with th Chinese Communists were

perfectly prepared to strengthen the Communists, and so perhaps help them to powet,

on the assumption this would help in the war against Japan.ss Yet it is apparent that

the Chinese Nationalists were doing a failly good job of keeping the Japanese busy.

Throughout the war the Japanese kept about a mìllion Japanese soldiers stationed in

China proper and another 780,000 or so in Manchuria. This was considerably more

soldiers than were in the South Pacific confronting the American armed forcesle

The obvious conclusion is that the democratic American govemment, which by

the end of World War II produced perhaps half the world's gross domestic output, was

motivated by a desire to limit the numbel of American casualties, At first sight this is a

cynical policy fol the Americans to follow. It meant shifting the burden of the wal

onto dictatorships in, usually, economically underdeveloped nations whose citizens had

little say in the make-up or policies of their govenrments.óO The American average

soldier, who had virtually every benefit a govemment could provide, was not expected

to pay the price for defending the Amedcan way of life. The American government

expected the Soviet and Chinese soldiers to do so instead. This is the inevitable result

of an obvious problem with the traditional Anglo-American political system. The

benehts of American society and its economy were comparatively large for those who

lived to enjoy them, but made very little provision for those who were injured or died.

He may have felt differently had he been in the army, as a naval career would not be

hurl by lack of ground combat.
5t And hence to claims that World War II was won by Russian blood and American

steel. For instance Ellis 1990a, 538.
s8 Similarly Churchill supported the Communists in Yugoslavia saying he did not intend
to live there after the war.
5e Kennedy 1987,350. See also Ellis (1995, 187, 190), Table 25 in Ellis (i990a, 519)

and Ellis (1999, 460-1). Admittedly many of these were guarding Manchuria against a

possible Soviet attack.
60In particular onto the solders of the USSR and China. Precisely as King said. 
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Liberal democracy is not a heroic ideology nor does it make great demands on its

followers. In peacetime this may contribute to the benefits of civil society, but in

wartime it is not all that useful in mobilising the public.

There is plenty of somewhat circumstantial evidence that American society did

in fact fail to mobilise properly for World War IL6r There is some evidence of

widespread avoidance of conscription by the American public. While the British

rejected 2.5 percent of those called up for psychiatric reasons (12 percent of all

lejections), the Americans rejected l0 percent (32 percent of rejections) or about 2

million men. That the American psychiatric exam was extlemely short and often

consisted of just "Do you like girls?", strongly implies that a large number of

Americans did not want to serve.ut Worse still was the degree to which ùúelligent (or

rather educated) Americans avoided serious involvement in the war. Not only were

the front-line infantly soldiers more likely to be poor (as indicated by height, a measute

of childhood nutrition, and education), but American officers were actually /ess

ideologically motivated than their men. Twice as many American soldiers reported

that they fought for idealistic reasons as their officers. By way of contrast, German

NCOs and junior officers wele significantly more likely to report a high ideological

(i.e. Nazi) motivation than their men.u3 This affected their chances of being wounded

or killed. If the large numbel of officels in the American Army Air Corp are ignored,

American ground officers were killed at roughly their proportion of the ground forces

as a whole (i.e. no more or less likely than anyone else). At the start of the war

German officers were twice as likely to be killed as their men and by the end were still

1507o more likely to die in combat.6a Assuming that there ìs a connection between

years of education and being an officer, the more time spent being educated by the

government, the more likely Gelmans were to be Nazis, but the less likely Americans

were to be ideologically motivated.

One explanation is the appeal to many intellectuals, at least Getman

6t In perhaps the best description of the contrast between WWI and WWTI for the

English-speaking world Ellis (199b, 53) writes "World War I gave us/ountev's Encl,

World War II Soutlt Pacific".
ut Ellis 1990b, 10-11. There is also the example of America's Ivy League Univelsities

who, faced with the call up of their students lobbied for a student exemption, rvhich

they got. As entry was non-competitive, if an uppel class American boy did not rvant

to serve, he could do a four-year degree instead and so miss the war.
u' Ellis 1990b, 12, Van Creveld 1983, 70-1, 87-8. Of course these figures might mean

a lot of things. Anyone who asks teenagers their opinions should not expect honest

answers. The Germans \vere questioned in captivity, the Amedcans wele not.
6t Van Creveld 1983, 155-9.
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intellectuals, of a modern totalitarian ideology.65 That this had an impact on the course

of World War II is not so demonstrable, but it is probably safe to assume that it did. In

Westem armies soldiers of "substantially below average intelligence" were twice as

likely to desert as the average soldier.66 It is therefore, not surprising that the Getmans

should have done so well in World Wal II.67 Again the lesson for the Chinese and the

Tibetans could not have been clearer. In large part American support for the

Nationalists declined because Jiang and the Guomindang were unable to prosecute the

war in a total, Clausewitzian, manner. Although there is no evidence the American

government actually articulated the thought, it can be argued that their attitude

towards the Nationalists were so negative because Jiang was just too attached to

traditional China, and not ruthless enough.

Americans officers may well have had little enthusiasm for the war, but a

similar, even more thoroughly, disillusioned attitude was common among Chinese

liberals. Summarising the attitude of Chinese libelals towards Jiang, the American

Consul General in KLrnming reported that they thought Jiang was "an ignorant, vain

man of limited ability and vision, who has emerged as a ftrll militaly dictator through

his native shrewdness and political strategy superior to his possible rivals. He has no

conception of democracy and constitutional government and is ídeologically committed

to fascist principles....He and his clique, the members of which are completely

subordinate to him and could be dismissed if the Genelalissimo desiled, are incapable

of building a modern nation in China....The future of China is dalk under his

leadership, but the only alternative is the Chinese Communist Party - an altemative

opposed by the majority of Chinese liberals,...His ideological concepts and anti-foreign

bias and Kuomintang machinations directed toward bordering countries bode ill for the

future of China and the Far East."ót There is of course a great deal of truth in this

which cannot be denied. A great deal of it is also sour grapes from a section of the

privileged classes who failed to gain power for themselves either by successfully

appealing to the majorÌty of Chinese people or by building a power base strong enough

to support their own ambitions, Indeed their total irrelevance to Chinese politics is

6-t Naturally German student groups were dominated by Nazis well before Hitler came

to power.
uu Ellis 1990b,245.
ut The fact that Germany should have lost the rvar is not that surprising. What is

unusual is that such a small country fou,eht for so long. At least two major works have

tried to show that, and explain why. the German Army was so good at what it did.

See Dupuy (1977) and van Creveld (1983).
ot FRUS, 1944,6:494.
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shown by the bitterness with which they denounced, from exile in Yunnan,6e those with

the responsibility to solve China's problems.

Significantly a large number of these non-party intellectuals were from the

south of China and were educated in Britain ol the United States. There is a contrast

here with the large number of the Communist Partyt leaders who also came f¡om

southem provinces, but were usually educated in France. There is little obvious

difference in backgrounds between, say, Hu Shi (b. 1891 into a Anhui offrce-holding

family) and Chen Duxiu (b. 1879 also into Anhui offrce-holdìng family) except that Hu

was educated in the United States and Chen in France. No doubt Hu's American

education taught him traditional Anglo-American liberal values, such as the importance

of the lule of law and civil society generally. It is not unreasonable to assume it was

precisely these values that meant he did not lead a signifrcant political party in China or

play much of a role in Chinese political ìife. Many American educated Chinese served

in positions of power in the Nationalist government. Not only did Jiang's brothers-in-

law Song Ziwen, (T. V. Soong, Harvat'd University) and Kong Xiangxie (H. H. Kong,

Oberlin and Yale) hold responsible positions under the GMD, but Gu Weizhun

(Wellington Koo, Columbia University), Si Shaoji, (Alfred Sze, Comell), Yan Huiqing

(W. W, Yen, University of Virginia) among others worked fol Jiang. These men wete

not particnlally discriminating about their employers, Gu, Si, and Yan had all worked

for Yuan Shikai as well.7o However this merely points to the dilemma of the English-

educated who expected to rule, but were not able to rule in their own right. China's

problems were so great that only those intellectuals who could mobilise their fellow

intellectuals and hence the population had much future in politics. However appealing

traditional Anglo-American political values were in the abstract, they simply had no

relevance to China when it was suffering from revolution, civil war and foreign

invasion. This had been apparent to many Europeans well before 1939. Adrìen

Marquet, an early French proto-Fascist, had shouted at Léon Blum "No one gives their

lives for thirty seats in the Chamber"lr

The Chinese liberal cliticism of Jiang and the Nationalist government also

misses the point. Neither the British ol the United States fought, or perhaps could

have fought, Vy'orld \Mar II without putting aside a great many human rights. In June

1941, in the United Kingdom a woman was given five years in prison merely for saying

un Then under the control of the Lolo warlord Long Yun (1888-1962) who gave

shelter to many opponents of the Nationalist -qovernment.to S". Craft 2001, 196. Song was the brother of Jiang's wife Song Meiling. Kong had

married the eldest Song sister Song Ailing.
7r 

Quoted in Sternhell 1982,356.
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"Hitler was a good ruler, a better man than Mr Churchill".72 Indeed after August 1939

the British government had the power to detain anyone without trial and made it an

offence to do anything prejudicial to the efficient prosecution of the war." The

Japanese-American communities on the mainland were clearly domestic víctims of the

American war effort. The American govelrment simply uprooted them all and

interned them for the duration. The American practice, although not political theory, is

that human rights play no particular role during wartime. In every major American war

except Vietnam, basic human and legal rights in the United States have been

suspended. Duling the War of Independence loyalists were taned and feathered,

driven into exile and lynched. During the Civil War Lincoln suspended habeus corpLts

and arrested people opposed to the wal. In World War I even Woodrow Wilson felt

the need to pass the Sedition Act. Outside the English-speaking world the situation

was far worse. Lester Thurow has claimed (referring to capitalism where pethaps

liberal democracy might be a better term) that in 1941,

the United States and Great Britain were essentially the only [major] capitalist

countries left on the face of the earth....All the lest of the world were fascists,

communists or Third World feudal colonies. The final crisis of the 1920s and

the Great Depression of the 1930s had brought capitalism to the edge of

extinction. The capitalism that now seems irresistible could, with just a few

missteps, have vanished]a

The idea that China, with far more setious problems than the United States,

ought to have become ntore democratic during the War just does not reflect the

problems of wartìme. Indeed a large part of Jiang's problems arose fi'om the fact that

he lacked proper authority over the population at large and signihcant sections of the

military. The Nationalists did not even properly control basic things like wages and

prices during the war.7s The result of the inability of the central government to control

TrPonting 1990, 153. Deighton, 1994,4I1.
73 Ponting 1990,149.
7+ 

Quoted in de Soto 2000, 190. More importantly, it is hard to find any intellectuals
outside Britain and America who supported capitalism in 1941. For, say, French

intellectuals, the basic problem was either that France was next to a large and powerful

neighboul who held tenitory the French wanted, or that the working class lvas

threatening to murder everyone with any money.
tt As an indication of the weakness of the GMD govelrment, on December 28,1929
the Nationalists decreed the abolition of extraterritoriality as of January 1 1930. Even

though the British and Americans agreed to its eventual abolition as far back as 1902

and 1903 respectively, the Nationalists were unable to enforce their own laws in their
own country. See Wìlliams 1936,142-3.
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the economy, together with the lack of taxation revenue, was run-away inflation.76

The problem of corruption was essentially one of insufficient surveillance of offrcials

and not enough punishment of the guilty. After the war Jiang said "[t]he disastrous

military reverses on the mainland were not due to the overwhelming strength of the

Communists but due to the organizational collapse, loose discipline, and low spirits of
[Guomindang] Party members."Tt Those sections of the military of which Jiang had

the most control and which received the most Western-style modern education

performed well in the war. The less control the Guomindang party had over any

particular unit the worse it likely to be in terms of military effectiveness, basic

competence, the food and clothing of the soldiers and even in the likelihood of
conscripts dying in large numbers well before they reached the battle field.78 The best

army divisions were those which received the best German training and the most

ideologically committed offìcers such as the 87th and 88th Divisions. Unfortunately

for Jiang the fact that they fought long and hard against great odds meant that by 1942

they had suffered a great many casualties.

Thele is also a strong suggestion that the Democratic opposition was not

merely friendly towards the Communists but in fact had been widely infiltrated by

them.Te This penetration was not only common in Europe and America, but it was an

important part of the Chinese Communist Palty's United Front program. However

there is also no doubt that a latge palt of the liberal's complaint reflects the opinion of
the American Consul-General Langdon himself, especially as he went on to repeat

some of the claims, especially those about machinations against bordering countries.

Langdon criticises Chinese "aspirations in Indochina and Burma" and the "Chinese

preoccupation with Tibet, Outer Mongolia and Korea at a time when the full attention

and effort of the Chìnese Govetnment should be concentrated on the war against Japan

and on co-operation with her Allies in that wal. The Kuomintang almost openly

ploclaims Soviet Russia and Great Britain as China's leal enemies."8O This line of
thought inevitably led Langdon to consider other political groups within China. He

76 Inflation is usually caused by printing too much money which means the govemment
is spending more than it is raising. Or it is caused by ovelly large wage demands by
workers. Strong govemments (the extreme example being Communist dictatorships)
do not usually suffer from inflation.
7? quoted in Wright 199I,307nc.
tt With the obvious exception of the Communists. The problems of the Nationalist
Army are often described. See, for example, Ellis 1999, 465-7.
7e 

Fun-e 2000, 248-55. Of course it is just as likely that the same sort of Westernised
intellectuals made up the majority of membership in both groups and so one -qroup
naturally tended to support the other.
to FRUS, 1944,6:495.
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nominated just four groups: the Communists, the provincial warlords, the Federation

of Chinese Democratic Parties and "Chinese cultural elements". Essentially Langdon

admitted that only the Communists posed any real alternative to the Nationalists and

Jiang,sr

The Americans did in fact keep an eye on the Democratic League and reported

a meeting to be held by the League on September I,1944, in which delegates attended

from Guilin, Kunming, Chengdu and Chongqing. Some anonymous Communist party

members discussed the meeting with American embassy staff and told them it had their

tacit backing. Given the lack of any credible opposition to Jiang, the Americans

became more interested in the Communists. Favourable reports on the positive

attitude of the Communists to being merged into the Nationalist Army were sent off by

American embassy officials such a John S. Service.82 These included reports of
discussions by prominent Communists such as Mao Zedong, ZhuDe, and Zhou Enlai.

The discussions pushed the usual Chinese Communist Party Ìine that the CCP was only

interested in rent reduction, democracy, working with the Nationalist party, opposition

to the Soviet Union and so on. Whether Service, a fluent Mandarin speaker raised in

Sichuan, believed the substance of these conversations or not, he certainly became both

a strong critic of the Nationalists and a warm supporter of Amelican aid to the

Communists. In the discussions Mao mentioned the problems of China's minorities.

He was alleged to have claimed "China must first recognize Outer Mongolia as a
national entity and then organize a sort of United States of China to meet Mongol

aspirations. The same is true of Tibet, and the Mohammedans should be given a

chance to form their own state,"83 This soLrnds like a thoroughly libelal, well meaning

statement of policy and does, in fact, basically reflect what the Communists claimed, in

public, that they wanted. The Communists went further in saying that they did not

intend to overthtow the Nationalists or to set up a Socialist, much less Communist

state in China. In a sense this was perhaps true in that the "objectìve" conditions did

not yet exist for the establishment of a Communist state. That the CCP fully intended

to overthrow the Nationalists eventually and set up a Communist state is undisputed.

That these leading Communists were working as hard as they could to bring about the

conditions undel which they could overthrow the Chinese government is equally clear

in retrospect. Quite probably it was apparent to those on the ground such as John

t' The only people in this gïoup who wers not usually'Western-educated, middle class
and from the South or Coastal regions were the warlords. Often poor, rarely educated,
usually from peripheral regions like Shaanxi and Yunnan, the rvarlords may have been
the only group that genuinely represented China's population.
tt FRUS, 1944, 6:536-43.
tt FRUS, 1944,6:537.
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Service as well

The inelevance of the criticism of Jiang for having authoritarian and "fascist"

tendencies is shown by the success of the Chinese Communist Party in attracting

positive views fi'om China's Western educated elites, 'Western intellectuals, members of

the Amelican diplomatic service and even from Westem missionaries in China.sa The

Communists won this support without any particular regard for human rights in

practice or in theory. Although the Communists did moderate their past policy of

promoting class conflict (which in practice meant killing anyone who happened to own

too much land), they still paid alrnost no attention to the expressed values of the liberal

democrats. In the spring of 1942 Mao launched the "Rectification Movement" against

"incon'ect ideas" held by Party membels. On the specific issue of art and culture in

L942 }y'rao laid down Communist policy in his Yenan Forum on Literature and Art.8s

The basic Marxist poìnt Mao was trying make was that arl could not be separated from

the working class which in turn meant the interests of the Chinese Communist Party.

As Mao put ìt "we must adhere hrmly to principle and severely criticise and repudiate

all works of literature and art expressing views in opposition to the nation, to science,

to the masses, and to the Communist Party." The result of this policy was that leftist

intellectuals who were insufficiently supportive of the Communist Party suffered very

badly indeed. In 1942 the long-time Marxist intellectual Wang Shiwei for instance was

amested for nothing more than criticising the misbehaviour of some cadres. After

many years in prison without charge or tlial Wang was summarily shot in 1941. Other

cultural figures such as Ding Ling suffered years of criticism and abuse merely for

being outspoken.s6 On the other hand Jiang and the Nationalist government was

completely unable to prevent cliticism by Chinese intellectuals of the government, the

war effort, and of Jiang personally.sT The degree to which the Chinese Communist

Party controlled their Liberated Areas was much greater than the degree to which

Jiang controlled most of China. Not only did Jiang not have any real degree of control

over regions such as Yunnan, but he also did not fully control the "National" army,

8a Missionaries frequently praised Communist rule, even without brain-washing. There

were plenty of areas of agreement between them such as a strong Puritanism and

dislike for China's traditional Confucian-educated elite. For example see Yule 1995,

201,213-4. As a measure of how disliked the Nationalists were by liberal America by

the end of 1948 see the New Republic (November 15 1948, 10 and also December 6,

8-9, December 13, 16-8. December 20, 5-6, Febluary 21 1949. I7-19 as lvell as a

longer arlicle by John K. Fairbank on August22,1949).
85 Mao's talk is reproduced in Mao 1965, 69-98.
tu Leys 1917, 123-7.
tt Thìs is despite the fact that the Nationalists did kill some leftist intellectuals such as

Ding Ling's husband Hu Yepin.
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parts of which remained under the control of "former" warlords.

Even though the Communists were f,rghting a "patriotic" war against an invader

(as opposed to a "revolutionary" one against fellow Chinese), they still faced serious

problems winning the support of the Chinese countryside. According to Elizabeth

Perry in 1928 the Communists had attempted to set up a Peasant Association in Anhui

which had been easily crushed by the Guomindang. It would take the introduction of

armed forces from outside Anhui in 1939-40 before the Communists could build up

any sort of control. Even then the Communists relied on the most absolutely destitute

landless peasants, as the majority of the locals preferred the leadership of their local

elites.88 If an¡hing this shows the success of "total" politics. Clausewitz claimed that

war "is thus an act of force to compel our enemy to do our will" and that "war is such

a dangerous business that the mistakes which come from kindness are the very

worst."8e Applying this sort of philosophy to politics rather than warfare gives an idea

of modern totaütarian politics. It is precisely through such very modern political ideas,

whether directly bonowed or independently invented, that the Chinese Communist

Party came to dominate China.

7.5 The End of the War and the Peace Treaties.

By the beginning of 1945 it was obvious that the war would soon be over and

that a new basis for international diplomacy had to be found. This re-assessment of the

old world order provoked some rethinking on the part of the British Home

government. Giving the Indian administration a fairly broad hint, the British Foreign

Offrce asked the British Government of India to reconsider Britain's Tibetan policy.

The occasion that caused such a rethink was the request by the Tibetans to be

represented at the Peace Conference and demands by the Tibetans that the British

would continue to support the Tibetans in getting the Chinese to recognise Tibetan

autonomy. Given that the Chìnese had never given up their claims to Tibet it was

apparent that after the war the Chinese might well attempt to reassert their control by

force and so create an international incident. As the British Foreign Office put it to the

Indian administration,

[i]n these ctcumstances. I am directed by Nft. Secretary Eden to suggest that it

may now be desirable for His Majesty's Govemment to review their Tibetan

policy once more with the object of determining lhe degree and nature of the

tt Peny 1980, 208-247.
tn clause* itz L989,7 5-6
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autonomy which they consider it essential, in the interests of India, that Tibet

should enjoy; how far they are prepared to go in the pursuit of this aim; what

line they would propose to take in any international discussion on the subject;

and, in fact, whether or not they wish to encourage such international

discussion.eo

Given the constraints and conventions of the British Civil Service this was a

fairly direct indication that the British Home government was consideling a discrete

wìthdrawal from their support for Tibetan autonomy. But the real question would be

whether the Brìtish would support full Tibetan independence. In 1946 the new British

Labour goveffrment produced its first long-term plan for the defence of the British

empire. In it the Labour Party promised independence for British India ìn the near

future. The plans also mentioned Tibet in the context of old fears of a Russian push

down through Afghanistan into a newly independent (and presumably weak) India.

The New York Tintes reported that "[a]s a possible collnter the British are understood

to be supporting Tibet's claim to independence from China and to be angling stlongly

for a treaty giving Britain lights to certain bases in Tibet".er The logic behind such

thinking, if indeed the reports were accurate, is hard to work out. The British were

going to give independence to India which, if the Indian granted bases, made any bases

in Tibet imelevant. If the Indians refused (and this is probably the only context in

which bases in Tibet make any sense) then the British were unlikely to be able to

support their bases in Tibet. In L946 Tibet was entirely landlocked by China and

India.e2 In 1948 it was entirely landlocked by China, India and Pakistan. None of

these countries were likely to look favourrably on any British bases in Tibet. However

clear and logical thinking was not a strong point of the British pìan. According to the

New York Tintes, "Prime Minister Atlee and Foreign Ministerfsic] Bevin have taken the

stand that instead of tlying to sit tight on bayonets, Britain will try to base its strategy

in the Middle East and elsewhere on the fiiendship of the various Governments and

peoples." Recent experience with an independent Ireland should have shown that

independent governments were inclined to resent past policies involving bayonets.

regardless of what the former Colonial government promised. Indeed the history of

Blitain in the Middle East and elsewhere is that by 1945 the British had lost its chance

for friendly relations with the majority of countries and no amount of compromise and

accommodation was going to change that.

no F UU10 . H. Henderson to the Under-Secretary of State for Indìa. Foreign Office,
7nd Jatnmry,, 1945. BDFA Part 3 Volume 8, FCRFEA 27 ,90.
nt NYT, August LL,1946.
er Depending on rvhere Tibet's borders are. The largest claims for territory rvoulcl -tive 

I

"Tibet" borders rvith Burma and the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region.
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In January 1945 Stalin, Roosevelt and Churchill sat down to work out the

terrns on which the Soviet Union would enter the war against Japan. The Chinese

goverrment was not invited to attend this conference held in Yalta in the Crimea.

Although all three parties at this conference had previously agreed to refrain from

annexing parts of weaker countries, the main issue discussed was what the Soviet

Union would get for entering the war. Under Aticle 5 of the Anglo-Russian Treaty of

Alliance (26 May, 1942) Britain and the USSR had pledged to "act in accordance with

the two principles of not seeking territorial aggrandisement for themselves and of non-

interference in the internal affairs of other states".e3 The Atlantic Charter signed by the

Brìtish and American govemments on 14 August l94l stated that the allies sought "no

aggrandizement, territorial or other" and that they "desire to see no territorial changes

that do not accord with the freely-expressed wishes of the peoples concerned".e4

These principles latel became part of the United Nations Declaration of I January

1942. The Atlantic Charter in particular showed contìnuities with the old British

"liberal" gunboat diplomacy, while also pointing towards what might be called the new

Bandung style.es On the one hand it promised that "sovereign rights and self-

goverrment would be restored to those who have been forcibly deprived of them", on

the other it tried to prise open world markets for American trade. This was reflected in

conversations between Roosevelt and Churchill on the subject of free trade. In his

own mind Roosevelt linked peace with the equality of peoples which included "the

utmost freedom of competitive trade".e6 Thus Article IV of the Atlantic Charter

promised that both the American and British governments would "further the

enjoyment of all states, great or small, victor or vanquished, of access, on equal terms,

to the trade and to the raw materials of the world".e7 As Roosevelt put it "of course,

after the war, one of the precondìtions of any lasting peace will have to be the greatest

possible fi'eedom of trade.[,..] It's because of [British Imperial trade pleferences] that

the people of India and Africa, of all the colonial Near East and Far East, are still as

nt BFSP 1952, r44:ro4o.
nt BFSP r95z, rM:683.
nt There were other aleas where similarrhetoric appears. Cordell Hull's memoirs
(1948) are full of terms like "liberation" usually associated with the Communists and

the Non-Aligned movement. When the British Army landed in Europe in WWII it was

officially called the "British Liberation Army".
nu Roosevelt 1946,37 .

nt BFSP 1952, 144:684. By 1943 this had been accepred by the (often exiled)

,qovernments of Britain, China, the Soviet Union, Belgium, Poland, The Netherlands,
Greece, Czechoslovakia, Norway, Yugoslavia, Australia, Nerv Zealand and Canada.

The commitment of the USSR to this principle is questionable. See Hull 1948, 12I J.
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backward as they are."eB

Essentially this was the extension of the American Open Door policy towards

China to the whole world, From the Brjtish perspective, the very policies that

supposedly pushed the British into both Opium 'Wars with China, were now aimed

fnmly at them and the British Empire. It was the closed Bdtish markets that the

Americans objected to, and the British policy of regulating trade that now the

Americans presented as a threat to world peace. Indeed the Americans saw in these

principles not only a way of regulating post-war foreign relations, but a way to end all

war for all time. As Cordell Hull told the IJS Congress, the United Nations would

create a climate in which there would "no longel be any need for spheres of influence.

for alliances, for balance of power, or any othel of the special arrangements through

which, in the unhappy past, natìons strove to safeguard theil security or promote their

interests. "99

All in all this provided a great opportunity for the Chinese. The Americans

were demanding very little compared with past demands made on China. There wete

several aspects of the affangements which might have posed a problem in the future for

the Chinese. The right to self-goveffiment might, for example, have been applied to

the Tibetans. However the Americans went into the Yalta conference with the most

strongly pro-China position they had held for some time. This included an open

statement of support for China's claim to both Tibet and Outer Mongolia. As the

Background Bliefing paper said,

[w]e believe that China's territolial integrity should be respected, including her

claim to sovereign rights over such outlying territories as Tibet and Outer

Mongolia. We would not oppose, however, any agreements respecting those

tenitories reached by the process of amicable negotiation between China and

other interested govemments. We hope that the Chinese Government will meet

the aspirations of the native peoples of such territories for local autonomyl00

Yet this positive pro-China attitude at the start of the Yalta Conference did not

last long once Roosevelt was there. The terms on which the Soviet Union would enter

nt Roosev"lt 1946, 35-6.
nn Hull 1948,2:1648.. See also a broadcast by the Secretary of State on September 12,

1943 in DSB, September 18,L943,9:22I:173-9 as well as a report on the rcsults of the

San Francisco Conference establishing the United Nation in DSB, July 15 1945.

l3:316:11-83.
too FRUS, Tlrc Cottferences at Mûltã and Yalta, 1945 ,357 .
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the war against Japan were mostly at China's expense and ultimately the Americans did

not object to those terms. They were basicaìly a retum to the high point of Tsarìst

influence over China, but with a few added bonuses. Stalin demanded that the status

cluo on Outer Mongolia be respected which meant recognition of de facto Soviet

control over what was formally still part of China. The Soviet Union also wanted

leases on both Port Arthur and Dalian, but accepted a lease on the naval base of Port

Arthur and the internationalisation of Dalian without prejudice to the "pre-eminent

interests of the Soviet lJnion" on that pofi.r0r The Soviets also demanded "the rights

possessed by Russia before the Russo-Japanese war [1904] to the operation of the

Chinese-Eastern Railroad and the South-Manchurian railroad providing an outlet to

[Dalian] should be restored on the understanding that China should continue to possess

full sovereignty in Manchuria".r0r The only demands made on the Japanese were that

"the southern paft of Sakhalin as well as all the islands adjacent to this part of Sakhalin

should be returned to the Soviet l]nion" and that the Kurile islands should be handed

over to the Soviet Union.103 Thus the price of the involvement of the Soviet Union in

the war with Japan was to be paid mostly by China.'ou The Americans were willing to

agree to all the Soviet terms and on February 11 1945 all three Powers signed the

agreement, The only attempt to defend China was when the Amelicans insisted that the

agreement conceming the ports and lailways required the agreement of the Chinese

government. This, like the recognition of China's sovereignty over Manchuria by the

Soviets, was pulely theoretical and plesumably "for.the record". The American

government did not, for instance, tell the Chinese government that the Soviet Union

had been plomised so much in China until June 1945. The heavy reliance of the

Nationalists on American aid, together with the lack of any knowledge of the

agreement, made any attempt to oppose Stalin's demands pointless.

On June 30 1945 the Chinese began negotiating a Sino-Soviet agreement

directly with the Soviet Union. The main Chinese negotiator was Jiang Jieshi's

brother-in-law and Minister of Foreign Affairs Song Ziwen. On some issues the

Chinese tried to hold firm. Song refused to allow Soviet tïoops into Manchuria to

guard the railway lines. He attempted to demand that the management of the railways

be shared equally between the Chinese and Soviets. He also tlied to keep Dalian undel

Chinese control. However on the issue of Outer Mongolia Song had to concede

'ot The fact that the Americans were forbidden to use Dalian to bring American and

Nationalist soldiers to the North East during the Civil War shows that there was little
difference between Soviet control and "internationalisation".

'02 FRUS Yalta, 1945,896. Italics added.

'ot FRUS Yalta, 1945,896
tOu And of course by the conscripts of the Soviet Army.
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Mongolian "independence".l0s Yet Song tried to insist on returning to China for

further instructions from Jiang and he also was extremely reluctant to sign the

agreement. There is no doubt that Song knew that the Chinese would regard it as a

betrayal. The majority of the Soviet terms were eventually agreed to by the British and

American governments. There were only two positive aspects of the agreement as far

as China is concerned. The first was that the Americans agreed that prior to the Sino-

Soviet agreement Outer Mongolia came under the 1922 Nine Power Treaty in which

the signatories agreed to respect the territorial and administrative integrity of China.

The Americans admitted that the US government had been "at pains to refrain from

any indication that it consideled the outlying dependencies of China such as Mongolia

in a different status from the remaìnder of China".106 Although this did not explicitly

say that the Americans regarded Tibet as part of China, it implied it. The second was

that the Amedcans were beginning to distrust the Soviet Union and its style of

diplomacy. On July 20 1945 the Amelican Secretary of State received advice from the

Special Assistant to the Secretary of State to the effect that America "should avoid any

developments in China such as have occumed in Poland"loT

7.6 Tibet and the lJnited Nations

Following the end of World War II the Allies took the first steps towards

setting up the United Nations, as foreshadowed in L942, as a successor to the League

of Nations. Originally no nation could join unless they had declared \ryal on the Axis

powers which a number did at the last moment. After the war the IIN members had to

deal with applications to join by nations that had not fought in the war or had not even

existed prior to the defeat of the Axis powers. These countries ranged from sizeable

neutrals such as Sweden to very small countries such as Nepal. Tibet's possible

membership came up in 1946 and had to be dealt with within the framework of China's

role at the IIN. The occasion on which Tibet's membership became an issue was

during discussions between the Acting United States Representative to the United

Nations (Johnson) and the British ambassador Sir Alexander Cadogan on June 19

1946. In reporting to the Secretary of State, the British Foleign Office said that in

Tibet's case "[a]n application ìs unlikely" and "[i]n any case, the Chinese would veto, as

they consider it part of China."t08 The problem of Tibet's application was not

particularly rvell received in Washington. The American Secretary of State wrote to

'ot FRUS, Berlh 1945,l:862-3.
tou FRUS, Berlfu 1945,1:867.

'07 FRUS, Berlin 1945,2:1227.
'ot FRUS, 1946, r:394.
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Johnson that he should "[p]lease express to Cadogan the hope that applications will

not be made at this time" by Muscat (Oman), Nepal or Tibet. As Oman and Nepal

were effectively British protectorates, it is likely that the Americans saw Tibet in this

light at this time. However American objections to applications from these three

countries should not be seen as a general objection to Tibetan membership. Rather it is

more likely that the Americans were simply too busy dealing with all the other

problems to deal with this specif,rc one at the time. This can be seen by the fact that the

Americans did not want applications from Outer Mongolia, Yemen or Transjordan.

Tibet was, like these other disputed cases, being put in the too hard basket for the time

being. Thus the UN initially accepted to some degree the concept of a sphere of

influence. Applications were "sponsored" by a bigger power. In the case of, for

instance, Albania, this clearly fell within the Soviet sphere. Tibet appears to have been

a British issue. Outer Mongolia and Siam (Thailand) however were issues on which

the Chinese were thought to have important points of view. The Chinese were

celtainly successftrl at keeping the Mongolian People's Republic out of the United

Nations.

Other older forms of diplomacy were also clearly in evidence such as the view

that some countries were more welcome to the "Club" than othels, The applications of

Sweden, Portugal, Iceland and "Eire" (i.e. the Republic of Ireland) were all fast-

tracked, while Afghanistan, Tlansjordan and Siam were put off. On July I 1946 the

Brjtish Labour Party Foreign Secretary, Ernest Bevin, wrote to the Amedcan

representative at the United Nations suggesting that Nepal, the Yemen (presumably

what was to become the northern Republic of Yemen and not the then British colony

of Aden, soon to become the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen), Tibet and

Muscat need not be considered for the time being.roe This was agreeable to the

Americans and the issue of Tibet at the UN did not come up in 1946. Thele is doubt

about who raised the issue of Tibet in the frrst place, It is fairly certain that the

Americans did not at this time. They continued to recognise the claims of the

Nationalist govemment of China and so the most likely candidate is the British. Tibet

was an issue, and the Allies wanted to get every possible government involved in the

lIN. This did not mean that the British wanted to sponsor an independent Tibet or that

they supported the concept of one at this time.

ton FRUS, 1946, r:404.
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Chapter Eight: China Reasserts Control Over Tibet

8.1 Introduction

The rise of the Chinese Communist Party and the founding of the People's

Republic of China greatly strengthened the power of the central government in China.

For the first time since 1910 the Chinese government was both willing and capable of

enforcing its will in Tibet. At no time since 1914 had any Chinese government

seliously considered giving up its claims to Tibet. The Nationalists, while at their

weakest and under Western pressure, agreed to a high level of Tibetan autonomy, but

did not concede to the demands of the British and Tibetans. Yet the fact that in the

Fifties China was represented in this dispute by a Communist government was a two-

edged sword. On the one hand it meant that the Communists could make much more

effective ideological appeals to the Tibetan people and the larger Westem public. On

the other hand after "Liberation" the Tibetan issue became part of a wider stluggle in

the emerging Cold War. This means that the amount of Western diplomatic matelial

on Tibet is reasonably large. It also means that the Indians began to ptoduce their own

diplomatic materìal as, after 1947, one of the major figures in Tibetans affairs, the

British Indian administration, merges slowly into the newly independent Indian

government. It is precisely because of the continued presence of offìcials such as Hugh

Richardson in the new Indian government that the transition is not as abrupt as might

be expected. The Indian government did not, in fact, differ greatly from the British

Indian administration in its policies. Indeed it could be argued that the main cause for

India blundering into the 1962 War, and hel subsequent defeat, was the attempt by the

Indian government to continue Britain's policies towards Tibet without attempting to

match either the British or the Chinese in military resources.

The British had originally thought of Tibet primarily in terms of maintaining a

secure border from any Imperial or Nationalist Chinese challenge and keeping the

Russians at arms length. Although the Soviet threat was used by the British as a

justifrcation after 1917, there was no particular evidence that they had genuine cause to

be worried, or even that they really believed they had. For the Americans, however,

Communism was part of a world-wide problem and with the Communist victory in

China, Tibet was on the front-line. From 1950 onwards the Tibetan problem becomes

part of the anti-Communist struggle. Tibet both benefited and lost from this alignment.

On the one hand it promised American aid, on the other it made them enemies to the

left of politics in most 'Westem countries. Hor,vever the British, the Americans and the
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Indians were all faced with a choice between the sort of total military mobilisation that

characterised Worid War II or some more moderate policy which left Tibet under

Chinese rule. There was never really much doubt about the preference for containing

the Chinese among these three liberal democracies. Ultimately the Tibetans failed to

obtain the sort of international help they needed and were forced to tum to the

Chinese. During the last years of the Lhasan administration the Tibetans were let

down in turn by their old friends the British, their new friends in India and by the

nation that promised them the most help but delivered little, the United States. In the

end the Chinese re-established their authority over Tibet because they, more than

anyone else, wanted to govern Tibet and they did not lose sight of that goal, Just as

the British Chief of Staff guessed in 1912, the pertinacity of the Chinese won out in the

end.

8.2 The Communist Promise

The victory of the Chinese Communist Party in 1949 brought a very different

set of policies to Tibet although the Communists shared some of the policies of the

earlier Nationalists. Before they took power the Communists had adopted the Soviet

policy of allowing autonomy or even independence for "national minorities". This was

filst expressed in Article 14 of the proposed 1931 Constitution which said,

[t]he Soviet Government of China recognizes the right of self-determination

of the national minorities of China, right to complete separation from China,

and to the formation of an independent state for each national minority. All

Mongolians, Tibetans, Miao, Yao, Koreans and others living on the territory of

China shall enjoy the full right to self-detetmination, i.e., they may eithel join

the Union of China Soviets or secede from it and form their own state as they

may prefer.r

Shortly afterwards the resolution was modified by the "Resolution of the Filst

All-China Congless of Soviets on the Question of National Minolities in China" which

promised all minorjties the categorical and unconditionalright to form an autonomous

region within China, or to form an independent state or to join the USSR.? At the time

the Chinese Communist Party was dominated by Li Lisan and the so-called "retutned

Bolsheviks". These were a small -sroup of Chinese students who had been trained in

the Soviet Union during some of the worst years of Soviet power. In Maoist

I Reproduced in Brandt, Schrvartz and Fairbank L952,64.
r Moseley 1966,164. This is a translation from ZhangZhiyi.
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terminology they are usually described as holding to an incorrect "left line", but in fact

were simply applying Soviet doctrine without much regard for Chinese realities, The

promise for independence did not sulvive the disgrace of the returned Bolsheviks,

although as late as 1936 Mao Zedong was telling Edgar Snow that Tibet and Xinjiang

would "form autonomous republics attached to the Chinese federation."3 By 1949,

when the Communists could implement their promises, the Common Program of the

People's Republic of China did not contain any promises of self determination in any

meaningful sense for China's minorities. It offered rather legal equality and regional

autonomy. The promise of autonomy up to and including independence was not very

difhcult to make when the Communists only controlled a few counties in the mountains

of southern China. Keeping such promises when they were in power was another

matter, Moreover the Communist Parties of China and the Soviet Union were very

different in origin and make-up. Unlike the situation in the USSR, in China there were

few members of the main national minolities in positions of power. While Stalin,

Trotsky and many other leading Soviet Communists were members of one or other

minority (and Lenin had a mixed background), the Chinese Communist Palty was

dominated by southern, but still ethnically Han, Chinese.a The closest the Chinese

Communist Palty came to a significant minority presence was a large number of Hakka

in the Party.s Thus Lenin wrote during 1915-16, "Russian socialists who do not

demand freedom to separate fol Finland, Poland, the Ukraine, etc., etc....act as

chauvinists and lackeys of bloodstained and filthy imperialist monarchies and the

imperialist bourgeoisie."6 Whiìe the Tsarist state and its economy was the main

opponent of the Soviet Communist Part!, the main complaint of the Chinese

Communists was foreign aggression. The Chinese Communists were happy to go into

alliance with the Guomindang and other parties in the face of Japanese aggression. Al1

this meant that to the Chinese Communist leadership the Chinese Qing Empire was not

'Snow 1972, 129.
* Stalin was of course Georgian. Trotsky was Jewish (a recognised Soviet minority
group). Lenin's family was parlly German, Jewish, Swedish and Kalmyk (or perhaps

Kirghiz or Kazakh). See Williams 2000, 2L9-2I. Ulanfu, a Mongol who spoke

Chinese as his first language, was one of the few members of any national minority of
any importance in the early years of the People's Republic of China. For a discussion
of the prominent role of sonte minorities in the Soviet Union see Simon (1991, 30-42,
58-61, 415-9). Invariably those minorities who were over-represented in the Soviet
Communist Party were also over-represented in higher education.
' For the role of the Hakka in the CCP see Erbaugh (1992). While Communist Parties

in Eulope have used ethnicity as a political issue, ethnicity has not been important in
China. The equivalent to the Eastern European purges of "Cosmopolitans" (i.e. Jervs)

has never occured in China.
6 Lenin 1964, 154.
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a prison frorn which they wished to escape, but a state they wanted to revive.

It was clear from the start that the interpretation that the Chinese Communists

put on "autonomy" was very different from that preferred by the Brjtish or the Tibetan

authorities. After all there was and is a basic contradiction between a centrally planned

economy and any real degree of local autonomy. You cannot plan for a national

economy if large parts of the country can do what they like. Indeed taken to its
extreme a planned economy leaves no area of political or social life untouched. The

more thoroughly the Communist party wanted to control China's economy, the less

control anyone else had over basic economic decisions. Even the most basic areas of

decision-making are denied to individuals at the extreme end of Communist practice.

A planned economy demands a certain number of workers in every field. If ideological

reasons demand that all workers be paid the same, then the only way to get worket's in

unpopular locations (such as Siberia in the USSR, Xinjiang, the Inner Mongolian

Autonomor"rs Region or Xinjiang in China) is by compulsion. These features are not

incidental to Communism, but were and are inherently part of the Communist

ideology.T

On November l0 1950, just over a year after taking power, the Chinese

Communist Par-ty issued a statement that was to form the basis of their policy in Tibet.

Their policy was based on earlier promises of national autonomy, social reforms and

the experience the Chinese Communists gained in the North West of China during the

wal with Japan. This document made sevelal promises to the Tibetans and the Lhasa

administration. It demanded that,

All the religious bodies and people of our Tibet should immediately unite to

give the PLA every possible assistance, so that the imperialist influence may be

driven out and allow the national regional autonomy in Tibet to be realised;

fraternal relationships of friendliness and mutual aid may be established with

other nationalities in the country, so that a new Tibet within the new China may

be built up with their help.

Now that the PLA has entered Tibet, they will protect the lives and property

of all reli-eious bodies and people, protect the freedom of religious belief for all

the people of Tibet, protect all lamaseries and temples, and help the Tibetan

people to develop their education, agr-iculture, animal husbandry, industry, and

commerce, so as to improve the livelihood of the people.

The existing political system and military system in Tibet r,vill not be chan-eed.

7 As both Lenin (1965b) and Mao made clear, Communism meant dictatorship
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The existing armed forces of Tibet will become part of the national defence

force of the PRC. All members of the religious bodies of all classes,

goverrrment offrcials, and headmen will perform their duties as usual, All

matters concerning reform of any kind in Tibet will be settled completely in

accordance with the wishes of the Tibetan people and through consultation

between the Tibetan people and the leadership personnel in Tibet?

Any degree of autonomy for Tibet would depend on keeping communism in

any real sense, out of Tibet. Between the l95l Seventeen Point Agreement and the

1959 Lhasa Uprising that is exactly what happened. During this period the Chinese

government attempted to work with the Tibetan elite and to allow central Tìbet to

remain free from the most basic reforms being imposed across China. To a large

degree the policy worked and for nearly a decade the Tibetan upper class and the

Chinese Communists co-operated wholeheartedly. Despite problems in reconciling a

non-monetary feudal society with a Communist regime, from 1951 to 1959 Tibet was

treated as a special case, and the old regime carried on much as it had before. Among

other things this meant that serf owners sat in the national Parliament and served in the

Tibetan government.e Despite the deglee of autonomy given to Tibet, ultimately the

policy failed to satisfy the Dalai Lama and, in any event, was always intended as a

temporary measure by the Chinese government. Although the Chinese Communists

promised not to impose reforms on Tibet right away, they also made it clear from the

start that changes would have to be made in Tibet.

There was a major difference between the policies towards the national

minorities promised by the Chinese Communist Party and those pursued by

Communists in Buddhist lands in Mongolia and the Soviet Union. The Chinese

Communists claimed to be interested in a slow transformation of society and in

working in co-operation with the Buddhist and feudal hierarchy. This was very

different from the vigorous attempts by the Soviets and their Mongolian allies to

simply destloy the Buddhist leligious structure and the feudal classes altogether.t0

Indeed the moderation of the Chinese position could be fairly described as

t Ling 1968, 8-9.
e Norbu 1997,120-L23. Shakya 1999,94-95,99-100, 116,I23. One of the main

reasons for this policy was the lack of any other local support for Communism. After
all Tibet did not have a significant group of Western-educated intellectuals to form the

basis of a Communist party. There were probably fewer problems in reconciling a non-

monetary feudal regime with a Communist one than appear at first sight. Neither had

much commitment to liberal democracy, capitalism or civil society.
t0 Bawden 1968, 313. Rupen L966,28-35. Snelling 1990,41-3.
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unprecedented for a Communist party faced with what was, after all, a feudal society.

The Chinese Communists could at least offer the Tìbetan population a few more

benefits than, for example, the Soviets could offer the majolity of the Soviet

population. Land reform was one issue which any Communist Party could assume was

popular with a reasonable degree of confidence. However, as a general rule

Communists only adopted "democratic" land reform as a temporary measure before

imposing collectivisation which was invadably bitterly resisted. The other significant

reform the Chinese Communists could plomise v/as a rigorously enforced monogamy.

Traditional China had always had some degree of multiple marriage among the lich and

female infanticide among the poor. In many Chinese societies there were a number of

social mechanisms for dealing with this problem such as infant maniage, which meant

only that mariage was "priced" out of the reach of the poor. The result was that in

traditional China as many as ten percent of men never married." By enforcing

monogamy and trying to end female infanticide, the Chinese Communist Party brought

mamiage within the reach of a much greater number of poor men. It was, perhaps, the

single greatest benefit to pool Chinese men after widespread health care. The

"democratic" land reforms together with serious attempts by the Communists to

implove the lot of China's poor suggests exactly why the People's Liberation Army r,.ras

able to perform so much better than the Nationalist, or even the Qing, amies.

In the case of Tibet, the problem was that there was no particular reason to

believe that the Chinese intended to keep to a moderate policy over the long term. The

Chinese Communists attempted to pelsuade the Dalai Lama's brother, the Taktser'

Rimpoche, to go to Lhasa to talk the Dalai Lama into a compromise. Instead he

returned to Tibet with terrible accounts of what the Chinese were doing in Qinghai

where he had lived until then. He also claimed that the Chinese had tried to get him to

agree to kill the Dalai Lama if he would not agree that Tibet should become part of

China.rr There were some Communist policies which the Chinese Communist Party

was almost certain to implement. Land reform was one of these, as v/as the

nationalisation of the means of production and an end to any forrn of political divelsity.

The means the Party used might well have been very moderate (and hence unÌikely tc

have inclr,rded persuading the Dalai Lama's brother to kill him), but the end was an

extreme one. Nor was this extreme end merely an incidental feature of Communist

rule. The Chinese Communist Party was simply committed to policies such as the

elimìnation of any rival to the Communist Party and a extensive secularjsation. All of

these policies were likely to cause sedous problems with various sections of the public

rr Naquin and Rawski 1987, 108-11
tr Craig lgg7, 139-145.
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and could only be implemented by force.

The Dalai Lama and his administration had plenty of forewarning of the nature

of Communism from the Mongols and Tibetans in Qinghai and Xikang. Yet the only

other viable option to surrender on what appeared, at first sight, to be very favourable

terms, was resistance. There is no question that the Tibetan terrain was, and is, ideal

for a defensive policy. There was little food on the Tibetan plateau that could support

a large force and much of what there was, was dairy-based and so not suitable for

many ethnic Chinese. Furthermore the distances in Tibet are huge, the climate is

extreme and the transport infrastructure in 1950 was essentially non-existent.

However, the nature of the Tibetan government itself was unsuited to a strong

defensive policy. The Tibetan administration's military usually relied on the

conscription of seds who sewed for life and volunteers from among the nomadic

groups in Amdo and Kham.r3 The one thing that the religious authorities did not

encourage was participation by the majority of the Tibetan population in the political

life of Tibet. Asking them to hght for the regime was, therefore, difficult and it is not

surprising that the Lhasan authorities never tried to do so. The example of Communist

China as well as the more modem European states shows what sort of reforms the

Lhasan govemment needed to ensure a realistic military response. Just as the British

government let the Empire shrink back to Great Britain and Nolthern Ireland (plus

some dependencies) rather than "modernise", so too did the Lhasan government

choose to do nothing. With their options limited by the nature of Tibetan society,

resistance would require the support of at least one major outside power. If the

theocratic state of Tibet had any political tradition at all, it was reliance on outsiders to

support the major Incarnations, the monasteries and the estates of the nobility, The

Tibetans had avoided direct Mongolian rule during the Yuan by a pre-emptive

surrender. The major religious figures had sought the (mostly financial) support of the

Ming government and had called in the Mongols to settle their religious disputes. The

Yellow Hat sect owed its dominance of central Tibet to such help. This could all be

rationalised under the guise of a Priest-Patlon lelationship. Like the British and the

Amedcans the Tibetan administration preferred to find an ally to do most of their'

fighting for them. While the extreme terrain of the Tibetan plateau had served a similar

pulpose for centuries, modern technology was negating most of that advantage. The

question would be whether there was any power in the world capable and willing

't Tibet's traditional military system not only resembled Tsarist Russia's army of serfs

(not surpdsing as both system probably shared a Mongol origin) but Britain's pre-

Victorian arrny. Military service ìn all three countries was virtually life-long except

that the British lecruited among the very poor instead of the unfree'
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enough to play the role of patron.

At the same time the Chinese promises came with an explicit threat to reunify

China by force if necessary. Once it became clear that the Communists were going to

win the Civil War, their opponents in the rest of China, especially the less ideologically

motivated warlord fotces, collapsed almost immediately. The People's Liberation

Army had little trouble in defeating the Muslim warlords of Qinghai and Gansu. The

warlord armies in Sichuan folded almost as rapidly as the PLA advanced. There was

no particular reason to think that the Chinese would have any hesitation about invading

the Tibetan plateau nor much room for doubt about their capacity to do so if they

wanted. The only thing that could make it difficult fol them was adequate resistance

from the Tibetans. The advantage that the Tibetans had was the distances the Chinese

would have to travel and the banenness of the terain. These were so great that the

PLA had to be lesupplied by air. Even then the Chinese govemment did not try to

provide food and clothing but rather dropped gold coins so that the soldiers could buy

food from the local Tibetans.la

8.3 The British Retreat

In 1950 the ability of the Tibetan administration to resist the Chinese People's

Liberation Army depended entirely on the degree of suppolt the Tibetans could obtain

from its fi'iends and allies overseas. Before "Liberation", resistance to the Chinese had

usually required British support, but support from the British govemrment had always

centred on defending the border between India and China. There was a strong pro-

Tibetan feeling among the British Political Ofhcers who worked with the Tibetans, but

that was not reflected in the opinions of people lrom outside the Indian admìnistration.

In 1950, as India had been independent since 1947, Britain simply had no national

interest in Tibet any more unless the British government subscribed to the global anti-

Communist campaign. The rapid recognition of the People's Republic of China

suggested that the British were not going to pursue an anti-Communist ideological

crusade very far'. The inevitable consequence of the Palmerston policy that Britain had

no fijends, only interests, was that once British interest disappeared, Britain's former

allies were on theil own.'t Moreover to have intervened would have demanded a large

military force or at least a sizeable monetary and matedal contribution. The Bdtish

way of warfare demanded someone else bear the burden of frghting on land while the

t* Smith 1996,366-7. Knauss 1999, 105. The small size of silver coins being a major
improvement over rice as far as transpol't is concerned.
tt Fo. the Palmerston quote see Pemberton 1954, 220-1.
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British Navy provided support. A naval blockade of China was unlikely to save Tibet

and a large British army contingent was politically impossible.

Even if the British had wanted to help, after the end of British rule in India

British help could not be more than nominal unless the Indians were willing to co-

operate. There was little evidence that the Indians ever encouraged the British to take

a more active part in the region, or that they would have been huppy to see the British

playing a major role in Tibetan affairs. Even if the Indians were willing to see the

British back in South Asia, the British goveffrment was not particularly concerned

about the re-establishment of Chinese control over Tibet. Indeed what they seemed to

want most was a quiet solution that did not embarrass the British govemment. The

Dalai Lama later recalled that the British had "expressed their deepest sympathy for the

people of Tibet, and regretted that owing to Tibet's geographical position, since India

had been glanted independence they could not help."t6 The British made their position

clear in talks between the Ame¡ican Ambassador to India and the British High

Commissioner to New Delhi on January 20th, 1950. The British were attempting to

discourage the Tibetans fi'om sending a delegation to Britain to ask for help and

admitted they could not aid Tibet "without consultation with other interested

parties".rT Presumably by other interested parties the British meant the Indìan and

American governments. Since 1914 the British position on Tibet had been shaped by

the Simla Conference. This defended Tibetan autonomy, recognìsed Chinese

suzet'ainty and gave Britaìn a special influence in Tibet as, in effect, a protecting

power. Since Indian independence Britain no longer could play a role as Tibet's

protector and so British interest in the rest of the Simla paradigm inevitably

evaporated. Thus in 1950 the Dalai Lama's government looked to the Indian and

American govemments for help against the Chinese. The results were not

encouraging.

8.4 American Inaction

The position of Tibet in American foreign policy was always dominated by

American views about, and opinions of, the Chinese. During the long honeymoon

between the Americans and the Nationalists from, roughly, 1932to 1949, this meant

that the Amedcans would not adopt any position that was grossly offensive to the

Nationalist goverrment. Yet neither would the Americans adopt any particularly

actìve measures to defend them, such as sending a sizeable American miütary force to

'u Nfl-Næ l9gl,60-1.
tt FRUS 1950, 6:284.
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China. After 1949, for the American government any help for the Tibetans was part of
the wider plan of helping those elements still actively fighting the Chinese Communists

in China. These included remnants of the Nationalist armies and perhaps hundreds of
thousands of local non-communist, often non-Chinese, tribal f,rghters. While many of
the claims about the size and strength of these groups were probably wishful thinking,

there were still fairly sizeable groups fighting the People's Liberation Army into the

Fifties. Yet for the American government the one policy that was not on the agenda

was any recognition of Tibet as an independent country. The most obvious reason for

this probably has to do with the continuing claim by the Nationalists on Taiwan to be

the rightful rulers of all China including Tibet. Therefore, for the American

government, helping the Tibetans was part of resisting Communism, but not actually

supporting Tibetan independence. Aid for the Tibetans was dependent on what sort of
credible threat they posed to the Chinese Communist regime. Unfortunately for the

Tibetan government, the Americans were clearly not greatly impressed by their ability

to tesist the People's Liberation Army.

In 1950 the Joint Chiefs of Staff under General Omar Bradley recommended

that seventy five million dollars be extended in military aid to the countries around

China under Section 303 of the Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949, Of this, thirty

million dollars was to be set aside under the category "China (including Tairvan and

Tibet)".'8 How much was specifically intended for Tibet is impossìble to say for sule.

It is probable that very little ended up in Tibetan hands. When the Chinese government

announced that it intended to "lìberate" Tibet, the Tibetans tried to send a special

mission to the United States to ask for help. The Secretary of State, Dean Acheson,

said that it was "unlikely US [would] be prepated at this time extend aid Tibet,

particularly in view attitude fof the Government of India] respecting Tibet and key

position Indìa with regard Tibet."re Acheson also wanted to hold any negotiations

between the Americans and the Tibetans in the New Delhi Embassy rather than in

Washington. Informal talks between Gyalo Thondup and the Americans had already

been held in Calcutta. During these talks the Americans had promised to help the

Tibetans and even provide weapons.to However the Indian government was not

particularly happy about the proposal as it might make the Chinese accuse the Indians

of being a "center of conspiracy to effect separation Tibet from China". Thelefore the

United States government ploposed sendin-e a delegation to Lhasa to tell the Tibetans

18 Enclosure to 793.56/2-150. Mentoranclwn by tlrc Joint Chiefs of Staff to tlrc
Secretary of Defense (Joltnson), Jan.20, 1950. FRUS 1950,6:5-8.
'n 7938.02/1-1250. The Secretan, of Stctte to the Entbass:v ìn Inclia, Jan. 12, 1950.

FRUS 1950, 6:275-276.
r0Intervierv with Gyalo Thondup, New Delhi, July 1995. Quoted in Craig Igg7, 137.
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that the United States could not extend any aid to them.3L After discussing this with

Nehru, Krishna P. S. Menon, then India's Foreign Secretary, advised the Americans not

to and claimed it might provoke the Chinese into invading Tibeü2

The importance of getting any sort of American delegation to Lhasa appears to

have been understood by the Tibetans who used the death of Douglas MacKiernan as

an excuse for an official American visit.r3 MacKiernan, the American Vice-Consul at

Urumqi (then known as Dihua) in Xinjiang had been shot dead by Tibetan border

guards as he attempted to flee the advancing PLA and reach India through Tibet. With

him was a small group of people includìng one other American, Frank Bessac. Yet the

American Ambassador in New Delhi continued to recommend the Americans do

nothing to provoke the Chinese Communists, and not cause an invasion of Tibet, by

sending Americans to Lhasa.

Due to the unwillingness of the Americans to take a public stand the Tibetans

had to settle fol informal and unofficial talks with the Americans in New Delhi. The

Tibetans were represented by Shakabpa and the main issue for discussion was where to

hold talks with the Chinese government. The three options wele Beijing, Hong Kong

or New Delhi. The British were at this time refusing to allow the Tibetans to travel to

Hong Kong because they did not recognise Tibetan passports. The American

Ambassador recommended the talks be held in New Delhi. Already the Tibetans were

expressing dissatisfaction with the attitudes of the British and Indian governments.

The Tibetans were worried that the Indians were willing to accept the hand-over of
Tibet to the Chinese.to This concern was mainly caused by Nehru's public acceptance

of China's suzerainty over Tibet. It seems that they were right to doubt the support of
the British as well. In a secret telegram to the American Secretary of State on June

20th, 1950, the American Ambassador in the United Kingdom spelled out the British

position. He had been told that the British government had "always been prepared to

recognize Chinese sovereignty over Tibet but only on understanding Tibet regarded as

autonomous."2s This in itself was such a major shift in British policy that it is likely the

t' 7938.0211-2050. The Atnbassaclor in lnclict (Henclersort) to tlrc Secretan, of Stctte,

Jan.20, 1950, 10 a.m. FRUS 1950,6:284.
== 793B.O2ll-2050. The Atnbctssctclor to htclia (Henclersort) to tlrc Secretctry of Stcte,
Jan.20,1950, 2 p.m. FRUS 1950, 6:285. Menon rvas Defence Minister in 1962.
t' 7938.00 16-350. The Antbassador to Inclict (Henclersort) to tlrc Secretcuy of State,
June 3, 1950. FRUS 1950, 6:358-9.
tt 7938.00 /6-950. The Antbassaclor to ltzclia (Henclersort) to tlrc Secretary of Stctte,

June 9, 1950. FRUS 1950, 6:361-363.
tt 7938.0016-2050. Tlrc Atnbassaclor fu the Unitecl Kfugclom (Douglas) to the
Secretary of Sîate, June 20, 1950. FRUS 1950, 6:365-366.
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Americans misunderstood the British position. Until now the British Government had

only been willing to recognise Chinese suzerainty, not sovereignty. The Americans did

not press the point, and perhaps did not understand the importance of the word. 'When

the Tibetans later insisted that they had never recognised Chinese suzerainty and asked

the Americans not to mention it in any way in any of their public statements, the

American State Department declined to comment on what it might or might not say

about the legal status of Tibet.?6 The British also claimed that the Tibetans were too

remote for any useful military support and were only capable of nominal resistance to

the PLA. In a classic example of cutting their losses the Brjtish said "[a]ny attempt

intervene would be impracticable and unwise. United Kingdom not suffrciently

interested in area to wanant embroiling itself with China and in any case can not get

out of step with India. Publicity should be discouraged; Tibetan collapse would have

more sedous effect in neighbouring countries if issue were played up in advance.rT

Just four days later the Korean War broke out when the Soviet-backed North

Koreans attacked the South. Although it has been claimed that the Korean War

distracted Western attention from the Tibetan issue and so allowed the Chinese to

move against Lhasa without intelference, two of the major players in the dispute,

Br-itain and India, had already in fact written Tibet off. The British also felt that there

was "no possibility" that the Tibetans might be admitted to the United Nations.rs This

refusal of the Brjtish to help the Tibetans took extreme forms. They were not only

unwilling for a Tibetan delegation to visit Blitain, but they would not even allow a

Tibetan delegation to go to Singapore ol Hong Kong.re Therefore the Tibetans could

not negotiate on friendly, or at least neutral, ground. This had a very sedous impact on

the Tibetans because it meant that they could only talk with the Chinese in China. It

has been claimed that once in China proper the Tibetan delegation was put under

enormous pressure by the Chinese authorities, refused permission to talk with the

Tibetan govelrment in Lhasa, bullied and forced to sign the Seventeen Point

agreement.3o This is undeniably part of a larger Tibetan narrative surrounding the

events leading up to "Liberation" which presents a view of the Seventeen Point

Agreement and the Tibetans who signed it as lacking any solt of credibility. This is not

to say that such claims are untrue. There is probably a lot of truth to the claims as they

go back some way and it is highly unlikely that the Chinese Communist Party treated

tu 793B.oo 11 -25r. FRUS t950, 6:n27 .

" 7938.0016-2050. Tlrc Antbassctdor in tlrc United Kingdom (Dougtas) to tlrc
Secretat'v of State, June 20, 1950. FRUS 1950, 6:365-366.
ts FRUS r950, 6:284.

'n FRUS 1950, 6:332.

'o For instance Smith 1996,295-7. MLMP 1997,66-1.
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the Tibetans with kid gloves. Yet there is no doubt that what the Communist

government wanted was agreement and co-operation, which would place limits on the

degree of aggression directed at the Tibetans' In July 1951 an anonymous Tibetan had

told the Dalai Lama's brother (who in turn informed the Americans) that the Tibetan

delegation had been forced to sign the agreement on Chinese terms, had been denied

permission to refer back to the Dalai Lama's government for further instructions, had

been told that if they did not sign there would be war and throughout their stay in

China had been continuously watched and followed "as if in an iron box".3t Had the

British allowed these negotiations to take place in Hong Kong they would have

appeared to be fairer and perhaps the Tibetans would have got better terms. Thus the

Chinese had achieved one of the original aims of the Chinese delegates to the Simla

Conference; they had negotiated with the Tibetans without the interference of an

outside Power. In fact this feature of the Seventeen Point Agreement was perhaps the

most important of all. With no other country as protector and guarantor the Tibetans

were powerless to stop the Chinese changing the terms, ol at least the interpretation of

the terms, of the Agreement whenevel they wanted. As such it represents a major

defeat fol the Tibetans and perhaps the first let down by their foreign supporters. The

key for the British govemment at this time was, they claimed, the co-operation of the

Indians. In theory this policy was based on Commonwealth solidarity. The British

claimed to be following the lead of their former colonial possession and would not

adopt a position in advance or in opposition to the Indians. Whether or not this was

true, it certainly allowed the Blitish a more dignifred retreat from their previotts

commitments than might have been otherwise possible.

8.5 Indian Confusion

Even though the offers of American aid never amounted to much, other

countries were supplying the Tibetans with arms and even training at this time. The

Indians gave the Tibetans small arms and some light artillery pieces. On March 1,

1950 the Amedcan State Depafiment had heald that the Indians had been helping the

Tibetans and asked their embassy in New Delhi fol details.3r Henderson replied that

the Tibetans had asked for, and the Indian government had agreed to supply, 38 2-inch

mortars, 63 3-inch mortars, 150 Bren guns, 14,000 2-inch mortar bombs, 14,000 3-

inch mortar bombs, and 1,000,000 rounds of .303 ammunition. Yet the Indians also

t' 7938.0011-35I. TIrc Consul General at Caluúta (Wilsott) to tlte Secretary of State,

July 3, 1951. FRUS 1951,7:2:!728-1729.

" 7938.56/3-150. Tlrc Secretarv of State to tlrc Entbass¡- in Indict, March i, 1950.

FRUS 1950,6:314.
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claimed that, while this was a significant increase over past shipments to Tibet, it was

not a military program aimed at the Chinese.33 The denial is, of course, hard to defend

given the size of the shipments, which were both too big for any conceivable internal

problem and too small to deter the People's Liberation Army. The Indians had

previously supplied the Tibetans with small arms in June of 1949. At that time they

had given the Tibetans 144 Bren guns, 1,260 rifles, 168 Sten guns, 500,000 rounds of
.303 ammunition and 100,000 rounds of Sten gun ammunition.3a The Indian

govemment also claimed that they were meeting all Tibet's requirements and any

American involvement would be politically undesirable for the Indians.35 Indian policy

on Tibet at this time was, therefore, largely driven by intemal Indian politics and the

fact that the Indians did not want to provoke the Chinese or appear to be co-operating

with the Americans in any way.

The outbreak of the Korean War did not change in any way the Indian

govenìment's attitude towards Tibet. If anything it may have complomised the Indian

position as Nehru's government was so eager to play a mediator role in the Korean
'War that it was willing to compromise with the Chinese over Tibet.'u To some extent

this was a reasonable attitude. If India had pushed the Chinese too far over Tibet, it
was unlikely that the Indians would have had the slightest chance to bring about a

peaceful solution to the war. As the Indian Ministry of External Affairs informed the

Indian Representative to the UN, Sir Benegal Rau,

The question of timing of the handling of the Tibetan appeal [to the UN]

needed careful consideration. Korea was obviously of first importance and it

was therefore desirable that nothing should be said or done which was likely to

embitter relations with China at this clitical stage, and it would be plefelable

therefore for no action to be taken on the Tibetan appeal for the present. Little
good could come out of any condemnation of Chinese action in Tibet and at

this stage much condemnation might conceivably do a gleat deal of harm17

There is, perhaps, a suspicion that the Chinese asked the Indians to act as a go-

between in the Korean war specif,rcally in order to hinder any effort they mi-eht have

" 7938.00/3-850. Tlrc Antbassaclor in Inclia (Henclersort) to the Secretctry of State.
March 8, 1950. FRUS 1950,6:317. FO 371-84469.
t*Shakya lggg,13. FO 311-84465,

" 7938.00/3-850. The Antbassador in Inclia (Henclersott) to the Secretc¿n of State,
March 8, 1950. FRUS 1950,6:318.

'u Se" Panikkar 1955,102-24.

" Fo 37t-84455
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made on behalf of the Tibetans. In this way the Indians, by giving up a local issue of
considerable importance to India's security, got to play a much greater, if ultimately

futile, role on the world-stage.

However, whatever the reasons for the Indian actions, it had little impact on

their overall Tibetan policy, The American Embassy in New Delhi reported on July 15,

1950, that the Indians had not shifted their policy with respect to military aid and still

objected to any country, in particular the United States, giving military aid to Tibet.

However the Amerjcans thought that perhaps the Indians might not object if the

Tibetans asked them to allow additional purchases in India and abroad.38 What the

Americans had in mind is shown by the use of quotation marks around the word

"purchases". The implication seems to be that the Americans would forward the funds

to the Tibetans to buy American weapons which the Indian government would allow to

pass through India. Various proposals for American aid to the Tibetans weLe

discussed, but only discussed, right into 1951. As late as May 24th, 195I, the US

Chargé in India, L. V. Steele, was suggesting eight points for consideration by the

State Department. The relevant points are,

4. Possibility of including Tibet in present programs and ploposals of economic

and financial assistance for non-communist China and South Asia.

5. Pr"rblication in proper form at a proper time of a statement by the United

States Government with respect to its recognition of the autonomy of Tibet.

9. Further consideration of United States willingness to supply militaly

assistance to Tibet if Indian regulations and laws permit.

10. Further support for the Tibetan appeal to the United Nations legarding

Communist Chinese invasion of TibeÉe

lVhile the Indians publicly claimed to have entered into a new era of post-

colonial politics, in private their policy did not differ significantly from that of the

British. In private talks with the American diplomatic staff in New Delhi on January

9th, 1950, Krishna Menon stated that India's policy was to recognise Chinese

suzerainty, provided China in return recognised Tibet's autonomy. Indian support for

tu 7938.0017-1550. The Antbttssador h Inclict (Henclersort) to tlrc Secretcul of Stcne,

July 15, 1950. FRUS 1950, 6:377. 793V.00/7 -2250. TIrc Secretarv of Stare to rhe

Errtbasslt in htdict, Jlly 22,1950. FRUS 1950, 6:386.
tn FRUS 195r, 7 :2:1682-5.
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the Tibetan administration would only extend as far as helping Tibet retain its

autonomous status. Therefore the Indians would not support any attempt by the

Tibetans to join the United Nations because it would raise the issue of Tibet's status

and "could not possibly succeed".ao The implications of this seem to be that the

Indians thought that the Tibetan claim to be independent of China had no legal basis.

Therefore their policy was to leave well alone, and hope to come to some sort of

amangement with the Chinese that provided for some sort of autonomous status for

Tibet. Certainly even at this early stage the Indians ruled out any sort of Indian

militaly action in Tibetll

The main preoccupation of the Indian government in 1950 seems to have been

appeasement of the Chinese Communist government. To some extent this was a

reasonable policy. In the end virtually the entire world recognised the folly of denying

the People's Republic of China a seat in the Securìty Council. The Indians also seem to

have assumed their "good offices" could bring about a resolution of the Korean War.

The number of telegrams to and from the Indians dealing with the Korean issue is very

large indeed, despite their near total lack of any worthwhile achievement. However

there is a fine line between a reasonable settlement and spineless appeasement. The

Indian government's recommendations to the United States in 1950 involved handing

over Taiwan to the Chinese Communists as well as the Republic of China's seat at the

United Nations. At the time this might have seemed reasonable, and it was a policy

supported by many in the West, including John King Fairbank, but in retrospect it ìs

extremely fortunate for the Taiwanese that the Amedcan government ignored such

advice.

The issue of Tibet was a more complicated issue for the Indians, presumably

because their own interests were at stake rather than just the fate of Tibet. The Indians

desired a negotiated settlement with the Chinese which would avoid any fighting. This

would of coulse mean the imposition of Chinese rule on Tibet in some form or other.

The Indian Ambassador to China, K. M. Panikkar, was quite open that the Chinese

intended to maintain their sovereignty over Tibet and impose a Communist regime

there which would work to slowly integrate Tibet r,vith China.a: When this was

reported to the American embassy in late August, 1950, the Indians also made clear

that they did not foresee the use of force or any armed conflict. By September 9th the

*o FRUS 1950, 6:212-273.
*tFRUS 1950,6:2i3.
tt 7938.00/8-2550. The Atnbasscrdor in India (Hendersott) to the Secretan' of State,

August 25, 1950, FRUS 1950,6:449.
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Tibetan mission in India was convinced that the Chinese would use force and wele

determined to resist it. This meant asking the Indians for more weapons as well as

taking up the American offer of military aid.a3 However the Tibetans were yet again

disappointed by the Indian claim that it recognised Tibet being autonomous under the

suzerainty of China. The Tibetan position was that the British government had only

been willing to recognise Chinese suzerainty if the Chinese signed the 1914 Simla

Agreement. As the Chinese government had not signed, the British had withdrawn

their recognition of Chinese suzerainty. Therefore the Indians had at least a moral

obligation to support the Tibetan goveffIment against the Chinesela

In 1950 the Tibetans also made an appeal to the United Nations which was

sponsored by the delegation from El Salvador. The American position at this time was

to support the request from El Salvador for the issue of China's "invasion" to be

included on the General Assembly's agenda. Yet the American State Department at

this time recognised that the United Nations could do little to make the Chinese

withdraw or respect Tibet's autonomy, Rather the Americans saw the issue as an

excuse for some useful propaganda "demonstrating the aggressive tendencies of the

CPR Govt and falsity of the position which seeks to justify its action in Tibet by saying

that imperialist powers threaten the country".4s However the issue did not make it into

discussions at the United Nations. On November 24 the issue was postponed due to

the assertion by the Indian representative that discussions with the Chinese held out the

chance of a peaceful settlement.a(' Exactly on what basis the Indian Replesentative

made this claim is hard to establish. The Indian Mìnistry of Extemal Affairs certainly

held a different view of the chances of peaceful negotiation lesulting in any settlement,

especially as the Tibetans were refusing to talk to the Chinese at this time. The

American Ambassador to New Delhi claimed that the Indian fJN delegation based its

views on part of the second note exchanged between Beijing and New Delhi. This

read,

[t]he Central People's Government of the People's Republic of China welcomes

the renewed declaration of the Indian Government that it has no political or

tt 7938.00/9-1050. Tlrc Antbassaclor in Inclia (Henclersort) to tlrc Secretam of State,

Sept. 10, 1950. FRUS i950, 6:494
tt 7938.00/9-1050. Tlrc Antbctssctclor fu htdia (Hendersort) to the Secretc¿rt, of State.

Sept. 10, 1950. FRUS 1950, 6:495.

" 320111-1650. The Secretar^¡ of State to tlrc United Stutes Mission at the Unitecl

Natiotts, Nov. 16, 1950. FRUS 1950,6:517.
*u 7938.00111-2550. Telegram from Secretary of State to Embassy in India. Nov. 28,

1950. FRUS 1950, 6:583-4.
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territorial ambitions in China's Tibet and that it does not seek any new

privileged position. As long as our two sides adhere strictly to the principle of

mutual respect for territory, sovereìgnty, equality, and mutual benefit, we are

convinced that the fi'iendship between China and India should be developed in a

normal way, and that problems relating to Sino-Indian diplomatic, commercial,

and cultural relations with respect to Tibet may be solved properly and to our

mutual benefit through normal diplomatic channelslT

Where in this statement Rau had found the Chinese willing to settle the Tibetan

issue peacefully is hald to say. It is possible that he was aware of some diplomatic

negotiations with the Chinese that the Indians did not care to make public. Indeed at

the United Nations, as elsewhere, the Indians were showing clear signs of being willing

to do a deal with the Chinese over the heads of the Tibetans. The Chinese were, at

least theoretically, offering the Indians a chance of normal relations. They clearly

indicated they had no intention of pursuing territorial claims over India. Tlie Chinese

government was not expressing the need for revolution in India or the possibility of

any future Chinese "Liberation" of Indian soil. Yet the price of Chinese moderation

was a clear indication by the Indians that Tibet was part of China.

Towalds the end of 1950 the American government suddenly woke up to the

fact that the Tibetan administlation might collapse at any moment. They cabled their

embassy in New Delhi to ask about the chances of India suppotting the Tibetans at the

(IN and their reaction to "quiet US suppolt of more positive measures designed to

stiffen Tibetan resistance" which in this case probably meant covert military aid.a8

However the Indians were not inclined to back either British or American moves to

help the Tibetans and in any event legarded military resistance as pointless.ae

Furthermore they were concerned that their interference in what China considered an

important matter of national sovereign rights would alienate the Chinese government

and prevent the Indians playing a constructive role in ending the Korean war. The

hapless Tibetans were reduced to playing second fiddle to a futile Indian effort to end

the Korean conflict.

In early 1951 the Tibetans gave in to Chinese pressure and sent a delegation to

Beìjing to negotiate with the Chinese government. This delegation eventually signed

" Ling 1968, 18.
ot 7938.00112-1450. The Secretar-v of State to the Entbasst, fu India, Dec. 14, 1950

FRUS 1950, 6:602.

'n 7938.00/12-1850. TIrc Atnbassador in India to Secretcny of Stcte, Dec. 18, 1950

FRUS 1950, 6:603.
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the Seventeen Point Agreement which led to the peaceful incorporation of Tibet into

the People's Republic of China. It has been a frequent claim in the modern litelature

on Tibet that the delegation did not have any power to sign the Agreement and hence

that it was invalid from the start.50 The counter-argument is that if it did not have such

powers, there was no reason to send the delegation at all. The general position in

modern international law is that a delegation is assumed to have the power to sign an

agreement unless they make it clear that they do not.sr The Tibetan claim is supported

to some degree by the American State Depaltment documents. On March 29th, 1951,

the Austrian Heinrich Haner visited the American ambassador to India as an unofficial

representative of the Dalai Lama. Among other things Harer claimed that the Dalai

Lama had not given the delegation any plenipotentiary powersls

The Dalai Lama, however, has since claimed that the leader of the Tibetan

delegation, Ngabo Ngawang Jigme asked for the authority to negotiate terms wìth the

Chinese and that the Dalai Lama, after consulting with the Cabinet and National

Assembly, granted him the power he asked for.s3 Beginning on May 24th, 1951, the

Americans held informal discussions in Calcutta with the Tibetan Foreign Secretary

and Shakabpa, who claimed to be the Dalai Lama's personal representative. The main

topic at these talks was what to do when discussions with the Chinese broke down,

and included the control ol Tibetan defence policy and of course autonomy. The Dalai

Lama was willing to concede control of Inner Tibet's defence and external affairs to the

Chinese. This offer is not as generous as it sounds as, of course, the Chinese were in

full control of Qinghai and Xikang which, roughly speaking, made up Inner Tibet.

However the Dalai Lama insisted on the Tibetans retaining control over Outer Tibet's

defences (i.e. roughly what is now the TAR but without the western part of what ursed

to be Xikang). Shakabpa also sought US assurances that the Dalai Lama would be

given asylum in the United States if talks broke down and the Chinese invaded. This

the US embassy offrcials would not grant. The American position at the time was that

the Dalai Lama ought to seek asylum closer to home. This did not include India which

both the Americans and the Tibetans thought would place too many controls over the

Dalai Lama's ability to support resistance activities in Tibet.sa The American

50Nfl-MP 1997,66-8. Smith 1996, 301,
t' McNair 1938,61-6. O'Connell 1970, 210-4.
t'Ne* Delhi Post Files: Lot 58 F 95. The Antbctssaclor in Inclia (Henclerson) to tlrc
Director of South Asian Affatrs (Matlrctvs), Malch 29, L951. FRUS 195 1, 7:2:16II.
-tt N4I-NzP lgg7,62-66. Ngabo had been the commander in Chamdo r,vhen the PLA
crossed into what they considered Xikang in 1950. He had been captured after a token
battle,
tu 7938.0015-295I. TIrc Clnrgë in htdia (Steere) to tlrc Secretcul of State, May 29,
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alternative was asylum in Sli Lanka. The Tibetans asserted that the delegation then

negotiating the Seventeen Point Agreement did not have any powers to do so and all

important points had to be referred back to the central authorities, then to the Dalai

Lama in Yadong on the Indian border." However by this time the Seventeen Point

Agreement had already been signed in Beijing. The announcement of the agreement

took place on May 26th, but it had been signed on May 23rd.

The agreement came as a disappointment to the Indians who had hoped for

better terms. Moreover Bajpai, the Secretary General of the Ministry of External

Affairs, claimed that he thought the delegation had full powers to negotiate such an

agreement.56 Whether or not they did, the British government consulted the Foreign

Office Legal Adviser about the possible grounds for the Dalai Lama to repudiate the

agreement. Their lawyers claimed that there were several grounds for repudiation but

the Foreign Offrce preferred "(a) it was the result of duress, and (b) delegates exceeded

theil powers."sT fn later yeals these were, and are, precisely the glor-rnds on which the

DaÌaiLama and his supporters have rejected the Seventeen Point agreement.

The agleement also seems to have come as a surprise to the Americans who

clearly assumed that the Dalai Lama would renounce the terms straight away.tt The

Western experience with religious figures and Communists would not suggest there

were a lot of gror"rnds for agreement between them. The Americans would ah'eady

have been awale of conflict between the Soviet-backed Communist regimes in Eastem

Eulope and the Catholic Church, not to mention the Soviet experience.se It does not

195L FRUS 195 I, 7 ;2:1681 -91.

" 7938.0015-2951. Tlrc Chargé in htclict (Steere) to tlrc Secretctry oJ'State,May 29,
1951. FRUS 1951, 7 :2:1690.
tu 693.93P,15-3151. The Arubassctdor h Indict (Henclersort) to tlrc SecretcLry of State,

May 31, 1951. FRUS 1951,7:2:1692,
tt 793B.0016-2951. The Antbc¿ssador in tlrc United Kingdom (Gifford) to tlrc Secretary
of State,June29,195l. FRUS 1951,7:2:1722. The status of the law in case of
duress is bluned by the distinction between duress applied to the delegates and duress

applied to the State. The first probably did not happen given that Ngabo Ngawang
Jigme worked fol the Chinese for decades after signing the Seventeen Point Agreement
without any sign of resentment. The second is no longer legal following the 1969

Vienna Tleaty. Duress applied to a State was not illegal up to that point and virtually
all the West's traditional diplomacy with China involved threats to Chína. See McNair
1938, 129 and Lauterpacht 1978, 213 for a legal discussion of duress.
tt 7938.0015-2951. Tlrc Secretary of State to the Entbctsst' in India, June 2, 1951.

FRUS 1951, 7:2:1695. The fact that the Tibetans did not discuss their plans with the

Americans shows horv one-way they thought the Priest-Patron relationship should be.

It was America's job to suppofi them, not the other way around.
-t' Fol a short discussion of the issue for Christians see Yule 1995, 106-7 .
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seem to have occurred to the American State Department that a prominent traditional

religious figure could have found many aspects of Communism acceptable.60 They do

not seem to have had any knowledge of experiments in "Buddhist socialism" that were

to be important in U Nu's Burma and Prince Sianouk's Cambodia.6r They were also

shocked into providing higher levels of support than ever before. Acheson, the

American Secretary of State, even said the United States government was "pLepared to

do everything feasible assist Tibet maintain autonomy" but noted the "high importance

which position fthe Government of India] bears re developments".6r Acheson was also

prepared to supply small arms and other military items to the Tibetans as long as

resi stance within Tibet occurred.63

That the Tibetans might have accepted the Seventeen Point Agreement did not

seem to have occurred to the Americans and certainly Shakabpa initially gave them no

indication whatsoever that the Dalai Lama would do anything other than leject it. This

might be a reflection of Shakabpa's own extteme position, or it might have been a

delibelate attempt by the Tibetans to see what concessions they could get out of the

Ameilcan government. If so the answer see¡ns to have been very little. The Americans

only detailed plans were for the Dalai Lama and his entourage to seek asylum outside

Tibet and India. As the Americans were not willing for the Dalai Lama to come to the

US, this meant some other, Buddhist, country. The first choice was Sli Lanka, but

when that was rejected by the Tibetans, the Americans thought that Thailand might

make a suitable refuge.6a The Tibetans, 01' at least Shakabpa, spent some time

considedng this option but in the end rejected it. The three reasons they gave for

considering Thailand an unsuitable refuge were (a) the unsettled condition of the Thai

goverrment, (b) the large Chinese minority in Thailand and (c) the fact that Thailand

was geographically close to China.6s That the DalaiLama would reject the agreement

was reinforced by the opinion of the Dalai Lama's brother Thubten Jigme Norbu (also

known by his religious title Taktser Rimpoche) who stated quite categorically to the

American Consul General in Calcutta that,

60 Indeed the Dalai Lama describes himself as a Marxist Buddhist to this day. I

u' Stange Iggg,2l2-1 . Turnbull 1999, 280. 
- 
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ut 793B.0015-2951. The Secretatat of State to tlrc Entbassy in Indict, June 2, 1951.

FRUS 1951,7:2:1695.
u' 7938.0015-295I. Tlrc Secretary of State to the Entbassv- ùt India, June 2, 1951,

FRUS 1951,'7:2:L694.
u* 7938.0015-2951 Tlrc Secretant of State Ío tlrc Entbasn,ùt India, June 20. 1951

FRUS 1951, 7 :2:1,7 l2-3.
u' 7938.00 17 -105I. Tlre Consttl General at Caluúta (Wilson) to the Secretary of
State, July 10, 1951. FRUS 1951, 7:2:1135-1136.
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(1) Tibetan Government does not approve of Sino-Tibetan agreement and

Dalai Lama "certainly" does not approve.

(2) Likely Dalai Lama will issue statement disavowing agreement before arrival

India of Chinese and Tibetan delegates.

(3) Dalai Lama will dehnitely leave Tibet and although may not have time

before arrival India of Chinese and Tibetan delegates, will do so before their'

arrival Tibet.

(4) Dalai Lama would probably frnd it awkward to remain India in view of

close relations between [the Government of India] and China and would prefer

seek asylum in United States of America96

This attitude from the Tibetans appears to have been perfectly in line with what

the Americans wanted to hear. It is by no means certain that it was in line with what

the Tibetan administlation actually believed. What the Americans were not prepared

to do however was offer the Tibetans any substantive aid. The main point of

discussions remained getting the Dalai Lama to Thailand rather than allowing him to

come to the United States. Yet this was a message the Tibetans were either slow to

grasp or perhaps thought was so important that they required clarif,rcation. The

Tibetan regime continued to ask if the Dalai Lama would be welcomed into the United

States and even whether the Indians would allow him to tlavel through India on his

way to the US.67 Eventually the Indians did tell the Americans that they would grant

the Dalai Lama asylLrm and would allow him to pass through India on his way to the

United States if "some unforeseen development shld make it undesitable for Dalai

Lama remain India".68 However they did not tell the Tibetans of either proposal.

Indeed although they later told the Americans that they had infolmed the Tibetans of

their willingness to provide asylum, transit to America and weapons, the Tibetans later

claimed that they had not received any such message.oo The Tibetans even expressed

their opinion that the Indians wete trying to discourage the Dalai Lama's plans to flee.

It may weìl be that the Indians wanted to continue with the stc¿ttts cpto and naL

encourage the Tibetans into any form of independence or resistance to the Chinese.

Unfortunately the Tibetans were very restricted in theil choice of friends and it is

uu 7938.0016-2651. The Consul General at Calcuttct (Wilson) to tlte Secretant of
State,June 26, 1951. FRUS 195I,7:2:1718.
u' l93B.O0fi-25L The Consul General at Cctlcutta (Wilsott) to the Secretan of State,

July 2, 1951. FRUS 1951,7:2:1726.
ut 7938.0017-I051. Tlrc Chcu'gé in India (Steere) to the Secretary of Stare, JuIy 19,

1951. FRUS 1951, 7:2:1136.
un 7938.0017-2251. Tlrc Secretan' of State to the Entbass.v- in hulict, Oct. 13, 1951 .

FRUS 1951, 7:2:1835-1836.
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probable that the Indians were not particularly concerned for the well-being of Tibet or

the Tibetans. The view that the Tibetans were forced to accept the Seventeen Point

Agreement because of a lack of support from the Indians was certainly expressed by

the Tibetans.to There does seem to be some evidence of perhaps overly-clever Indian

diplomacy. 'When the Indians were asked about whether they had informed the Dalai

Lama of their offer, the Indians blamed the trade agent at Yadong but said that they

could no longer make the same offer as it might be interpreted as "encouraging the

Dalai Lama to leave Tibet"]r

The Americans were concerned that severalTibetan sources had told them that

the only reason the Dalai Lama did not flee to India was because he was unsure about

whether the Indians were prepared to grant him asylum or not. In a rather generous

spirit the Americans put this down to a misunderstanding between the Indians and the

Tibetans.Tr Overall neither the Americans or the Indians lesponded with a great deal of

enthusiasm to the idea of supporting Tibetan resistance. Given this low level of

suppofi, it is no wonder that the Dalai Lama chose to make a deal with the Chinese.

The Sino-Tibetan Seventeen Point Agreement also caused talks to be held

between the British and Americans in India ovel forming a common front towards the

Chinese actions. In discussions between the Americans and the British High

Commissioner to India, the British expressed concerns about US guarantees to the

Tibetans made without consulting the British or the Indians. The Americans at this

time had not in fact promised the Tibetans much and the only promise they had made

was to support the Dalai Lama publicly if he should reject the Seventeen Point

Agleement. The British were mainly concerned about the impact of the American

talks on the Indians and whether the Indians would regard them unfavourably.T3 This

support did however eventually include supporting the Tibetan appeal to the United

Nations, at least to the extent of providing visas for the Tibetan delegation so that they

could go to the IlN,i4 The Americans were also willing to support the Tibetan claim

to de facto independence at the United Nations, although how far they would have

to 7938,0011-2251. The Secretary of State to tlrc Entbassy in Inclia, Oct. 13, 1951 .

FRUS 195 I, 7 :2:1835-1836.
t' 7938.00/10-305 I. Tlrc Clnrgé fu htdia (Steere) to the Secretan¡ of State, Ocl24,
1951. FRUS 195i, 7:2:1838-1840.
t' 7938.00/10-3051. The Clnrgé itt India (Steere) to the Secretary of State,OcL24,
195 1 . FRUS 195 I, 7 :2:183 8- I 840.
tt7938.0016-2151. TlrcChcu'géinlndia(Steere)tothesecretcuyof State,June27,
195 l. FRUS 1951, 7 :2:17 19.
tt 7938.00 /6-2851. The Chargé in Indict (Steere) Ío the Secretan of State, June 28,

1951. FRUS, 1951, l:2:172L
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pushed this line in the face of inevitable opposition from the Chinese Nationalist

government is hard to say.

8.6 The Tibetan Compromise

The hrst Westem indications that the Dalai Lama might accept the Seventeen

Point Agreement came in talks between the Americans and Shakabpa in Kalimpong in

late June. The Tibetans had asked Shakabpa five questions about Indian and American

support. The fourth such question was whether the Americans would continue to

support the Tibetans in the event that the Dalai Lama should accept the Sino-Tibetan

agreement. The sort of support the Tibetan administration had in mind was plobably

some sort of covert military aid to help .the Tibetans resist the Chinese after they had

accepted the Agleement. This can be seen from the other questions which included

whether the Americans would provìde aid for military resistance and whethet such aid

would be open or not.7s What exactly the Tibetans had in mind is hald to say, but it is

probable that they expected that the Chinese would come, the Lhasan administration

would work with them while undermining their position and ultimately to dlive them

out. This is, roLrghly speaking, what the Tibetans had done with previous "allies" in the

past including the Mongols in the eighteenth century. In any event these questions

were followed up by the Tibetans agreeing to a Chinese delegation coming to Yadong

to talk with the Dalai Lama.76

The Americans appear to have been confused about what was going on in the

Dalai Lama's administration. The lack of a consistent line caused them to cast about

for some form of explanation. The Americans in India blamed the lack of any proper

system of communication with the Dalai Lama who lived an isolated life and had to

communicate with the Americans by runner. They also suggested that the Dalai Lama

was under duress.77 There is no evidence whatsoever that the Dalai Lama was under

any form of pressure at this time, aside from the threat of war with China. In fact it

looks as if the Tibetan position appeared to the Americans to waver because the Dalai

Lama and his regime were not being entirely frank with the Americans and allowed

them to believe that they were considerably mole anti-Chinese than they in fact were.

tt 7938.00 17 -25I. Tlrc Consul General at Ccilcutta (Wilson) to î\rc Secretsr,, of State,

July 2, 1951. FRLIS 1951,7:2:1726.
tu 7938.00 /7-351. Tlrc Consul General at Calcutta (Witson) to tlrc Secretcua, of Stctte,

July 3, 1951. FRUS 195I,7:2:1728-1729.

" 793ts.00/7-851. Tlrc Chargé in India (Steere) to the Secretatt, of State, July 8,

1951. FRUS 1951, 7 :2:1733-1734.
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American confusion about what was going on in the Tibetan goverîment was

so great that in early July 1951 they sent the Dalai I ama a letter clearly spelling out

their position. Some parts of the letter shows that the Americans were unaware of the

most basic positions of the Tibetans, In particular whether the Dalai Lama was

considering making a deal with the Chinese and whether he and his advisers really

undelstood what Communism meant. The Americans did not even know whether the

Tibetan government agreed with the Seventeen Point Agreement or not, stating that

they did not believe it had been signed with the permission of the Dalai Lama. Tlie

American goverrment was willing to promise five things to help the Tibetans. First, if
the Dalai Lama disavowed the Seventeen Point Agreement they would publicly

support his position. Second, if the Tibetans appealed again to the United Nations the

Amedcans would support their appeal. Third, if the Dalai Lama fled Tibet, the

Amedcans would ask the governments of India, Thailand and Ceylon (Sri Lanka) to

provide asylum. Only if none of these were willing to accept the Daìai Lama would the

Americans provide refuge. Later in 1951, however, the Americans specìfied that the

number of people they were willing to accept was only 150, even though most of those

fleeing would have been monks and other leligious f,rgures.78 Fourth, the Americans

promised that if the Dalai Lama left Tibet and organised some form of resistance to the

Chinese, the Americans would provide light arms although they felt that the Tibetans

should hrst ask the Indians for weapons and if they were not willìng to provide any,

ask whether they would allow a third country to use Indian territory to transpolt such

weapons. Lastly the Americans were willing to allow the Dalai Lama's brother, the

Taktser Rimpoche, to go to America.Te The American response, while greater than

anything the Blitish were offering, was decidedly limìted. It was signihcantly less than

the Americans were to offer the South Korean government for instance. At this time

the Americans had run down their Almed Forces and cut defence spending. By June

30 1946 the American Army manpower had fallen from over eight million men to just

under 1.9 million. By 1950 the American goveürrnent had just ten understrength Army

divisions, two Marine divisions and eleven Regìmental combat teams available.sO

There was little chance that the Americans would impose conscription and massively

boost military spending for Tibet.

78As monks, they were unlikely to produce a large ethnic Tibetan community in
America. 7938.00/10-65I. Tlrc Secretary of State to tlrc Consulate Getrcrc¿I in
Calcutta, Oct. 12, 1951. FRUS 1951,7:2:L831-i832.
7e Enclosure to 7938.00/7-1151. The Clnrgé in htdia (Sreere) to î\rc Depcn'nnent of
State, July 11, 1951. FRUS 195I,7:2:1743.
to Weigley 1913, 368, 382.
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The reluctance of the Americans to support the Dalai Lama's administration to

the extent it needed, was apparent in the lack of any real commitment of American

manpower or even serious amounts of material. If neither the Americans, nor the

British nor the Indians would play the role of "patron" properly, then the Tibetan

administration had few other choices. The Dalai Lama indicated a willingness to

accept Chinese rule when he informed the Americans that he was going to return to

Lhasa from Yadong.st Unknown to the Americans at this time the Dalai Lama had

consulted his Cabinet, the National Assembly and the State Oracle who had advised

returning to Lhasa and doing a deal with the Chinese.s2 This was not yet apparent

even to the American Embassy staff in India who had finalised plans for the Dalai

Lama and a small entourage to flee to India. The plans included smuggling the Dalai

Lama out of Lhasa at night or sending Harrer and Patterson to meet the Dalai Lama at

Yadong.83 The Tibetans were still prepared to considel the Dalai Lama fleeing to the

United States, but wanted more proof of American good will. In particular they asked

for a sìgned letter with an offrcial State Department letterhead. Strangely enough even

this was refused by the Americans who fealed that the Chinese might capture it and use

it fol plopaganda purposes, or that the Tibetans might use it in negotiations with the

Chinese in Lhasa.sa If the Americans were not even willing to put down their suppott

for the Dalai Lama on an official document, it is perhaps not hard to see why the

Tibetans clearly doubted the good will ol good intentions of the American government.

The lack of any clear understanding on both sides could have been cleared up had the

Amedcans had better communications with the Tibetans from an earlier date. The

Dalai Lama's brother, the Taktser Rimpoche, only went to America in July of t951.

Only after arriving in the US did he produce a letter from the Dalai Lama naming him

as the official leprcsentâtive of the Tibetan legime in Americas.s

By September, 1951, the Americans had become resigned to the fact that the

Tibetans were probably going to accept the Seventeen Point Agleement in some form

or other. The Amelicas had thought that the Dalai Lama would try to renegotiate it

once he retumed to Lhasa. This is also the opinion of Van 'Walt van Praag who,

t' 7938.00 l7 -1451, The Consul General in Cctlct¿ttct (Witson) to the Secretcul, of State .

July 14, 1951. FRUS 1951,1:2:1751-1152.
t'Shakya lggg,89-91. Smith 1996,314-20. Dean Acheson claimed that the Dalai
Lama had decided to do so by ballot - rolling two balls in a cup until one fell out. This
is in fact a traditional Tibetan method of consulting the supernatural.
tt 7938.0017-I75l,The Consttl General in CalaÍta(Witson) to tlrc Secretary of State.

July 17, 1951. FRUS 1951,7:2:1754-1155.
tu 7938.00/8-1451. TIrc Chargé in hrlia (Holtnes) to the Secretan, of State, August
14, 1951. FRUS 1951, 7:2:1786-1781.
tt 7938.00/8-1351. FRUS 195t, 7 :2:t790-r19t.
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repofiing a conversation with the Dalai Lama in 1984, claimed that the Dalai Lama had

returned to Lhasa to obtain a better deal from the Chinese.tu In actual fact there is no

evidence that he ever intended to do so. If the Dalai Lama had wanted a better deal he

could have negotiated in Yadong. The Chinese delegation travelled via India to

Yadong to meet with the Tibetan government and the Dalai Lama. With Indian

support the Dalai Lama might even have been able to renegotiate in India. These

events are important for the effort that has gone into discrediting the Seventeen Point

Agreement and undermining its legal status. Clearly if the Dalai Lama voluntarily

accepted the Seventeen Point Agreement, regardless of whethel the delegation that

signed it had the powet to do so or not, then it would become a legally binding

agreement. Since 1959 the Dalai Lama and his supporters have had every reason to

deny that the Dalai Lama ever accepted the Agreement. Indeed the Dalai Lama's

personal legal adviser, van Walt van Praag, denies that the Dalai Lama did accept it.

Van Walt van Praag claims that the Dalai Lama only returned to Lhasa to negotiate

with the Chinese, after which he was held under duress.87 Some other commentators

have made even more extreme claims, including one that the Chinese "captured the

Dalai Lama, with the help of a few bribed lamas, and blought him to Lhasa.ffi

The Americans continued to believe that the Tibetan delegation sent to Be¡ing

did not have the ar.rthority to sign the Seventeen Point Agreement and only did so

under duress. They also continued to refet to Tibet's de facto autonomy rather than

follow the Bdtish Indian lìne that Tibet had some legal right to independence if the

Chinese did not respect Tibet's autonomy. They were most concerned about trvo

factors: one was that the Chinese should not become established in Tibet by default

without any sort of diplomatic plotest; and, secondly, that the Tibetan issue should be

used to show the Indians the supposed dangers of appeasing the Chinese

Communists.tn The American position on Chinese soveleignty was neatly side-stepped

by the State Department as pressure on the Dalai Lama to renounce the Seventeen

Point Agreement grew. They not only adopted, for the frrst time, the British position

that they accepted Chinese nLzeraint,v on the condition of Tibetan aLltonomy, but also

86 Van'Walt van Praag 1987, 149,260n38.
tt It is clear that the Chinese govetnment wanted the r,villing support of Tibet's upper

class. They were even willing to let people like the Taktser Rimpoche travel overseas.

The Dalai Lama's family travelled to and from India quite a lot in the Fifties. The Dalai

Lama himself went to India in 1956. The duress claim is a little dubious.
88 Alexandrowicz 1953, 499.

'n 693,93B19-651 Memorcutdmn by the Depttn^ Director of the Office of Chinese

Afrairs (Perkins) to tlrc Deput.t; Assistcult Secretary of State for Far Ec¿sîettt Affairs
(Mechcuú),Sept. 6, 1951. FRUS 1951, 7:2:1799-1780.
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claimed that they believed that the Tibetan people should "enjoy rights of self-

determination corrrmensurate with autonomy Tibet has had many years."e0 There was a

constant stress in the American documents on Tibetan autortortty, rather than

independence. In many ways this was a rejection of the Tibetan position which was

that the Tibetans had enjoye dinclependence for many years.

8.7 Confrontation or Containment

In the immediate post-war years the American government had a degree of

choice about the policies it would follow towards the Communist nations. American

foreign policy on China was thrown into turmoil at about this time because of the

supposed security threat posed by several State Depaftment employees. Two of the

most important of these were the Director of the Office of Chinese Affairs, Oliver

Edmund Clubb, and John Paton Davies who was then on the Policy Planning Staff.

From lune2l l95l Davies and Clubb were sLrspended pending a hearing by the State

Department Loyalty Security Board. Davies was cleared and retumed, temporat'ily, to

work. Clubb was found to be a security risk but on appeal was reinstated. He later

resigned from government service. The cause of these and subsequent security

hearings is hard to determine. Such acts should not be seen as isolated miscamiages of
justice, but as an attempt to mobìlise America for confrontation with the Communist

world. Both the First and Second World Wars involved a suppression of dissent and

civil 'liberties in the United Kingdom especially but also in the United States. In

Britain, during both World Wals, under the Defence of the Realm Act the British

govemment could indefinitely detain anyone deemed to be a security danger. One of

the people responsible for this policy during World Wal II was Lord Denning, then a

junior Queen's Council.er In both wars the British and American governments had

imposed the mass internment of "enemy aliens", in fact their own nationals who

happened to be of foreign descent. If these policies had any practical purpose it was to

deter dissent and intimidate anyone who might have opposed the war. In the same way

members of the American goverrment had turned on those people they saw as having

taken a soft line on Communism in the first step towards more modern, less liberal,

"total" politics.

no 7938.0017-1251. The Secretary of State to the Etnbass-t itt htdict, July 12, 1951.

FRUS 195 1, 7 :?:17 48-1749.
er Regulation 188 provided that "If the Secretary of State has reasonable cause to

believe any person to be of hostile origin or associations,,.and that by reason thereof it
is necessary to exel'cise control over him, he may make an order against that person

directing that he be detained." See Denning 1984,229-30.
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In 1950 American Secretary of State Dean Acheson introduced the concept of
"total diplomacy" by which he meant that all Americans should work towards
strengthening the United States and especially its policies overseas. According to this
theory "a Senator or an editor or a businessman" was 'Just as much a Secretary of
State as Acheson. He ought, then, to behave like a Secretary of State."el In effect this
was a call for the continuation of the unquestioning bipartisan policies of World War II
in peacetime. It meant that where the Cold War was concemed Americans should
behave just as they did during World War II. Ultimately the failure of Joseph

McCarthy and the House Un-American Activities Committee meant that the Cold War
would not be fought with the same degree of ideological mobilisation as the Second

World War had been. After the fall of Joseph McCarthy, at any rime during the Cold
War in America it was possible to dissent from American government policy without
suffering any serious consequences?3

There are several important signs that the struggle against Communism was

never going to be as "total" as the strr-rggle against the Fascists. In the late Forties and

early Fifties America rejected Universal Military Service and hence the welfare state

that should have gone with it.ea In doing so the American government relied on

nuclear weapons and so rejected the measures they would have needed to take to be a

genuinely "modern" society. As Supreme Allied Commander in Europe, General

Eisenhower proposed that the Americans keep ninety-six divisions and 9000 aircraft in
Germany to keep out the Soviets. At the 1952 Lisbon meeting the NATO countries

agreed to raise forty-thlee active and f,rfty leserve divisions.es This was rejected as

unfeasible by the NATO governments, although there is no particular reason to think it
was impossible. As President, Eisenhower supported the maintenance of twenty-six
Allied divisions (twelve of them German), 1400 aircraft and 15,000 tactical nuclear

weapons to keep the Soviets out of Western Europe. By way of contrast in World
War II the Americans raised eighty-nine divisions and the British forty-eight. The

Germans managed to find hve hundred and twenty divisions.e6 In L964 NATO

nt See TIrc Atlcuttic, June 1950, 185:6:12
n' Even in the extreme cases of the Hollyr,vood Black List, many black listed film
directors continued to wort under pseudonyms. When Nixon later offered an apology
for what Owen Lattimore had suffered, Lattimore claimed that/rls reputation did not
need saving, but perhaps Nixon's did. As bad as this treatment was, ìt has to be
compared with the treatment of Ding Ling or Alexander solzhenitsyn.
no For the rejection of conscription see Weigley IgiT ,369-70, 395.
es Miksche 1964,23I.
nu Ellis 1990a, 529. The Soviet Union managed to raise ,uvell over 300. The¡r tunber of
Amedcans serving in the Armed Forces was not that much smaller than in the Soviet
Union. But they went into far fewer units. The usual reason claimed for this is that
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managed to find twenty four divisions while Poland and Czechoslovakia between them

raised twenty eight.eT Even Yugoslavia claimed to have thirty divisions. There is a

stark difference between the sorts of forces an unpleasant, totalitarian country like Nazi

Germany could maintain and those of a liberal democratic America, much less West

Germany.

The new doctrine that the Amedcans were gradually forming was not based on

confrontation with the Soviet Union, much less with lesser enemies like China. If the

American government and people were not prepared to maintain the sorts of armed

folces that could contain the Soviet Union without the use of nuclear weapons (much

less conquer Russia), then the Americans needed some other policy. The person who

formulated this doctrine was George Kennan starting with his famous "X" telegram

later printe d ìn Foreign Affairs.es Knowing Kennan's political beliefs, it is fairly easy to

predict his views on military confrontation and issues like conscription. George

Kennan was "boln and raised in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and [was] deeply nostalgic for

the America of the small community and 'white-washed fencesn'. He was a "life-long

critic of the ills of modernity, as he saw them: uninformed and volatile democracy; self-

indulgent and permissive society; rampant consumedsm; vulgar and conuptìng media;

overdevelopment, urban decay, and the destruction of the envìronment; and the decline

of communal values. In the 1930s he devised a scheme for a new form of élite,

meritocratic, and hierarchic political system to leplace mass democracy, and he would

express similar views even in Ig47."ee In fairness to George Kennan it is unlikely he

opposed democracy as such, rathet he was uncomfortable with the sort of angty public

mobilisation that is involved in much of modern politics. Traditionally, going back to

Plato, when 'Western intellectuals have opposed democracy of this sort they have called

it demagoguery. It is unlikely that Kennan would have opposed the sort of non-

ideological politics found in British or American during the eighteenth century.

Essentially Kennan remained opposed to the "total" politics needed for total warfare.

more men were needed to supply the American units in combat. There was no teal

need to use those fit for combat to load ships or drive trucks, In fact it looks as if the

Americans drew up the Wedemeyer plan (200 divisions and over 8 million men in the

almy: see Weigley 316-7) based on the belief that Russia would collapse in 1941.

When the Soviet Union did not fold, they called up 8 million men anyway. Only about

a third of Americans serving in Europe even claimed to have seen any combat.
e7 Miksche 1964,230. Even given NATO divisions were larger this is a grossly

disproportionate effort. Moreover the Warsaw Pact conscripts paid a much higher

price than NATO conscripts, much less professional soldiers. By all accounts they

wele kept in uniform longer', paid less and fed worse.
nt Se. Kennan (1947) or Kennan (1984, 107-28).
nn Gur 1998, 303.
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There is no surprise in the fact that Kennan's views should have coincided so closely

with those of Basil Liddell Hart in the post-war period.rOo "Containment", as put

forward by Kennan, bore a remarkable similarity to Liddell-Hart's "Limited Liability"

and even the 1939-40 policy of stizkrieg. Above all America would not try to conquer

the Soviet Union and impose a new 'Western-style government.r0r Indeed Kennan

seriously proposed reducing American (and Russian) forces in Europe to a token force

at best, allowing a unified, neutral Germany and replacing the majority of Westem

European Armies with citizen-based militìasl0l

It is, therefore, the contemporary ailnLre of the Westem democracies above all

else which detelmined their response to China's occupation of Tibet. A policy of

confrontation with the Chinese would inevitably involve changes to American and

British society. On a smallel scale this was shown in the Korean War. General

Douglas Macfu'thul not only wanted to use nuclear weapons, but also to expand the

war into China. He had propelly understood the logic of Clausewitzian warfare which

implied that victory demanded violence be taken to the extreme. The side that

refrained from such extlemism would inevitably lose. The Korean War had blought

mass conscription back into Ametican politics as well. In June 1951 the American

Congress passed the Universal Military Training and Service Act which endorsed

univetsal national service. However on April 1l 1951 Truman had sackèd MacArthur

and appointed Matthew Ridgway. From that point on the Americans restlicted their

aims to regaining and then holding the 38th parallel. Once this limited war aim came to

be shared by the Chinese, the Korean Wat quickly came to a halt. Both sides had

scaled back their aims and settled on a compromise.'03 In the same way the Amelicans

could hardly be expected to risk any real degree of confrontation with the Chinese

Communists over Tibet. Aside from anything else, their Chinese Nationalist allies on

Taiwan still strongly believed Tibet was paft of China.

On July 2 l95l the British and Amerjcans held talks in Washington to come up

with a common policy position on Tibet. Inevitably this involved trying to pass the

responsibility onto someone else. The British continued to indicate their withdrawal

from the region by claiming their position would closely follow India's views. Both

sides agreed that it was important to get Indian agreement to a common program.'ou

too Gat 1998, 295-300.

'o' Oddly enough Kennan denied that it was possible for the West to do this, while also

denying that Communism rvas all that popular in Russia, much less in Europe.

'ot See Kennan (1958) and Kennan (1959),

'03 wei-sley l9'l 3, 383 -98.

'o* 7938.0011-25I. Mentorandtun of Cott,ersatiotl, by the Depuy, Director of tlte
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This was more or less guaranteed by the geography of the region, If the Indians were

unwilling to help the Western powers aid Tibet then it would be extremely hard to get

supplies to the Tibetans.rOt The problem was that India was no more committed to

mass mobilisation than either the United States ol Britain. Nehru and many in the

Congress Party were educated by the British and stlongly influenced by British culture.

The Congress Party was certainly intelested in some degree of social reform and vague

sociaüst agenda. However they did not try to change completely the social structure of

Indian life, âny more than the British tried to change their own social structure.

Limited war aims would always play an important part in Indian politics as a result,

even though India was neither an off-shore island or an isolated continent.r06 Yet the

problems in Tibet indicate the limits of Containment as a policy. In the face of a

sizeable power like China occupying a significant geographical space which provided it

with much of the resources it needed, there was little the Western powers could do to

affect the outcome using all the traditional means of blockade and peripheral

operations. The only altemative was to mobilise on the scale of World Wat II all over

again. Neither the Americans nor the Blitish nor the Indians showed any real desire to

do so.

office of cltùtese Affairs (PeÃins), July 2, 1951. FRUS I951, 1:2:1721-1728.

'ot The Americans did send small scale support to the Tibetans in planes flying from

Thailand. See Knaus (1999, 153-7), Leary (1991-1998), Garver (1997,167-84) and

McCarlhy (L991).

'ou That is, the geoglaphical situation of India, like that of France, Getmany, Russia

and China, argues against limited govefirment and a small army. India shares a lot of

borders with a lot of potential enemies. Even a short period of weakness could be fatal

for India.
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Chapter Nine: The Indians Take Over, I94l-1959

9.1 Introduction

Following the withdrawal of the British from India in 1947 their position in

Tibet was largely inherited by the new Indian and Pakistani governments. Unlike

Pakistan, which quickly sought a peaceful border settlement with the Chinese, the

Indians followed confrontational policies that in the end led to the 1962 Sino-Indian

War. The source material for this period is rich on the Indian side. Not only has

Nehru's collected writings been published in India, but following the 1962 defeat a

large number of the Indian participants published their own versions of the events

leading up to that war. That war is outside the time frame of this thesis. This chapter

will be about the border disputes up to the flight of the Dalai Lama to India in 1959.

The 1913-14 Simla Convention contained three main features. The most

important two are summed up by the phrase "Tibetan autonomy under Chìnese

suzerainty". The third feature was the border settlement between British India and

Tibet. When the Chinese refused to sign the Simla Convention, or other agreement

that the Bdtish would accept, the British government unilatelally took two steps. In

l92L Lord Curzon, then the British Foreign Secretary,r told the Chinese government

that if they did not sign the British would thereafter regard the Tibetans as entirely

autonomous under Chinese suzerainty.r And in 1936 the Brjtish Indian administration

decided to annex what became known as the North East Flontier Agency (NEFA) up

to the McMahon line although no plactical steps were taken until 1943.3 That is, the

British Indian administration decided to impose the Simla border on the Tibetans

despite the lack of any formal agreement. The Tibetans, however, retained control

over the monastery and town of Tawang.* These actions were never formally accepted

by 3ny Chinese govelrment even though no government had the power to prevent the

' Curzon had been forced to step down as Viceroy early because of the controversy
over the Younghusband expedition. He was supposedly denied the chance to be Prime
Minister because the Conservatives thought that the votels would not suppolt such an

aristocratic figure.
t p tg\ZlSgllO. Tlrc Marquess Curzon of Keclleston îo Sir B. Alston (Peking), July 9,

1921,7 pnt. DBFP 1966,14:338-9. Richardson L945,28.
t The many works of Alastair Lamb remain the basic starting point for discussing
British policy in the NEFA. See aiso Nyman 1976, 160-8. J. P. Mills (1950), as the
British official responsible for fixing the border in 1943, discusses the process.
+ Maxwell 1972,44-52.
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British administration from doing whatever it liked

9.2 India and the Chinese |.lationalists

This state of affairs might have remained if the British had not left India in 1947

leaving the NEFA region under the control of the newly independent Indian

government. Immediately the Tibetan administration in Lhasa wrote to the Indian

government to ask fol the retum of those tracts of Indian territory in the NEFA region

which were formally Tibetan. The Indian government, on the advice of the British

representative in Lhasa, Hugh Richardson, lefused. It was probably in order to avoid

reopening the issue, rather for than the reasons stated by Hugh Richardson, that when

the Tibetans suggested signing a treaty with the new Indian Government "they were

dissuaded by the consideration that negotiations of that sort would have given an

opportunity for renewed Chinese pressure on Tibet at a time when the Indian

Govemment was not yet securely in the saddle."6 This was especially annoying to the

Tibetans because in some palts of what would become India's North East Frontier

Agency, Indian control had been imposed quite late, Tibetan officials were only

removed from parts of Tawang in 1951. The Tibetans had protested but had, of

course, been ignored.T

In 1948 the Chinese Nationalist government also signalled its lejection of the

Simla Convention and the Blitish actions in Tibet by asking for a renegotiation of the

1908 Tlade agreement between China and Britain. In theory the Chinese govemment

body responsible for administering Tibet was the Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs

Commission. On July 5 1943 the Commission formally requested that the Chinese

central govefftment act to discontinue the special privileges the British had enjoyed in

Tibet. According to the Commission, the British still maintained garrisons in the

Chumbi Valley and at Gyangste.s According to the more extreme group of British

officials, the 1908 Agleement had been superseded by the Simla Convention and the

Trade agreement struck between the Tibetan and British officials at Simla in 1913.

' As, indeed, Mehla (1956, 18) points out.
ó Richardson 1962,174. The person who did the dissuading was probably Richardson

himself as the new Indian Trade Agent in Tibet. This was one the greatest missed

opportunities for Tibet. The one thing that could have strengthened their international

position and so their claim to independence was a written guarantee from another

country. Richardson (1962,175-6) later claimed that India should have given up their

Treaty rights in 194'7 r,vhich could have been done best through such a treaty.

Richardson does not say what his advice 1n 1941 was. See also Yang 1981,420.
t 

See, for instance, SWIN, 20:161.
t NYT, July 6, 1948, 1o:5.
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Like the Tibetan demand, the Nationalist demand was also refused by the Indian

govemment. Indeed according to B. N. Mullik, the director of the Intelligence Bureau,

the Indians insisted that the I9I4 Simla Convention had superseded the 1908

Agreement. The Nationalists naturally objected to the claim but were in no position to

do much about it as in 1948 they had no control over Tibet. The border region in

question, as well as increasingly large parts of China, were no longer under Natìonalist

control as the Communists advanced.n When the new Chinese Communist government

was ready to enter Tibet in 1950, the Indian govefiìment had ample waming that

neithel the Nationalists nor the Tibetans were happy with the Sirnla Convention, and it

was obvious that the Chinese Communists would reject it as well.

In 1948 the Indian government could have stuck with the old fashioned,

legalistic, nineteenth century style of diplomacy. In principle the Indians did not have

to hand over any tenitory that they had inherited from the British goveffiment. India

was the legal successot to the British Indian administration and so had a perfect legal

right to claim British India's borders. In international law borders are usr.rally decided

by the principle uti possideris which states that the border of a newly independent state

should follow the administrative boundalies of the former colonial power.'o The

principle that new nations succeed to the borders of the old state they are replacing is

just as valid in law. However the difficulty with the McMahon line was that neither the

Chinese nor the Tibetan Government had ever formally agreed to it. Nol had the

Chinese even passively acquiesced in the new border anangement. All Chinese

goveÍìments, Republican, warlord, Nationalìst and Communist, have always claimed

that the British had not informed them about the deal with the Tibetans at the time.

Nor is there any evidence that the British Government evet did infolm the Chinese

Government about the deal.

This put the Indian government in a diffìcult position. On the one hand few

govelnments ever willingly give up territory they control, on the othel hand the Indians

benefrted from British imper-ialist bullying of Tibet and a weakened China. In the

normal course of events Nehru's Congress party would be ideologically opposed to

such past injustices, especially when other countries were the beneficiaries. The Indian

Congress Party was, after all, a modern anti-colonial party that was ideologically

opposed to the old style of international relations. The Indian decision to retain full

control over the disputed border region was, horvever, never in doubt. Initially the

n Mullik r97 r, 59.
to O'Connell 1970, 426-7. Assumin-e, of course, that the McMahon line was the legal

administrative boundary.
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Indians were prepared to go even further in following the former policies of the British

administration. The implications of their communications with China seems to be that

they wanted Tibet to remain a de facto independent state. The problem for the Indian

-qovernment was to reconcile their anti-colonialist rhetoric with their her-itage of

imperial diplomacy.

9.3 India and the Chinese Communists

The Indian government's first response to the threat of "liberation" by the PLA

was to deplole the use of violence by the Chinese and to urge a peaceful settlement

with the Tibetans. This was also the advice they gave to a Tibetan delegation which

visited India, urging them to accept a peaceful settlement that would preserve Tibetan

autonomy.lr Among the issues sun'ounding the Sino-Indian border, autonomy was the

most important. In August 1950, Nehru admitted that the Indian government had

recognised China's suzerainty over Tibet, and that he wished "Tibetan autonomy to

continue under some kind of Chinese suzerainty."ll The Indian desire for Tibetan

autonomy was also made clear to K. M. Panikkar, the Indian Ambassador to China.

Nehru said India should "aim at the autonomy of Tibet being recognised together with

Chinese suzerainty."13 That is, from the start of their dealings with the new Chinese

Communist govemment, the Indians tried to defend the autonomy provisions of the

Simla settlement. The one exception was the concession of Chinese sovereignty over

Tibet. This was most likely as a result of the inexperience of the Indian government

and the trivial difference between "sovereignty" and "suzerainty" in everything other

than Tibetan history. However Nehru took a stronger public Iine against Chinese

control of Tibet. On December'7,1950, he told the Lower House of the Indian

Parliament, the Lok Sabha, that,

[i]t is not light for any countly to talk about its sovereignty or suzerainty over

an area outside its own immediate range. That is to say, since Tibet is not the

same as China, it should ultimately be the wishes of the people of Tibet that

prevail and not any legal or constitutional arguments. That, I think, is a valid

point. Whether the people of Tibet are strong enough to assert theil rights or

not is another matter. 'Whether we al'e strong enough or any other country is

strong enough to see that this is done is also another matter. But it is a right

" Note ro,S. N. Hakscu', Joùtt Secretaryt, ¡4¡rr¡tttt, of Extennl Affairs, New Delhi,2l
Juþ 1951. SWJN, 16:2:647.

'= To Krislrnct Menon, Attgttst 18 1950. SWJN, I5:l:429.
" Cable to K. M. Panikkar, 19 Augttst, 19-50. S'WJN, I5:l:431.
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and proper thing to say and I can see no difficulty in saying to the Chinese

Government that whether they have suzerainty or sovereignty over Tibet,

surely, according to any principles, principles they ploclaim and the principles I
uphold, the last voice in regard to Tibet should be the voice of the people of

Tibet and nobody else.'a

These aims were certainly well intentioned, and reflected one possible

application of the modern ideological style to the Tibetan problem. Nehlu could have

just as easily argued that the rights of all the people of all of China took precedent

over those of the unrepresentative, feudal, serf-owning collaborators with British

imperialism.rs It is not clear how seriousÌy Nehru took these views hìmself. The

peoples of Kashmil and Goa were also different from the majority of Indians, but

Nehru liad no intention of letting the peoples of those regions (or any other in India)

have the f,rnal say about their political future.16 Indeed Nehru had shown himself to be

adept at supporting whichevel policy he felt suited his needs in these sorts of

situations. At partition he had successfully persuaded the British not to allow the

Indian Princely States (still theoletically independent countries) independence, but

rather to force them to chose between India and Pakistan. When the Nizam of

Hyderabad looked as if he would choose Pakistan, Nehru claimed the views of the

majority Hindu population should be decisive. When the non-Muslim ruler of Kashmir

chose India over the objections of most Muslim Kashmiris Nehru supported the rulerl?

Although Nehru might have contemplated the use of force by the Indians, the

main methods by which he proposed to pressLrre the Chinese was international public

opinion. If the Communists used force in Tibet it would reflect badly on the new

China at a point when intemational opinion was shifting in China's favour.r8 Even

t* The debate is leproduced in Sharma and Sharma 1996, 6:44-50.

't As was fairly common among the'Western left. When Hugh Richardson wrote

articles about the plight of post-1950 Tibet, he did so in "reactionary" British papers

such as the Spectcttor (4thMay 1951, reproduced in Richardson 1998, 687-91). When

the left-wingObserver published him (a decade later in 12 February 1961, reproduced

in Richardson 1998, 699-701) it was only to talk about Tibetan refugees in India.
r6 Indeed the history of Goa's "liberation" by India is similal to Tibet's by China. There

was the same refusal of British and America to get involved, the same fruitless appeal

to the llN, the same insistence on driving out imperialism. See Lawrence 1963,17l-
i 85.

't James 1997,611-39. Collins and Lapiene,I9J5,180-4, 204-9,345-58. For a

critical view of the end of the Princely states see Lothian (1952). For a description of
the fighting in Kashmir leading to the present partition line see Fisher, Rose and

Huttenback, 1963, 79-80.

'8 See, for instanc e, To K. M. Panikkc¿r. Septenúer 2 1950. New Delhi, S'WJN,
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worse the use of force might hurt the efforts of the Indians to get the People's Republic

of China into the United Nations. V/hile it was possible that the Chinese Communist

Party might have thought twice before offending wolld opinion, but international

condemnation in bodìes like the UN had been threatened before without any result.'e

The Indians also pressed the need for a peaceful settlement on the Tibetan delegation

which was sent to ask the Indians for support.to The Chinese government was entirely

supportive of the goal of a peaceful settlement and welcomed the chance to reach an

agreement with the Tibetan delegation which was still in New Delhi.2' What the

Chinese Communist Party meant by a peaceful settlement was another matter however.

As Clausewitz noted, those planning an offensive rarely wish to fight and usually prefer

a swift and bloodless capitulation. It is the determination of the defence to resist that

makes violence unavoidableï

9.4 The Chinese Threat

However the Chinese government was clearly less than satisfied with the

behaviour of the Indìan govelnment. From the beginning the Chinese insisted on their

goal of "liberating" Tibet, removing foreign influences fi'om Chinese tenÌtory and

defending China's bolders. As the Chinese were now much stronger than they had

been in the past these Chinese demands would define any peaceful settlement with the

Tibetans. The Simla settlement wâs the previous basis of discussions between China

and India and had been forced on a succession of weak Chinese governments unable to

demand a larger say in the shaping of Tibetan policy. This settlement was the British

policy of autonomy under the protection of the Indian administration, together with the

McMahon line as the border. Once the Communists had come to power they were in a

position to demand that the Indians consider their views As the new regime put it,

"Tibet is an integral part of the Chinese territory. The problem of Tibet is entirely the

domestic problem of China. The Chinese People's Liberation Army must enter Tìbet,

liberate the Tibetan people and defend the frontiers of China. This is the firm policy of

the Central People's Govemment."?3 As the only remaining majol foreign influence in

15:I:432.

'e Dean Acheson (1969, 419-20) said that Nehru's sister made a similal suggestion

about ending the Korean War. "If aftel taking their seats fat the IJN] the Chinese

should be unreasonable, world opinion i.vould hold them responsible." The IIN had

condemned the Communists during the Civil War as well.
20 Record of a conversatiotttuith the Tibetcut Delegatiott. New Delhi. 3 Septenúer
1950. SWJN, l5:L:434-6.

'' S"e, for example, Smith 1996,211.2.
tt Claus.*ttz 1989, 371 .

=' Cltinese RepI1, to Indian Note of October )8, 1950, October 30 1950. Published in
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Tibet was from the Indian Trade Agencies and the vast majority of Tibet bordered
India, this seems to have been a threat aimed at the Indian government. When the
Tibetan delegation remained in New Delhi rather than travel to China, the Chinese
goverrlment blamed hostile foreign influences. In an editorial in the people's Daily
(November 17), which could only reflect the public line the Chinese Communist party
wished to take, the Chinese government accused the British goverrment of having,

deliberately delayed issuing transit visas for Hong Kong to the Lhasa
delegation, making it impossible for them to come to peking. According to
reports from vadous sources, when the Lhasa delegation was loitering in India,
the British High Commissioner Nye and other foreign imperialist elements used
every effort to persuade the delegation not to come to any agreement with the
chinese People's Govemment. Then on the 12th August, when the Indian
Govemment saw that the opelations of the Chinese Government's forces to
enter Tibet were about to begin, they infolmed the Chinese Goverrment that
the British Govemment had withdlawn its reftlsal to issue visas to the Tibetan
delegation and that facilities for the departure of the delegation to peking were
available. But more than two months have passed and still "the stairs have
been created but no one has come down". It is obvious that the delay of the
Lhasa delegation in coming to Peking to caruy on peaceful talks is the result of
instigation and obstruction flom foreign states who must bear the responsibility
for obstructing and sabotaging the peaceful talks. It is only necessal.y for- the
local Tibetan authorities to strive to con'ect their for-mer errors and abandon the
effoneous position of relying on foreign influences to resist the entry of the
people's liberation army and the Tibetan question can still be settled
peacefully.2a

There might well have been an element of delay by the British and Indian
governments, but on the whole it is more likely that the Tibetans were hoping the
Chinese would come to New Delhi. This would mean that the Tibetans could
negotiate a trìpartite agreement with the support of the Indians instead of the British
govelrment. To seek a foreign patron had been the traditional strategy of the
theocratic regime in Tibet since the days of the Third Dalai Lama. In 1950 the British
had ceased to play that role and the Indians were not wholeheartedly prepared to take
it on.

the People's Dail7,, November 17, 1950. Reproduced in erRL (1959, 133) and Ling
(1968, 13) with minor differences in translation. See also Feer 1953,375.
1a People's Daily. Editorial. November 17, 1950.
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Privately Nehru was willing to admit that the Chinese had some grounds for

their claims to Tibet. On November 1 1950, he wrote to the then Governor-General of

India C. Rajagopalachari admitting that he, with K. P. S. Menon, had gone over the

relevant papers dealing with Tibet and found that "fl]egally our position seems to be a

weak one in regard to Tibet."25 This was not a view entilely shared by the rest of the

Indian poLitical elite. On November 7, 1950 Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the hrst Deputy

Prime Minister on India, wrote a letter to Nehru which included a scathing attack on

the Chinese government. In it Patel claimed to have gone over all the official papers

between the Foreign Ministries of China and India and claimed that the Chinese

ofhcials and the Indian Ambassador to China, K. M, Panikkar, had misled the Indian

Government. The Chinese actions in crossing into Chamdo (what the Chinese still

referred to as the province of Xikang) were "little short of perfidy". In many of Patel's

claims he simply restated many of the old British conceffrs about the border and the

reliability of the border population. Patel claimed,

[w]e can, therefore, safely assume that very soon they [the Chinese

Governmentl will disown all the stipulations which Tibet has entered into with

us in the past. That thlows into the melting pot all frontier and commercial

settlements with Tibet on which we have been functioning and acting during

the last half a century. China is no longer divided. It is united and strong. All
along the Himalayas in the north and north-east we have on our side of the

frontier a population ethnologically and culturally not different from Tibetans

or Mongoloids. The undehned state of the frontier and the existence on our

sìde of a population with affinities to Tibetans or Chinese have all the elements

of potential trouble between China and ourselves16

This is a remarkable document for several reason, but mostly for the claims of
affinities between the populations on both sides of the border. If the Tibetans were not

Chinese, as Nehru claimed, then it is not clear why they should have any afhnities with

the Chinese. It is even less obvious that the Tibetan populations on the Indian side of

the border would have the slightest interest in supporting the Chinese Communists.

Above all, Patel was also clear in stating that the border between China and India was

undehned, Thus Indian claims that, for instance, "[s]o far as India was concerned,

there lvas no border problem: her maps were clear and the boundaries were not subject

tt To C. Rajagopalaclnri. New Delhi. Not,entber I 1950. SWJN, 15:2:336-7.
16 Sarttar VaUabhbhai Patel, tlrc first Depu4, Printe Mùtister of Inclia, on Tibet . n-T
1998, 5-11. Also reproduced in Sharma and Sharma (1996, 6:I-4).
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to disputation" are simply not true.37 This was a position put forward in public which
sections of the Indian goveütment knew was not the case.

9.5 The Indian Forward Policy

Like Patel, Nehru was under no illusion that the border with China was as yet

defined. The first response of the Indian govelxment was to set up the North and
North-East Border Defence Committee (usually called the Himmatsinghji Committee
after its chaitman, the Deputy Minister of Defence, Major-General Himmatsinghji) to
look at the problems of the border with China. In April 1951 the committee submitted
its recommendations for the Nolth East Frontiel Agency, Sikkim, Bhutan and the

Burmese border region. In September 1951 it submitted its recommendations for the

North Westetn border region from Nepal to Ladakh. The main recommendation was

to move Indian police posts (by then under the control of the Mullik's Intelligence
Bureau) as far folward as possible rìght along the whole border. This meant right up

to the Indian claim line even though the Committee recognised the border was

undemarcated and that the Chìnese were already in possession of parts of Aksai Chin
in the west. There is also evidence that some members of the Indian government,
notably the Intelligence chief Mullik, wanted the border much further inside Tibet.
Mullik has since described pushing India's bordel to the Tsangpo liver as having "mllch

sense".l3 In Parliament on 28 February, 1952, Nehru was asked if there had been any

progress in the "demarcation of the undefined border between India and China on the
north-east and north-west." Nehru claimed that the McMahon line defined the border
in the north-east, and that no problem conceming the north-west had reached him. He
also claimed that "[a]ll these are high mountains. Nobody lives there. It is not very
necessary to define these things.":e This policy, inheritecl from the Bdtish, only nrade

sense as long as the Indians were strong enough to impose their version of the border
on the Chinese. The British traditionally did that by threatening the coastal cities of
China proper. There does not seem to have been any serious thought within India
about what the Indian Army could do this if the Chinese challenged the McMahon line.

There does not even seem to have been any planning for this on the part of the Indian
govemment.

?7 
Satyapal an 1964,377 .

tt Mullik Ig'72,130. He actuaily said the Brahmapurra but presumably he meant ro
push the border forward into Tibet not move it back into India. The Tsan_epo florvs
west to east throu,gh Tibet, to the south of Lhasa before looping around and flor.ving
east to west through the NEFA. In India it is usually referred to as the Brahmaputra.
tn swJN, 17:4i6-i.
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On November 18, 1950, Nehru wrote a note outlining India's policy regarding

Tibet and China.30 In it Nehru admitted that in the past India had referred to China's

sovereignty over Tibet, but claimed this was an enor and suzerainty was to be used

from now on. As policy decisions go this one was likely just to annoy the Chinese

govemment. The Indian government had admitted it recognised China's sovereignty

and that suzerainty was more or less the same thing. Such opinions may well have

been binding in a legal sense and certainly carried a considerable moral impact. Nehru

admitted that it was likely that China would take control of all of Tibet and remain a

neighbour of India for some time to come. The Tibetans could not keep the Chinese

out, no foreign power was in a position to do so, and India could not either. But India

could "help in the maintenance of Tibetan autonomy and at the same time favoid]

continuous tension and apprehension on [India's] frontiers." Exactly how India might

help was not made clear other than by urging the Chinese to maintain Tibet's level of

freedom. Anything more than this would almost certainly create the sort of tensions

Nehru said he did not want. Nehru recognised that the Chinese goverlìment had

promised autonomy, burt that autonomy,

can obviously not be anything like the autonomy, vetging on independence,

which Tibet has enjoyed during the last folty years or so. But it is reasonable

to assume from the very nature of Tibetan geography, tenain and climate, that

a large measLlre of autonomy is almost inevitable. It may of course be that this

autonomous Tibet is controlled by communist elements in Tibet. I imagine

however that it is, on the whole, more likely that what will be attempted will be

a pro-communist China administration rather than a communist onelr

It is clear that the Chinese were not going to let the Tibetans continue to be

nearly independent. But Nehru glossly underestimated the impact of modern

technology in overcoming geographical ban'iers to modern govemment. In the past

this might well have been tLue, but with modern communications and ttansport it was

not a valid point. Although the hrst nine years of joint Sino-Lama rule suggests that

Nehlu's views were sensible, this was only because the Chinese did not care to push

the pace of reform. The only part of Nehru's note that is not firmly within the "Simla

tradition" was that he also considered the possibility of a future world rvar. He

discounted any large scale attack act'oss the Himalayas, but admitted that inhltration

was possible as was the "possibility of entering and taking possession of disputed

territory, if there is no obstruction to this happening. We must therefore take all

'o swrN, l5:2:342-i.
" swrN, 15.2:342-7.
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necessary precautions to prevent this." The major enemy, according to Nehru, was

Pakistan and the cost of preparing for a full scale attack was prohibitive. Nehru wrote

that,

[w]e cannot save Tibet, as we should have liked to do, and our very attempts

to save it might well bring greater trouble to it. It would be unfair to Tibet for

us to bring this trouble upon her without having the capacity to help her

effectively. It may be possible, hov/ever, that we might be able to help Tibet to

retain a large measure of her autonomy. That would be good for Tibet and

good for India. As far as I can see, this can only be done on the diplomatic

level and by avoidance of making the present tension between India and China

worse.t'

During this period the Tibetan administration had stuck with their traditional

policy of seeking foreign protectors. The Dalai Lama had written an appeal to the

United Nations protesting about the Chinese government. Nehru refused to suppol't

this appeal, but said that if it did come up India or-rght to give its opinion. This was not

full support for the appeal because it included a demand for independence. Tibetan

independence remained outside the terms of the Simla settlement, but Nehru did not

express it that way. As Nehru put it "[w]e may say that whatever might have been

acknowledged in the past about China's sovereignty or suzerainty, recent events have

deprived China of the right to claim that. There may be some moral basis fot this

argument. But it wìll not take us or Tibet very far. It will only hasten the downfall of

Tibet. No outsider will be able to help her and China, suspicious and apprehensive of

these tactics, will make sure of much speedier and fuller possession of Tibet than she

might otherwise have done. We shall thus not only fail in our endeavour but at the

same time have a really hostile China on our doorstep." Perhaps the best way of

describing this policy is appeasement. There was no reason to think that softly spoken

advice fi'om the Indians was going to help the Tibetans one way or the other. Nor was

this policy a particularly good way of backing down and saving India's prestige if that

is what Nehru intended.

With one part of the Sìmla Settlement, Tibetan autonomy, seemingly in place,

the Indians were free to concentrate on the border settlement. The lust solution to the

border issue tried by the Indians was to pressure the Chinese into agreeing to the new

bordel which the Chinese government quietly resisted, In April 1952, Nehlu wrote to

the Indian Ambassador, K. M. Panikkar. saying,

tt swrN, 15:2:346
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[w]e are surprised to learn of Chou En-lai's apparent reluctance to discuss

general problem of our interest in Tibet. It was Chou En-lai who suggested, in

September last, that this problem, as also boundary between India and Tibet,

was one for discussion and settlement. We expressed readiness for this and

subsequently you gave note to the Chinese Government defining our interests

in Tibet. Chou En-lai's present excuse that the Chinese have been in Tibet only

for a short time and have not yet studied problem thoroughly does not carry

conviction.33

The implication of this statement seems to be that the new Chinese government

had clearly indicated its belief that the bolder was unsettled and needed to be

negotiated. At the same time Nehru was clearly concerned about the border issue.

When Panikkar reported his conversations with Zhou on June L4,1952, Nehru noticed

that Zhou had not raised the issue of the bordel with India. The day after getting

Panikkar's report, he wrote back that it was "rather odd" Zhou had not refened "at all

to our Frontier" and pointed out that "we attach more importance to this than to other

matters."3a Panikkar's response indicated that he thought Zhou's silence indicated

acceptance of the McMahon line. Furthermore he recommended that the Indians insist

that the border was defined and hence that there was nothing to discuss. Nehlu, on the

lSth June, 1952, accepted this view and agreed not to raise the border with the

Chinese govemment. Yet Nehru wavered. On 25 July, 1952 Nehru wrote to Menon,

the Indian Foreign Secretary,

I am inclined to think that in our future talks or notes about Tibet, we should

mention the frontier. I appreciate the reasons which Panikkar advanced, and it

is because of these reasons that we have not brought up this subject. But I am

beginning to feel that our attempt at being clever might overreach itself. I think

it is better to be absolutely straight and frank.3-5

However by 29 July, Nehru had reverted to the Panikkar position of not

discussing the bordel alignment with the Chinese.36 Therefore it is clear that the Indian

government was well aware of the fact that the Chinese government had not accepted

the McMahon line as the legal border between China and India. The Indians seemed to

33 Coble to K. M. Panikkar, 12 April, 1952. SWJN. 18:471.
to Coble to K. M. Panikkar, 16 June, 1952. SWJN, 18:4'14.

" Not, to Foreign Secretan' on the Tn¿ce Talks, 25 Jtilv, 1952.

'u Note to Foreign Secretan,cutd K. M. Panikkur, 29 Jul¡,, 1952
SWJN, 19:585.
SWJN, 19:65i.
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be hoping that the Chinese would come to accept the border through continued usage

and not consider it worth a dispute with India. Nehru spelled out his policy towards
the end of 1952 by writing, "[i]n regald to this entire frontier we have to maintain an

attitude of firmness. Indeed there is nothing to discuss there and we have made that
previously clear to the Chinese Government. t....1 The old McMahon Line is

considered to be our frontier and we shall adhere to it."37 In fact, as Nehru was

probably perfectly aware, this had explicitly not been made clear to the Chinese

government and only the Indian government considered it to be the frontier?8

The Indian policy of claiming that the McMahon line was their border while
refusing to raise the issue with the Chinese was maintained in public at all times by
Neh¡u. Addressing concerns about China's views in Parliament, Nehru claimed that the

McMahon line "is our border and will continue to be so. There is no dispute with any

other country over this, nor are we about to raise any problem. Therefore it makes no

sense fot these doubts to be voiced."3e As late as 30 August 1952, in internal

documents, Nehru admitted that there was a problem with the border and that it would
be best to wait until a larger settlement was reached with the Chinese.a0 Thus on I
September 1952, Nehru wrote to Zhou Enlai concernìng some minor points and

suggestìng that the Indians and Chinese reach a final settlement that wor-rld deal with all

the outstanding issue together.ar In late 1953 an Indian delegation went to Beijing to

negotiate an agreement with the Chinese government. At the same time, in answer to

questions in India's Parliament, Nehlu was still denying there was any dispute rvith

China over the border. In fact he went further than that and also denied that the

Indians were going to discuss the border with the Chinese.a2 In a note dealing with the

Be¡ing conference dated 3 Decembel 1953, Nehru spoke of the proposed points to be

dealt with at the Conference. Point One was the Indian border with Tibet, Nehru's

response was to continue the policy of not raising the issue with the Chinese. He went

on to say "If the Chinese raise it, we should express our surprise and point out that this

is a settled issue. Further that during the last two years or so, when leference was

frequently made about Indo-Chinese or Indo-Tibetan problems, there lras never been

t' Cable to N. Raghavan, l0 Decentber 1952. S'WJN, 20:489.
38 -,'" 'I here were certainly BrÌtish authors who doubted the border was defined such as
Henze (1953, 172) andHopkinson (1950, 228).

'n swJN, 25:391.
uo 

See SWJN, 23:484.
*t This settlement became the Agreentetú betyveett the Reptúlic of Inclia ancl tlrc
People's Reptùlic of CIüna on Trade and lttercottrse Behveen Tibet Regiort of
Clùna[sic] and India. Mehra 1979-80, 2:165-8, Zhou Enlai had been r.vrÌting to
Nehru asking for such a settlement for some time. See Maxwell 1972,69-ir.
*t swrN 24:578.
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any reference to this frontier issue and it is surprising that this should be brought up

now. Our delegation cannot discuss it." In response to Panikkar's suggestion that the

Indians ought to walk out of the talks if the Chinese raised the issue, Nehru said the

Indians ought to avoid walking out unless the Chinese "insistfed] on taking up this

question."43

As it turned out during the negotiations for the 1954 "India-China Agreement

on Trade and Intercourse Between the Tibet Region of China and India" the Chinese

did not raise the issue of the border directly. They did however do so indirectly. The

text of the agreement says "Traders and pilgrìms of both countries may travel by the

following passes and routes: (1) Shipki La Pass, (2) Mana Pass, (3) Niti Pass, (4)

Kungli Bingri Pass, (5) Darma Pass, and (6) Lipu Lekh Pass."44 The original Chinese

proposal was that China would agree "to open the following passes [...] for entry and

exit by pilgrims." This implied that all these passes were within Chinese territory and

not, as the Indians claimed, on the border itself, The Indians were later to claim that

the choice of words recognised that the border ran along the named passes.ut There is

nothing in the Agreement as such that would specify that was in the minds of the

negotiators, although perhaps the Indians did intend to create a legally binding

precedent by the clever choice of words. The Chinese also carefully chose their words

with regard to the Simla Convention as well. Under the terms of the Simla

Convention, India had inherited several Trade Agencies from the British. No Chinese

government had accepted that these were legal. Under Article I Section II, the 1954

Agreement allowed India to establish these Trade Agencies rather than continuing to

possess them.

The Indian government has been strongly criticised fol not including a specific

reference to Tibetan autonomy in this agreement. It has even been claimed that the

agreement marked the end of the Curzon policy of only recognising Chinese suzerainty

only as long as the Chinese recognised Tibetan autonomy. Nehru had already admitted

there was no legal distinction between suzerainty and sovereignty and the Chinese haci

promised to protect Tibetan autonomy. It might be argued that the agreement did in

fact implicitly recognise a special status for Tibet, pelhaps even Tibetan autonomy

under Chinese sovereignty, given that the agreement specifically refers to the "Tibet

region of China" and not just to "China". While it did make some concessions to China

it was still clearly within the Simla tradition.

" Note to tlrc Secretcn-t,General. 3 Decentber 1953. SWJN, 24:598-9
ot SDPR, L:46L.
+s'WP, 1:10. See also Fisher, Rose andHuttenback 1963,84-5.
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9.6 The End of Autonomous Tibet

In 1954 the Dalai Lama visited Beijing and agreed, in theory, to the

establishment of the Plepa.l_a_lory_ Cgmm-itlee for the-.Apto-lomous Region of Tlbet (1he

{9411- ,This 
committee was formally inaugurated on 22 April 1956 and was made

up of ten (originally fifteen) representatives of the Dalai Lama's administration,

seventeen (originally eleven) people chosen from the larger monasteries, the other

sects, from among socially prominent people, and public bodies, ten from the Panchen

Lama's own administration and ten from the Chamdo Liberation Committee. Of its

- fifty-one members all but five were Tibetan.a6 The purpose of the committee was to

examine ways in which reforms would be extended to Tibet. Up to this point Tibet

had been given an extraordinary degree of autonomy with virtually no interference in

the economy. Among other things this meant that virtually nothing had been done to

change the status of Tibet's serfs. The Chinese government was now going to bring

Tibet into line with the rest of China by.perqg.lÇing the_Tibetan gove.rnment to carry

out_l4fT99r_a!qç .1e!9ps". The work of the committee was greatly resented by the

Dalai Lama who claimed that the Chinese had a built-in majority. Even if the Panchen

Lama's delegates and the Chamdo Liberation Committee always voted with the

Chinese, the Chinese only had a majority if the Dalai Lama could not control the other

Tibetan delegates. In fact the Dalai Lama singled out the Panchen Lama's delegates as

particularly difficult, even more so than the Chamdo Liberation Committee.aT

Although the Dalai Lama portlayed them both as pr.rppets of the Chinese, there are

probably more traditional reasons for the attitude of the Panchen Lama. Rather than

jurst being a puppet of the Chinese, he and hìs officials represented a different, but still

Tibetan, view of the place of the Dalai Lama in the world. More specifically they

refused to accept he was the supreme head of Tibet's religious and political hierarchy.

From lgll to 1950, as the Dalai Lamas defended Lhasa's autonomy from Beijing, the

Panchen Lamas defended Tashilhunpo's autonomy from Lhasa.as The response of the

Dalai Lamas and their entourages was to downplay the lole of the Panchen Lamas in

Tibetan politics. Indeed as late as 1960 the Fourteenth Dalai Lama questioned the

legitimacy of the Tenth Panchen Lama by claiming he had not "taken the examinations

tu i\rfl-MP 1985, 133. Smith 1996,381-4. Tsering1999,124-130. The figures are

from Smith 1996. The total number of delegates does not add up to 51.
*7 N,[-MP r985, r33.
*t And so if anyone ought to feel aggrieved about the PCART it rvas the Panchen

Lama and his entourage. Tashilhunpo's autonomy from Lhasa r,vas being destroyed.

The Chinese were going to follorv a "modelTr" centralising policy which did not allow

for autonomy in Shigatse.
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to determine his status as a true incarnation."4e The Chamdo Liberation Committee,

being a Chinese creation but containing Tibetans from Kham with real grievances

against the Lhasa legime, was far more "reasonable" because the Chinese were still

committed to appeasing the Dalai Lama. Resistance to the Dalai Lama's claims to a

unique political role in Tibet grew out of Tibetan tradition, not Chinese policy.

The other majol event in 1956 was that shortly after the opening of the PCART

the Dalai Lama travelled to India and asked Nehru for political asylum. The occasion

was the Buddha Jayanti, the 2,500th anniversary of the Buddha's birth. The invitation

to the Dalai Lama was sent by Nehru himself via the Maharajah of Sikkim. First,

however, Nehru consulted the Dalai Lama's older brother Gyalo Thondup and W. D.

Shakabpa, the former Tibetan minister. They said that it would be a tragedy for the

Dalai Lama to retum to Tibet after an'iving safely in India. According to Gyalo

Thondup, Nehru promised political asylum to the Dalai Lama when he came.-tO

However when the Dalai Lama did anive and request pelmission to stay, Nehru held

talks with Zhot Enlai. Durlirg these talks Zhou promised that refolms would not be

made in Tibet over the ions of the Tibetans and that Chinese plans would be

scaled back. In effect Zhou that the Chìnese govemment would continue to

respect the stctttts cltLo of full Tibetan autonomy. This was good enough for Nehlu

who then refused to grant the Dalai Lama permission to stay and urged him to go back

to Tibet and defend Tibetan autonomy. Although there is no evidence of an explicit

promise, it is probable that Nehru promised Indian help if the Chinese govemment

refused to respect Tibet's autonomy as the Indians defined it. That is, despite his

public rhetoric, Nehru continued to follow the terms of the Simla settlement. Tibetan

independence was out of the question, but then so was China treating Tibet like any

other province of China. This was the last time that the Indians and Chinese would

work together in an amicable manner. However while these talks plobably did little

damage to the relations between the Dalai Lama and the Chinese (the Chinese wele

detelmined to work with the Dalai Lama and were well aware of his past attempts to

seek foreign intervention) they almost certainly did a great deal of damage to relations

between China and India. Well over a decade later Zhou, in pdvate, was still angered

by the "arrogance" of Nehru.-t' While part of this may have had something to do with

his behaviour at the Bandung conference, this atuitous in what the

Chinese government had alwa called a internal Chinese matter must have beenys

*e Pringsheim (1961, 75) citin-e comments made to T. V. Wylie in Mussoorie,India,
Aprìl 1960.
50 Craig 1998,205.
'5rMaxwell 1912,279.
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objectionable to the Communist Party leadership.

9.7 Border Clashes

As the purpose of the PCART became clearer, it must have gradually occurred

to the Indians that Tibetan autonomy was not going to be anything like what they had

hoped. 'Whatever the cause, in 1958 relations between the Indians and the Chinese

began to break down ostensibly over border issues. There had been a large number of

exchanges between the Indian and Chinese Govemments over border incidents going

back to just after the signing of the Agreement on Trade and Intercourse on Apt''l29,

1954. On July I7 1954 the Chinese had protested about a group of thitty Indian

border police crossing the Niti pass into unmistakably Chinese tenitory. After getting

no response, the Chinese again complained about the incident on the 13th of August.52

The Indian response was to deny that the Indian soldiers, who were still camped to the

south of Niti pass in territory that both India and China claimed, had crossed the Niti

pass, and to complain about Tibetan (i.e. not Chinese) ofhcials crossing into ten'itol'y

the Indians claimed.-s3 Almost a year was to go by before the issue arose again and this

time it was the Indians who objected to a party of Chinese soldiers who, according to

the Indians, had "entered our ten'itory without proper documents."54 The Indians also

said that the border was at Tr-rnjun La (presr.rmably, given the name, a mountain pass).

The Chinese took almost two weeks to leply and in response to the claim that "our

offrcìals in the Tibetan region" had attempted to cross into Indian territory, denied that

any Chinese personal had crossed the border "in the vicinity of the Niti Pass."s5

Presumably both the Indian and Chinese Governments were attempting to win the

advantage of acquiescence (i.e. the legal doctrine that if a nation fails to protest about

its rights when the Government concerned know they are being violated, that nation

sumenders those rights). By insisting that the border ran through the pass the Indians

probably hoped to claim that the Chinese accepted these passes as the border. By

refer-ring to "our Tibet" the Chinese presumably intended to make theit' sovereignty

clear. Both Governments would have to pl'otest violations of what they considered

their border or would have to accept that passive acceptance was legally binding.

t= Note given by the Coutsellor of China in IndicL to the Ministr.tt of Extemal Affairs,

17 JuI,v, 1954. WP, I :1. Note given b-t, the Chinese Comtsellor itt Inclia to ï|rc

Mirtistry of Extennl Affairs, 13 AtLgttst 1954. W?, l:2.
t' Note given to the CIúnese Cotntsellor in India, 27 Augttst 1954. W?, l:3'
tt Nore given to the Clúnese Cowtsellor itt Inclia, 28 Jute 1955. W?, l:4'
" Note given by¡ the Clúnese Cotntsellor in Inclia to tlrc Ministt-v of Extenrul Affairs,

New DeIlù, lI JuIt, 1956. 'WP, l:5.
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The dispute between the two governments was not helped by problems in

communication. This early in the dispute the Chinese and Indians were both concetned

with the middle section of the disputed border which the Chinese referred to as Wu-Je

and the Indians as Barahoti. Thus in response to Chinese claims about Indian soldiers

at Wu-Je in the Tibetan Autonomous Region, the Indians denied that they had any

soldiers in the TAR and the nearest group was at Barahoti in Indian territory.

However in August 1955 the Indians objected to the clear display of Chinese intentions

in the region when a Tibetan ofhcial collected taxes from people whom the Indians

called Indian herdsmen on the Hoti plain. By early 1956 the dispute had spread to

another part of the middle section of the border in what the Indians claimed was the

state of Uttar Pradesh. On May 2nd, the Indians objected to a group of Chinese

soldiers patrolling in the region around Nilang on the 28th of April. The Indian

Government was also taking a stronger line on the incidents. This time they said the

region was "clearly within Indian territory and has always been in our possession."56 It

is possible that the Indian Government was not aware of any problem in this region

until 1954. But when the Chinese made it clear that they had claims in this region, and

intended to make them effective by taxing the local residents, the Indians went looking

for other regions where the Chinese were crossing what India claimed as its border. It

is also possible that the Indians, having signed a treaty with the Chinese, were

determined to enforce what they considered to be a concession by the Chinese

Govemment about the bolder. That is to say, they went looking for trouble along the

border so that they could force the Chinese to accept a strict interpretation of the 1954

Agreement in India's favout'. The Chinese response was to suggest, on June 8, 1956,

that neither India nor China should send troops into the disputed alea now that the

snows had melted and it had become passable again. The Chinese Government did,

however, insist that the region had always been part of Tibet. The Chinese proposed a

joint investigation by representatives of both India and China to examine the evidence

of historical ownership.sT The Indians accepted the proposal for a joint investigation,

but sent their soldiers back into the region anyway. The Indian tesponse to Chinese

protests was to bring up further allegations conceming Chinese troops on what the

Indìans called the Indian side of the Shipki La Pass, Again the Indians insisted that the

1954 Agreement named this as a border pass.-t* Sixteen days later the Indian

Govemment made the fir'st threats of military action over the border problem. The

Indian protest said that,

tu wP, r: il.
-tt wP, l:r3-4.
t8 Note Verbale given to tlrc Chìnese Charge d'Affairs in htdict I Septenúer 1956

WP, 1:17.
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[i]n view of the fact that Shipki La is clearly the border and is acknowledged as

such in the Sino-Indian Agleement of 29th April 1954, the Government of

India consider any crossing of this border pass by armed personnel as

aggression which they will resist. Government of India have oldered their

Border Security Force not to take any action for the present in repulsing this

aggression and to await instructions which they hope the Central People's

Govemment will issue immediately. Government of India have however

directed their Border Security Force on no account to retire from their position

or to permit Chinese personnel to go beyond where they are even if this

involves a clash.

Government of India attach great importance to this matter and request

immediate action by the Chinese Government. Othelwise thele might be an

unfoftunate clash on our border which will have undesilable resulß:e

By the standalds of modem diplomacy this amounted a series of blunt threats

with the double-edged instructions which would eventually become a typical feature of

Nehru's diplomacy. The older to the Indian soldiers not to take action makes it look as

if the Indians wel'e trying to settle the issue peaceftrlly, but the instruction not to retire

and not to allow the Chinese to advance were in fact orders to use violence unless the

Chinese immediately conceded. In the meantime the Indians were using the same

approach to the disagreement about Wu-Je. On 3 October 1956, the Indians sent a

note to the Chinese claiming that the dispute over Wu-Je was whether the tegion was

south of the Tunjun Pass (and hence Indian) or nofth of it and hence Chinese. The

Indians again asserted that the 1954 Agreement specified that the border ran along the

named passes and so the confusion in the Chinese camp could only arise if the Chinese

were unsure of where the pass was. According to the Indians Tunjun-La "is, and

always has been, the Border Pass", At the same time the Indians backtracked on the

issue of the joint investigation in a manner which could be called typical of the Indian

Government by saying "[t]he Government of India feel that proper understanding of

the actual situation is a basic preliminary to any joint investigation. It is for this reason

that the Government of India have again considered it necessary to elucidate the

position, for it is only on the basis of solid foundation such as this, that any joint Sino-

Indian inspection survey party can be expected to arrive at correct conclusions as to

the ownership of adjoining territory."60 That is to say, the investi-eation was not going

tn Aide nrcnzoire given to the Clùnese Charge cl'Affairs in htdia, 24 Septentber 1956.

WP l:18-9.
uo Not, ghten to the Cltinese Clrcu'ge d'Affairs in htdia. 3 October 1956. WP 1:21
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to determine who owned the disputed territory but where the pass was and it could

only do so if the Chinese accepted from the start that the Indian position was entirely

comect. The Indians did, however, agree not to send troops into the region if the

Chinese did not. On August 2, 1956, the Chinese Government off,rcially protested

about the entry of about twenty armed Indians into the Wu-Je region. A mere six days

later the Indians insisted that they were a party of tax collectors canying out "normal

revenue settlement opelations." who had been sent in response to China sending its

offrcials into the region.6r In view of the fact that such activitìes carried an implicit

claim to own the terrìtory and, given the Indians knew the Chinese held different

opinions, these seems a needlessly provocative actions.

The dispute continued to spread westwards as the Indians discovered Chinese

activity in Aksai Chin. On July 2, 1958 the Indian objected to what they described as

Chinese troops crossing into Indian teffitory to visit Khurnak Fort in the Ladakh

region. The objection referred to "a conference of the representatives of the Kashmir

Stateof IndiaandtheTibetRegionof Chinahetdin 1924".62 Thissuggeststhat, tothe

Indians, the "Tibet Region of China" implied some sort of autonomous state with the

ability to conduct foreign relations.

9.8 The Road to Confrontation

The July 2 objection by China marked a watershed, because the first response

of the Chinese was to object to the activities of the Tibetan exile commr.rnity and their

organisations in Kalimpong. The Chinese goverïment objected to the "subversive and

disruptive activities against China's Tibetan region carried oLrt by the U.S. and Chiang

Kai-shek clique in collusion with fugitive reactionaries from Tibet using India's

Kalimpong as a base."63 According to the Chinese, Zhou Enlai had already brought

this subject up in his talks with Nehru and the Indian ambassador had been provided

with what the Chinese considered objectionable material published in Kalimpong. The

Chinese govelrment named six individuals, Gyalodenju (presumably Gyalo Thondup,

the Dalai Lama's second eldest brother), Shakapa (the long-selving Tibetan Minister

W. D. Shakabpa), Losangjanzan (Lobsang Samten, the Dalai Lama's third eldest

brother), Thubten Nobo (Thubten Jigme Norbu, the Dalai Lama's oldest brother),

Alohrze (Alo Chondze, a leader of the mintang tsongdu, a Tibetan resistance group,

ut Note handed to the Clúnese Cotmsellor in Indict bj' the Míttisttt of Extenml Affairs,

Nevv Delhi, I Augttst 1956. WP, l:24-5.
ut SDFPAR, l:474-5.
u' SDFPAR, l:483-6.
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before being exiled to India and then Australia. He later made his peace with the

Chinese and returned to Tibet in 198i64) and Lukaniona (Lukhangwa, the former

Prime Minister of Tibet dismissed because of pressure from the Chinese). The speed

with which this was delivered to the Indian govefirment suggests that the Chinese had

been prepared for some time but had refrained from objecting formally in the ìnterests

of good relations with India. The response to the specihc claim about the supposed

bordel incursion nevel came, but on August 2, Ihe Chinese govefftment formally

protested about a party of Indìan soldiers who had entered into the "Tibet Region of

China". The same day the Indian goverìment responded to the complaint about the

Tibetan exiles. The Indian Government claimed to be "greatly surprised" by the

allegations and claimed to have no evidence that the Americans or Guomindang were

using Kalimpong as a base. The Indian government claimed it would never allow

anyone to use India as a base for hostile actions against any foreign country. As for

the six named Tibetans, the Indians assured the Chinese government that these men

had been warned that if theìr activities hurt relations with China, the Indian government

would "take the severest action against them." Yet the Indians claimed to have no

evidence that these men had engaged in unfriendly activities and disclaimed any

knowledge of the Tibetan organisations in Kalimpong which were suppotting the

resistance inside Tibet. The Indians also assured the Chinese that the border police had

strict instructions to prevent the smuggling of arms and ammunition into Tibet.

All this sounded very moderate, but in fact much of it was not exactly true. In

1951 the Indian government had prcssured Gyalo Thondup to stop his political

activities in favour of Tibetan independence. Yet in 1952 Nehru had told B. N. Mullik

that Pakistan and China were the two countries India "would have to confront".

Furthermore Nehru hoped that the Tibetans "would never be subdued and, therefore,

had advised us to befriend all the Tibetan refugees in India, help them in every way

possible and maintain their morale."65 By then both the American State Department

and the CIA had liaison ofñcers in Kalimpong. In October 1952 Mullik had been to

see Gyalo Thondup personally and Mullik had apologised for the Indian government's

earlier attitude. Gyalo was, Mullik said, free to do whatever he liked and so "from

October 1952 onwards I was in constant contact with Indian Intelligence and Nehlu

simply tumed a blind eye."uu In 1954 Gyalo had set up the Committee for Social

Welfare to promote resistance to Chinese control. There is no reason to think that

these efforts had any immediate effect, but soon revolt broke out in the peripheral

u* 
See his lecollections inTibet: Front 1951 To 1991 1991,176-181

ut Mulrik 1972,84-5.
66 Craig 1998,I17.
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regions of "greater Tibet". The Chinese government did not consider that most of

Kham and Amdo were part of "Tibet" and so guarantees of Tibetan autonomy did not

apply there. By 1955 the Chinese government was ready to pursue reforms in those

ethnically Tibetan regions outside centlal Tibet. These reforms included establishing

secular education, offrcially dividing the population into social "classes", recruiting

potential cadres among the poor and socially outcast, limiting private enterprise and

redistributing property, especially land. It was these policies, together with the

attempted removal of the I(hambas' guns and the promotion of "struggle meetings"

that caused the Khambas to rebel.67 Exactly how widespread and successful this revolt

was is impossible to determine, but the lebels received outside support very quickly.

By 1955 Gyalo Thondup was in touch with rebels from Amdo and by the end of i956

with Gyadutsang, the nephew of Gompo Tashi Andrugtsang, one of the most

important Khamba rebel leaders.ut That the entire Indian government was unaware of

these men and their activities is extremely unlikely. Indian Intelligence had set up an

offìce in Kalimpong to keep an eye on the Tibetans. Nehru had approached the two

co-founders of the Social Welfare Committee, Gyalo and Shakabpa, when he wanted

to ask the Dalai Lama to visit India. In the summer of 1956 Gyalo Thondup. Thubten

Jigme Norbu, Shakabpa and Gyadutsang chose six Khamba men on the

recommendation of Gompo Tashi to receive training from the CIA in Saipan. There is

no evidence that the Indian govemment or the Tibetans in exile had anythirrg to do

with the planning of the Khamba rebellion, but it is clear that the Indian govemment

was knowingly supportìng people who were planning and carrying out unfriendly

activities against the Chinese government.6e The Chinese government, too, seems to

have been aware of this and it was probably this knowledge that made the Chinese take

a stronger stand against what they saw as Indian inculsions into Chinese territory, now

that the Indians had formally objected.

gyJ9lgl[ç Pggp]_elg.L-jb9t4-tio"n Army had largely and (if many of the,lepofis

of the_PLA1s behaviour are true) brutally crushed the more open resistance in Amdo

and Kham. Rpfugees had flooded into central Tibet -with at least tç0 thousand in Lhasa

_¡!se[, The lalge number of refugees does not seem to have caused the solt of food

shortages that loughly the same number of PLA soldiers spread out over Tibet did in

ut A "struggle meeting" was a mass rally at which the poor and oppressed were

encouraged to denounce, beat and sometimes kill, their exploiters. Many of these

exploiters were religious figures.
ó8 A colourful description of the Tibetan Resistance is given in Andlugtsang (1973).
6e On April 2,Ig5g,Nehru categorically denied in Parliament that any subversive

activities were taking place in Kalimpong even though he must have been aware of
what was going on. See Sharma and Sharma 1996.6:68-75.
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1951. It is possible that 1951 was a poor year, but it is also possible that the Lhasan

govemment was happier to share its surplus with Tibetan refugees than with Chinese

soldiers. Among these refugees were members of the resistance from Kham and

Amdo, including Gompo Tashi Andrugtsang. In April of 1958 the unihed Lesistance,

under the banner of the Volunteer Fighters for Religious and Political Reform, set up

its headquarters south of the Tsangpo river. The region was not particularly suited to

Amdowas and Khambas who would stand out among the majority Central Tibetans,

but it was near the Indian border and the supplies that the Indians and Americans could

provide. In fact the main reason for the choice of this legion seems to be the desire to

establish a "liberated zone" running along the Indian border through which supplies

could be sent to the Tibetans. The first weapons plovided to the fighters were from

the depots of what remained of Tibet's army. Units of the Tibetan army, which had

still not been merged with the PLA, either went over to the resistance wholesale or

surrendered their weapons without much of a struggle. By July 1958 the Tibetans

were receiving American airdlops of arms as well as American radios.70 Yet true

guerilla warfare seemed to be beyond the Khambas. They even brought their animals

with them which made spotting them from the air easy. The move to the Indian

border, away from their homes, their relatives and the land they knew best, is perhaps a

sign that even the Khambas needed a foleign patron. It is also cleal that the Khambas

and Amdowas continued to follow their traditional nomadic practices such as robbing

from the peasants of Central Tibet.Tr This growth in Tibetan resistance coincided with

a stronger line taken by both China and India over the disputed boundary, On

September 8 and 12 1958 the Chinese arested two parties of Indian border troops

who had been surveying the Xinjiang-Tibet highway in Aksai Chin,72 They were

depolted on October 22ndvia the Karakoram Pass.

On 14 December 1958, Nehru wrote lo Zhou Enlai formally bringing up the

border dispute for the first time. In his lettel Nehlu asserted that no questions were

raised about the border at the talks leading up to the 1954 Agreement and that the

Indians "were under the implession that there were no border disputes between our

respective countries."73 This was a statement which Nehru knew was not strictly

to Knauss 1999, 153.
tt In faimess the Chinese Communists had done something similar during thei¡ Lon-e

March towards the Soviet border. Although'Western supporters, such as McCanhy
(1996), tend to blame Chinese dressed as Khambas for these crimes, there is no doubt

that it was the work of genuine nomads. Andrugtsan-s (1973) makes it clear that on a

number of occasions they had to shoot their olvn fol this sort of behaviour.
tt'wP, l:28.
tt SDFPAR, 1:486. 
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speaking true. Nehru claimed that in talks with Zhou during his visit to India in 1956

Zhouhad mentioned the McMahon line and said the alignment was generally speaking

acceptable to China. Nehru went on to object to several recent Chinese maps which

showed as Chinese large areas of territory that India claimed as Indian. In his response

on the 23 Janualy 1959, Zhou made clear what the Indian government had known for a

long time, that the Chinese did not accept that their border with India had ever been

formally delimited, or that there was any treaty or agreement which the Chinese

govemment had signed which specified the boundary line. The Indian Govemment

waited neally two months before replying to Zhou's letter and did so with a blunt

statement of the Indian position on the border question. On the 22nd March, Nehru

wrote to Zhou expressing surprise that the Chinese thought the border had not been

accepted by any Chinese Government. Nehru insisted that the "traditional frontier"

followed the watershed of the Himalayas and had "the sanction of specìfic international

agreements between the then Government of India and the Central Govemment of

China."7a By this Nehlu probably meant the Simla Convention, as it refened to the

"then" Government of India, rather than the 1954 Agreement. Nehrrl went on to insist

that the McMahon line had been drawn at the Simla Conference, it had been agreed to

by the Tibetans and the Chinese had not raised any objections to it. On the more

difficult issue of the westem sector, Nehru insisted that it too ran along well-def,rned

geographical features including watersheds. Finally Nehru objected again to the

pLrblication of Chinese maps showing the Chinese claim line rather than the border the

Indian Government claimed.

The potential for bordel conflict became more serious aftel the Dalai Lama fled

Tibet in March 1959. This marked the definite end of Tibetan autonomy as the Simla

Convention, the British government and then the Indian government had seen it. After

completing his frnal set of theological examinations on March 7 1959, the Dalai Lama

fled on March 27. The immediate reason was mass protest in Lhasa caused by

rumours that the Chinese Government was going to kidnap the Dalai Lama and take

him to Beijing. The Dalai Lama entered India on March 31. Initially he was denied

access to the media by the Indian authorities which suggests even at this stage the

Indian government had not given up on a settlement with China. In the meantime the

Chinese and Indians exchanged a series of protests over each other's actions. On June

20th the Dalai Lama held his hrst press conference at Mussoorie in India. His

statement accused the Chinese of causing immense suffering and inhumane treatment

of Tibetans, of persecuting, deporting and executing innocent Tibetans and of having

t* SDTFPAR, 1:504
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brought the Tibetans to "near annihilation.'7s

It was probably this press conference that caused the Chinese to make the most

serious accusation so far against the Indians on23rd June. In this the Chinese claimed

that the Indians had not only crossed the McMahon line in the North-East Frontier

Agency but that they had also "entered into collusion with the local Tibetan rebel

bandits to carry out illegal activities."i6 In fact the Chinese Government made this last

accusation in one form or another, no less than four times in a one page document.

There is not any particularly strong evidence that the Indians did in fact act in concert

with the Tibetans. Yet there is clearly evidence that the Indian Intelligence Bureau was

wolking with the Tibetans-in-exile as early as 1953 and the Indian forward posts were

manned by paramilitary troops who came under the control of the Intelligence Bureau.

There is, in short, no particular reason to think the claim is implausible. In fact it gives

a coherence to Indian behaviour that no othet explanation can. Shortly aftel the

signing of the 1956 Agreement, after Mullik, the head of the Intelligence Bureau, had

offered to help the Tibetans, the Indians began to object to the Chinese presence in

territory the Chinese claimed as their own. This dispute was made worse at every

stage by the behaviour of the Indian Government and Nehru in particular. Once the

fighting in Kham had spread to Tibet proper and a large zone more or less controlled

by the Tibetans was established on the Indian border, the Indian Govemment began to

push their police posts forwards and order them to use force if necessary.

As it turned out the outbreak of fighting did not take place until 1962 and the

Indians were soundly beaten.77 However well before this the Indian Govemment had

clearly decided that the Chìnese People's Liberation Army would not fight or, if it did,

it could not wìn. This is an unusual view to take given the very real strength of the

Chinese forces. Even in 1950 the threat of the PLA probably had a decisive influence

on the Indian Government acceptance of Chinese control ovel Tibet. In Korea the

PLA had not exactly shone, but it had fought both the Americans and the British to a

standstill and could claim at least a draw. It could be that the Indians had assumed that

t' Th" Dalai Lama's first pressrelease was at Tezpur on April 18 1959. His second on

Apnl22 at Mussoorie. See the text of these statements and a transcript of the pless

conference in Sharma and Sharma 1996,5:95-109.

'u Not, given to tlrc Foreigtt Office of China to the htdicm Cowtsellor in Pekittg, 23

Jmte 1959. WP, 1:34.
tt There is a wealth of material on the 1962 War and it is to India's credit that so much

comes fi'om Indian participants. For example Bhargava (L964). Kaul (i967), Kaul

(1979), Mullik (lg7I, 1972), Satyapalan (1964), Sen (1969), and Sinha(1961). There

is a good summary in Carver 1980, 211-22. Maxwell (1979) provides a rvealth of

details. Galbraith (1969) also discusses the diplomatic side of the conflict.
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the disputed regions were simply too harsh for effective fighting, even though the PLA

had few problems operating in the region up to 1962.78 This was more than the

militaries of any previous Chinese Government had been able to do and it was

something the Indian Army had not done or, perhaps, could do.7e It is possible that the

Indian Government expected to win the publicity battle and that intemational pressure

would make the Chinese withdraw. If this was the case there was no reason for the

Indian Government to think so. If the Chinese Communists were so easily swayed by

foreign pressure they would not have won the Civil War and they would not have

intervened in Korea.

Perhaps the most likely explanation is that the Indian government remained

within the British tradition and simply did not expect the Chinese to do anything about

the Indian provocation. If so, the Indians may have been working with the Tibetans in

the expectation that they would rise up and drive the Chinese out. Back in 1950 Nehru

had thought a repeat of the events of t9l0 was lil<ely. In 1910 the Chinese had sent

soldiers to Lhasa and overthrown the Dalai Lama. The Dalai Lama had fled to India

only to return, with British support, in L912 after mass protests in Tibet. If the Indìan

govelnment believed the sort of claims made by the Tibetan resistance of tens of

thousands of Chinese dead, then they could easily have concluded that the Chinese

would not remain in Lhasa for long. In that case the Indians were not pushing their

border posts forward to provoke the Chinese, but to ensure that the Tibetans would

not have any valid objection after they regained their (at Least de facto) independence.

Yet again the Tibetans had been sadly let down by their friends and allies.

78 Francis Kingdon-Ward (1951, 256) certainly thought there was no military threat to

NEFA due to the difficulty of tenain and lack of local supplies.
tn It is possible that Nehru and the Indian Army absorbed much of the contempt the

British had for the Chinese for not being a "maltial race". For example Field Marshal

Slim ( 196 I , 47 , 60-2, 68, 97 -8, 1 1 8-9) blamed Chinese incompetence and weakness

for just about everything, despite his claims he liked the Chinese (1961 46,54).
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ChapterTen: Conclusion

10.1 Chinese Diplomacy

In terms of China's diplomatic history, the Communist Liberation may have

marked a decisive a turning point. It is certainly true that the Communists conducted a

very different sort of diplomacy from the Nationalists or the Qing Government. It is

unclear whether or not this change will persist, or whether China eventually will return

to a more "normal" (i.e. Western) style of diplomacy. In terms of the Tibetan question

there is a clear distinction between two sorts of modern Chinese diplomacy. The f,rrst

concerts vital questions about Chinah teûitorial integrity. In 1950 the Communist

Government was willing to risk confrontation with the Indians (and perhaps by

extension with the West) over Tibet. The Chinese Govemment was determined to

"liberate" Tibet no matter what the Indian Government said or thought. In 1950, in the

face of the insistence of the Chinese to enter Tibet, the Indian Govemment did back

down.

On the less pressing issue of borders, the Chinese were perfectly willing to

compromise with the Indian Govemment, as they did with the Nepalese, Bul'mese,

Pakistanis and even to a lesser extent, the Tibetans. In retrospect it is possible that the

Indians interpreted this moderation as weakness and so the very t'easonableness of the

Chinese Government pushed the Indians into taking a harder line than was sensible.

The cause of this sort of moderate Chinese behaviout probably derives from the

Unequal Treaties and the period of Chinese humiliation from 1842 to 1949.

Traditional Imperial Chinese Governments were certainly not adverse to making a

whole range of unequal demands. Perhaps the best example is the demands of the

Ming dynasty's Yongle Emperor for the Koleans to provide him with young girls for

his household.t This demand was, and perhaps was intended to be, highly symbolic of

Kolea's lesser status. After 1948, in dealing with the Nepalese and Burmese, the

Chinese Government repeatedly insisted that it would not use its greater size and

power to impose an unjust border on their weaker neighbours. By any measure the

Chinese behaved in a reasonable manner designed to match this intention.t The border

the Chinese eventually agleed to r.vith all theil Himalayan neighbours (except India

I Clark 1998, 280-l ,291-3.
r For the Burmese example see Maxr,vell(1,9'72,221-4) and Smith (1991, 156-8). For
Nepal see the highly coloured and rather critical Ray 1967, 835-7. For Pakistan see

Burke (1964,392-9) and Syed (1967 ,799-804).
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which still refuses to discuss the border issue) ran more or less along the old British

frontier line. In some places, notably Burma, it even left regions that contained a

majority ethnically Han population outside China3.

The exceptions to China's generally moderate policy demonstrate the other,

more traditional, aspect of Chinese diplomacy. In theory, in tradìtional China, any

state wishing to enter into diplomatic relations with China also had to enter into and

support a particular world-view which placed China in the centre of the world.a There

is, perhaps, room to question how far even the Chinese believed in this world view, but

there is no question that the theoretical basis of traditional Chinese diplomacy stressed

the special nature of China and Chinese culture. To a large extent the deals over

borders that modern China struck with its neighbours also stressed the special place

and nature of China. All of these deals involved acceptance by the other states that the

Chinese had been victims of imperialist aggression and hence the existing border

needed to be renegotiated. In all cases where peaceful agreements could be reached,

the new border was usually the old border with a few minor adjr-rstments. In this way

the Chinese could demonstrate not only the injustices of the past, but theìr benevolence

in conceding territory to their weaker neighbours. In a way this was a continuation of

the past in that it showed China as a unique victim of impelialism, even more so than

the Indians, Burmese or Pakistanis. Of course it is likely that other countries found

this assumption that they were somehow less victimised, or even net beneficiaries of

Western imperialism, offensive. Certainly the two biggest powers to share a border

with China, the Soviet Union and India, both rejected the idea that their borders were

somehow the uniquely unacceptable product of imperialist agglession against China.

The missing element from the diplomacy of the Chinese Communist Party is the

strong missionary pulpose Revolution often provides. Indeed back in L9l2 the British

Chief of Staff had observed "fa]lthough [Chinese] activity on our frontier may have

received a temporary check on account of the Revolution, histoly proves that

succeeding a Revolution, as a rule, a period of national vigoul and expansion

follows."-' In the case of the French and Russian Revolutions it was certainly true that

expansionist wars followed soon after.o There is little evidence that the Chinese

Communist Party ever intended to expand outside its borders. In the cases of North

Korea and Vietnam, the Chinese did plovide aid to help their neighbours "Iiberate"

'Smith 1991,38-9.
r 

See Fairbank 1970, l-19.
) As quoted in Chapter 3 and in Woodman 1969, l4l-8.
6 Although after the Soviet Union was defeated by the Poles in 1920 there rvas a fairly
long peliod of peace in the West.
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themselves. In both cases this also meant that Chinese soldiers fought in Korea and

Vietnam.T The Chinese Government also provided aid to the Thai and Burmese

Communist Parties and even volunteers in Burma to fight the Burmese Government.s

Even glanting all of this, the Chinese did not present a convincing example of a

revolutionary transformation in aggressive diplomacy in either 1911 or i949. It may

be that this is largely because the People's Republic of China remained woefully

underdeveloped and weak in comparison with the majolity of other world powers.

However it was certainly strong enough to have invaded some of its weaker

neighbours if it had wanted to. The Burmese, for instance, could not have put up

serious opposition to the People's Libe¡ation Army.e After all the Bulmese

government was not even able to remove the remnants of the Nationalist Army fi'om

the border region.

The Chinese Communist Party did, however, use the fervour of its

revolutionary transformation to impose dìrect central rule on a whole range of areas

which had pleviously escaped close administrative control. The Party extended its tule

down into every village and every street all over China. Using Ìand reform as a means

of breaking village solidarity, the Chinese Communist Party formed groLrps of poor

peasants into olganisations that insured no-one could escape close and detailed

control. All over northem China the war years provided an excuse for the Communists

to exploit and take-over dozens of village olganisations such as the Red Spears.r0

Indeed the very existence and importance of the United Front to the Communists

shows that there were significant numbers of Chìnese, almost certainly amounting to an

overwhelming majority, who rejected Communism as a political option. In this the

Chinese Communist Party was merely following the path carved out by Vy'estern

nations who have repeatedly over the years worked to co-opt, undermine or destroy

autonomous institutions that might have challenged the power of the central

authorities. If China had problems before 19ll it was not because of a lack of what

these days is called "civil society", but because it had a wealth of institutions that

resisted central control. To take the simplest example, mass conscription was a way of

life in Europe despite the very vocal objections of a great many people when it was

introduced. Even in 1807 Clausewitz himself had seen French conscdpts taken away

in chains." There was simply no way that the Qing dynasty could have introduced

t Hsü 1995,795-6.
t smith 1991,250-1,350. Trager 1968, 1051-2.
e Frank Tla-ser (1968, I034) called the Sino-Bunnese border "unprotectable and

undemarcated",

'o See Peny (1980) for a discussion of this process.
tt Van Creveld 1999,245.
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mass conscription because of lack of popular support for the idea, a shortage of

administrators and the weakness of central authority over Chinese society. Even the

Nationalists were reduced to desperate measures simply because they lacked detailed

administrative control over their population.rr Yet by the time of the Great Leap

Forward the Chinese Communist Party was prepared to abolish the nuclear family and

replace it with creches and communal feeding halls.13 While there is little evidence of

hostility to family life in Chinese history there is a long and distinguished history of

opposition to it in Westem thought from Spata to the early Christian Church to the

modem commune. Even in the Old Testament, not only did God command that Jews

kill anyone who suggested worshipping an alien god (mentioning specifically brothers,

sons, daughters, wives and fiìends), but when Moses saw Aaron had made a golden

calf, he told the Levites to "pass to and fro through the middle of camp, from gate to

gate, killing your own brothers, your own friends, your own neighboufs".l4 The

Roman Republic produced many morally "improving" stories of those who chose their

public duty over their family. At the time of the French Revolution, the French

exploited these stories for propaganda purposes. Perhaps the best example is the story

of the three sons of Horatius. The three challenged their enemies to produce three

champions and so avoid general warfare. All but one died. On returning home and

hnding his sister, Camilla, mouming one of the enemy, he killed her in a patriotic

rage.t' This is in decided contrast to the Confucian tradition which may encourage

nepotism, but certainly does not encoutage denouncing family members to the state.

The clear and stlong pressllres to choose Party over family in Communist countries is

firmly within this Western tradition.

The 1962Indo-Chinese War shows the pelils of trying to follow a forward

for-eign policy with a limited liberal democratic govemment. On the face of it there

was no real reason for the Indians to be beaten. They did have a problem with the

geography of the North-East Frontier Agency. The Chinese held the higher glound

and could more conveniently acclimatise their soldiers. In 1962 Indian soldiets were

rushed up to the border and suffeled from the altitude. There was of course no reason

why the Indians could not have prepared their soldiers for such a clash prior to

provoking the Chinese attack. India and China are both similar countries in many

ways. They have large populations, but little modem industry. Both sides lacked the

high technology for complex weapon systems, The physical resoulces available to

'' Fairbank (1994,289-93) discusses the problem but it is perhaps unfail to suggest he

would come to the same conclusion.

't Hrü 1995,656-7.

'* See Deuteronomy l3:6-11 and Exodus32:26-29.

'-t Schama 1989,30, 1'72-3.
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both militaries suggested a more closely fought war. The real advantage the Chinese

had was an intellectual one. In 1962 the Chinese demonstrated the advantages of

adopting a more extreme, modern and totalitarian ideology. Even though the Indian

soldiers fought with great bravely, they were badly let down by their government

which had done little to prepare. Once again the adoption of an aggressive, modern

ideology proved better suited to modern conflict than the liberal nineteenth century

values of English society.

From 1839 to 1962 the technological and military gap between the West and

China had grown. While the weapons the Qing armies were using in I839 were behind

those of the West, by 1945 there was a much larger gap between the People's

Liberation Army and the ailcraft can'iers, intercontinental bombers and nuclear

weapons of the United States. Yet the Chinese managed to win a draw in Korea

against the United States army. The difference in performance in 1839 and 1950

simply cannot be explained through technology alone. In the 1950s the Chinese

govenìment was entirely adequate to the cynicism, efftciency, brutality, and bloody-

mindedness that is requiled to win a modem war.'u Even assuming that the

accusations of Chinese brutality towards the Tibetan population are exaggerated, the

supplessing of the Khamba revolt shows the competence of the People's Liberation

At*y.'t Thus when Nehru and the Indian government finally decided to remove the

People's Liberation Army from positions it held in territory which the Chinese

government considered Chinese, there was simply no question but that the Indian

Army was going to be defeated. India had (and has) a much better human rights

Lecord, is more respectful of India's civil society, and is generally a limited, moderate

liberal democracy. If these values translated into military effectiveness, then it is

surprising that the Indian army did not perform as well as the People's Liberation

Army.'t If on the other hand the basic assumption of this thesis is conect and modern

total warfale demands a modern totalitarian ideology then there is no surprise at all.

When two nations of roughly the same size, level of economic and technological

development clash, military victory goes to the more ruthless. This is a decidedly

unhappy conclusion, but it seems unavoidable in the cit-cumstance.

tu With apologies to Paul Fussell (1989, 7)

't There is extensive discussion of the PLA's alleged behaviour in QTRL (I959)Tibet

ancl the Clúnese People's Republic (n.d.) and Tibet: Hmnan Rights ctnd the Rrúe of
Law (1997).
tt There are extensive discussions of the fighting in Maxwell (1972,311-454) and in

Carver (1980).
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10.2 Tibetan Diplomacy

The alternative to the Chinese Communist Party's "solution" (i.e adopting a

repressive totalitarian ideological model) can be seen in the case of the Lhasan

administration.re There was a period in the early Twenties when the Tibetan

administration took the hrst steps towards a modern government. The Lhasan

govemment did its best to destroy any alternative to the central govemment such as

the Panchen Lama's administration in Shigatse. With British help they began to build a

modem military force. In the end the cost to Tibet's traditional religious structure was

too great and the reforms were soon wound back. Instead the Tibetans relied on their

traditional policy of looking for a powelful friend from outside Tibet to maintain the

religious authorities in Tibet itself. The first supporters of the Yellow Hat sect, the

Mongols, were not particularly good patrons by any objective standard. They looted

religious sites and they would not go home afterwards. The Manchus were

considerably better as supporters of the Buddhist religious establishment, but also in

creating Tibet's system of administration. Perhaps, despite the objections of modem

scholars, the Manchus were the best patrons the Tibetan establishment ever had. The

British might have been better patron still, as those British officials in Tibet clearly

wished to be. But by 1947 tíey had gone from the regìon and were no longer

interested. The Indians and Amedcans both did not, and perhaps could not, play the

role the Tibetans wanted. Only in the Fifties and Sixties, with some CIA suppol't, did

the Dalai Lama's administration even attempt to free Tibet through the effolts of

Tibetans alone. This too failed when American support vanished. Under Chinese

pressure, even the Nepalese, who had plovided bases along the Tibetan border, tumed

against the Tibetan Resistance groups. There can be no doubt that the reason for the

Tibetan failure is the difficulty in reconciling traditional Buddhist teachings with the

degree of mobilisation and violence needed to support a surccessful guerrilla

campaign.2O Indeed guerrilla wafare has largely been the preserve of Communists and

near-Communists such as Algeria's FLN. This is probably a good thing for Tibetans as

individuals, but it has not helped Tibet as a countly or Tibetans as a whole at all. In

the modern world it is simply not enough to rely on the support of the powerful to

protect you against yoLu'enemies. On the othel hand the price that China has paid for

'n And the contrast between traditional Tibet and the modern USSR is clear even in
popular works like Byron (1933).

'o The traditionalist Catholics of Spain and Brittany had some success against the

French Revolution, but Napoleon was not br-ought down by these groups. The Idsh

did win independence without being Marxists. In the face of govemments determined

enough to do whatever is necessary to win, the only leligious-based groups to win a

guerrilla war are the Muslims of Af-ehanistan and Lebanon.
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adopting Communism has been very high

10.3 The'Western Diplomatic Tradition

The period leading up to the 1962 V/ar displayed an interesting feature of

Indian diplomacy - the reliance on the British experience. Even though India, as a non-

aligned post-colonial country, could be expected to have forged new relations with its

neighbours and the world, in fact the first decade of Indian independence sholved a

clear British influence. In Tibet this should not be surprising given that the Indians had

also inherited British personnel such as Hugh Richaldson, Indian policy towards Tibet

did not differ from that of the British to any great extent. Just as the British had

wanted Tibet to remain autonomous under Chinese suzerainty, the Indians declined to

support either Tibetan independence or the integration of Tibet into China. Just as the

British offered diplomatic and military support to the Tibetans, the Indians helped the

Tibetans appeal to the United Nations and provided limited amounts of weapons and

tlaining to the Tibetan army.

The noticeable "exceptional" influence of the Blitish on the Indians is in the

diplomatic culture the Indians had inherited. There is a strong tradition of "hard"

treaty interpretation by Westemers such as the British and Dutch when dealing with

Asian countries. In Britain's history of diplomatic lelations with Asian countries, the

British have tladitionally argued that their h'eaties favout them to an extent that would

be unusual in Eulope, A typical example of this would be the British claim that the

glanting of the right to levy taxes ìn Bengal amounted to a transfer of sovereignty by

the Mughal Court. It certainly could also be argued that the history of British

interpletations of the Unequal Treaties leflects a contempt for the Chinese and their

rights and that they would not have tried to argue a similar case in Europe. The point

should not be exaggerated, but there is no doubt that a strong deglee of racism has

been important in the West's traditional diplomacy. The period between l91l and

1959 is one in which that tradition became no longer openly acceptable. The attempts

by the Westem powers to build alliances with cclonial minorities in World'War I and

with independent countries in the post-World War II world meant that open

expressions of racism have all but vanished from public discoulse. However a real

transformation did not happen fast enough to save the British empire. No non-

European colonial population has chosen to retain any significant links to the British

empire. The Indians also adopted this culture of diplomatic bullying to dealin-e with

the Chinese. The Indian Government's position that the border with China was defined

by culture and tradition reflects a state of mind inconsistent rvith any serìous peaceful
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diplomacy. The total disregard the Indian Government displayed towards the risk of

war with the Chinese is also typical of the British tradition, in the British case often

founded on a contempt of the Chinese military. If this view was in the minds of India's

rulers then it is clear that the Indians had retained this view well past the days of its

usefulness.

Although the British were clearly a powerful influence on the Indtans tn

formulating their policy towards Tibet, the Americans were probably a bigger int-luence

overall. Even though it is a common place of modern writing on diplomacy that the

Americans are a "Have" stetlts cll.o power, their history does not reflect this opìnion.

Like the French and the Soviets, the Americans are heirc to a powerful Revolutionary

tradition. Also like the French and Soviet Revolutions, that tradition asseÍts a

universal message applicable to all people. According to the Declaration of

Independence, all men are created equal and have inalienable rights. V/hile the

Americans might not have applied it at home to blacks and Native Americans, it

contains a strong universal claim. Originally this levolutionary message was directed

at regions ruled by the British Government, but it applied no less to other European

countries. In the early days of American independence, the Ameticans also tried to

apply it to people outside the United States. The Americans tried repeatedly to

"liberate" the Canadians, for example and in the immediate aftermath of the revolution

greatly expanded their borders. The Canadians just as stubbornly refused to be

liberated and the Btitish Atmy was sufficiently powerful to prevent the Americans from

succeeding.2r Of course the Founding Fathers did not intend thìs message to apply to

non-Whites and the Declaration of Independence was largely written and signed by

slave owners. The Revolutionary tradition is clear in the way American f,rght theìr

wars. The usual American insistence on total victory, on unconditional surrender and

on the ideological differences between them and their enemies are all typical of the

modem revolutionary tradition.

In a sense America has at least two diplomatic traditions. The major one is still

a message of revolutionary liberation deliving from the origins of the United States in

opposition to British opplession. The minor one is a more realistic tradition that did

not differ to any great extent from other Western imperìal powers. The first tradition

has always provided a great deal of public rhetoric for American govemments,

especially rvhere China is concemed. Yet it is this last tradition that the Americans

have usually applied to non-Western countries. The various govelrments of the

United States may have wanted to liberate the Canadians, but most of them wanted to

" See Weigley 1971,7-8
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take the land, and only the land, of the Native Americans and Mexicans.

In this way the American tradition differs from the Bdtish which usually applied

idealistic policies to non-Western powers while dealing with other European powers in

a more realistic manner. Thus the British went to war with the Qing Empire to bring

it, the British often claimed, the benefits of free trade while going to war with the

French and later Germans to preserve the balance of power in Europe. The Indian

diplomatic tradition is clearly in the American mould. The Indians too were not happy

with the status quo and wanted to present an ideological challenge to the dominant

European powers of the time. The Indians called this policy non-alignment and again

this plesents analogies with American history. The fìrst American Presidents asserted a

very similal policy with, most famously, Washington waming the Americans to steer

clear of entangling alliances with European powers.t' John Quincy Adams claimed the

Americans did not need to, and should not try to, look overseas for monsters to slay.r3

In both cases there is a strong tradition of looking to international bodies such as the

United Nations (which, together with its predecessor the League of Nations), was

largely an American invention, One of the main features of modern revolutions is the

moral certainty and outlage they inspire in their adherents. The fact that the Indians

expressed similal policies to those of the Founding Fathers, but aimed them at the

United States, probably explains the venom with which Americans such as Loy

Henderson attacked the Indians for staying aloof in the Cold V/ar]a

The important change fol the Western powers comes with the two World

Wars. To the Westem powers both of these conflicts were an ideological struggle

between the good Western powers and the bad Axis countlies. Both demanded the

folmulation of idealistic war aims. In both conflicts the British and American

goveÍnments folmed what might be called United Fronts that united as many people to

the left of the Germans as possible. Unfoltunately for the British the denunciations of

German and Japanese racism also undermined the basis of the British Empire. This

was most apparent to the British non-'White soldiers who were told they were fighting

against racism while being comprehensively discriminated against.2s The need for a

bigger picture to the war, to justify the sacrifices of the Allied populations, is a far

greater influence on British and American diplomacy than any other intellectual feature

of the period. In the same way the Cold War meant an Anglo-American United Flont

rr Washington 1900, 28-39. Nearly a quafier of Washington's address is devoted to

this one topic.
=' In Tlrc Federalist Number 6, Quoted in McDougall I99l ,36.
t* 

See Henderson's views throughout Brands (1991).
tt Eilis r990b,329.
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with almost any group to the right of the Communist Party. In Japan and Germany

figures from the wartime governments of both countries were soon rehabilitated and

returned to power. The American support for liberation struggles against the colonial

powers soon ended and aid flowed to countries like France in their struggle to retain

Indochina. In the same way liberal democracy for China was impossible as long as the

Japanese were in Manchuria, the Soviets in Mongolia and the British in Tibet.

National security took a higher place in Chinese political life than things like free

speech. This was hardly unique to Chinese political life, being common dght across

Europe until 1945. If the Amedcans had not been able to rely on tactical nuclear

weapons rather than conventional forces to keep the Soviets out of Western Europe, it

might still be common across Europe to this day. Only under the shelter of a powerful

nuclear umbrella or in the absence of a powerful military threat, can China hope to

become a democratic state on Western lines.

The contrasting experiences of the Chinese and the Tibetans point to the real

dilemma of the modemising process. To remain in the past may be comfofting to a

great many people. The sins of a traditionalist govemment like that of Lhasa are more

likely to be those of omission rather than commission. That is to say, the Lhasan

government did very little to make things better for most Tibetans, but by the same

measure did very little to make things worse. The Chinese Communist govemrnent

was far more activist and as a result not only intrq-$g-c_gd lJ¡ore widesptead ecl_ucation,

better health care and a degree of social mobility, but it also starved millions to death,

crushed much of China's traditional culture and continues to imprison large numbers of

people. Ideally a balance can be struck bétweén the bênefits of mo¿êrnising compared

iãìflor. of remaining in the past, except that the more "modern" nations have shown

very little tolerance of "pre-modern" societies. The choice is essentially between

following the French down the path of administrative centralisation and popular

mobilisation or ending up like the Breton, the Tibetans - or worse, the Native

Amedcans and Australian Aborigines.
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